Arlington County - Draft Public Land Site Evaluation Guidelines
Comments Received through County Website and Open Arlington
Comment # Source
1
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
7/28/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
Arlington County already possesses a Public Spaces Master Plan, which makes no accommodation for parkland to
be used for housing of any kind. I would ask that the Public Land Site Evaluation Committee respect these
established guidelines for the stewardship of public parks. In Arlington County, parks are subjected to increasingly
more intense demands as our population increases. They should not be considered as merely warehoused
"vacant" land that can be commandeered to resolve demands of overdevelopment. In particular, Lubber Run
Community Center should be rebuilt as a stand-alone structure with no secondary uses that might infringe on
surrounding Lubber Run Park. I look forward to seeing how your evaluation recognizes the primacy of this precious
resource.

Comment # Source
2
Web Form
Affiliation
AFCA

Name
Allison Kennett

Date
8/1/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
The task is not only to fairly distribute county resources among parks, schools, affordable housing and other tasks
but these resources MUST BE FAIRLY DISTRIBUTED BY LOCATION.
The Rosslyn-Ballston corridor is jammed with high-density and affordable housing. We understand that the
metro is a big reason for that. However, we also have a nicely functioning bus system. They desperately need the
few parks/community centers there to support them.
Please fairly distribute affordable housing to include NORTH ARLINGTON where there is virtually none. The buses
will provide the transportation. Stop kow-towing to N. Arlington weathly who are trying to keep it "pure".

Comment # Source
3
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
8/1/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
To consider Lubber Run as a possible site is an unwise decision.
My family often uses the playground at Barrett and the park at Lubber Run. Although both of them are not nearly
as fancy as other options in our County, that's what we have in a walking distance home.
I understand that if Lubber Run is considered as the site of the new school, all that will be leveled.
Instead of building a school there, let's either keep things the way they are, or perhaps make investments to
ensure that our area becomes on par with our fancier neighborhoods, such as Ballston or Clarendon.

Comment # Source
4
Web Form

Name
Archie Sabin

Affiliation
retired home owner

Date
8/1/2014
ZIP Code
22204

Comment
As long as Arlington continues to encourage commercial and residential development to increase its density there
will be a growing shortage of available public space for what ever is needed- schools, parks,etc. If Arlington
continues to look at the short term goal to raise revenue- in the form of taxes- the long term future is grim. The
needing of land for schools is a direct result of allowing increased density in Arlington. As more people come into
Arlington to live and work- again a direct result of Arlington's policies to increase the commercial ande high rise tax
base, more services are required, schools, water/sewer, etc. Arlington wouldn't have there problems if wasn't
helping to create the problem

Comment # Source
5
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
Bellevue Forest
Comment
The green spaces of Arlington are what make Arlington so wonderful.
what makes Arlington such a perfect place to live.

Date
8/2/2014
ZIP Code
22207
Do not develop ANY of that land. That is

I helped write the Neighborhood Conservation plan when I lived in Donaldson Run. The single largest topic of
feedback was the desire to retain our green space. The single topic of pride was the parks that we had access
to.
When I was President of Bellevue Forest, we did our Neighborhood Conservation plan, and a similar topic rose to
the top. Our citizens cherish our Parks and open spaces. We fund additional money every year to acquire
MORE green spaces. Please leave the green spaces alone. Those locations are not opportunities to develop,
they are what make our community as wonderful as it is. Please don't lose sight of that.

Comment # Source
6
Web Form

Name
Michael Comini

Affiliation

Date
8/2/2014
ZIP Code
46616

Comment
Please do not develop the green spaces or parks for any reason. Thanks for your consideration

Comment # Source
7
Web Form
Affiliation
Resident

Name
John ANTONELLI

Date
8/3/2014
ZIP Code
22204

Comment
I am very much against using park land for anything else but a park. AS Arlington grows getting park land is
going to be harder to acquire AND the need for it is going to be greater especially in neighborhoods that are
developing.
I understand that Arlington has needs for schools and other county services but using park land may be the cheap
way out but once that land is gone, it si not coming back.
If we need more space for schools etc, we should either get that land from a developer in exchange for bonus
density or we should buy the land or if appropriate take it by eminent domain. What we should not be doing is
repurposing park land (and often park land citizens have voted for in bonds) to other things.

Comment # Source
8
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
Homeowner

Date
8/5/2014
ZIP Code
22204

Comment
First, I'd be remiss if I didn't state that the criteria for determining school sites seems contrived and reverse
engineered for a specific outcome.
1.) Why should "An existing school site of at least 1 acre adjacent to County Board-owned property" have any
bearing? Perhaps that might be a benefit (still questionable and unexplained), but to throw out all sites that are not
adjacent to an existing school makes no sense, particularly when the sites selected are so limited. This absolutely
needs to be stricken from the criteria.
2.) Why is "Located centrally within the County" a requirement? Again, I could see it perhaps being a benefit (still
questionable given the primary need for seats being dispersed throughout the county), but to reject sites solely
because they are not central, particularly when so few sites were selected, makes no sense. This should also be
stricken from the criteria.
Some other thoughts on the guidelines:
1.) Parks should not be considered for affordable housing. Parks could possibly be used for schools under the
right circumstances, since the land can still be used for recreation, but affordable housing should be limited to
redeveloping sites that are currently occupied by county buildings, not open spaces. For instance, Jennie Dean
seems like a prime candidate for a new school.
2.) The current load of students and affordable housing in a given area should be a critical primary criterion for
both analyses. North Arlington should be considered for affordable housing for diversity-sake. Neighborhoods
with tons of students shouldn't add loads more. Arlington Heights being designated for 2 of the 3 school sites, with
a potential of 4800 students in a neighborhood with ~2500 residents is too much. The load and benefit of both
schools and affordable housing should be spread throughout the county.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback.

Comment # Source
9
Web Form

Name
Marc DeFrancis

Affiliation
Unitarian Universalist Church of Arlington

Date
8/11/2014
ZIP Code
22204

Comment
I have become familiar with several of the sites listed, and based on my knowledge of what has been happening to
working families earning under $60,000 a year in Arlington over the last 10 years--and especially in the last 3
years--I must urge the county to do everything in its power to counter the accelerating loss of affordable rental
housing.
The county's own analysis has found that we are losing about 1,000 units of affordable rental housing every year
as they become converted by developers and owners to luxury-style rentals and condos. What rarely gets
discussed is the impact this has been having on ordinary working families who have been raising their children
here for some time--they are being driven out of the county or, at best, forced to move every few years from
building to building as rates are hiked, with the result that their children are being pulled out of schools, often in
mid-year, while the parents' work lives are a constant juggling act of longer commutes.
I realize the county cannot stop the private development of real estate, per se, but I am confident it has the power
to include affordable housing as a serious priority parallel with--and not subservient to--other priorities such as
green space conservation. I live near the Arlington Mill Community enter and already know that the county is
capable of working with nonprofit developers to help create new spaces and housing that will help us stem the tide
of hyper-gentrification, a pattern I am now seeing even in south Arlington (with two-bedroom rentals that averaged
about $1200/month just 5 years ago now going for $2,000/month).
Thank you.

Comment # Source
10
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
Homeowner

Date
8/11/2014
ZIP Code
22204

Comment
With regard to items 6-b-ii, "Analysis and mitigation of impacts on the surrounding neighborhood" and 6-d-i,
"Compatibility within the neighborhood context and surroundings," the proposed site usage (whether for affordable
housing or schools, etc.) should be evaluated not just within the CURRENT/EXISTING neighborhood context but
within the context of all that is known/proposed for the FUTURE context of that neighborhood. For example, when
proposing to build a new school, you should take into account not just the current school population within that
neighborhood, but also the proposed, near-future school population of that neighborhood. In other words, you
should have a more long-term, comprehensive plan for the neighborhood that takes ALL of these factors into
account.
With regard to item 6-b-iii, "Opportunities to combine multiple priority programs and uses on a single site," I feel
that this should be weighed against the potential impact on EXISTING programs already at that site. For example,
replacing a park (or a portion of a park) with a school impacts use of the park. Even if that loss of greenspace
could be potentially offset elsewhere in the same neighborhood/community, there can be no 100% guarantee of
that at the time that this decision is being made, nor is there a guarantee that the replacement greenspace would
be of the same quality as the lost greenspace, which would be unacceptable to the community.
Furthermore, in general, parks should not be considered as potential sites for affordable housing. Parks could
possibly be repurposed for schools under very rare circumstances, since the land can still be used for (admittedly
more limited) recreation, but affordable housing should be limited to redeveloping sites that are currently occupied
by county buildings, not open spaces.
Finally, the load and benefit of both schools and affordable housing should be balanced across the county.
Thank you!

Comment # Source
11
Web Form
Affiliation
citizen

Name
Emily Tsai

Date
8/13/2014
ZIP Code
22204

Comment
Parks *are* Public Land for Public Good. They benefit every Arlingtonian in every walk of life.

Comment # Source
12
Web Form

Name
Susannah Keefe

Affiliation
Friends of TJ Park

Date
8/13/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
Please save TJ Park from a giant parking lot and new school! Please look at other land that is closer to schools
like Oakridge that are overcrowded. Perhaps an urban school in Crystal City in a vacant building that already
exists?

Comment # Source
13
Web Form

Name
Maureen Critchley

Affiliation
Resident

Date
8/13/2014
ZIP Code
22204

Comment
I'm a member of the SAVE TJ PARK group that has been reaching out to users of our well-utilized neighborhood
part - soccer, half-mile walking path, majestic shade trees, neighborhood garden, etc. I know most of you have
become aware of our plea. Learning from this experience I urge all of you to work with urban planners to be sure
that going forward Arl Co has a comprehensive, long-range plan for how & where future public schools will be built
so that PUBLIC LAND WILL IN FACE BE FOR PUBLIC GOOD. I understand that this year the CIP bond issue will
not have specific information about which site is involved. Before residents are asked to vote on CIP bond issues
for schools - the referendum should name the site location & type of school that will be built.
In conversations I've had with parents of school-aged children I've learned that locating elementary school-aged
children with middle-aged students will put the elementary aged children at a definite disadvantage. I hope my
comments will prove helpful, and that you will ask Arl Co staff assigned to the soon to be organized TJ Working
Group to consult with school psychologists about this issue. I will also appreciate it if my comments herein will be
forwarded to the 5 County Board members. Thank you. Maureen Critchley 30 S Old Glebe Rd. 22204

Comment # Source
14
Web Form

Name
Audrey Clement

Affiliation
Candidate, Arlington School Board

Date
8/13/2014
ZIP Code
22205

Comment
I support the position of the Arlington Parks Coalition that public parks should be reserved for recreational use
only--no schools or housing on county parkland.
Aside from the need to preserve scarce green space throughout the county, there is a strong legal basis for this
constraint. The public authorized through bond referenda purchase of public land for parks and recreational use.
To allow schools and housing to be constructed on such land is to derogate from the purpose for which the public
approved their purchase.

Comment # Source
15
Web Form
Affiliation
Tax paying, involved resident

Name

Date
8/13/2014
ZIP Code
22204

Comment
I visited this site to get information about the proposal to build on the Thomas Jefferson Middle School and Park
lands.
I strongly oppose the Arlington Public Schools (APS) proposal to potentially build a new elementary school on
Thomas Jefferson Park. The park is an important community resource, used for walking, running, sports, family
outings, and community events including the Arlington County Fair.
The playground, walking trails, game courts, and sports fields bring together people representing the county’s rich
diversity and offer safe and healthy recreation. Schools and community organizations use the area for classes and
sports, I play tennis and jog there. The gardens, including the Thomas Jefferson Middle School organic
vegetable garden, also benefit the community by supporting the Arlington Food Bank.
Parks are more important than ever in our increasingly urban county. No parklands should be converted to other
purposes. Many green spaces are irreplaceable and new spaces will be much more difficult and expensive to
acquire later.
I agree Arlington County needs more seats for more students, but APS does not have to pave over or otherwise
harm TJ Park & Middle School. Additionally, as a resident on the Old Glebe Road side of TJ Park, there is already
a severe road congestion/pedestrian safety issue with the existing middle school. With high-volume access roads
like Glebe and Route 50, there is nowhere to expand to alleviate the volume. Those corridors are especially
dangerous to more, younger children.
Please seriously consider other, safer sites with more boundary flexibility and less destruction of our park lands.
Sincerely,
Wanita Niehaus

Comment # Source
16
Web Form

Name
Tom Wacker

Affiliation
County Resident Home Owner

Date
8/13/2014
ZIP Code
22204

Comment
My spouse and I have watched the recent debates surrounding affordable housing as well as school
enhancements with deep concern. Having lived in Arlington for approximately 30 years we have seen the ebb and
flow of such debates and for the most part, until recently, public officials have seemed to use good long-term
judgement in assessing what to do, when to do it, where to do it, and how to do it. The major concern we have
now is that serious consideration is being given to simply using existing open park spaces owned by the county to
build housing and schools. This consideration is being given at the very same time that officials wring their hands
over the cost of acquiring land for such purposes. In the past, wise decisions have been made to tear down old
facilities and build new improved and expanded ones on the same or adjoining sites which ensures that open
space is preserved for the public to enjoy from an outdoor park and athletic perspective. The approach makes
immense sense and has been welcomed by all county residents. Yet with regard to the recent housing and
education debates, the model is being pushed aside as being too expensive. We cannot afford to view this debate
from such a narrow perspective. It is essential to stick with the long-standing long-term forward thinking
perspective that has guided us during prior such discussions and adhere to this model which even though perhaps
a bit more expensive today, will ensure that we are not scrambling to buy land decades later when we recognize
we have not preserved adequate green space for future generations.

Comment # Source
17
Web Form
Affiliation

Name
Greg Lawler

Date
8/14/2014
ZIP Code
22204

Comment
I suggest that your policy also include a section on the environmental considerations of projects; i.e, will the project
be built to minimize environmental impacts such as green building standards?
I also suggest that all projects be evaluated for their impacts to the surrounding non-county lands and adjoining
neighborhoods such as increased traffic congestion which will require additional traffic lights or street
modifications, or increased parking needs in the area due to the project ?
Thank you!

Comment # Source
18
Web Form

Name
Cyndi Radke

Affiliation

Date
8/16/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
Do not take our public land. Our parks and green spaces make Arlington a special place. I support the need for
affordable housing, not at the cost of our Parks and Green Spaces. I believe that these open spaces and forests
are what make Arlington so special.

Comment # Source
19
Web Form

Name
Amelia Self

Affiliation

Date
8/25/2014
ZIP Code
22204

Comment
I believe parks in Arlington need to be expanded. I believe parkland in Arlington should be exempt from this new
policy of Public Land for Public Use. I believe parks in Arlington are used effectively now. There is no greater
good for this community than to have many spaces where there are multiple uses for health, recreation, thinking,
fun, games, exercise and general wellbeing.
I believe this attempt at a new policy is a step backward in making Arlington better. There are many people of all
ages, backgrounds and financial resources that benefit from the park system and to take ANY space from that is
criminal. Public stewardship requires seeing the big picture.
I support schools. I support affordable housing. I support parks.
I do not support building ghettos--the advantage of TJ Park is there are all kinds of people using it daily. There
would be a benefit to removing some of the concrete and putting in blacktop so it is more user friendly. Protect the
public good by leaving the parks in Arlington alone except for increasing the land used for parks.

Comment # Source
20
Web Form
Affiliation
Just a concerned citizen...

Name
Arthur Schwartz

Date
8/26/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
As a resident of Arlington since 1980, I have seen many changes, some good and some not so good. One of the
more troubling changes has been an ongoing effort on the part of Arlington County governmental officials, in order
to address the effects of new commercial and residential development, to use public land and facilities originally
funded and intended for ALL Arlington residents (community centers, areas near public parks) to address issues
such as affordable housing. I live in a neighborhood with an abundance of affordable housing and I have always
welcomed it. However, my neighborhood does not need more affordable housing in the immediate area. Instead,
my neighborhood needs more recreational facilities and parkland to serve the growing needs of the existing
population who live in the existing affordable housing and elsewhere in the county. Building more housing in an
already congested area at the expense of recreational and park facilities will diminish the quality of life for all
residents in the community.

Comment # Source
21
Web Form

Name
Charles Self

Affiliation

Date
8/26/2014
ZIP Code
22204

Comment
Thank you for the opportunity to comment. I understand the need for the County to “provide what the community
needs.” I fully support the goal of providing all of these identified needs.
However, I believe that the assumption that a “balanced approach” that “assumes (a) site has already been
identified as the best location” may lead to poor policy outcomes. Instead, the Evaluation Guidelines should require
that any change must do no harm to existing public “goods” already provided at a given site.
My concern grows particularly from what appears to be a reversal of long-standing County commitments to
expanding and improving parks, green space, open space, trails, and other park-like land. This long-term
commitment has made Arlington County well known for its quality of life planning. Reducing parkland now will
reduce our quality of life as the county continues to become more urban.
I believe strongly that parks represent a core public good that serves every citizen of the county, providing crucial
recreational, environmental, health, and stress-reduction services. These services require open space, tree
canopies, plant life, unrestricted lines of sight, protected trails for biking, running, and walking, sports and
recreational activities, and a connection with nature.
Encroaching on these spaces with buildings, parking lots, and structures to provide other services will reduce
recreation. Only parks and open space can offer this essential good to Arlington County citizens in our increasingly
urbanized environment.
Public parks, green space, open space, trails, and other park-like land should be exempted from the dual use
mandate because any such use will reduce the critical good parks provide.
Furthermore, the site evaluation process as it is written provides that the Board and Manager identify the sites to
be considered. It requires that citizens must prove that these sites are inappropriate for other uses. The process
prejudices the outcome.
The process should begin the other way: identify a need and ask citizens to find ways to address that need
without reducing public goods already offered. This should have been done through long-term planning in
partnership with citizens. Instead, we have been presented with a non-transparent crisis created through the
PL4PG and the CIP process.
I urge the county to revise the guidelines in three ways:
1) exempt parks and open spaces from consideration,
2) include in the evaluation criteria a statement that no existing good should be reduced to create a different
public good, and
3) shift the entire Public Land for Public Good and CIP process out of crisis mode by starting an open,
transparent, long-term, and citizen-based process for addressing new public goods that may require new land
acquisition and land use policies.

Comment # Source
22
Web Form

Name
Allison Kennett

Affiliation
Arlington Forest Citizens Associaton

Date
8/27/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
Lubber Run Community Center and Park is VERY much needed by the many people (low-income and otherwise)
who live in the extremely densely populated area nearby. It's critical to people in densly populated environments
that they be able to walk to public recreation facilities. Any consideration to put affordable housing there is really
perpetuating a problem in that it's already WAY TOO DENSELY populated there. Stop dumping affordable
housing in the same locations. You are creating what is becoming a slum area there and west Columbia Pike. No
more excuses for kow-towing to those fussy rich folks living in North Arlington. The only fair solution to creating
much-needed affordable housing is to spread it around the county in a more balanced fashion. The argument
about putting so much density by the Ballston-Rosslyn metro corridor is a tired one, we have lots and lots of
buses - Voila!! no more transportation issues.

Comment # Source
23
Web Form

Name

Date
8/29/2014

Affiliation
Arlington Forest neighborhood resident

ZIP Code
22203

Comment
We have lived in Arlington Forest for 11 years, and am writing with respect to the proposal to add housing at the
Lubber Run Community Center site as part of its renovation. We oppose building housing of any kind at Lubber
Run, and feel very strongly that this area (including the parking lot) should be used for recreation for the benefit of
our community (including our children who desperately need more space and fields here). Housing will only add
more people to our community who will need space for outside recreation - outside green space to run and play
which is currently lacking in our community! If the County uses this invaluable space for housing, we will never be
able to replace this community asset.
We have been hopeful since we moved into Arlington Forest that Lubber Run Community Center would be
renovated to provide more inside and outside recreation facilities. In particular, our community desperately needs
more outside recreation space. This is our greatest need. At the present, the Lubber Run site has a playground
and green picnic area (which is used frequently by neighborhood families and nearby communities), a parking lot
(which is also used by families to play - we were just at the parking lot last night where about 20 people were there
riding bikes, including us. This space is also used as a gathering spot for nearby residents, even though a parking
lot isn't a great space for gathering. I think this clearly shows that our community is in need of a space for these
types of activities.)
One of my greatest concerns is Barrett Elementary's need for additional green space. Our oldest son attends
Barrett Elementary (1st grade). Barrett Elementary is a wonderful school full of great teachers, staff, and families.
We have enjoyed being a part of our great neighborhood school. However, Barrett lacks green space for the kids
to play (during and after school activities). We've been to many of the other Arlington elementary schools for
sports and other activities over the last year or so, and notice that Barrett is one of the only elementary schools
that lacks soccer or other large grass areas for the kids to play. There are no soccer fields, green fields to run at
Barrett or within walking distance. At most, Barrett has a small baseball field (and part of this green space is being
taken up by a trailer). Barrett's soccer team has to go outside of our neighborhood for soccer practice because
there isn't a field at Barrett or a field within walking distance. At least one of the soccer players (who lives in
affordable housing near Barrett) has been unable to attend these soccer practices because his mother cannot get
him to practice. I think this is very unfortunate. We have a great diverse, and wonderful community - that
desperately needs more fields and outside recreation areas. Our community has become much more dense
because of the construction of new housing. As a result, our needs for fields and outside recreation is growing. It
is clear that to be healthy, adults and children need to have outside exercise. We enjoy Arlington's paths and
Lubber Run's stream, but the community needs space to play sports, kids to ride bikes together and run. A space
that is bigger than just a playground.
I hope the County takes our community's needs into consideration when making this very important decision. I
believe it will be a great injustice to our community if this asset (or any part of it) is taken for housing - rather, than
using this asset to provide for the needs of its current residents.
Thank you for your consideration.
Angela France

Comment # Source
24
Web Form
Affiliation

Name
Suzanne Sundburg

Date
8/29/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
1) More than one person has commented on the incomprehensible language that has been used. People shouldn't
be forced to guess at the document's meaning, and the county can do better. Please rewrite this policy and
guideline document in plain English.
2) The county fails to state any concrete policies and guidelines in this draft document as to how it will make
decisions going forward. Moreover the methodology used to evaluate sites during the selection process was
incomplete, and thus flawed. In 2012, I recommended to county staff (in response to request for public comment
on the draft Parkland/Open Space Acquisition and Preservation Plan) that it utilize a modern assessment tool to
calculate the total economic value of parkland and open space just as it is, without any "improvements." At the
2012 POSAPP public forum, park staff told attendees that they wanted to use this type of methodology to quantify
the economic value of parkland/open space but that "management" wouldn't allow it.
There are now very sound methodologies for calculating the financial value of environmental components (trees,
grass, etc. with respect to their functions as carbon sinks, offsets to the urban heat island effect, storm-water
detention and groundwater recharge mechanisms, flood prevention/control mechanisms, air-quality improvement
devices) as well as the recreational value to the community of natural, undeveloped parkland and open space.
Because the county refuses to recognize the full financial value of these properties, the land essentially has no
value to the county except for its capacity to host development. This inherent bias always favors development over
preservation or restoration.
By not calculating the value of these lands as they are (or their value if restored to a natural state), the county also
makes it impossible to establish quantitative, objective criteria on which to grade parcels from most valuable (and
most in need of protection or restoration) to the least valuable (which might be suitable for other purposes) on
which it might make better informed and more rational decisions.
3) Although the county has had ample money for parkland acquisition sitting in the bank, the county almost never
taps it. Hence, we lost our opportunity to acquire a high-value parcel on the opposite corner of Lacey Woods Park
(Washington Blvd. & George Mason Drive). And parkland acquisition funds have been shifted from that purpose
(over $4 million, if memory serves me correctly) for the renovation/operations of the leased Artisphere space.
If the county has an aggressive plan for converting parkland and open space to other purposes, then it should also
provide an equally aggressive policy and guidelines for how it plans to replace those lands with new parcels of
equal environmental and recreational value within approximately the same time period. According to Peter Harnik
(Center for City Park Excellence at the Trust for Public Land) and Kaid Benfield (Natural Resources Defense
Council), "pocket parks within the [Ballston Metro] station area add up to about 0.27 acres per thousand people,
based on the 2000 population." Typically, "most American cities provide between 5 and 35 acres per thousand, or
upwards from 20 times what Ballston provides."
Finally, voters have repeatedly supported parkland acquisition bonds with the understanding that the investment
would be made to acquire and preserve these increasingly rare and valuable spaces. And if the county wants the
public to continue supporting bond referenda for its parks and recreation facilities, then the county must utilize
these funds for the stated purpose. Bait and switch isn't popular with voters.

Comment # Source
25
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
9/2/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
The guidelines make no mention of an analysis of alternatives. The County cannot effectively determine if a
particular public use is appropriate for a given site if it does not consider alternative sites. This has been a problem
for the County in the past where it is stated that a particular site is ideal, but the public has no information on
alternative sites that were considered and why those were deemed to be less optimal than the preferred option.

Comment # Source
26
Web Form

Name
Kathryn Scruggs

Affiliation
ACCF Housing Cmte

Date
9/5/2014
ZIP Code
22205

Comment
I support "Potential uses for public land could include public facilities, affordable housing, schools and recreational
facilities and parks. " I suggest that all public sites be viewed for these potential uses and not limit affordable
housing to current bus lines since ART routes can be changed. I also suggest that there be lots of public
engagement to develop the compromises necessary to meet all the listed community needs. Building above public
buildings can meet many affordable housing needs for low-moderate income households. In particular building
residences above current public buildings (schools, libraries, recreation centers) is a most appropriate opportunity
for housing for public employees whose incomes range from 60-120% AMI.

Comment # Source
27
Web Form
Affiliation

Name

Date
9/8/2014
ZIP Code
22205

Comment
Please extend time period past Sept 30. I would like more time to review the information and
between summer vacation and back to school craziness there is not sufficient time.
thank you.

Comment # Source
28
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
Glencarlyn neighborhood

Date
9/8/2014
ZIP Code
22204

Comment
1. I would like to ask you to extend the comment period. This initiative was first announced in August, when lots of
people were on vacation or not tuned in and only gave us 30 days. That is not enough time to educate all the
affected communities. We need time to learn more about this and respond intelligently.
2. For the record, I support both affordable housing and the maintenance and no-net-loss of parks/open
spaces/green space in Arlington, and I don't think you should develop a program in Arlington that pits one against
the other.
3. Park land in Glencarlyn and other parks should be completely off limits to development. At the Sept 8 meeting in
Glencarlyn, at which Jay Fisette was a guest speaker, he was unable to articulate why Glencarlyn was on the list
other than to say "the county manager put in on there, I don't know why, and "it will never get developed." Even
some people in our community thought it was not worth worrying about because it is a floodplain. But clearly there
is a reason that some parts were selected and others weren't, as Bluemont Park was not on the list, for example.
Glencarlyn park, and other open land/green space, provides free recreational opportunities for people of all socioeconomic levels, and it already is a public land for the public good.

Comment # Source
29
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
Glencarlyn neighborhood

Date
9/8/2014
ZIP Code
22204

Comment
An addendum to my previous comment:
In your report that shows aerial photographs of each of the proposed 24 sites, on page 14, Glencarlyn Park, you
have only the Barcroft Civic Association listed. Please add Glencarlyn Citizens Association to that listing, as we are
equally affected by and interested in Glencarlyn Park. Thank you.

Comment # Source
30
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
9/9/2014
ZIP Code
22204

Comment
Please extend the comment period for this topic, so that citizens of Arlington can have more time to learn about
this issue. It was only announced it in August when everyone was on vacation and gave people 30 days to
comment. Please extend the comment period.
I fervently believe that the county ought to be putting affordable housing in North Arlington and not just
concentrating all of it in South Arlington as is the case now. To that end, I support placing the next several
affordable housing developments into North Arlington. This will support the goal of a mixed socio-economic
community and not further "divide" Arlington across the Rt 50 coridor. Southern Arlington has been referred to
more and more as "lower Arlington"... this elitist attitude coming from the far north side of Rt. 50 needs to stop!
They do not own the right to sky high property values just by virtue of living north of Rt. 50! By integrating more
diversity into the whole of Arlington, and not just the south, will aid in that and provide a nice zip code for the new
affordable housing units too!
Finally, we must preserve our parks - which are free recreation areas for everyone and much needed green space
in this overdeveloped part of the county. I, and my neighbors, are absolutely against turning Glen Carlyn park into
affordable housing developments!!!! Your proposals that involve repurposing existing county buildings and lots is a
much sounder plan that is more in line with the "green"ness of Arlington.

Comment # Source
31
Web Form
Affiliation
Arlington Forest

Name
Michael Kerley

Date
9/9/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
I wanted folks to know that I personally support upgrading the use of the land for Lubber Run Community Center.
Housing, school, or similar use. Keeping access to the park and playground. Ideally keep a grass field and smaller
paved area for informal soccer, basketball, tennis, dancing, etc. Basically similar to the new center on Columbia
Pike... underground the parking, build the building three or four stories, and then use the current surface parking
area more efficiently.

Comment # Source
32
Web Form

Name
Neil Heinekamp

Affiliation

Date
9/9/2014
ZIP Code
22204

Comment
Dear Arlington Board,
I am a strong supporter of any efforts the county makes to increase affordable housing to lower income people.
That said, I also believe it would be unacceptable for you to site any housing (or allow for such siting) on any
county properties that are forested. While the DC metro area is purported to be rife with green space, compared to
many other metropolitan areas, it is still important that you preserve as much as possible. People (especially kids)
need places to go, in Arlington, where they can connect with nature; they need these places near to where they
live and these places need to be as large as possible.
As a 25 year environmental educator and a 21 year resident of Arlington I know that kids do not get outside
enough, but we can not take away the potential for them to do so. I oppose any proposals to build new schools or
affordable housing on green space. Therefore, you should take Glencarlin Park and any other wooded parks out of
the running, period.

Comment # Source
33
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
9/9/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
Public land should be for public use. Park land that was paid for with money from a park bond should not be given
to the school system for a school. There are other options for the school system.

Comment # Source
34
Web Form
Affiliation
VOICE

Name

Date
9/10/2014
ZIP Code
22204

Comment
We must have diverse representation on working groups. The working group appointed to study a property must
include as members representatives of citizen groups that may benefit from affordable housing – renters,
minorities, immigrants – as well as those with county-wide perspectives.

Comment # Source
36
Web Form
Affiliation
resident

Name
Lois Koontz

Date
9/12/2014
ZIP Code
22204

Comment
It feels like both VOICE (and the affordable housing crew) and the Park advocacy groups are trying to stake
preemptive claims on the few large parcels that could accommodate schools. Without saying education comes
first, I WOULD say nothing comes before schools.
Schools and green space are not mutually exclusive. In a sense, schools 'lock in' a certain amount of open fields
and playgroup spaces that are very compatible with the desire of residents to have access to outdoor activities.
These are really community assets, not just for children. The TJ model of community center married with school is
great as well!
Housing can squeeze any and everywhere, on top of larger facilities or interspersed with market rate housing.
Why do we have to build the affordable housing? What about subsidies or even "live-where-you-work" housing
subsidies? Then we really know we are supporting those who wish to work here (our firefighters, police, teachers,
bus drivers...)
So I'll make the pitch that we lock in parcels large enough to support schools with their large space needs to be
considered first for schools!
Thank you

Comment # Source
37
Open Arlington
Affiliation

Name
Name not available

Date
9/12/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
Arlington Forest Citizens Association feedback to the draft Public Land Site Evaluation Guidelines
We appreciate the opportunity to submit feedback to the draft Public Land Site Evaluation Guidelines (the
?€?Guidelines?€?). The Arlington Forest Citizens?€? Association urges the county to make the following
modifications to the draft Guidelines to help ensure that the document, and the decisions of our county
government regarding the use of our public lands, are consistent with long-standing county policy and strong
Arlington community support for parks, recreation centers and park-like green spaces.
Requested Change 1: Add the following language as a new paragraph between the existing first and second
paragraphs under the heading ?€?Application of Site Evaluation Guidelines?€?: "Notwithstanding the foregoing
paragraph, it is county?€?s intent to preserve county-owned parks, recreation facilities, park-like green spaces,
and land purchased or donated for such purposes, for use as parks, recreation centers and green space. Such
land and facilities shall not be used for purposes other than parks, recreation centers and green space."
While recognizing the importance, and challenge, of balancing community needs in utilizing county-owned
property, Arlington residents have repeatedly and consistently conveyed their priority concern to preserve and
expand the parks, recreation centers and park-like green space in our increasingly urbanized county. This is
evidenced by the passage of every parks and recreation bond referendum since 1980 with a majority of no less
than 64 percent and by the thousands of people who use our parks, recreation facilities and green spaces every
day.
Requested Change 2: The existing second paragraph under the heading ?€?Application of Site Evaluation
Guidelines?€? limits the application of the Guidelines to addressing the issue of ?€?feasibility?€? of a site already
determined to be the ?€?best location?€? for a proposed use or uses. Determination of the ?€?best location?€?
for a proposed use or uses should itself be subject to the ?€?Arlington Way?€? with appropriate public
participation and input. No site should be selected as the ?€?best location?€? for a use if that use is not feasible
on the site. These Guidelines should either expressly confirm that principle (and other county processes should
implement that principle) or the process created by these Guidelines should be broadened to encompass both site
selection as well as site feasibility.
Requested change 3: Add an additional Primary Goal: "Continue the county?€?s long-standing policy to preserve,
enhance and expand county parks, recreation centers and other public open space assets and to carefully
maintain active and passive recreation areas and open space in neighborhoods and metro corridors."
This has been county policy since at least 1992 when the County Board adopted the county?€?s Open Space
Policy. This policy is implemented through the Public Spaces Master Plan and the Natural Resources Management
Plan.
Requested change 4: Add an additional item in Site Evaluation Process and Criteria between the current steps
items 1 and 2: "In keeping with the county?€?s Open Space Policy and the county?€?s Comprehensive Plan, the
County Board and the County Manager will preserve existing county-held natural spaces and parkland and will
maintain county parks and recreation facilities as public spaces accessible to the entire community."
Recent county government proposals to develop parks and open/natural space have created an ?€?either or?€?
situation that pits citizens concerned about parks and recreation against citizens who are equally concerned about
other issues. This is divisive to our community and is upsetting citizens who feel they are being compelled to

choose between important community goals. This is an artificial and unnecessary conflict. Arlington County has
sufficient resources and creativity to maintain and expand our parkland and recreation sites while simultaneously
supporting separate programs to address other needs.
Requested change 5: Add ?€?surrounding communities?€? in Site Evaluation Process and Criteria item 4.b. The
sentence would read "The composition of this group should include both representatives from the property?€?s
immediate and surrounding communities and representatives who have a County-wide perspective."
The effect of major development can and is felt beyond the immediate civic association in which the development
is planned, particularly when the proposed development is at or near a boundary. Citizens whose schools,
recreation, commute, or livelihood may be affected by a proposed development are also stakeholders and should
also have an opportunity to participate in the planning process.
Requested change 6: Add the following to Site Evaluation Process and Criteria item 4.c.: "The county will actively
publicize such opportunities through outreach to citizens associations, PTAs, and other stakeholder groups as well
as through publication in The Citizen, the Sun Gazette, ArlNow.com and other appropriate media."
Recently many Arlington citizens have been surprised and upset by county actions that were supposedly
developed in consultative processes. Ensuring that the public is aware of opportunities participate in planning
processes will result in greater buy-in.
Requested change 7: Add the following to Site Evaluation Process and Criteria item 6.c.: "iv. The replacement cost
and any additional environmental or recreational value of the property."
Land isn?€?t free. Other than land that was donated for parks and recreation, our parks and recreation facilities
were and are largely purchased or constructed through bond issues explicitly designated for and supported by the
voters for this purpose. Land needed for other purposes should follow the same process. Failure to recognize the
full value of these properties when making land use decisions conveys that parkland has no value to the county
except for its capacity to host development. This inherent bias will always favor development of parkland over
preservation or restoration.
Requested Extension of Time to Comment
In addition to our substantive comments to the Guidelines above, we feel that this entire PL4PG process, including
the request for comments on these Guidelines, has been handled on an unreasonably expedited basis that has
precluded the type of broad-based and deliberate community wide input that this type of policy change and the
?€?Arlington Way?€? requires.
The County Board?€?s December 2013 resolution directing a review by the County Manager of all County-owned
properties was passed without such broad-based input. The County Manager?€?s PL4PG Housing Report and the
simultaneous PLPG Schools Memo were drafted and issued without broad-based community input. And here
again, these proposed Public Land Site Evaluations guidelines have been issued during the height of the summer
vacation season without appreciable notice to the public and with only a limited time for the community to assess
and review them.
We believe the county government should make a proactive effort to publicize the existence of this document and
the opportunity for the public to provide feedback. In the meantime, the deadline for the submission of comments
should be extended. Doing so will create an opportunity for the community and county government to work
together to develop guidelines that are more consistent with the best interests of our community. That is the
Arlington Way.

Comment # Source
38
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
9/13/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
This is in regards to the Lubber Run Community Center site. A neighbor wrote:
"The County Manager's Public Land for Public Good Housing Report formally identified "the portion of Lubber Run
Park currently developed with a community center and a parking lot" as a site to be considered for building countysubsidized affordable housing. Trying to shoehorn housing or any other additional unrelated uses into the site can
only detract from the site’s utility as a park and community center.
In recent years the area within walking distance of Lubber Run Community Center has added many thousand
housing units. Even more are under construction and in the planning stages. Hundreds of these new units will be
committed for affordable housing. The increased population will result in an increased demand for recreational,
social, and learning activities at the Lubber Run Community Center. However, much of the increased density
comes at the expense of open and green space. The forest, the grassy areas, the playground, and even the
parking lot at Lubber Run are heavily used by residents of the surrounding neighborhoods, particularly by children
living in multi-family complexes that do not have accessible recreational space of their own.
The real irony here is that the major portion of Lubber Run Community Center's current users come from the
almost 2000 committed affordable housing units that are within walking distance of the community center. Any
proposal that degrades the site's utility as a community/recreation center will hurt that vulnerable population more
than any other."
I have to agree with much of that statement. The one thing that particular area does not need is more housing
crammed in. I was in full support of the school option on that site, a much more reasonable use of the site and
good way to maintain green area.
I also find the county's proposal to sell public land to private business (I believe the current county mulch site in
north Arlington) to be a disgusting idea. There needs to be much more transparency by the county board and what
they are considering. The public would truly express a wholly different opinion if the Board bothered to advertise
this "Public Land for Public Good" and other proposals for public comments.
Thank you.

Comment # Source
39
Web Form
Affiliation

Name

Date
9/14/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
Using park and recreation facilities should be preserved for future generations and should NOT be considered for
conversion to alternate uses. Once beautiful parkland is gone, it is gone forever. Preserve LRCC as a
recreation/community center only.

Comment # Source
40
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
9/14/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
Using park and recreation facilities should be preserved for future generations and should NOT be considered for
conversion to alternative uses. As a new parent of a six month old baby, the park and recreation facilities at
Lubber Run Community Center was a key factor in our decision to buy property in this area. Once beautiful
parkland is gone, it is gone forever. Preserve LRCC as a recreation/community center only.

Comment # Source
41
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
9/14/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
We live opposite Lubber Run park and its community center. With all the recent housing put up along George
Mason near us, we urge that the park be preserved. the park and recreation facilities should be preserved for
future generations and should NOT be considered for conversion to alternative uses. Once beautiful parkland is
gone, it is gone forever. We urge county officials to preserve LRCC as a recreation/community center only.
Taking community facilities and adding more housing is not, in the instance, a better use for the public good.

Comment # Source
42
Web Form
Affiliation
Arlington Resident/taxpayer

Name
Jeanne Lopatto

Date
9/14/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
Arlington Park and Recreation facilities should not be converted for other uses. Once that land is gone to
development it can never be brought back. Preserve the LRCC as a recreation and community center only.

Comment # Source
43
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
Private citizen

Date
9/14/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
My family heavily uses the Lubber Run park and recreation center. It is a valuable part of the community and
provides a much needed recreational outlet in this neighborhood. My son participates in the after school and
summer camp programs at the center, and my daughter participates in the cooperative preschool program. The
facilities are old and the play ground is dated. Both need a serious overhaul, and I am glad to know it is on the list
of projects being considered.
Using park and recreation facilities should be preserved for future generations and should NOT be considered for
conversion to alternative uses. Once beautiful parkland is gone, it is gone forever. Preserve LRCC as a
recreation/community center only.
Thanks ,
Marci Studley

Comment # Source
44
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
9/14/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
Using park and recreation facilities should be preserved for future generations and should NOT be considered for
conversion to alternative uses. Once beautiful parkland is gone, it is gone forever. Preserve Lubber Run
Community Center as a recreation/community center only.

Comment # Source
46
Web Form
Affiliation
Cathcart Springs resident

Name

Date
9/15/2014
ZIP Code
22203-2343

Comment
Using park and recreation facilities should be preserved for future generations and should NOT be considered for
conversion to alternative uses. Once beautiful parkland is gone, it is gone forever. Preserve LRCC as a
receration/community center only.

Comment # Source
47
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
9/15/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
1.Expanded list of properties. The draft identifies only those properties included in the Manager’s Public Land for
Public Good report – it should be expanded to include any county property which may be usable for housing and
other needs – note that only five of the ten properties identified by VOICE have been included in the manager’s
report.
2.Timing – When we are rapidly losing affordable units, this process will add a full year to any proposed
development on County land.
3.Affordable housing as the most pressing need. The draft calls for a “balance” between County priorities – the
County Board has said repeatedly that affordable housing to preserve our economic and cultural diversity is the
most pressing need in our community
4.Including affordable housing as a lens for all redevelopment. Every site that is under consideration for
redevelopment should include affordable housing in the scope of study
5.Representation on working groups. The working group appointed to study a property must include as members
representatives of citizen groups that may benefit from affordable housing – renters, minorities, immigrants – as
well as those with county-wide perspectives
6.Defining how to allocate density. The process does not identify how or when density is allocated or zoning/land
use designations are modified; almost all County owned land is zoned to exclude potential development.
7.Proposals before evaluation. Performing evaluations on potential uses for fiscal, timing, or design criteria without
having at least an initial proposal for redevelopment is working in a vacuum and will hobble any potential develop

Comment # Source
48
Web Form
Affiliation

Name

Date
9/15/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
Lubber Run
Using park and recreation facilities should be preserved for future generations and should NOT be considered for
conversion to alternative uses. Once parkland is gone, it is gone forever. Preserve Lubber Run as a
recreation/community center only.
Thanks.

Comment # Source
49
Web Form

Name
Karen Menichelli

Affiliation
VOICE member

Date
9/15/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
I am writing to express my concern over the crisis in affordable housing that is impacting Arlington as a livable,
diverse community. I strongly support the use of public land for affordable housing, particularly as it is
redeveloped for multiple community needs.
First, the Public Land Site Evaluation Guidelines should reflect this crisis and direct that every site study include an
express requirement to consider inclusion of affordable housing. Second, we are rapidly losing affordable
housing units; the list of properties to be used for the public good should be expanded. Third, those who live in
affordable housing or rent at affordable rates do not have a voice in the discussions concerning their most
pressing needs. The working group appointed to study a property must include as members representatives of
citizen groups that may benefit from affordable housing – renters, minorities, immigrants – as well as those with
county-wide perspectives.
The County Board has repeatedly said that affordable housing to preserve our economic and cultural diversity is
the most pressing need in our community. I hope the Board lives up to this statement.

Comment # Source
50
Web Form
Affiliation

Name
Sandra Munnell

Date
9/15/2014
ZIP Code
22205

Comment
45% of the county budget goes to the schools in order to meet one of your stated goals:
3. Provide a level of public services that is consistent with community expectations.
Arlington residents know that good schools represent a good return on their home investments.
Two things concern me:
One: affordable housing can be built anywhere, but schools cannot. I don't feel like the draft guidelines offer a
clear picture regarding this issue.
Second: when choosing sites for affordable housing, how can the public be sure that your site choices don't put
minority groups on one side of the county to the exclusion of the other side? I am concerned that minority groups
can be marginalized by your policy decisions.

Comment # Source
51
Web Form

Name
Peggy Stevens

Affiliation
Northern Virginia Conservation Trust

Date
9/15/2014
ZIP Code
22003

Comment
Affordable housing, schools and green space are mutually supportive. People of all economic levels, cultures,
abilities and ages need access to and benefit from open space and natural areas.
The County has expressed its support for parks and Natural Resource Conservation Areas though a variety of
plans, policies and practices. These uses have their own merits and special features that need to be carefully
weighed as the County seeks to add capacity for other priorities. We concur with the County staff proposal that
would make potential recreation and park space part of the guidance for evaluating County-held sites.
Consistent with the mission of NVCT and evaluation criteria we use for conservation easements, we recommend
evaluating the conservation value of each piece of public land before making decisions about new uses. We note
that the guidelines for pre-planning site evaluation would include environmental features, such as Resource
Protection Areas and tree canopy. The evaluation criteria also mention conforming with existing County policies,
including those for parks and open space, sustainability and the environment. We would appreciate more clarity
about which criteria are implied and how they would be applied.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the evaluation criteria as this policy guidance moves forward.
Board of Directors, Northern Virginia Conservation Trust

Comment # Source
53
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
Cathcart Springs resident

Date
9/15/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
Use of park and recreation facilities should be preserved for future generations and should NOT be considered for
conversion to alternative uses. Once such beautiful parkland (rare for such an urbanized area) is gone, it is gone
forever. Preserve LRCC as a recreation/community center only for current and future generations of Arlingtonians.

Comment # Source
55
Open Arlington
Affiliation

Name
Name not available

Date
9/15/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
I worry about the density of population in Arlington, so few places left now that are parks, I do not want this site to
be considered for anything but the green space as it was intended. We need green spaces, Ballston in becoming
increasingly urban, please keep our green spaces.

Comment # Source
56
Web Form

Name
Katherine Elmore

Affiliation
North Rosslyn Civic Association

Date
9/16/2014
ZIP Code
22209

Comment
Please extend the September 30 deadline for comments. Our first autumn civic association meeting is scheduled
for September 25, and there is simply not sufficient time for us to review, comment and get consensus from our
group before submissions are due. The PL4PG project may have MAJOR implications for our very urban, very
dense neighborhood, which needs as much public open space as possible to offset the sense of a landscape of
concrete and high-rises.
Sincerely,
Katie
Katherine Elmore
1st Vice-President, North Rosslyn Civic Association
Arlington, VA

Comment # Source
57
Open Arlington

Name
Katherine Elmore

Affiliation

Date
9/16/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
Please extend the September 30 deadline for comments. Our first autumn civic association meeting is scheduled
for September 25, and there is simply not sufficient time for us to review, comment and get consensus from our
group before submissions are due. The PL4PG project may have MAJOR implications for our very urban, very
dense neighborhood, which needs as much public open (green!) space as possible to offset a landscape
dominated by concrete and high-rises.
Sincerely,
Katie
Katherine Elmore
1st Vice-President, North Rosslyn Civic Association

Comment # Source
58
Web Form

Name
Caroline Haynes

Affiliation
Park and Recreation Commission

Date
9/16/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
I respectfully request that the deadline for comments on the guidelines for this process be extended at least until
mid-November. The announcement of the guidelines with a deadline of September 30 precludes many
commissions and civic associations from adequate time to include this on the respective agendas and to consider
the issues raised, given that many of these organizations do not meet in August.
I am also concerned about the process whereby sites were chosen to be on the Tier 2 list and on the list for future
consideration. I strongly object to parks and open space being considered as possible sites for development when
the Park and Recreation Commission has had no input or briefing on this process to date.

Comment # Source
59
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
9/16/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
It is very important to me that parks not be taken for other uses especially if they have been purchased with
funding intended for parks. Parks should be considered as important as any other facility. They are important to
the well being of County residents and the health of our environment.
Please see this website for the value of parks:
https://www.planning.org/cityparks/briefingpapers/physicalactivity.htm
If we ever want to be considered as something other than "soulless" we need great parks.

Comment # Source
60
Web Form
Affiliation

Name
Michelle Knight

Date
9/16/2014
ZIP Code
22205

Comment
I am very much in favor of using public land to build/renovate for affordable housing. There is a huge need for
additional units and this is one of the best ways to bring down the cost of building additional housing. The county
has done a reasonable job already in prioritizing affordable housing but we are losing affordable housing so
quickly that we must act rapidly on these opportunities. All county land should be evaluated for its suitability for
building affordable housing -not just the 3 sites listed above. Let's get this going and get some affordable housing
up and running as quickly as possible!

Comment # Source
61
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
9/17/2014
ZIP Code
22204

Comment
After reviewing your Public Land for Public Good initiative....
While affordable housing is important, parks are just as important and one should not take priority over the other.
For example, proposing the entirety of Glencarlyn Park for affordable housing seems ludicrous. The County
should strive to keep green space, forested land, and grassy open areas available for children, ourselves, and
future generations, and therefore I oppose Glencarlyn Park and other parks being on the list of potential sites for
development.

Comment # Source
62
Web Form
Affiliation
Arlington resident

Name

Date
9/17/2014
ZIP Code
22204

Comment
It am very concerned about seeing Glencarlyn Park listed as a potential site for future development. We need to
keep green spaces, forested lands, and open areas for children, ourselves and future generations. I adamantly
oppose Glencarlyn Park and other parks being on the list of potential sites for development. The park already
serves a public good. Particularly on weekends, you will see hundreds of Arlingtonians enjoying the trails, the
creek, the dogpark, biking paths, and nature. More and more cities in the word are looking for green solutions and
valuing the many benefits of keeping their green spaces, I am truly dumbfounded about the lack of vision of this
proposal.

Comment # Source
63
Web Form
Affiliation

Name

Date
9/17/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
The PL4PG process has been proposed on an unreasonably expedited basis that has precluded the broad-based
and deliberate community-wide input that this type of policy change and the “Arlington Way” requires. Specifically,
these proposed Guidelines were issued during the height of the summer vacation season without appreciable
notice to the public and many civic associations and other groups will be unable to adequately review these
Guidelines and respond when they may reconvene now during September. In fact, there are apparently civic
associations that do not meet on a monthly basis and others that will require at least two meeting cycles to be able
to develop, adopt and submit comments.
I request therefore that the County government undertake a proactive effort to publicize the existence of this
document and the opportunity for the public to provide feedback with the deadline for the submission of comments
extended to at least November 15th. Taking these steps will create an opportunity for the community and County
government to work together to develop Guidelines that are more consistent with the best interests of our
community.

Comment # Source
64
Open Arlington
Affiliation

Name
Name not available

Date
9/18/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
We appreciate the opportunity to submit feedback to the draft Public Land Site Evaluation Guidelines (the
?€?Guidelines?€?). The Arlington Forest Citizens?€? Association urges the county to make the following
modifications to the draft Guidelines to help ensure that the document, and the decisions of our county
government regarding the use of our public lands, are consistent with long-standing county policy and strong
Arlington community support for parks, recreation centers and park-like green spaces.
Requested Change 1: Add the following language as a new paragraph between the existing first and second
paragraphs under the heading ?€?Application of Site Evaluation Guidelines?€?: "Notwithstanding the foregoing
paragraph, it is county?€?s intent to preserve county-owned parks, recreation facilities, park-like green spaces,
and land purchased or donated for such purposes, for use as parks, recreation centers and green space. Such
land and facilities shall not be used for purposes other than parks, recreation centers and green space."
While recognizing the importance, and challenge, of balancing community needs in utilizing county-owned
property, Arlington residents have repeatedly and consistently conveyed their priority concern to preserve and
expand the parks, recreation centers and park-like green space in our increasingly urbanized county. This is
evidenced by the passage of every parks and recreation bond referendum since 1980 with a majority of no less
than 64 percent and by the thousands of people who use our parks, recreation facilities and green spaces every
day.
Requested Change 2: The existing second paragraph under the heading ?€?Application of Site Evaluation
Guidelines?€? limits the application of the Guidelines to addressing the issue of ?€?feasibility?€? of a site already
determined to be the ?€?best location?€? for a proposed use or uses. Determination of the ?€?best location?€?
for a proposed use or uses should itself be subject to the ?€?Arlington Way?€? with appropriate public
participation and input. No site should be selected as the ?€?best location?€? for a use if that use is not feasible
on the site. These Guidelines should either expressly confirm that principle (and other county processes should
implement that principle) or the process created by these Guidelines should be broadened to encompass both site
selection as well as site feasibility.
Requested change 3: Add an additional Primary Goal: "Continue the county?€?s long-standing policy to preserve,
enhance and expand county parks, recreation centers and other public open space assets and to carefully
maintain active and passive recreation areas and open space in neighborhoods and metro corridors."
This has been county policy since at least 1992 when the County Board adopted the county?€?s Open Space
Policy. This policy is implemented through the Public Spaces Master Plan and the Natural Resources
Management Plan.
Requested change 4: Add an additional item in Site Evaluation Process and Criteria between the current steps
items 1 and 2: "In keeping with the county?€?s Open Space Policy and the county?€?s Comprehensive Plan, the
County Board and the County Manager will preserve existing county-held natural spaces and parkland and will
maintain county parks and recreation facilities as public spaces accessible to the entire community."
Recent county government proposals to develop parks and open/natural space have created an ?€?either or?€?
situation that pits citizens concerned about parks and recreation against citizens who are equally concerned about
other issues. This is divisive to our community and is upsetting citizens who feel they are being compelled to
choose between important community goals. This is an artificial and unnecessary conflict. Arlington County has
sufficient resources and creativity to maintain and expand our parkland and recreation sites while simultaneously

supporting separate programs to address other needs.
Requested change 5: Add ?€?surrounding communities?€? in Site Evaluation Process and Criteria item 4.b. The
sentence would read "The composition of this group should include both representatives from the property?€?s
immediate AND SURROUNDING communitIES and representatives who have a County-wide perspective."
The effect of major development can and is felt beyond the immediate civic association in which the development
is planned, particularly when the proposed development is at or near a boundary. Citizens whose schools,
recreation, commute, or livelihood may be affected by a proposed development are also stakeholders and should
also have an opportunity to participate in the planning process.
Requested change 6: Add the following to Site Evaluation Process and Criteria item 4.c.:
"The county will actively publicize such opportunities through outreach to citizens associations, PTAs, and other
stakeholder groups as well as through publication in The Citizen, the Sun Gazette, ArlNow.com and other
appropriate media."
Recently many Arlington citizens have been surprised and upset by county actions that were supposedly
developed in consultative processes. Ensuring that the public is aware of opportunities participate in planning
processes will result in greater buy-in.
Requested change 7: Add the following to Site Evaluation Process and Criteria item 6.c.:
"iv. The replacement cost and any additional environmental or recreational value of the property."
Land isn?€?t free. Other than land that was donated for parks and recreation, our parks and recreation facilities
were and are largely purchased or constructed through bond issues explicitly designated for and supported by the
voters for this purpose. Land needed for other purposes should follow the same process. Failure to recognize the
full value of these properties when making land use decisions conveys that parkland has no value to the county
except for its capacity to host development. This inherent bias will always favor development of parkland over
preservation or restoration.
Requested Extension of Time to Comment
In addition to our substantive comments to the Guidelines above, we feel that this entire PL4PG process, including
the request for comments on these Guidelines, has been handled on an unreasonably expedited basis that has
precluded the type of broad-based and deliberate community wide input that this type of policy change and the
?€?Arlington Way?€? requires. The proposed Public Land Site Evaluations guidelines were issued during the
height of the summer vacation season without appreciable notice to the public and with only a limited time for the
community to assess and review them.
We believe the county government should make a proactive effort to publicize the existence of this document and
the opportunity for the public to provide feedback. In the meantime, the deadline for the submission of comments
should be extended. Doing so will create an opportunity for the community and county government to work
together to develop guidelines that are more consistent with the best interests of our community. That is the
Arlington Way.

Comment # Source
65
Open Arlington
Affiliation

Name
Michael Thomas

Date
9/18/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
The Coalition for a New and Improved Lubber Run Community Center appreciates the opportunity to submit
feedback to the draft Public Land Site Evaluation Guidelines (the ?€?Guidelines?€?). We urge the county to make
the following modifications to the draft Guidelines to help ensure that the document, and the decisions of our
county government regarding the use of our public lands, are consistent with long-standing county policy and
strong Arlington community support for parks, recreation centers and park-like green spaces.
Requested Change 1: Add the following language as a new paragraph between the existing first and second
paragraphs under the heading ?€?Application of Site Evaluation Guidelines?€?: "Notwithstanding the foregoing
paragraph, it is county?€?s intent to preserve county-owned parks, recreation facilities, park-like green spaces,
and land purchased or donated for such purposes, for use as parks, recreation centers and green space. Such
land and facilities shall not be used for purposes other than parks, recreation centers and green space."
While recognizing the importance, and challenge, of balancing community needs in utilizing county-owned
property, Arlington residents have repeatedly and consistently conveyed their priority concern to preserve and
expand the parks, recreation centers and park-like green space in our increasingly urbanized county. This is
evidenced by the passage of every parks and recreation bond referendum since 1980 with a majority of no less
than 64 percent and by the thousands of people who use our parks, recreation facilities and green spaces every
day.
Requested Change 2: The existing second paragraph under the heading ?€?Application of Site Evaluation
Guidelines?€? limits the application of the Guidelines to addressing the issue of ?€?feasibility?€? of a site already
determined to be the ?€?best location?€? for a proposed use or uses. Determination of the ?€?best location?€?
for a proposed use or uses should itself be subject to the ?€?Arlington Way?€? with appropriate public
participation and input. No site should be selected as the ?€?best location?€? for a use if that use is not feasible
on the site. These Guidelines should either expressly confirm that principle (and other county processes should
implement that principle) or the process created by these Guidelines should be broadened to encompass both site
selection as well as site feasibility.
Requested change 3: Add an additional Primary Goal: "Continue the county?€?s long-standing policy to preserve,
enhance and expand county parks, recreation centers and other public open space assets and to carefully
maintain active and passive recreation areas and open space in neighborhoods and metro corridors."
This has been county policy since at least 1992 when the County Board adopted the county?€?s Open Space
Policy. This policy is implemented through the Public Spaces Master Plan and the Natural Resources
Management Plan.
Requested change 4: Add an additional item in Site Evaluation Process and Criteria between the current steps
items 1 and 2: "In keeping with the county?€?s Open Space Policy and the county?€?s Comprehensive Plan, the
County Board and the County Manager will preserve existing county-held natural spaces and parkland and will
maintain county parks and recreation facilities as public spaces accessible to the entire community."
Recent county government proposals to develop parks and open/natural space have created an ?€?either or?€?
situation that pits citizens concerned about parks and recreation against citizens who are equally concerned about
other issues. This is divisive to our community and is upsetting citizens who feel they are being compelled to
choose between important community goals. This is an artificial and unnecessary conflict. Arlington County has
sufficient resources and creativity to maintain and expand our parkland and recreation sites while simultaneously

supporting separate programs to address other needs.
Requested change 5: Add ?€?surrounding communities?€? in Site Evaluation Process and Criteria item 4.b. The
sentence would read "The composition of this group should include both representatives from the property?€?s
immediate AND SURROUNDING communitIES and representatives who have a County-wide perspective."
The effect of major development can and is felt beyond the immediate civic association in which the development
is planned, particularly when the proposed development is at or near a boundary. Citizens whose schools,
recreation, commute, or livelihood may be affected by a proposed development are also stakeholders and should
also have an opportunity to participate in the planning process.
Requested change 6: Add the following to Site Evaluation Process and Criteria item 4.c.: "The county will actively
publicize such opportunities through outreach to citizens associations, PTAs, and other stakeholder groups as well
as through publication in The Citizen, the Sun Gazette, ArlNow.com and other appropriate media."
Recently many Arlington citizens have been surprised and upset by county actions that were supposedly
developed in consultative processes. Ensuring that the public is aware of opportunities participate in planning
processes will result in greater buy-in.
Requested change 7: Add the following to Site Evaluation Process and Criteria item 6.c.:
"iv. The replacement cost and any additional environmental or recreational value of the property."
Land isn?€?t free. Other than land that was donated for parks and recreation, our parks and recreation facilities
were and are largely purchased or constructed through bond issues explicitly designated for and supported by the
voters for this purpose. Land needed for other purposes should follow the same process. Failure to recognize the
full value of these properties when making land use decisions conveys that parkland has no value to the county
except for its capacity to host development. This inherent bias will always favor development of parkland over
preservation or restoration.
Requested Extension of Time to Comment
In addition to our substantive comments to the Guidelines above, we feel that this entire PL4PG process, including
the request for comments on these Guidelines, has been handled on an unreasonably expedited basis that has
precluded the type of broad-based and deliberate community wide input that this type of policy change and the
?€?Arlington Way?€? requires. The proposed Public Land Site Evaluations guidelines were issued during the
height of the summer vacation season without appreciable notice to the public and with only a limited time for the
community to assess and review them.
We believe the county government should make a proactive effort to publicize the existence of this document and
the opportunity for the public to provide feedback. In the meantime, the deadline for the submission of comments
should be extended. Doing so will create an opportunity for the community and county government to work
together to develop guidelines that are more consistent with the best interests of our community. That is the
Arlington Way.

Comment # Source
66
Web Form

Name
Carolyn Boswell

Affiliation

Date
9/18/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
I have supported VOICES's advocacy of increased affordable housing in Arlington. However, I do not support the
use of public land to build more housing on - whether affordable or not. Arlington's inventory of open land is
rapidly disappearing. Reusing county owned buildings or replacing county owned buildings for affordable housing
is a better use of Arlington's resources.

Comment # Source
67
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
9/19/2014
ZIP Code
VA22203

Comment
Lubber Run Community Center should be preserved as a recreation facility. Lubber Run park and recreation
facilities should be preserved for future generations and should NOT be considered for conversion to alternative
uses.
Once beautiful parkland is gone, its is gone forever.
PRESERVE LRCC AS A RECREATION/COMMUNITY CENTER ONLY

Comment # Source
68
Web Form
Affiliation
resident

Name

Date
9/22/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
I understand the need for new schools, fire stations etc. Given we have a very limited amount of green space,
seems to me one of the solutions to having new facilities on public lands is to go vertical.
The salt dome is a good example. Build the fire station on that land but instead of taking all the green space
around it, design the building vertically. More office space, sleeping space etc. can be accommodated on top of
the truck bays and yet still have green space.
Wilson School is another example. We will never have that much green space in Rosslyn again and if the building
is torn down, the new buildings can go up instead of out. Rosslyn, especially needs more green!!
I am sure neighbors don't want buildings that are skyscrapers but several stories would be acceptable especially if
it means keeping the very limited green space.

Comment # Source
69
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
9/22/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
I believe the Four Mile Run site would be the one best situated for affordable housing, for the following reasons:
1. Being near the Shirlington Transit Center, this site offers more and less-expensive transit options than the other
two proposed sites. (Lubber Run is too far from Ballston for Metrorail to be a realistic option for those with
disabilities or for most people during inclement weather. And Metrorail fare can be costly for someone on a limited
income, compared with bus fare.)
2. Nearby Shirlington offers many employment opportunities for residents of affordable housing and the greatest
convenience to I-395.
3. The North Side Salt Facility is needed for wintertime salt storage and staging. This site is also quite far from
most transit service, other than a limited number of bus lines, and not close to many employers.
4. The Four Mile Run site is currently underused and in greater need of redevelopment than the other two sites.
Thank you.

Comment # Source
70
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
Arlington resident

Date
9/22/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
Please keep Jennie Dean as a park and invest in the space being a viable park area. Shirlington and Nauck
Village are becoming more and more densely populated and we need space for individuals to be active and
engaged in the outdoors. There are other areas that are not functioning fully that can be renovated for housing, ie
corner of Glebe and Walter Reed that would be closer to the street car and public transit routes.

Comment # Source
71
Web Form
Affiliation

Name

Date
9/22/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
Using park and recreation facilities should be preserved for future generations and should NOT be considered for
conversion to alternative uses. Once beautiful parkland is gone, it is gone forever. Preserve LRCC as a
recreation/community center only.

Comment # Source
72
Web Form

Name
Andrew Moore

Affiliation

Date
9/22/2014
ZIP Code
22204

Comment
No use of public lands for public housing. No to Lubber Run. No to the salt dome. No.
“Using park and recreation facilities should be preserved for future generations and should NOT be considered for
conversion to alternative uses. Once beautiful parkland is gone, it is gone forever. Preserve LRCC as a
recreation/community center only.”

Comment # Source
73
Web Form

Name
Maria Durgan

Affiliation
Penrose Assn.

Date
9/22/2014
ZIP Code
22204

Comment
Using park and recreation facilities should be preserved for future generations and should NOT be considered for
conversion to alternative uses. Once beautiful parkland is gone, it is gone forever. Preserve LRCC as a
recreation/community center only.
Yes, it's the recommended comment. Well said, I can't add any more.

Comment # Source
74
Web Form

Name
Robert Sullivan

Affiliation
Resident at same address since 1975

Date
9/22/2014
ZIP Code
22201

Comment
I live across the street from a county AACH facility, two apartment buildings that house families on county
assistance. I think it was started in the 1980s to help families get by when everything and everyone had failed
them. This facility is very well run. In the 30 some years that it has housed families, I have NEVER, EVERY had
an incident or problem from this development.
When the families first moved into the apartments, our neighborhood was assaulted by t.v. media and print media
looking for problems. But there was nothing to complain about. Everything was just fine then and it still is today.
I feel AACH has done a brilliant job of organizing a program that really helps people when they need it. The
Clarendon area is now an expensive place to live. But the AACH facility across from my house has not damaged
my property value in the least. I'm glad that Arlington takes care of those who need a helping hand.
Robert Sullivan, Resident in Clarendon at the same address since 1975.

Comment # Source
75
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
Resident

Date
9/22/2014
ZIP Code
22201

Comment
Please leave the Lubber Run community center alone (or improve it)!!

Comment # Source
76
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
Citizen

Date
9/22/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
I think the Lubber Run center should not be replaced by a school or affordable housing. I think that any
development of that nature would encroach on the park. The parks is a wonderful community resource that would
be ill served by increasing the surrounding traffic any further.

Comment # Source
77
Web Form
Affiliation

Name

Date
9/22/2014
ZIP Code
22202

Comment
Putting an affordable housing project at Lubber Run Park would be an idiotic decision for a multitude of reasons:
1) there are too many subsidized housing units already in the Buckingham area. How about spreading them
around North Arlington to an area North of Lee Highway instead of every subsidized housing project in North
Arlington being shoved into Buckingham.
2). Barrett Elementary is already overcrowded and doesn't need another influx of ESL students.
3). The land would be better used as a refurbished community center and park. If the county feels obligated to
use the land for something, build a new middle school there.
4). And I wholeheartedly believe in the law of supply and demand when it comes to real estate. Families and
individuals should live where they can afford to live. I can't afford to buy a house in Potomac so I don't. The gov't
should not be in the business of choosing who can live where...the free market should decide that.

Comment # Source
78
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
Home owner

Date
9/22/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
Please keep park land as park land

Comment # Source
79
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
9/22/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
Using park and recreation facilities should be preserved for future generations and should NOT be considered for
conversion to alternative uses. Once beautiful parkland is gone, it is gone forever. Preserve LRCC as a
recreation/community center only.
Regards,
Brett Albro

Comment # Source
80
Web Form
Affiliation

Name

Date
9/22/2014
ZIP Code
22201

Comment
I highly recommend that the Lubber Run site be reconsidered for the location of the new Middle School. The
location is ideal for a school location right next to a park and an elementary school with which it can share
facilities. It is ideally located in the center of the county, which means in the long run its a flexible building and can
be reconfigured depending on the needs of the school system. Yes, school boundaries will need to be changed
but this is something that will need to be done in any case wherever the new school location is determined to be.
The Lubber Run site is much more suitable for a middle school location than for an affordable housing location.
No clear reason was publically disclosed for the removal of the Lubber Run site from consideration for a new
school. The county has already allocated new money to be spent to immediately redevelop this site, why not start
using this money to start building the new school which is needed ASAP? especially since only a minimal budget
was set aside to start planning a new middle school and this is an "ideal" location for a school.
By the way, with proper planning, traffic concerns in the area can be addressed. Again, this is something that will
be needed to be done whether the school is located in Rosslyn or in Lubber Run.

Comment # Source
81
Web Form

Name
Margaret Eddy

Affiliation
Live in Arlington County

Date
9/22/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
I am submitting a comment about creating more affordable housing in Arlington County. I feel that it is not
needed. The county already has set aside many housing developments as affordable housing. This is
particularly true in the 22203 zip code. I would prefer to see any land that is available be used to develop more
park and recreation facilities. This is something that we all can use and enjoy. I have lived in Arlington since
1982. At one time, Arlington was a quiet, enjoyable county. We had a goodly amount of green space. When you
looked around, you were not greeted by so many mid-rise and high-rise buildings. The landscape has changed
and there is no going back. Similarly, if we allow existing recreation facilities, such as Lubber Run, to be
developed into affordable housing, there will be no going back. The time to preserve park and recreation facilities
for future generations is now. Lubber Run should be removed from consideration for affordable housing or any
other alternative use. The County has done enough already to provide affordable housing. Let's not spend
another penny for this purpose. Let's not only keep the park and recreation facilities in 22203 but let's find ways to
add more parks and recreation facilities. Thank you.

Comment # Source
82
Web Form
Affiliation
Arlington Forest Resident

Name

Date
9/22/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
My primary concern revolves around our competitiveness in the current real estate market, especially with the
rapid growth in neighboring communities. In short, McLean/Reston are now attracting professionals with kids who
want good schools with Metro Access, and Washington, DC is attracting young professionals who want to live in a
hip, urban atmosphere. Arlington is losing on both fronts, and replacing a park with an "affordable housing"
complex in a quaint suburban neighborhood only helps to further stretch our limited resources, and doesn't help to
truly increase the competitiveness of our County.
Integrating affordable units into larger developments allows for smart development and helps to maintain
socioeconomic diversity. This plan just creates a structure that will always carry a stigma and drive down local
property values.

Comment # Source
83
Web Form

Name
Eric Witte

Affiliation
none

Date
9/22/2014
ZIP Code
22204

Comment
I strongly urge the County Board to use the undeveloped parcel next to Jeannie Dean Park to expand park areas
in the County. The opportunities to expand parks in Arlington is very rare given the mature nature of the area. The
likelihood of a site reverting to a park after being converted to affordable housing is very remote.
The area around Four Mile Run is also not the most pleasant with run down industrial buildings and car repair
shops. The bordering Nauk neighborhood is primarily low-income housing that suffers from higher levels of crime
as a result. Adding affordable housing to this area does not create the type of diverse and dynamic neighborhoods
Arlington aspires to. Instead it reinforces the marginal nature of this area.
Furthermore, I would like to propose that this site would be ideal for a multi-court (3 or more) sand volleyball center
in keeping with the County's commitment to public recreation. Arlington has done an excellent job of building and
maintaining sand volleyball courts throughout the county parks. But these courts are under-used because they are
stand alone. To develop a community of active citizens who play volleyball you need more than one court where
people can gather and arrange ad hoc games. With only one court players pretty much need to arrive with their
playing partners. Having a hub where volleyball players can gather and expect to find others looking to play a
game would be an excellent use of the space near an existing park.
Sincerely,
Eric Witte

Comment # Source
84
Open Arlington
Affiliation

Name
Name not available

Date
9/22/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
Please do not use any parkland to build new affordable housing units. Arlington needs all the parkland and open
space it can get. If you want to provide affordable housing use existing buildings, not park space. Parks benefit
many more people than the number who would benefit from a few affordable housing buildings.

Comment # Source
85
Web Form

Name
Jay Jacob Wind

Affiliation
Potomac Valley Track Club

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code
22204

Comment
"Public Land for Public Good" is the most outrageous document I have ever seen published by supposedly
enlightened government agency such as Arlington County, Virginia.
Since the era of President Theodore Roosevelt in 1903 and the creation of National Parks, the founding of the
preservation movement by John Muir and Aldo Leopold, through the teachings of Rachel Carson ("The Silent
Spring) and Barry Commoner (who coined the term "The Environment") and the work of US Environmental
Protection Agency and state environmental agencies across the country, we have learned that we have only one
earth, and when our environment is trashed, they just aren't making another one.
Proposing to build anything other than recreation facilities on our county's scarce greenspace is a betrayal of the
trust the taxpayers have given to our County Board and County Manager. I personally have worked for 20 years to
assist the county to buy and protect greenspace. As chairman of Arlington's Vote Yes For Parks Committee, I
campaigned for Arlington's parks in 1992, 1994, 1996, 1998, 2000, 2002, 2004, 2006, (no parks bond issue in
2008) 2010, and 2012. Over 20 years, I helped Arlington to raise about $500 million to buy and develop parkland
and park facilities. The proposal to build affordable housing, schools, or anything other than park facilities is a
direct slap in my face and an insult to the hundreds of thousands of voters who supported our bond issues for
parks over the years.
Yes, I'm using strong language, but I feel strongly on this issue, and I am not alone. We have collected more than
2100 signatures on a petition to save Thomas Jefferson Park, and you will hear from many others who share my
opinion.

Comment # Source
86
Web Form
Affiliation

Name

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
LRCC has the only full sized playground within a mile of Lubber Run park. It is a gathering place and social focal
point for the neighborhood. There is already tons of affordable housing right around the community center. Why
not focus on updating the center and outdated playground itself to better serve the existing residents of the
affordable housing, rather than increasing the concentration of people in that area and placing an even greater
burden on the already over-capacity local community resources?

Comment # Source
87
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code
22205

Comment
I question the propriety of the county's efforts to mandate affordable housing. recently, a study suggested that a
substantial number of disparate groups of people were going to leave arlington because its costs of living were too
high. the utilization of affordable housing would, by definition, encourage the inflow of groups of people whose
income is less than others which detracts from the tax base of the county. we need more tax payers: not fewer tax
payers. we need more revenue generators rather than those who consume resources such as those who would
purportedly benefit from affordable housing. I would also urge the county to undertake a study to determine if,
after the creation of affordable housing, crime rates rose within the affordable housing unit and the surrounding
areas. I am sure the county would look askance if it is determined that those inhabiting 'affordable housing' are
breeding grounds for crime. an authoritative study would confirm or dispell the suspicions of county residents.
I recently read that between 80-100 'unaccompanied' minor children will be entering our school system. the term,
'unaccompanied', means those who entered our country illegally and now, at nearly $20,000 per student, the
county will be compelled to pay for their education. the county is burdening its school system enough without
increasing the burdens its educators currently face. when does
enough become enough.
the time has long since passed for the county to continue its irresponsible spending. resources are not without
limits. the county does not seem to recognize that it is the steward of our money and that it must act more
responsibly in spending our money or compelling private property owners to not make better use of their
resources. after wasting $2m on an awful dog park (clarendon) and a $1m bus stop (perhaps cancelled) pretend,
just for one moment, that the money you are spending does not belong to you but to all of us.

Comment # Source
88
Web Form
Affiliation

Name

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
Please stop attacking any and all green space for development. You can use existing spaces that are not in full
operation or use for all of these things. Arlington is becoming less and less green friendly and more and more like
Washington D.C.

Comment # Source
89
Open Arlington

Name
Name not shown

Affiliation

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
Please think about this - community resources in the LRCC area are already overburdened. The neighborhood
already has the highest density of affordable housing in Arlington:
http://www.tawbaware.com/Arlington/aah_interactive.htm
Adding density will not improve the quality of life for either the existing residents or the proposed future residents.
Also, affordable housing is already 5% of the entire county budget. Any intro micro student can tell you that
pumping money into such a scheme throws off the economic balance of the housing market. Please spend money
on the many things that are more urgently needed - overcrowded schools comes to mind?

Comment # Source
90
Web Form

Name
Sarah Congable

Affiliation

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code
22205

Comment
Are any of these sites being considered for new schools? Given the current overcrowding issues which show no
signs of slowing, converting the rec center (at least) into a school seems a wonderful, and desperately logical,
solution.

Comment # Source
91
Web Form
Affiliation
AF Homeowner

Name

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
I own a home in Arlington Forest and when I lived in it until August 2012 (we rent it now), I used Lubber Run
community center and ALL THE TIME. There are well over a thousand "affordable housing" units within a a half a
mile of Lubber Run community center. Arlingon is nearly 27 square miles and there is surely another park and
community center that can be demolished "for public good" that is not already RIGHT ACROSS THE STREET
from numerous "affordable housing" units (Buckingham). Taking away community space and putting in so-called
affordable housing will devalue homes in Arlington Forest (which will hardly be a "forest" if more green space is
removed). Moreover, there is no dispute that adding low-income housing increases the burden on schools--the
birth rate of low-income women far exceeds that of high income women. The main reason I moved from Arlington
to Falls Church City was because the schools are becoming too crowded and less academically rigorous. And
prioritizing affordable housing over building a new middle school will is a poor priority. So I'm not sure what "public
good" means to the ACB but it's not what it means to citizens.

Comment # Source
93
Web Form

Name
Fredrick Holt

Affiliation
None

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
County Board I encourage you to reject the idea that the Lubber Run Community Center should be developed in any way that
substantially limits the current green space on the site.
I understand that Arlington is an increasingly urban jurisdiction and I don't really object to that. But, I think this
increasing urbanization highlights the need for the County to maintain all currently available green space. If the
County continues to develop the few remaining green parcels we have, we will be left with just a concrete jungle.
Thanks,
Rick Holt
15 year Arlington Resident

Comment # Source
94
Web Form
Affiliation
AFCA member

Name

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
I am writing to ask you to preserve the Lubber Run Community Center and the green space around it. One of the
primary draws for young families to Arlington Forest is the green space and playgrounds which serves to make up
for a small lot size. This is particularly true when you compare prices to Loudoun and Fairfax Counties. Given the
revenue and resources young families bring to Arlington, the county should do whatever it can to preserve the
competitive advantage it has. The green space and playground at Lubber Run is essential to maintaining the
competitive advantage of Arlington Forest Neighborhood.
I can attest that not only is the green space a huge draw for the neighborhood, but the birthday parties, pick up
soccer and basketball games and playground is as much of a community center for the Arlington Forest
neighborhood as the physical building. It has served as a way to meet others in the neighborhood and forge
relationships which would not have happened if not for the opportunity to meet in a common communal space.
Adding affordable housing to the Lubber Run site reduces the green space and the competitiveness of Arlington
Forest when compared to other neighboring counties. Arlington will lose revenue when young families decide to
raise their children elsewhere and should strongly consider preserving it.
Please preserve!

Comment # Source
95
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
Resident

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
We have long been looking forward to additional park space in the Shirlington area as the Jennie Dean Park has
been promised to be expanded, beautifying my community and providing additional green space for my future little
one. (Currently pregnant). Any plans to change this park planning would be detrimental to our community - this
area has a real chance to be one of the most beautiful green spaces in Arlington, butting up next to the dog park.
Any attempts to go back on what we have been promised will be met with very strong push back from my
community. Keep the park expansion on track so my future child has more green space to thrive. Thank you.

Comment # Source
96
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
Arlington County you promised us a park in front of Jennie Dean Park along Four Mile Run Drive. Then, you told
us you would need that space for TEMP parking of buses for a FEW months. Now u are telling us you are
considering turning this space into AFFORDABLE HOUSING!!! Arlington County you should be ashamed of
yourselves. WE WANT OUR PARK!!! THIS WAS YOUR PROMISE!!! For once do something good for your
taxpayers. Our children have no place to play. They want grass and an open and gorgeous area to run. They
deserve it. Our Children are our future!!!! This is unbelievable what you are considering.

Comment # Source
97
Web Form
Affiliation

Name
Lori Silverman

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
Jennie Dean Park should not be turned into low income housing. First, there is already a substantial number of
homes in the area that are low income. Second, it's a great park for the families that are currently in the
neighborhood. Finally, we were told by the County that the area would be redeveloped into a new park. One of the
reasons we moved from DC to this neighborhood was because of the parks. Please don't go back on your promise.

Comment # Source
98
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
My neighborhood (Shirlington Crest) is directly across from Four Mile Run. We were told by the county that this
land was to be used for a park. I do not support this land being used for affordable housing and honestly feel that
the county has completely reversed its course on what was originally promised. I have a young child and would like
this land to be accessible to her to enjoy as a part of Jennie Dean Park (as we were originally told by our county
officials).

Comment # Source
99
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
We are in desperate need of new, expanded parks in south Arlington. I'm against turning the park space into
affordable housing.

Comment # Source
100
Web Form
Affiliation

Name
David Hofman

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
Using park and recreation facilities should be preserved for future generations and should NOT be considered for
conversion to alternative uses. Once beautiful parkland is gone, it is gone forever. Preserve LRCC as a
recreation/community center only.

Comment # Source
101
Web Form

Name
Joanna Kim

Affiliation

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
Hi,
I live in Shirlington Crest in Nauck and enjoy Jennie Dean park almost weekly with my kids. However, it's a pretty
small park, and a very small playground and gets very crowded on nice days with Little League games and
birthday parties. I was very excited, therefore, about the County's plan to turn some adjacent land into a park
expansion; but, I am now upset that there is a proposal to reneg on the previous plan and instead use the land for
housing units. This use doesn't fit *at all* and I strongly urge the County to instead turn the land into a park as had
been planned. Parkland in this location would be hugely beneficial to all the residents of the area and of the
County -- especially since P\parkland is at a premium in this area. Developing more housing and increasing
density is not at all what Arlington, or Nauck/Shirlington need...there is already a huge population density in this
area with a lot of traffic congestion. The county should instead commit itself to making sure it has the needed
resources -- parks, schools, well-paved roads, etc. -- for the existing population of Arlington County.
Thank you.

Comment # Source
102
Web Form
Affiliation
resident

Name

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
The proposal of Jennie Dean Park for affordable housing is disingenuous and as a resident who lives close to the
proposed area I am strongly opposed to this.
First off, the county had already stated that the area acquired in Jennie Dean Park would be used to expand and
improve the park. This proposal amounts to a course reversal and dishonesty by county officials.
Furthermore, using this site as a location for affordable housing goes against the goals of affordable housing to
begin with. This location neighbors against the largest industrial area in the county, and some of the most
affordable housing anyways. Therefore, why would the county use this area for affordable housing? Is the goal of
the county to try and herd all of the poor people into one area?
It would be a better use of space and taxpayer dollars to continue to revamp the Nauck/Shirlington area as
opposed to making it an area for affordable housing. Please either cancel the affordable housing project to begin
with, or place it in an area where the intended beneficiaries can better reap some of the intended goals of
affordable housing.
In conclusion, making Jennie Dean Park into an affordable housing area amounts to a complete course reversal
by the county and is extremely disingenuous. The county should revamp Jennie Dean Park as they promised, not
use it for affordable housing.

Comment # Source
103
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
I am writing to express my strong opposition on the proposal to reverse longstanding County plans to expand
Jennie Dean park by siting affordable housing development in land the County has spent years to acquire to
increase its green footprint. Instead of building more housing at this Site, Arlington County should embrace the
opportunity to expand green space in the community that will offer neighbors and residents a place to enjoy the
outdoors.
Jennie Dean is an existing park, and this property provides the perfect location for Arlington County to further
green the community. Furthermore Jennie Dean park is located next to Four Mile Run. Adding development and
more paving to this area will increase storm water discharges into Four Mile Run, instead of contributing to cleaner
air and water like an expanded park will do. Just because some residents in N. Arlington are up in outrage and
presenting a veiled a NIMBY argument against the affordable housing, the County should not reverse years old
plans to increase the environmentally-friendly footprint of an existing park. Bending to such pressure will further
stigmatize S. Arlington as a "second class" Arlington that must bear the resource constraints and additional
congestion of further development.
Jennie Dean park is a wonderful resource for S. Arlington that serves as a place where an ethnically diverse
community full of young families comes to play together. Visit Jennie Dean park on any weekend and you find will
adults and children of myriad different races and backgrounds playing together on the tennis and basketball
courts, on the playground and in the sandpit. The time is now for the County to followup on its promises to expand
this wonderful park. Do not bend to N. Arlington pressure that to build a large development at this site that will lead
to overcrowding, put more demand on already scarce parking and reduce the aesthetic and functionality of a
highly used neighborhood park.

Comment # Source
104
Web Form
Affiliation

Name

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
As many of you know, in the past the County had promised that the area in front of Jennie Dean
Park along Four Mile Run Drive would be redeveloped as a new park. However,
the County has now reversed course and is considering turning it into
affordable housing instead of a park.
I want to voice my opposition to this proposed plan as this park is used by many in our community for recreational
purposes for us and our children.

Comment # Source
105
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
I heard that the county is proposing to put affordable housing instead of an improved park near Jennie Dean Park.
As a long time Shirlington condo owner and new parent, I strongly oppose this proposal.

Comment # Source
106
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
I am vehemently opposed to turning Jennie Dean park into affordable housing. I have lived in Shirlington Crest for
four years and have frequented the park weekly, if not more often. Park land is extremely important to our children
and to our home values and sense of community. Taking away park land that is vital to Shirlington Crest, and
those living in and around the Shirlington Town Center will be a huge mistake. Affordable housing will NOT bring
value to homes in the area, and will not increase revenues to businesses. It will have the opposite effect. And it
will drive out homeowners like myself who have small children, want to use local parks and businesses.

Comment # Source
107
Web Form
Affiliation

Name

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
Please keep Jennie Dean park as a park in Shirlington! We need the green space, the dog park, and the open
space in the area in order to keep our quality of living. Additionally, having more housing in that area would clog
our roads and lead to congestion.

Comment # Source
108
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
15- Year Arlington Resident

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
In my opinion, the North Side Salt Facility and adjacent land on 26th Street/Old Dominion should not be used for
the County Emergency Operations Center (EOC) and/or Fire Station 8. The reasons for my opposition to that use
are: (1) that the site is located far away from public transportation services (i.e., no metro, limited bus service), (2)
the site is in a largely residential neighborhood, (3) the green space in and around that site is important for
preserving biodiversity and the ecosystem (i.e., Donaldson Run), (4) it is immediately across from Marymount
University and is, therefore, not logically paired with a fire station (noise, high speed fire truck movement in and out
and disruptive activity at all hours, affecting student sleep, study and classroom activities) or a 35,000 square foot
emergency operations center (that would likely house hundreds of County employees transiting in/out via car) and
(5) there are better alternative uses (such as building a neighborhood middle school) that would satisfy equally, if
not more, critical needs of the County (i.e., school overcrowding).
I join others that have already expressed these concerns, including the Old Dominion Civic Association, in urging
the County Board to not use the North Side Salt Facility for the EOC and Fire Station. Instead, I ask the County to
consider using the 3+ acre site to alleviate the severe overcrowding in North Arlington’s middle schools. There is
currently an ongoing School Board CIP process to consider certain sites on which to build a middle school.
Foremost among those sites being considered is the Wilson school site. To my mind, this is not an appropriate
site to locate a neighborhood middle school – no less an 8 story one for 1,300 students– as the surrounding area
is urban, congested, and distanced from the majority of students that would attend.
What could be an appropriate site is the North Side Salt Facility. It sits in a location fairly close to the
neighborhoods and communities that are contributing to the need for middle school seats – that is Lee
Heights/Donaldson Run/Cherrydale/ Dover-Crystal/Maywood. A school on that site would preserve green space
(because of playing fields and related landscape), be walkable for many kids, be accessible by school bus and
parental transportation (but not clog streets already jam packed as they are in Rosslyn) and be located where the
surfeit of middle schoolers is. Moreover, the site’s location across from Marymount University is, it could be
argued, more harmonious with a school than it would be with government buildings and facilities. Why not bring
an Arlington County school into the scholastic zone already established by the presence of Marymount University?
Thank you for your consideration.
Elizabeth Lord
15-year Arlington resident

Comment # Source
109
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
Arlington resident

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
I think we have many wonderful parks and green spaces in Arlington, for which I am extremely grateful;
unfortunately, I do not think there is nearly enough affordable housing here. I am fortunate to own my own home,
but there are a great many folks who cannot even pay rent in our city. To that end, I think the space at Jennie
Dean park is much better suited to an affordable housing construction project than yet another newly-renovated
park. It's time to spread the wealth that we are fortunate enough to have here in Arlington!

Comment # Source
110
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
Resident

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
To Whom it May Concern,
I am writing in response to the recent change in the plan to develop Jennie Dean Park along Four Mile Run Drive.
My young family moved to Arlington, and to the Shirlington area specifically, with an eye towards accessibility to
green space and neighborhood amenities. We were excited to find the neighboorhood of Shirlington/Nauck and
have thoroughly enjoyed our adopted home. Learning that new plans for the county land on Four Mile Run Drive
eliminate the redevelopment of the park in place of a housing development are concerning and saddening to me,
both as a young mother and as a homeowner. Our children benefit from open green space and safe areas to play,
learn, and grow. Arlington is already extremely dense in population; preserving the little nature space that is left is
crucial for both our current and future success as a neighborhood and county. I fear that decisions such as this
will negatively impact the overall health, happiness, and well being of Shirlington, Nauk, and Arlington.
Please reconsider and revise this plan. Give our families back the park!
Thank you,
Ashley

Comment # Source
111
Web Form
Affiliation
resident

Name

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
The proposal of Jennie Dean Park for affordable housing is disingenuous and as a resident who lives close to the
proposed area I am strongly opposed to this.
First off, the county had already stated that the area acquired in Jennie Dean Park would be used to expand and
improve the park. This proposal amounts to a course reversal and dishonesty by county officials.
Furthermore, using this site as a location for affordable housing goes against the goals of affordable housing to
begin with. This location neighbors against the largest industrial area in the county, and some of the most
affordable housing anyways. Therefore, why would the county use this area for affordable housing? Is the goal of
the county to try and herd all of the poor people into one area?
It would be a better use of space and taxpayer dollars to continue to revamp the Nauck/Shirlington area as
opposed to making it an area for affordable housing. Please either cancel the affordable housing project to begin
with, or place it in an area where the intended beneficiaries can better reap some of the intended goals of
affordable housing.
In conclusion, making Jennie Dean Park into an affordable housing area amounts to a complete course reversal
by the county and is extremely disingenuous. The county should revamp Jennie Dean Park as they promised, not
use it for affordable housing.

Comment # Source
112
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
I would strongly encourage the decision making bodies of Arlington County to preserve and enhance the green
space being reviewed in the public land site evaluation near Jennie Dean Park and adjacent land.
As a former CIP Budget Officer for a medium-sized metropolitan municipality, I've seen first-hand the operating
impacts, budget implications, and negative neighborhood effects of inappropriately developing land for residential
purposes that may have been better utilized as community or green spaces for current residents. Beyond the
immediate capital budgetary impact of developing the land for residential purposes, is the annual operating impact
of such a project. There is an influx of property tax revenue with increased residential areas, but is that truly
sufficient to offset the budgetary burdens to our school, transit, police, and fire systems? These impacts are often
difficult to capture and frequently underestimated. Developing land for residential purposes creates one of two
effects. 1. It sets off a chain reaction of capital improvement projects (e.g. build more schools, transit
infrastructure, police/fire stations) that place additional strain on the existing tax base. -OR- 2. If more schools and
fire/police stations are not built, services previously provided to long-time residents are reduced. As a current
resident of the neighborhood in question, neither of these options appeal to me, as my experience of living in
Arlington County, where I have built a home and life, will be diminished for no evident benefit.
Once land is developed for commercial / residential purposes, it is difficult (if not impossible) to turn back the clock
and use that land to create open park space for residents. The cost of cultivating park space is low in comparison
to developing land into a residential area, and the annual budgetary operating impact is significantly lower. Please
consider using this land to cultivate community / park space. The forward-thinking city planning is one of the
primary reasons we moved to Arlington County years ago, and parks and green space available to residents is
why we've decided to stay.

Comment # Source
113
Web Form
Affiliation

Name

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
Please do not make this affordable housing, this space should be used for a park space for our community and
our children.

Comment # Source
114
Web Form

Name
Kamilah McAfee

Affiliation

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
I am generally in support of the Public Land for Public Good proposal including uses such as affordable housing.
However, I do not believe it should be at the detriment of any existing public good, such as parkland/greenspace.
In the case of the Jennie Dean Park & Adjacent Land site which is located in my neighborhood, I do not believe
any of the existing greenspace and park facilities should be reduced. The affordable housing or other use should
be solely restricted to the currently unimproved adjacent gravel lot. In addition, the design of any new building
should incorporate new greenspace that acts as a welcoming pass-through to the park. In addition, the building
should be limited in height so it does not destroy neighboring properties' existing views and does not tower
ominously over the adjacent parkland or other buildings. In addition, consideration should be given to the diversity
of income levels targeted that are consistent with the diversity of the community so as not to over concentrate
lower incomes in any given area. There is a strong need for affordable housing in the 60% - 120% of AMI range
as well and if the County can subsidize it should be provided.

Comment # Source
115
Web Form
Affiliation

Name
Steven Moslin

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code
22205

Comment
A comment to say I am against the development of affordable housing where the Lubber Run Community Center
is located. I think this site should be left as is. I am against government developed affordable housing in general.
The market should dictate rents.

Comment # Source
116
Web Form
Affiliation
Shirlington Crest resident

Name
Joseph Pusateri

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
To whom it may concern,
This letter is to voice my opposition for Jennie Dean Park and the Adjacent Land to be considered for a site for
Affordable Housing. I've been a resident of Arlington County for more than ten years and have enjoyed the
diversity of living in areas including western Columbia Pike and now in Shirlington Crest.
What attracted me to the Shirlington Crest neighborhood three years ago was the more balanced approach to
affordable housing alternatives versus the full on affordable housing approach that seemed to be taken along the
western portion of Columbia Pike. I bought my home in Shirlington Crest because I felt the county had struck the
right balance of affordable versus more market based housing options. I enjoy the diversity of living in a wellestablished and market based housing area that brings to the county a strong tax base, desirable market based
housing alternatives, and a friendly, family focused neighborhood with a strong and diverse network of upwardly
mobile individuals. Our neighborhood is surrounded my more affordable housing options of older homes and
structures with some historical significance given the Nauck community's place in Arlington's history. The balance
currently is more affordable housing in our area but the residents of Shirlington Crest have moved in over the last
few years have helped to bring a stable, growing and profitable tax base to the county. Property values have risen
helping those around us enjoy the benefits of increased home values.
The Jennie Dean Park and Adjacent Land continues to be a hot topic since that land is in desperate need of
revitalization and transformation. Our residents and community members, not just in Shirlington Crest, need more
open spaces to enjoy for our families, children, and pets. It would be a poor use of county land to turn that land
into affordable housing options when the area has options that are closer to affordable versus unaffordable. The
land could serve as an anchor for our side of Shirlington providing residents with a place to play, walk, run, and
just enjoy the green space that is so lacking in what is predominantly commercially zoned areas. Adding
affordable housing to this area is like adding more commercially zoning to this area. It already exists. There is
already plenty of it. And instead, the county needs to truly take a more integrated approach with the Jennie Dean
Park & Adjacent Land and use it to join together the residents that have moved into the area to diversify the tax
base and quite frankly diversify the housing stock and residents on that side of Shirlington.
Please use this letter as my opposition to Jennie Dean Park & Adjacent Land being considered for affordable
housing and instead move forward with the plans to revitalize the existing park and land into more open green
space/park for residents to enjoy.
Sincerely
Joseph Pusateri

Comment # Source
117
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
What about considering these sites for a new middle school? Our kids are crammed into middle schools designed
for much smaller populations. We should not have trailers at every school in the county. Building more housing
increases density which will tax our schools even further. Figure out what to do about the school overcrowding
before you focus on increasing the housing stock.

Comment # Source
118
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
Resident and home owner

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
I am a mother of 2 small children in S Arlington. It is important for the development of our children to have clean,
safe, and available parks. In order for our city to continue to prosper, we must keep the growth of our children as a
top priority. It is difficult to find areas for children to feel safe within the industrial areas of 4 Mile Run. Please
consider the plans to continue as originally constructed and develop the land into parks for our children and
families.

Comment # Source
119
Web Form
Affiliation
Arlington Resident

Name
Gail London

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
Right now we have the opportunity to create more green space at Jenny Dean park. To add more housing, will
impact sewer,schools, wild life, and have a reversal of the goal to add to the green space in Arlington. I am from
Michigan and Ann Arbor has been buying up land to expand on green space for years. I thought Arlington bought
up the property to preserve the area along the watershed. I am saddened to think of high density housing in an
area where I still see deer, hawks, and nature.

Comment # Source
120
Web Form

Name
Linda Emery

Affiliation
American

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
Hi. I am writing to ask that the Jennie Dean Park and Adjacent Land site on S. four Mile Run be preserved for
green space and recreation and not converted into affordable housing. In South Arlington, particularly in the
Shirlington area, we are very built up, and covered over in concrete and asphalt. Although I know that you County
Board members and County staff think that everyone should ride a bicycle around town, the automobile traffic in
the area is only getting worse. Adding more housing units in such a already crowded area would not improve the
quality of life for anyone. So, you can put me down as in favor of keeping the park as parkland. Thanks.

Comment # Source
121
Open Arlington

Name
Name not available

Affiliation

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
The Lubber Run has been on the list for redevelopment for quite some time and needs to be developed as a
community center and not a mufti-use facility with more affordable housing. The neighborhoods surrounding the
community center already has the highest density of affordable housing in all of Arlington. There are several areas
with greater green space with adequeate access to public transportation that would be better options.

Comment # Source
122
Web Form
Affiliation
Neighbors

Name

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
Please add a park for kids to play and people to have a pleasant place to stroll and enjoy.

Comment # Source
123
Open Arlington

Name
Name not shown

Affiliation

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
I have been an Arlington Forest resident for almost 10 years. I find it incredibly disappointing the county board
would consider the Lubber Run Community Center as a viable option for developing additional affordable housing.
As I'm sure you are aware, there is a substantial amount of affordable (subsidized) housing in the area; a greater
concentration than other zip codes with similar infrastructure in place. Our neighborhood school is bursting at the
seams and already has a demographic of almost (or maybe more than?) 50% low income families. Enough is
enough! Please keep our community center and playground/park intact and/or consider making good on promises
to refurbish and improve the facility. Our community cannot accommodate more housing of any kind in that area;
it's already too crowded (I recommend you spend a morning in front of Barrett during arrivals to see just how
congest
ed it is). My family will be giving strong consideration to leaving this county should this proposal go through at
Lubber Run for affordable housing.

Comment # Source
124
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
I am strongly opposed to Arlington building affordable housing on the Jennie Dean Park land.
Charles Rooper

Comment # Source
125
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
Resident (Shirlington Crest at Nauck)

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
Our growing community of young families with children absolutely needs its nearby parks, therefore I STRONGLY
OPPOSE any plans to develop affordable housing on the land adjacent to Jennie Dean Park. This land should
be redeveloped as a new park/extension of Jennie Dean as was previously discussed and promised to us. Thank
you.

Comment # Source
126
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
Please redevelop the Shirlington area along Four Mile Run Drive as a new PARK not affordable housing. There
are SO many young families in the Shirlington/South Arlington/Fairlington area and we could really use a nice park
and playground in the area. The dog park is not safe for young children and we are often are meeting in
Shirlington with no safe place for our children to play or picnic other than the Shirlington Library fountain and that
isn't really the best for young children either. Please turn it into a park! Thank you.

Comment # Source
127
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
Resident of Arlington

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code
22204

Comment
I am adamantly against Lubber Run Community Center being developed or redeveloped into affordable housing;
the parkland should be preserved and updated.

Comment # Source
128
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
Using park and recreation facilities should be preserved for future generations and should NOT be considered for
conversion to alternative uses. Once beautiful parkland is gone, it is gone forever. Preserve LRCC as a
recreation/community center only.

Comment # Source
129
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
Parkland and green space should be preserved for the community. Once it is used for other purposes, it's gone
forever. We lived in Arlington Forest and spent a lot of time with our children at the Community Center,
playground and park. Building apartments close to the park will negatively impact the environment.
Renovating an existing office building, like Fairfax County, should be considered.

Comment # Source
130
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
Owner

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
Lubber Run Park is such a gift to the our community. It is such a wonderful little retreat into nature. I have taken
so many walk in this park and have loved the summer concert series. We have so little nature left, it would such a
shame to develop this little gem. I'm sure there are ways to use the space that could make money, if that's the
issue. Once you get rid of nature, it's gone, there's no getting back, and we've already developed so much of it.
Please, please, please do not develop this piece of land, this amazing retreat that improves our property values.
It's such a great place to walk your dog, go for a run, listen to the water, have a picnic, etc. It would be so
traumatic to loose it!

Comment # Source
131
Web Form
Affiliation
Arlington Forest resident

Name
Jennifer SAuter-Price

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
Density:
In the past four years, the neighborhood within the 1-mile radius of LRCC has seen the addition of five new
apartment/townhome developments, increasing the density of this area immensely, resulting in the loss of green
space and open space.
Traffic/Safety:
Due to the increased housing units, traffic congestion has also increased. Park Dr., George Mason Dr., and N.
Henderson Rd. have become unsafe for pedestrians, especially families walking to and from Barrett. In addition,
new residents in the new housing units have been parking further and further into the neighborhood. Again,
creating unsafe conditions. Currently, Barrett staff and families are using LRCC parking lot. If this space is lost,
more cars would be pushed into the neighborhood to park.

Capacity at Barrett Elementary:
Currently APS has Barrett’s capacity reaching 98% next year; this figure includes the four relocatable classrooms
(e.g., trailers). Barrett has seen an increase in class size in the past few years, which would be expected given the
increase of housing in the area. This current school year, a 5th class for 2nd graders was added. Additional
housing would only increase the number of students at Barrett, pushing the school to overcapacity and resulting in
the need for additional trailers.
Loss of Green Space:
Due to the current trailers, Barrett has loss green space, reducing the area in which students can play outside.
The school has been using LRCC for additional play space and other classroom activities. Replacing LRCC with
housing would result in little green space for Barrett students to play and learn.

Comment # Source
132
Web Form

Name
Linda Snader

Affiliation
Shirlington Crest Homeowner

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
As a resident of one of the townhouses located in Shirlington Crest, I want to voice my opposition to the possible
proposal to turn Jenny Dean Park and Adjacent Land into low income housing. This land is a public park in
Arlington which is in need of renovation, but it should continue to be used as a park for the many residents in the
neighborhood.
The residents in the Nauck neighborhood represent various income levels, but for the most part, they represent
the lower end of the income range in Arlington. We, as South Arlington residents, deserve nice parks for our
children and ourselves, as much as higher income families elsewhere. A low income housing complex would bring
more children and families to the neighborhood, while removing park space that is already in use for those of us
who live here now. No one would have a nice park to enjoy. This is unfair for those of us who chose to live here,
as well as, being unfair to those who would move here due to the low income housing provided.
Another issue which I will not go into deeply, but deserves much thought, is transportation in the area. Four
Mile Run, Shirlington Road, Glebe Road and all interchanges with 395 in the area are already past capacity at
peak rush hour times of the day. Putting more people in the area will only compound the traffic problem, whether
it's more cars or more buses.
I am totally in favor of providing more low income housing in Arlington. I have watched apartment buildings be
changed into condo buildings, which then became out of the reach for those with low incomes. We need housing
that fits the needs for everyone in Arlington. One very important element of housing anywhere is the public parks
nearby.
Please do not take away Jenny Dean Park and Adjacent Land! Please renovate the land to a useful
recreational park which will make the Nauck community and other neighborhoods nearby proud of this great
outdoor space. Perhaps a water park??? which would attract and entertain all Arlington residents. Let's think
outside the box. A public park could be something that provides outdoor recreation, outdoor space, and revenue
for the county. A win-win for everyone regardless of their income.

Comment # Source
133
Web Form
Affiliation
shirlington crest

Name

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
Arlinton County had promised us that the area in front of Jennie Dean Park along Four Mile Run Drive would be
redeveloped as a new park. However, the County has now reversed course and is considering turning it into
affordable housing instead of a park. I think we can all agree how important it is that we have new, imporved and
expanded park space that is accessible to our community and for children and families to enjoy. Therefore, my
family and I are strongly opposed to any affordable housing develpment in Shirlington area in general and
particularly in fromt of Jennie Dean Park.

Comment # Source
134
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
The slogan "Public Lands for Public Good" suggests that open land is not a public good. Lubber Run and other
green spaces around the county are public goods and should be preserved. Once that space is developed, it's
gone for good. I’m for retaining the playground and updating the community center so that it can continue to
provide benefits for all the local residents, including residents of the more than 1,500 already existing local
affordable housing units. What makes Arlington attractive is great neighborhoods with green space and amenities
to serve the population. Eliminating parks to create housing makes little sense to those who want to build a livable
community. The current building and green space are constantly in use - if the park is lost, where is the
replacement green space for use both current and new residents? I doubt we will be reclaiming housing to provide
it. Thus, the community enter should be updated and the park preserved.

Comment # Source
135
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code
22206-2311

Comment
I live across the street from Jennie Dean park. I say buy some auto shops to the north (they're dumpy... And
private investors may not convert them ever because of environmental cleanup issues) and build affordable
housing there.. Or convert the parks and rec to housing and move WETA out of their buildings to put a new parks
and rec center there.

Comment # Source
136
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
Arlington County Resident

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code
22201

Comment
Opponents uniformly state that an alternative use/redevelopment of public land would deprive their neighborhoods
of an advantage they now enjoy. Failing to use public land for public good deprives our whole county of a vibrant,
multicultural future.
The redevelopment of public land for public good is not an "either/or" concept. It would balance our desire to
protect green spaces, support or schools, and provide housing for the many who are now or about to be shortly
priced out of the market.
Do we have the courage to engage in a civil, but difficult discussion of our vision for the future of the whole of
Arlington County, a discussion not constrained by a vision narrowed by neighborhoods.
"Kicking the can down the road" would make Arlington a "soul-less" community.

Comment # Source
137
Web Form

Name
Maria Freund

Affiliation

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
I am disappointed to learn that Arlington County has decided to chabge its plans on this site, from a park to
housing. As an owner of Shirlington Crest i urge to reconsider this. With young families in our neighborhood, we
are all in need of a place for our kids to play in, give more options for recreation. Please consider our community
and young families in deciding the future plans of this site. We are opposed to the new plans the board is
proposing.

Comment # Source
138
Web Form
Affiliation
None

Name

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
Arlington, Virginia has over 1,100 acres of parks and open space.
There are plenty of off-leash dog parks (7.2 per 100,000 residents), numerous recreation and senior centers, (3.1
per 20,000 residents), bountiful tennis courts (8.1 per 10,000 residents) and several nature centers (2.3 per
100,000 residents).
Every where I drive in Arlington I see parks and trails. As a parent with two active boys, I never once found myself
as a loss for a beautiful, safe park to let my children run and play.
I urge Arlington County to seriously think about the well-being and safety of the thousands of underemployed
residents who can not afford to stay here in this amazing county. They are leaving Arlington because they can no
longer afford to live here. They are having to tear their children from schools and neighborhoods they have grown
to love. They are leaving low paying service positions in our schools, stores and hospitals because they can not
afford rent in Arlington and they are moving to Springfield, Woodbridge, Manassas and Fairfax.
I am troubled by the enormity of residents who are homeless, or sleeping on friends sofas, in shelter, or even
worse sleeping under bridges along 4 mile run.
Is Arlington going to became a county that gives in to bullying behavior from the rich and elite?
I pray that as a county you will address this concern in an ethical manner and do a better job educating the
privileged few how blessed and lucky they are to live in an area with such a plethora of outdoor options and top
notch parks. Arlington County Must stand up for those who are not able to speak up for themselves. The poor and
homeless are underserved and underrepresented and if the decision is made to create more parks instead of safe
and affordable housing then you should all be ashamed to call your selves public servants.

Comment # Source
139
Web Form

Name
Kevin Woo

Affiliation
Jennie Dean Park

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
We purchased our home with the understanding that the Jennie Dean park would be expanded. This is very
disappointing to hear that the plans may change to be for affordable housing. I don't think that I would feel safe
walking through the neighborhood with affordable housing units, and would decrease eating out at Shirlington
Village. Please keep Jennie Dean park and adjacent land as a park- as planned previously. Thank you

Comment # Source
140
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
We live in Shirlington Crest. We are highly concerned about the potential affordable housing project at Jennie
Dean Park & Adjacent Land instead of the park. When moving here, the park plans were in place and we took that
into consideration with our move and we use that area now to enjoy recreational activities right near us. This was
a big decision into us moving to the Shirlington Crest neighborhood and moreso we have recommended this area
to our friends. We are looking to start a family soon and the park amenities are crucial to our future family. This
area is already home to multiple community projects and benefits so there must be other zipcodes that are more in
need of these services. To put it in perspective, we would move if the affordable housing project does commence
for multiple reasons but most importantly bringing this to the Shirlington area will dramatically change the
landscape. There are multiple neighbors in this community that feel the same perspective. Furthermore, we were
really looking forward to this area being developed similar to other Arlington neighborhoods such as Ballston,
Clarendon, Courthouse & Rosslyn and being family friendly. We hope you take our point of view into consideration.

Comment # Source
141
Web Form
Affiliation

Name

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code
22201

Comment
I would like the Jennie Dean Park to remain a park. Being so near a cement plant and now commercial storage,
converting public park land into housing would be a blow to the Nauck area. Wouldn't it be better to give people
who qualify for affordable housing vouchers so they could choose where to live rather than be housed in a
compact geographic area? People in public housing are frequently stigmatized and isolated. So warehousing
people on land that is currently is a park is a bad idea. Thank you.

Comment # Source
142
Open Arlington

Name
Name not available

Affiliation

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
Please keep Jennie Dean park. Thank you.

Comment # Source
143
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code
22204

Comment
I believe glencarlyn park should remain a green space to be enjoyed by the community. There are few parks left
untouched and it would be a tragedy for the county to ruin this peaceful place. I have seen deer, herons, owls and
many woodpeckers among other common animals enjoying this space. With all the hustle and bustle associated
with the city, it's nice to have a few parks that have a feel of the forest.

Comment # Source
144
Web Form

Name
paul fischer

Affiliation
resident of Arlington Forest

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
Using park and recreation facilities should be preserved for future generations and should NOT be considered for
conversion to alternative uses. Once beautiful parkland is gone, it is gone forever. Preserve LRCC as a
recreation/community center only. As another commenter noted, the combination of facilities at LRCC is unique,
and must be preserved, consistent with the vision and character of the surrounding neighborhood.

Comment # Source
145
Web Form
Affiliation

Name

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
I'm in opposition of using the land adjacent to the current Jennie Dean park as affordable housing, or any housing
for that matter. Right now that piece of land could serve to connect the communities north of four mile run to the
Shirlington Village area. With land at a premium that space could easily accommodate additional tennis or
basketball facilities, a turf soccer/multi use field, or even just landscaped outdoor space.

Comment # Source
146
Open Arlington

Name
Jane Scruggs

Affiliation

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
Thank you for the opportunity to submit feedback. I agree with the guidelines as they stand and think it makes
good fiscal sense to consider a mixed use development for the Lubber Run site (it would be fiscally irresponsible to
spend so much money on *just* a recreation center and not have a mixed use plan). I also agree with the majority
of Arlingtonians that we need to increase our stock of affordable housing, after having lost so much of it over the
past several years. While I do think that the North-of-Lee-Highway neighborhoods need to seriously pitch in and
be considered for more density and significantly more affordable housing units, I don't think we are overburdened
in the immediate area and feel we certainly have room for more housing. I live in Arlington Forest, about two
blocks from Lubber Run Community Center. I thank the county for making affordable housing a priority.

Comment # Source
147
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
We would like the County to fulfill it's original promise to the Shirlington community that the area in front of Jennie
Dean Park along Four Mile Run Drive would be redeveloped as a new park. We are disappointed that the County
is now reversing it's course and is considering turning it into affordable housing instead of a park. This area is
critical to our community and we think it is important that we have new, expanded park space that is accessible to
our community and for our children to enjoy.

Comment # Source
148
Web Form
Affiliation

Name

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
As a resident of Arlington Forest who has a child at Barrett Elementary, I respectfully request that you do not
redevelop Lubber Run Community Center as affordable housing units. The area around the neighborhood is
saturated with condos/apartments/townhouses, many of which are affordable housing. Please don't take away the
green space and a valuable community asset to build yet more housing. Lubber Run is used by the
neighborhood, the surrounding neighborhoods, many low income families, Barrett Elementary and the county
programs and camps. Please renovate and maintain Lubber Run as a community center as proposed and
promised years ago. Thank you.

Comment # Source
149
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code
22204

Comment
I know that providing affordable housing in Arlington is important to many families. But to those of us who are
paying taxes and own property it's important that we have more green areas and not another place for others to
continue to take advantage if the system.
No to building yet more affordable housing.

Comment # Source
150
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
Shirlington Crest

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
I moved to Shirlington Crest in a $800k Townhome with the understanding that the area mentioned was going to
be improved to be a park, along with improvements along the creek. I am shocked to hear that affordable housing
is being considered. The Shirlington area can be an up and coming area that supports the many restaurants,
theatre's and activities if the surrounding area includes a well designed master plan that includes more attractive
park like areas. Adding affordable housing when we have sufficient amounts of low to moderate housing already
appears to ignore the opportunity to improve this area of Arlington.
I will not vote for anyone who supports affordable housing instead of what we understood was going to be a
beautiful parklike improvement project.
Sincerely,
Dr. Angela Stephan

Comment # Source
151
Web Form
Affiliation

Name
Jill Lewis

Date
9/23/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
Using park and recreation facilities should be preserved for future generations and should NOT be considered for
conversion to alternative uses. Once beautiful parkland is gone, it is gone forever. Preserve LRCC as a
recreation/community center only. Save green space future generations .

Comment # Source
152
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
Shirlington Crest

Date
9/24/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
Dear Arlington County:
I very strongly object to the land near 4 mile run being used for affordable housing. In the past, the county said
that it would be preserved as parkland and many people made financial/investment decisions based on that
statement. Now the county has raised this other possibility, one which would frankly be very bad for Shirlington.
We have some real momentum in Shirlington -- many nice stores, restaurants, etc. that draw in people from all
over the metro area. I honestly do not think that this would continue to be the case if you developed a bunch of
affordable housing right in the middle of everything. Additionally, we already have problems in the Nauck
neighborhood -- a few weeks ago there was a stabbing incident. I believe a car was also broken into. AND we
have that horrible cement factory that churns out pollution day and night. We already have these problems to deal
with....why multiply our problems? Why cause everyone's property values to plummet? I am pretty sure many
people would chose to move away from Shirlington if this plan for affordable housing goes forward. I hope and
pray that this plan will not go forward. Thank you.

Comment # Source
153
Web Form
Affiliation
Shirlington Crest

Name

Date
9/24/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
Dear Arlington County:
I very strongly object to the land near 4 mile run being used for affordable housing. In the past, the county said
that it would be preserved as parkland and many people made financial/investment decisions based on that
statement. Now the county has raised this other possibility, one which would frankly be very bad for Shirlington.
We have some real momentum in Shirlington -- many nice stores, restaurants, etc. that draw in people from all
over the metro area. I honestly do not think that this would continue to be the case if you developed a bunch of
affordable housing right in the middle of everything. Additionally, we already have problems in the Nauck
neighborhood -- a few weeks ago there was a stabbing incident. I believe a car was also broken into. AND we
have that horrible cement factory that churns out pollution day and night. We already have these problems to deal
with....why multiply our problems? Why cause everyone's property values to plummet? I am pretty sure many
people would chose to move away from Shirlington if this plan for affordable housing goes forward. I hope and
pray that this plan will not go forward. Thank you.

Comment # Source
154
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
9/24/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
I live near Jennie Dean park and walk with my daughter to the park at least 4 to 5 times per week. She loves the
park and I can't imagine how upset she and other children in my neighborhood would be if the park was negatively
impacted by additional affordable housing. We need a newer and expanded park space for the children of our
community.

Comment # Source
155
Web Form
Affiliation

Name

Date
9/24/2014
ZIP Code
2206

Comment
The concentration of population in this area, near Barcroft warrants the retention of Jennie Dean Park as park
land. Converting this parcel of land into affordable housing would add significant numbers of residence to an area
that already has a high population concentration with little infrastructure to support it.
The Nauck area is a community experiencing a resurgence in community pride and home ownership. Adding an
affordable housing development with its demographic so close to a community such as Nauck risks endangering
the resurgence of a community with great historical significance.
Affordable housing distribution should be a prime consideration and this particular area is so highly populated that
the addition of another large housing complex would endanger the values of existing homes in the area.
Finally, with the likely opening of a GUN SHOP in the Nauck Community within the next few months, I ask if it is
truly wise to position an affordable housing complex within walking distance?

Comment # Source
156
Open Arlington

Name
Name not available

Affiliation

Date
9/24/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
The concentration of population in this area, near Barcroft warrants the retention of Jennie Dean Park as park
land. Converting this parcel of land into affordable housing would add significant numbers of residence to an area
that already has a high population concentration with little infrastructure to support it.
The Nauck area is a community experiencing a resurgence in community pride and home ownership. Adding an
affordable housing development with its demographic so close to a community such as Nauck risks endangering
the resurgence of a community with great historical significance.
Affordable housing distribution should be a prime consideration and this particular area is so highly populated that
the addition of another large housing complex would endanger the values of existing homes in the area.
Finally, with the likely opening of a GUN SHOP in the Nauck Community within the next few months, I ask if it is
truly wise to position an affordable housing complex within walking distance?

Comment # Source
157
Open Arlington
Affiliation

Name
Name not shown

Date
9/24/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
I have lived in Arlington my entire life. I grew up using the Lubber Run Community Center, the same one in place
now. I was not in favor of rebuilding the Community Center, bc I knew the Arlington government would not just
rebuild the community center but also cram something else in there, which is exactly what they are planning. I was
in favor of a small neighborhood school to ease the congestion. I am still in favor of that option.
I am not in favor of selling county land to private developers, bc the government is wasting money on non-essential
things like a trolley line, a million dollar bus stop OR a multi-million aquatic center. The last one I find the most
abhorrent, bc in order to support the parks and open spaces of the county at the last election, I also had to vote my
support for that aquatic center, which I most certainly do not support. The county government needs to go back
and reevaluate their choices, the people are growing restless with their massive spending and little accountability.
Thank you.

Comment # Source
158
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
none

Date
9/24/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
Whilst I can appreciate a shortage of low income housing in Arlington, attention should be directed towards the
quality of life for current residents - especially those families in existing multifamily units with limited, or no green
space available for children and families to enjoy. I would invite county officials to witness evening and weekend
activity of young adults, and families enjoying the parks, community centers, paths and gardens along Four Mile
Run and Jennie Dean Park, to know that the green space is not only appreciated but necessary for quality of life.
The addition of a skateboard and BMX park to create a venue for adolecents should be considered in the plans to
expand the current green space.
I cannot understand why you would chose concrete over trees. If additional housing is needed, perhaps consider
remodeling existing housing to accomodate more families. In which case, the expansion of current greenspace
would be necessary.
I am against the proposal of using this land for additional housing.

Comment # Source
159
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
9/24/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
It is my understanding that the County had promised that the area in front of Jennie Dean Park along Four Mile
Run Drive would be redeveloped as a new park. However, it seems the County has now reversed course and is
considering turning it into affordable housing instead of a park. As a resident of the Shirlington community, it is
extremely important to me that we have new, expanded park space that is accessible to our community and safe
and welcoming for our children to enjoy. The existing park is one of the smaller ones in Arlington County, and is
lacking in basic amenities such as a baby size swing. There is an entire community of young children in the
surrounding area who deserve a beautiful, safe park in which to play and enjoy the outdoors.
Thank you for considering my comment in your decision.

Comment # Source
160
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
9/24/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
I wanted to take a moment to let you know that while I fully support the redevelopment of the area zoned park
land, it should only be redeveloped as park land. Shirlington is a high density community that needs to be
balanced with green, active space. Taking away that green space would be detrimental to all the area
neighborhoods & county residents. I do NOT support the rezoning of Jennie Dean Park to housing or schools.
Thank you for your time.
KP Murphy
10+ year Arlington Resident

Comment # Source
161
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
9/24/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
It is my understanding that the County had promised that the area in front of Jennie Dean Park along Four Mile
Run Drive would be redeveloped as a new park. However, it seems the County has now reversed course and is
considering turning it into affordable housing instead of a park. As a resident of the Shirlington community, it is
extremely important to me that we have new, expanded park space that is accessible to our community and safe
and welcoming for our children to enjoy. The existing park is one of the smaller ones in Arlington County, and is
lacking in basic amenities such as a baby size swing. There is an entire community of young children in the
surrounding area who deserve a beautiful, safe park in which to play and enjoy the outdoors.
Thank you for considering my comment in your decision.

Comment # Source
162
Web Form
Affiliation

Name
Faith Colvin

Date
9/24/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
As a native Arlingtonian who has lived in the county for the better part of the last 30 years, I think one of Arlington's
greatest strengths is it's parkland. In such an increasingly urban county, it's vital to retain the existing parks and
recreational facilities to accommodate Arlington's growing population. I strongly urge the county to keep the
existing parkland along 4 mile run, an especially crowded and urban stretch of Arlington, and avoid turning it into
more apartment housing. While I also support affordable housing for Arlington's residents, it should not come at
the expense of our parks. As a resident of nearby Fairlington, my family, including my baby and large dog, make
daily use of the recreational facilities and parks in our area of Arlington. It would be a shame to see these areas
reduced as my son is growing up.

Comment # Source
163
Web Form
Affiliation

Name

Date
9/24/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
Arlington County Board,
I was recently been made aware of the county’s intention to consider land adjacent to Jennie Dean Park in
Shirlington for development of affordable housing. I would like to record my opposition to the use of this site for
this purpose.
I had reservations about moving to the Shirlington area of Arlington in 2011 due to the expansive industrial zoning
along Four Mile Run and Shirlington Road. Those reservations were countered by the fact that this area was close
to the Washington and Old Dominion trail, was walking distance from Shirlington, and had close proximity to my
place of employment. These factors, along with the prospect that land between Four Mile Run and S. Arlington Mill
Drive would be redeveloped as green space, further supported this areas community atmosphere and led me to
my decision to move to this section of Arlington.
My fear in hearing about the potential development of affordable housing in this space is that the county is now
moving away from its commitment to the community atmosphere and the expansion of open outdoor space that
can be used by all Arlington County residents. While this specific site is close to the Shirlington Transit Station,
the benefits to the community surrounding Jennie Dean Park appear to be either minimal or non-existent. Below
are the pros and cons that I can see:
Pros:
1) Approximately 75 families will have the ability to live in an area close to Washington D.C. with close proximity to
a bus station that supports cost effective transportation throughout the area
Cons:
1) Potential green space, which could be used by the entire community and which isn’t prevalent in the Shirlington
area, due to industrial zoning, would be developed and lost forever
2) Property values, in an area where there has been a recent increase, may become stagnant or reduced causing
a loss of revenue for the county and for Shirlington home owners
3) Additional traffic in an area that is already dangerous due to the combination of drivers, runners, and bikers will
increase and therefore create a situation that is less safe for residents
4) A section of Arlington that is already overwhelmed by poverty, as witnessed through the lines at the Arlington
Food Assistance Center (AFAC), and the prevalence of day labor workers at the corner of Four Mile Run and
Shirlington Road, will increase
5) Crime and poverty levels are related and an increase in lower income families could increase crime therefore
making this area less appealing to future developers and families
Please consider these factors when identifying the final location. I have fully supported the boards work as it
relates to my community up to this point and I have faith that the board will make the best decision for communities
surrounding the selected locations for development. A place where I can sit outdoors and enjoy the sun with my
family, neighbors, and fellow Arlington residents is more appealing than the thought of another housing structure

bringing more people, more cars, more pollution, and more crime.
Sincerely,
Corry Grimm

Comment # Source
164
Web Form

Name
Beverly Swanson

Affiliation
owner

Date
9/24/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
Recently heard that the County is considering building affordable housing in the area adjacent to my residence at
Shirlington Crest. When we bought the house and since then this area was to be a much needed park area. This
should remain the goal of the county, otherwise property and tax revenue and the general Shirlington area will be
adversely affected. The County should not go back on their word to the many people who have bought real estate
in that area knowing the park was in the plan. Your consideration is greatly appreciated.

Comment # Source
165
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
9/24/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
Please DO NOT turn Jennie Dean Park into affordable housing! We are greatly opposed to the development of
the park into anything other than the previously planned park expansion. Once the green space is gone, it will be
gone forever. Arlington does not need more affordable housing to attract low income people and more crime and
non-tax paying citizens. This area is finally on its way up, and putting in more park space will continue to attract
higher income folks to the area and improve the surrounding community.

Comment # Source
166
Web Form
Affiliation

Name

Date
9/24/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
I am writing to express my concern over the proposed developed of Jennie Dean Park into affordable housing.
Shirlington is a lovely area that attracts many people from all over the area to its restaurants and to the dog park. I
personally know many people from DC that drive into Arlington to use the dog park and then go on to spend
money in the area. I think building affordable housing on this site would be a mistake. We already have many
affordable housing units just a couple of blocks up Shirlington Road and many commercial businesses in the area.
A nice green space would even out the use of land in this area, make it more attractive and prevent it from
becoming overdeveloped. Please take these concerns into consideration. Many thanks.

Comment # Source
167
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
9/24/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
In concern to the Jennie Dean Park and Adjacent Land, as a resident with two small children I think it would best
be served as park for the public. This is an area with many young families who value open space and areas of
public use, a place where members of the community can come together, and where kids can be outside playing.
One of the alluring qualities of this area is the open green spaces that have been protected. Please reconsider and
keep the land as a place for public good instead of another building.

Comment # Source
168
Web Form

Name
Cheryl Clem

Affiliation
Glenayr Apartments, LLC.

Date
9/24/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
Using park and recreation facilities should be preserved for future generations and should NOT be considered for
conversion to alternative uses!! Once beautiful parkland is gone, it is gone forever. Preserve LLCC as a
recreation/community center ONLY!

Comment # Source
169
Web Form
Affiliation
Shirlington Crest resident

Name
Vadim Lubarsky

Date
9/24/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
I am appalled by the County's recent proposal to develop Jennie Dean Park into affordable housing, and urge the
County to immediately reconsider this proposal. This land has been slated for park use for years. Many of us who
moved into this neighborhood were counting on that land being turned into a park for our children, as well as
facilities for the larger community. Most importantly, once that open space is gone it can never be reclaimed.
This community is just starting to grow into the community that the master plan and County planners envisioned
when Shirlington was first conceived. A place to live with ample OPEN space. Affordable housing will be a major
step back. If the County is looking for a good use of taxpayer dollars, I suggest improving the local schools in and
around Shirlington and Nauck, which are significantly below the current standard in other parts of Arlington. I urge
the County to seriously reconsider any plans to develop Jennie Dean park into anything other than the park that
was promised to the residents of Shirlington and Nauck. Thank you.

Comment # Source
170
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
9/24/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
I am writing in response to the article that was published on affordable housing in Arlington County earlier this
week, specifically, "Arlington is expected to begin studying Lubber Run, the “salt dome” along Old Dominion Drive
and land adjacent to Jennie Dean Park in Shirlington as county-owned land that could be developed or
redeveloped into affordable housing."
As a homeowner in the Shirlington Crest neighborhood, I am opposed to turning the land adjacent to the Jennie
Dean Park into affordable housing. While I support the efforts of the county to make expand housing opportunities
in the county, I disagree with the park as a location for this housing. Outside of the main strip of shops and
restaurants in Shirlington, the community is already filled with some lower-income housing and industrial zones.
The Shirlington area has been revamped over the past several years and property values have increased. The
green space would promote a sense of community and allow residents to enjoy the outdoors in an area heavily
populated by collision centers, auto shops, and run down buildings on the Four Mile Run stretch. Other areas of
the county, outside of the 22206 zip code, should be considered.
Our neighborhood is already surrounded by affordable housing options, older homes, and structures with historical
significance given the Nauck community's place in Arlington's history. Shirlington Crest owners have moved in
over the last few years and have helped to bring a stable, growing and profitable tax base to the county. Property
values have risen helping those around us enjoy the benefits of increased home values.
Please consider the concerns of the residents of Shirlington Crest and others in the area who are opposed to this
plan.
Thanks,
Sarah Grimm

Comment # Source
171
Web Form
Affiliation
citizen

Name
Margaret Frick

Date
9/24/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
Please preserve Lubber Run Community Center as a neighborhood recreation site. Central Arlington has enough
affordable housing, it's time to look elsewhere. Using park and recreation facilities should be preserved for future
generations and should NOT be considered for conversion to alternative uses. Once beautiful parkland is gone, it
is gone forever. Preserve LRCC as a recreation/community center only. Lubber Run is a unique oasis in the midst
of many different types of housing (single family, town houses, apartments, affordable housing). Keeping green
spaces for all these residents is important, not adding more housing stock to the equation.

Comment # Source
172
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
9/24/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
Hello:
I have been a Virginia resident since graduating from college in 2002, and an Arlington resident since
approximately 2003. As a young professional, my living situation changed frequently; i have changed addresses
within Arlington 5 times in the past 10 years. For the past 8 years, I've lived at three different addresses, all within
a half mile radius of the Lubber Run Community Center.
I specifically chose this neighborhood for a variety of reasons -- proximity to metro, reasonably affordable rent
when compared to the new high rises blooming across the county, but also for the green space. I've never had the
desire to live along a major artery in a high rise, so DC was out; but I did want to be close enough to enjoy an
urban area from time to time. Arlington fit the bill for me: close enough to be convenient, far enough away to feel
like a retreat when necessary. Arlington Forest and Buckingham hit that balance perfectly. Here there are trees,
running trails, and a space to get away from the (conveniently nearby) bustle of the city.
I would strongly urge the County Board to reconsider repurposing the Lubber Run Community center as additional
housing -- affordable or no. We have seen an explosion of new housing options of all stripes in the Buckingham
region in the past 5 years; I've seen approximately 4 blocks worth of garden style apartments razed in favor of the
Madison and rows upon rows of 3-4 story townhomes. Surely that at least doubles the number of people living in
the same amount of space. At what point do we hit saturation?
I rarely pass by Lubber Run Community Center (and I pass it regularly) where there are not families on the
playground, dance troupes practicing in the parking lot, or kids playing on the volleyball court. One of my first dates
with my fiance was on those playground swings! It is so nice, particularly for the growing number of us without
backyards, to have an outdoor space to enjoy.
In my opinion, I think the Community Center can be given new life through a minor renovation, one that can
expand upon its use for the surrounding neighborhood. I'm not suggesting something on the order of the new
Arlington Mill Center (which is admittedly lovely), but I see that as an example of space that a community could
really use. Is there perhaps a way to renovate that would be simultaneously useful to the neighborhood, and could
alleviate some of KW Barrett's overcrowding problems as well?
thank you for the opportunity to let residents offer up their opinions.

Comment # Source
173
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
9/24/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
I am writing to express my views on the proposal to Jennie Dean Park into an affordable housing development.
My wife and I are opposed to dedicating the land to any purpose other than a park as, when we bought our house,
we were attracted to Shirlington Crest in Nauck in large part because of the county's plans to turn Jennie Dean
Park into a park both for recreation and to spruce up the area. The potential we saw in the area was based on
these plans, and we believe that Arlington County should stick to them. If the county reneges now, it may find it
much harder to attract young, first-time homebuyers to an underdeveloped area in the future. Instead, it will
reinforce its role as place where young people live for a few years before settling down in Fairfax.

Comment # Source
174
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
9/24/2014
ZIP Code
22205

Comment
Using park and recreation facilities should be preserved for future generations and should NOT be considered for
conversion to alternative uses. Once beautiful parkland is gone, it is gone forever. Preserve LRCC as a
recreation/community center only.
Using Lubber Run for Affordable Housing is the absolute worst idea. I use that park every single day, to jog and
walk my dog. So many areas of this country are focused on taking away every bit of land to build housing
projects. As an Arlington resident I am proud of the park system of this county, but this proposal makes me
ashamed of those on the County Board. I fully intend to fight this proposition. Please listen to the tax paying
residents of this county.

Comment # Source
175
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
Adjacent resident to Jennie Dean Park land

Date
9/24/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
I am strongly against the county considering using the Jennie Dean Park land area for affordable housing. My
family and I live in the adjourning community of townhomes and were informed of the ensuing park project. To
hear that land may be used for affordable housing would drastically impact our home values and detract from the
overall revitalization effort much needed in the area. Having a park would promote family activities and community
involvement. To replace that land with more housing would not provide a benefit to the families and residents
already living in the surrounding area.

Comment # Source
176
Web Form

Name
Peggy Payne

Affiliation

Date
9/25/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
We have resided in our Arlington Forest home for thirty years. Our family has enjoyed the benefits of living in an
urban community that has placed equal emphasis on economic development and the preservation and
maintenance of many beautiful parks for recreation. Many visitors have found the balance of green space and
development in our community to be very attractive and new residents are moving into Arlington in record numbers.
Recently, there has been a dramatic increase in housing construction and population density in the area adjacent
to our neighborhood along the George Mason Drive corridor between Henderson and Pershing. Small affordable
apartment units near Buckingham have been replaced with the enormous Madison and Ballston Row condominium
projects. Plans for new development along the Columbia Pike corridor will remove many more affordable living
spaces. Today, Arlington planners are considering the use of space designated for our parks and recreation
centers to build new residentialhousing units.
Arlington parks and recreation centers provide valuable benefits and services and are vital to a healthy and
connected community. We strongly believe in the need to maintain a balance between the recent increase in
housing projects and the preservation and improvement of the existing space in our community that is currently
used for parks and recreation. Community centers and the green space that surrounds them should not be
sacrificed and lost forever to economic development.
On the county website, Arlington Economic Development describes Arlington as an "urban departure from
crowded streets and gridlocked traffic; a breath of fresh air and calming green spaces. Arlington has long been
incorporating the smart growth, latest thinking in how the physical space of our community is created." We urge
you to follow these guidelines and incorporate smart growth for Arlington. We believe it is imperative for the
Arlington County Board to maintain and improve the existing public spaces that are currently devoted to parks and
recreation.
Sincerely,
Peggy and Neal Payne

Comment # Source
178
Web Form
Affiliation

Name

Date
9/25/2014
ZIP Code
22205

Comment
While I laud the surely heartfelt desire to make Arlington "more affordable", I question what that means. Focus on
being able to provide services, specifically space in our schools, before we look at trading green space for
additional housing - whether affordable or luxury. Cramming Arlington to the gills with people is in no one's best
interests.

Comment # Source
179
Web Form
Affiliation

Name

Date
9/25/2014
ZIP Code
VA

Comment
I wholeheartedly agree with the statement that: "Using park and recreation facilities should be preserved for future
generations and should NOT be considered for conversion to alternative uses. Once beautiful parkland is gone, it
is gone forever. Preserve LRCC as a recreation/community center only."
I am a lifelong Arlington (Arlington Forest and Barcroft) resident, home-owner, and regular voter in County
elections.
Beyond my general opposition to developing LRCC for any purpose, I am deeply concerned that the County's past
smart development initiatives have morphed into a strong pro-development bias. We are already facing a major
school enrollment bottleneck that will affect my two children and are rapidly losing greenspace in a county that is
not growing geographically. These problems are not the result of too little tax revenue, but are the result of too
many people. There is no need to approve any other development that will bring more people (disadvantaged or
otherwise) to our county. We are already the 12th most densely populated county in the US (as of 2010). Adding
to this density will only exacerbate the problems of overcrowding we already have in spades. Instead, we should
be looking at using our current resources to improve the lives of the current (and voting) Arlington community that
has worked for decades to create this wonderful community.
On the greenspace issue, I would also like to note that the LRCC shares a border with the larger Lubber Run Park
and (with a brief hop over Rt. 50) the Four Mile Run Park. I strongly believe that your selection criteria should give
great weight to protecting greenspace in general, but even greater weight to protecting greenspaces that are
contiguous with larger parks, particularly highly forested and/or unimproved/wild parks. Never forget that Four Mile
Run (and by extension Lubber Run) is Arlington's Central Park. We should be doing everything we can to protect
it from being cut up, used up, and generally degraded. Loss of this incredibly special place would be a deeply
troubling loss for the current community and an even more terrible legacy to leave for future Arlingtonians.
Preservation of greenspaces and a return to truly smart (and tightly controlled) development are voting issues for
me. Arlington needs spaces for kids to explore wilderness areas, learn about nature, and escape the increasing
pressures of an over-developed. Adding more people to the County only makes the problems we are already
facing that much harder. If you want my vote, do NOT approve redevelopment of the LRCC site.

Comment # Source
180
Web Form

Name
Spencer Norcross

Affiliation
taxpayer

Date
9/25/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
once green space particularly wooded green space is converted, its gone forever. one of the charming things
about living in arlington is the urban/suburban dichotomy. its a neighborhood in a vibrant city… with woods at the
end of the street, or a short walk away.
furthermore, the quest for low income housing is admirable, but fraught with danger. the county board wishes to
build a trolley along columbia pike to spur growth and turn it into another clarendon. my wife and i both make good
money, but the house we rented in clarendon was far beyond our ability to purchase. if columbia pike is turned into
clarendon and the property values match the ones in clarendon, where will the low income people from the
columbia pike sector go? where will the middle income people go?
will the county raze all greenspace to put up affordable housing? what about the people caught in the middle
between the "affordable" housing that we are not eligible for and the "reality" housing we can't afford? its all fine
and well to want to look out for your fellow man, but all actions have consequences. its unfortunate that the county
board can't seem to to see that eventually the middle will be squeezed out of arlington.

Comment # Source
181
Web Form
Affiliation

Name

Date
9/25/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
The park area/kids playground has lacked de proper maintenance and update of structures to facilitate children
playing environment. The area and bathrooms are frequented be day laborers in the area which makes many
mothers uncomfortable when taking their children to the restrooms. We were hoping that the area in question
would be expanded with more green areas, playground equipment, etc for the many babies and children that are
now living in the shirlington area. It is a beautiful area, with the Shirlington Library near by, the park is the perfect
addition. We need more recreation areas no more buildings.
Please give us a larger park /playground, so we don't have to go acroos the highway in search of nicer parks.
If you care about the environment, get rid of the cement fabric and other industrial buildings, but please keep the
parks and gardens.

Comment # Source
182
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
9/25/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
I recognize the need to establish and maintain a certain level of affordable housing inventory in the County, I'm not
in favor of the disproportionate allotment of affordable housing south of Rte. 50. (i.e. The Shelton, The Shell,
Arlington Mill Center, etc) . It seems to me that although North Arlington has some affordable housing, it is spread
out more than in the south. New buildings have a mix of market rate and affordable units where, lately, buildings
in the south have been designated in their entirety for affordable housing.
Additionally, and in this case specifically, I'm not in favor of converting land that was previously designated park
land for such a purpose. Open green space in our county is limited as is. There are plenty of other opportunities
to convert existing buildings to affordable housing elsewhere without building something where there was nothing.
Please help preserve what little green space we have left and don't build another building on it, market rate or
affordable!

Comment # Source
183
Open Arlington

Name
Name not shown

Affiliation

Date
9/25/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
I have lived in Arlington now for over 15 years and have enjoyed the many parks and recreational facilities in the
County. I am also a big supporter of affordable housing. Having said that, the approach seems misplaced. I do
not support the elimination of open green space to make room for more affordable housing. The effort to increase
affordable housing should focus on reusing already developed properties, such as the fire stations under
consideration.

Comment # Source
184
Web Form
Affiliation

Name

Date
9/25/2014
ZIP Code
22030

Comment
PLEASE DON'T TEAR DOWN THE LUBBER RUN COMMUNITY CENTER. We love having the green space
nearby. Replacing it with low income housing will most likely reduce the property value of condominiums nearby,
which have not fully recovered from the recession. Also, traffic and parking are already at critical levels.
Sincerely,
Jay & Emily Sherron

Comment # Source
185
Web Form

Name
Anthony Stitt

Affiliation
Resident / Owner

Date
9/26/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
I encourage you to allow Jennie Dean Park along Four Mile Run Drive to either remain as it is or build a new park
there. I purchased in the area because of the available park space, and would not want to see it transformed into
housing.

Comment # Source
186
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
9/26/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
Using park and recreation facilities should be preserved for future generations and shod NOT be considered for
conversion to alternative uses. Once parkland is gone, it's gone for ever. Preserve LRCC as a
recreation/community center only.

Comment # Source
187
Web Form

Name

Date
9/26/2014

Affiliation
Neighbor to a proposed project / citizen

ZIP Code
22206

Comment
I think the Jennie Dean park area is well suited for affordable housing. Shirlington needs more "rooftops" to
increase density to support existing and new businesses. Affordable housing is a crucial need in our community
and economic diversity will help build a stronger Shirlington/Nauck community.
It will be important that neighbors understand the difference between workforce housing and traditional public
housing.

Comment # Source
188
Web Form

Name
Carole Geisner

Affiliation

Date
9/27/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
I am writing because of a concern about proposals being considered for the parcel adjacent to Jennie Dean Park.
I am a condo owner in the Shirlington Village Condominium which faces this Parkland. I often bring my
grandchildren there to play and my “granddog” occasionally uses the adjacent dog park.
I have heard there are discussions for expansion of the park and overhaul of many of the existing
structures/facilities. I have long hoped there would be enhancements to the existing playground as it is heavily
used by many preschool and school age youngsters and showing its age.
What I am NOT looking to see is housing, affordable or otherwise, encroaching on the limited Parklands. There
are too few parklands in South Arlington and this area already has its share of commercial properties on
Shirlington Road detracting from the ambiance of the Shirlington neighborhoods.
It’s very important for Arlington County to set aside, enhance and maintain areas that enhance the quality of life.
South Arlington has been a stepchild to the northern part of the County and this is an opportunity for the County to
demonstrate its commitment to equity for all its residents.

Comment # Source
189
Web Form
Affiliation

Name
PATRICIA MCGRADY

Date
9/27/2014
ZIP Code
22209

Comment
I am a senior citizen who has lived in Arlington County for 40 years. I believe strongly that Arlington should use
public land for public good. I think schools, affordable housing, and green space all have legitimate and important
claims on public land, and I believe all 3 can be balanced so that it benefits the whole County. Regarding Lubber
Run, which apparently is the most controversial project of the 8 proposed sites, I believe that a plan can be
designed that will build both a new community center and affordable housing, and will also preserve much of the
green space at the park. By underground parking in the 2 new buildings, it will free up the current parking lot for
the 2 new buildings. And I believe the County Board is sensitive to these issues, and will create a plan that honors
both the need for affordable housing and for green space. The buildings could be up to 6 stories which would be a
good way to face the need for more density in order to protect the green space. I understand the wishes of the
neighbors of possible affordable housing sites to keep things the way they are now, but I believe we all must face
the reality that we can't stand still, that redevelopment is inevitable as Arlington ages, and that the inability to grow
outward makes upward the only choice. In the 40 years I have lived in Arlington, I have seen amazing and
dramatic changes, moving Arlington from a suburban, bedroom community to a thriving urban center where people
really want to live.

Comment # Source
190
Web Form

Name
Paul Snader

Affiliation
Shirlington Crest Homeowners Association

Date
9/27/2014
ZIP Code
VA

Comment
Very seldom do I participate in causes, even when I full-heartedly agree with them. But this cause, the saving of
an area park which serves the recreational needs of thousands of people (and some of their pets), is one issue in
which I cannot glide under the radar.
I must support those who are concerned about loosing much needed public park space. The land which is in
consideration for low income housing vs public park use, should only serve as a public park. Surely, the park
needs a revitalization. The area of the Jenny Dean Park and all Public Land is not well-suited for low-income
housing for two major reasons. It is in a flood plain, and the transportation system in the area will not support
more residents in the area. Also, if the park is used as low income housing, the new tenants in the low income
housing apartments will have no outdoor recreation area because they will be setting on the former area used for
the purpose. We will multiply the number of people needing park space, rather than serving those who already
have it.
Shirlington Crest, Nauck community, Shirlington Village, Fairlington, Windgate, and other area communities count
on using that land for outdoor recreation and appreciation. SO many people and families will miss this park if it
"goes away".
Please be respectful of the current residents in our area communities. Please support revitalizing the park that
has served the area for 30+ years to make it the best it can be for those who are making their lives in the area
now.
While I agree that low income housing is sorely needed in Arlington, North and South, I believe we do people a
disservice to locate such housing on this plot of land which will create more problems by changing its use, than it
will appropriately supply low income housing.
Please build low income housing in a more suitable location. Rebuild Jenny Dean Park and the Shirlington Park to
be reflective of the world-class community goals we have in Arlington.
In addition, I would move that this park land be deemed as park land that could never be converted to anything
else.
Sincerely,
A local resident and taxpayer

Comment # Source
191
Web Form

Name
Anne Whelan

Affiliation
Cathcart Springs

Date
9/28/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
I grew up in a desirable residential area of Boston. Our backyard was the only "green space" we had for play
because the city did not set aside land for us to enjoy./ Since this county has had the foresight to set aside land for
green space, and since Luber run is the only remaining space in the Ballston area, please keep it protected from
future intrusion.
Anne Whelan

Comment # Source
192
Web Form
Affiliation

Name

Date
9/28/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
I am very much against giving up park property to be developed for low income housing. As dense as This area of
Arlington is, we need to keep park property for parks. With the number of people packed into condos, apartments,
townhomes with no yards, etc. It only makes green space more critical. Plus, there are still quite a few older
homes and apartments that are affordable in the area.

Comment # Source
193
Open Arlington
Affiliation

Name
Name not shown

Date
9/28/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
I think the basis for the Public Land Site Evaluation Guidelines is fundamentally flawed. I understand that there is
a general feeling in Arlington that more affordable housing is needed, but the draft guidelines assume that a public
land solution is the best solution. I understand that the VOICE petition was driven by local churches and their
concern for affordable housing. While this is laudable, a church-driven petition should not be the basis the county
uses to decide that public land will be used to build public housing that the county will have to then manage.
Furthermore, this survey was taken and the ?€?public land for public good?€? decision was made BEFORE the
September 2014 housing needs study. So before we start depleting parkland for public housing projects, I would
like to see more analysis.
In particular, more public affordable housing should not be built where lots of affordable housing already exists. It
does not pass the common sense test to put a mixed use building at the Lubber Run Community Center site. I
have lived in Buckingham and Arlington Forest since I moved here (as a 20 something) in 1995. The
neighborhood already sports tremendous affordable housing, including the brand new Madison across from Barrett
Elementary, but also Gates of Ballston, Whitfield Commons, and a new APAH housing unit being built at N.
Thomas and Carlin Springs. Plus private Ballston Park, George Mason Apartments and new 2 and 3 bedroom
apartments on Thomas Street, as well as Arlington Oaks, the Chatham, and Hyde Park condos. We even have
Culpepper Gardens and The Carlin for senior citizens. In other words, this area is incredibly well stocked with
affordable housing. In fact, I believe we have the highest concentration of affordable housing in Arlington.
Furthermore, I am very worried about the environmental impact of a large building at Lubber Run Community
Center. Lubber Run Park is very small, yet it has a fox family, night herons and hawks, raccoons, and occasionally
deer and coyote. Putting in additional housing right on the north end of Lubber Run Park will negatively impact the
existing flora and fauna that we have. Not only do the neighbors enjoy seeing the wildlife when they use the park
on a daily basis for cookouts and walks, but the foxes and hawks in particular provide a public service in keeping
down the rodent population in our area.
I strongly support building a new Lubber Run Community Center on the same footprint as the existing center. The
surrounding neighborhoods and people from across Arlington use Lubber Run for a whole host of reasons, but it is
not ADA compliant and is difficult for many in the community to access. In the evenings when the staff is gone
people use the building for meetings and parties, the parking lot for dance practice, volleyball, and kids and
parents are using the playground and the park. I fear that building a huge apartment building with an attached
community center at the Lubber Run site will dissuade local residents from using the facility and negatively impact
the surrounding flora and fauna. Lubber Run is really the only park within walking distance of all this affordable
housing, and this little bit of green space that we have shouldn't be demolished just to put in one more building of
affordable housing.
It may be time for other areas of Arlington to copy our neighborhood and step up their own concentration of
affordable housing. Lee Highway is behind the rest of Arlington in redevelopment. That may be a better
opportunity to work with private developers to include mixed use housing in the redevelopment plans. Rosslyn is
full of empty office buildings. There are lots of existing older apartment buildings up and down Columbia Pike and
Arlington Blvd that could be purchased or supported in some other way. All of these would require some public
funding, but would not require the construction and management of new public housing on existing public land.

Comment # Source
194
Web Form
Affiliation

Name

Date
9/28/2014
ZIP Code
22202

Comment
I was very shocked that the County Board would consider Arlington's parks as possible sites for affordable
housing. I do agree that Arlington should have affordable housing; however, I do not believe the destruction of
parks and opens spaces with more than 50% tree coverage is a long-term, environmentally responsible approach
to obtaining affordable housing in Arlington. Arlington County appears to have had several opportunities to secure
affordable housing on development sites over the past year and did not do so. I do not believe any affordable
housing is part of the Penn Place development (in Pentagon City/Chrystal City) proposal approved by the County
Board. Nor do I believe the 10+ large homes being built on the former green space at Washington Blvd. and N.
George Mason Drive are affordable housing. We, as a County are responsible to both affordable housing and our
environment. The tree coverage already has declined to below 40% in Northern VA, and destroying Lubber Run
Park, the park by Jennie Dean, and GlenCarlyn Park would wipe out a substantial percentage of Arlington's trees,
not to speak of other parks (such as Highland Park, Aurora Highlands) already well-used by Arlington residents.
Further, as an Arlington County resident, I have supported and voted for bonds that are designated to help us
maintain and improve our parks. I feel the destruction of Lubber Run, GlenCarlyn, Jennie Dean parks, as well as
other parks, would be against these bonds that I have voted for and violate what I believe I voted for as a citizen.
Further, parks are for everyone to enjoy, no matter the socio-economic situation. They are a place for children of
all socio-economic situations to meet, become friends and learn that you can be friends with anyone. They are a
great equalizer and to destroy them would create I think a greater divide, rather than help. We should not force
the choice to parks vs. affordable housing. Arlington can do better than that.

Comment # Source
195
Open Arlington
Affiliation

Name
Kathleen McSweeney

Date
9/28/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
Thank you for the opportunity to comment, and for having a specific draft for the public to comment on. I believe
that the Manager's draft is very balanced, and recognizes appropriately that not every piece of public land may be
able to address all of the County's priorities in a single site. Further, I read the Guidelines to include not just open
spaces that are public land, but sites with facilities already built on them - libraries, community centers, schools,
fire stations and other public buildings. If it was not the intent of these guidelines to redevelop already developed
public land, then I believe it should be. We have several public sites that have been overtaken by surrounding
development and are not fully utilizing the space for public purposes - the central library comes to mind, as does
the Career Center.
I believe the 8 steps outlined under the Site Evaluation Process and Criteria are thoughtful and well-considered. In
particular I appreciate #4 - the establishment of a working group or existing commission - to assess the site. It
should be explicitly stated that the working group or commission will engage the public at critical points in their
assessment to obtain feedback and help inform their deliberations. It is by way of this step that the public will have
an opportunity to weigh in before decisions are made, and should ensure that those neighborhood associations
and communities most impacted will have a seat at the table while the particular site is being considered. The
stated inclusion of participants who have a broader view is essential, too, and ensures that all parts of Arlington
have a stake in contributing to the creation of affordable housing, open space and relieving schools overcrowding,
that the conversation doesn't get too parochial, and no one interest grou
p has a veto over a solution that is in the best interest of the whole County.
Doing this well is actually difficult and requires extensive planning and thought. I do have a general concern in
relation to schools, and that is that while most taxpayers consider public land to encompass ANY public land regardless whether the County or the Schools owns the land - the County and APS view this differently. This
causes difficulties with engaging citizens. We have one process for the County (the one being discussed here) and
another for APS-owned property. Does APS buy into this process, and have they commented on this draft? Will
they follow this process for school sites, or only when County-owned sites are being considered for schools? I
confess I don't know what the ultimate answer is, but I do believe that APS needs information and assistance from
the County concerning the County's planning and transportation principles, as well as the various neighborhood
and sector plans. Especially, APS needs to obtain a clearer understanding of what is meant by publi
c process. Beyond that, APS should buy-in to the need for affordable housing (which is essential for so many of
our schools families, as well as teachers, support and janitorial staff) and open space, and the fact that these
needs must be balanced.
Having said that, our County has to be a partner in resolving the overcrowding issue at so many of our schools,
and make room for the additional children that will be educated in the next several years. This PL4PG process
must allow for several potential school sites to be evaluated at once - as part of a single process - so that there
can be a decision on where the new elementary, middle and high schools will be built, that takes into consideration
where the population is projected to increase and where the worst overcrowding is and will be. The decisions
made will have to be reconciled with the existing master and sector plans, and will require APS and the County to
approach the table with a clear definition of needs, and commit to follow the process as outlined in the Manager's
evaluation guidelines.
On a related note, I would like to see more rigor and transparency around school construction cost estimates. For
example, I am not sure that a new middle school must cost over $121 million to build - especially when it is clear
we need to construct a few more schools in the coming years to address our growing capacity issues. The County
needs to assist with helping APS bring down costs - are there contracts or economies of scale that can be shared

when the County and APS coordinate or co-locate construction projects? Are there requirements that are imposed
on school projects that are not truly required? A more coordinated approach could save costs on both sides, when
adjacent properties can be re-developed at the same time and site plan requirements are reasonable.
Last, in the past few years I have been hearing new neighbors say "I didn't vote for this" or "When did they get my
input?" when the County moves ahead with projects that have been in the works for several years. We continue to
grow, and new County residents don't always have the history on the public conversations that have taken place to
date. How can the County make information widely available, after the 8 Site Evaluation Process steps have been
followed and decisions made? Where can those decisions be accessed without having to locate and read all the
related reports pertaining to a particular process? Can technology help in creating a Public Land and Development
decisions repository - so when people are considering where to buy, or new residents move in, they are directed to
and can access the information related to their neighborhood and get an overview of the history and the plans for
their particular area of Arlington? We need to think about how to communicate p
ublic conversations our new neighbors missed, and have the information readily accessible for everyone to access.
I am encouraged that the most recent example of having to balance the priorities on a piece of public land seems
to be off to a good start. The TJ Working Group is engaging in meaningful public process and seems to have
taken the Public Land Site Evaluation Guidelines proposed here to heart. Again, thank you for the opportunity to
comment.

Comment # Source
196
Web Form
Affiliation

Name

Date
9/28/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
Green Space, this is something that is unique to Shirlington. Jennie Dean Park is specifically one of the main
reasons that Shirlington/Nauck is such a wonderful place to live.
Jennie Dean Park provides amazing sporting and play areas for not only the local children but also those of us that
are kids are heart. The dog park is wonderful draw for the area; it is a big reason from the transformation of
Shirlington over the past 15 years. We are considered one of the most animal friendly areas of Arlington and much
of that is related to the dog park, the trails that are part of and adjacent to Jennie Dean Park as well Shirlington
Village. These are just a few examples of how the Jennie Dean Park enhances our community. It is an active and
important part of our community.
I am adamantly opposed the idea of changing the use of this area to anything that doesn’t benefit all of the local
residents and/or patrons of the area. I opposed to changing this space to accommodate affordable housing or
having housing in this area at all. The County needs to take a wider view of what putting a housing complex in this
area would do to the community.
As a resident of Nauck we have multiple affordable housing complexes and it is my opinion that these properties
should be evenly distributed within the County and not concentrated in a small area.
I attending a meeting a few months ago where we spoke with the County Representatives about the
Shirlington/Nauck area including Jennie Dean Park and affordable housing/housing was never discussed as a
possible option for this space. What was discussed were items such as additional schools, updated / expanded
park (including the dog park) and updating of the local businesses. I would like to suggest that the County look at
another location for this housing and keep our park.
Green space is at a premium and we need to preserve these areas for our children and the next generation of
Arlington Residents.

Comment # Source
197
Web Form
Affiliation

Name

Date
9/29/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
While I support Arlington's efforts to locate appropriate county owned spaces to build more affordable housing
units, I oppose using Lubber Run community rec center site for this purpose. There are several objections I would
like to voice here:
1. First and foremost: Public Land for Public Good. Residents of Arlington Forest and other nearby
neighborhoods ARE public. We live in this neighborhood, we pay taxes, we look after it and I hope Arlington
government will consider doing something good for its own residents who live in the immediate vicinity of the site.
Placing AH apartment building in the middle of the low-rise single family historic neighborhood is NOT doing
anything good for the local public. It can, possibly, do something for some people who will move into this
neighborhood from other location, but it will be to the detriment of the local public.
2. AH project on the corner of Columbia Pike and Dinwiddie brought some unsavory characters loitering around
the area at all times of day, which clearly does not make the neighborhood look any safer or more attractive.
Considering how many kids live in Arlington Forest and that there is an elementary school next door - safety of the
children should play an important factor.
3. Lubber run community center is surrounded by 2 story single-family homes and at its current size blends more
or less with the neighborhood. Anything taller than that will violate the look and feel of the neighborhood. From
what I understand there will be AH units built along N. Thomas and N. Carlin Springs. That is a great location
where an apartment building will fit well and provide its residents with easy access to the metro, public
transportation and shopping.

Comment # Source
198
Open Arlington

Name
Michael Getter

Affiliation

Date
9/29/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
While I support Arlington's efforts to locate appropriate county owned spaces to build more affordable housing
units, I oppose using Lubber Run community rec center site for this purpose. There are several objections I would
like to voice here:
1. First and foremost: Public Land for Public Good. Residents of Arlington Forest and other nearby
neighborhoods ARE public. We live in this neighborhood, we pay taxes, we look after it and I hope Arlington
government will consider doing something good for its own residents who live in the immediate vicinity of the site.
Placing AH apartment building in the middle of the low-rise single family historic neighborhood is NOT doing
anything good for the local public. It can, possibly, do something for some people who will move into this
neighborhood from other location, but it will be to the detriment of the local public.
2. AH project on the corner of Columbia Pike and Dinwiddie brought some unsavory characters loitering around
the area at all times of day, which clearly does not make the neighborhood look any safer or more attractive.
Considering how many kids live in Arlington Forest and that there is an elementary school next door - safety of the
children should play an important factor.
3. Lubber run community center is surrounded by 2 story single-family homes and at its current size blends more
or less with the neighborhood. Anything taller than that will violate the look and feel of the neighborhood. From
what I understand there will be AH units built along N. Thomas and N. Carlin Springs. That is a great location
where an apartment building will fit well and provide its residents with easy access to the metro, public
transportation and shopping.
I believe that a redesigned and upgraded Community Center will truly be the most beneficial solution that County
can offer to its residents at Arlington Forest and nearby communities. It will truly fit the Public Land for Public
Good motto the county chose here. Perhaps some combination of a community center and a small elementary
school to help serve growing number of neighborhood kids (similar to TJ school/community center combo) will be
useful. May be the school can be built in such a way that it can be converted to middle-school if demographics of
local kids change.

Comment # Source
199
Web Form
Affiliation

Name
Kristopher Sleeth

Date
9/29/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
Please do not consider this site for housing of any kind. Maintain the site as a public park and recreation area for
the residents that already there. In fact, this public space is long over due for an upgrade as I have seen done in
many other parks in the County. Please listen to the people who pay the taxes and vote in the County.

Comment # Source
200
Open Arlington

Name
Suki Saxe

Affiliation

Date
9/29/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
Please keep our beautiful open space. I'm opposed to any multi-story building on the Lubber Run site-be it million
dollar apartments or affordable housing. LR, SS and FR (Cathcart Springs)

Comment # Source
201
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
9/29/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
I think the policy seems reasonable and a proper way to evaluate the use of county property. I appreciate the
continued inclusion of sustainable and new urbanist principles in the policy itself. I strongly support the continued
emphasis on the provision of affordable housing in Arlington County, given the current housing market and prices
in the county. I hope that this level of reason and rational consideration will help bolster the County's process
when dealing with any Not-In-My-Backyard knee-jerk responses from the surrounding communities, as I fear that
is unavoidable in many cases. Good luck!

Comment # Source
202
Web Form
Affiliation

Name

Date
9/29/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
While I completely support providing more affordable housing options in Arlington County, I am greatly distressed
that at least 2 of the proposed possible sites for providing such are currently parkland. I am referring to Lubber
Run (your site map shows using land beyond the current community center and parking lot- encroaching into the
park itself) and Glen Carlyn Parks. One of the most beneficial aspects of living in Arlington County is the
parkland. The wooded areas, streams and natural fields are irreplaceable. I make use of parkland every day.
These two sites should not be under consideration- regardless of their tier designation or how unlikely it is they
would ever be used. Not one inch of current green space should ever be developed. It seems that there were
plenty of other possible properties that make it unnecessary to include Lubber Run parkland or Glen Carlyn. I urge
the board to modify the Lubber Run site so that it does not encroach into the park itself and to remove Glen Carlyn
Park site altogether. Save what little green space we have.

Comment # Source
203
Web Form

Name
Jack & Anne Horton

Affiliation
Cathcart Springs

Date
9/29/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
We have a lot of affordable housing around us (some under construction) but only one park and place to exercise.
Please don't take our park away. I am a cardiologist so a recreation center with exercise facility sounds healthy
but so is a park. Its my son's contact with nature - and culture also through the wonderful amphitheater.

Comment # Source
204
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
Cathcart Springs Homeowners Association

Date
9/30/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
Preserve the Lubber Run Park and Recreation Center (LRCC) ! The facility should NOT be considered for
"conversion to alternative uses". Once the parkland is gone, it's gone forever. Arlington is fast becoming more
urban; just three blocks from LRCC, the new townhouse and apartment developments are adding about 3000
more residents to the area. Future generations are going to need this space for recreation and relaxation. Thank
you for your consideration of this matter.

Comment # Source
205
Web Form
Affiliation

Name

Date
9/30/2014
ZIP Code
22204

Comment
Please do not destroy a community center to put in more affordable housing. If your slogan is "Public Land for
Public Good," then your actions would indicate that community centers and parks are not public goods. Once
green space is gone, it is gone forever.
You are wisely investing in a street car along Columbia Pike, please put affordable housing there near the street
car, not next to Arlington Forrest, a community on the registry of historic places. Don't ruin Arlington Forrest! I
don't even live there, but I love Lubber Run park, leave it alone.

Comment # Source
206
Web Form

Name
John Broehm

Affiliation

Date
9/30/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
We recently bought a townhouse near the Lubber Run Community Center. The reason we picked this
neighborhood was the amenities around. Close to Ballston, but also close to the school, park, playgrounds, and
the community center. What a great combination for us and our future family. We would feel a little duped if the
plan to renovate the community center is cancelled. I also don't think that would be the right signal to send to
other young couples looking where to move.

Comment # Source
207
Web Form
Affiliation
Cathcart Springs HOA President

Name

Date
9/30/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
Park and recreation facilities should be preserved for future generations and should NOT be considered for
conversion to affordable housing. Once beautiful parkland is gone, it
is gone forever. Preserve LRCC as a recreation/community center only.
With the new and massive housing construction very close to LRCC, what is needed is green space and a full
service recreation/community center to serve the many, many residents surrounding
the existing facility.
Also, George Mason Drive is an ACCIDENT PRONE four lane highway. Check the traffic records for
smash ups on GM Drive by LRCC and accidents at the corner of N.Park and George Mason,
and get a 'head-count' number for the large overhead street lights that have been knocked
over by vehicles traveling too fast. I have seen cars jump the sidewalk on the LRCC side of George Mason Drive
and travel up the grassy hill. Also, the large crosswalk crossing GM Drive is ignored by motorists. Walking across
George Mason Drive is difficult and at times, very scary.
Thank you for this opportunity.

Comment # Source
208
Web Form
Affiliation

Name

Date
10/3/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
Please allow for public comment early and often through this process. It appears from the draft that community
participation only occurs at Step 7 or 8 of the process. This is especially concerning to me given that it appears
the County is considering taking the community center / park space at Lubber Run (currently available to all in the
county) and using it for public housing, to benefit only a few residents. I thought that the recent School Board CIP
process indicated that this property would potentially be used for future school development, which is much more
in line with its current function. I think many residents will have similar concerns, so please make the process as
open and transparent as possible. Thank you.

Comment # Source
209
Web Form
Affiliation
None

Name

Date
10/4/2014
ZIP Code
22204

Comment
Recently, we've become aware that under Arlington County's "Public Land for Public Good" (PL4PG) plan, all
county owned parks, including the county's gem of wooded space Glencarlyn Park, are candidates for conversion
to schools or affordable housing. I question the wisdom and vision of our county leadership for contemplating
ripping-out the few parks left in Arlington county for the purpose of development.
In a period when municipal planners in other urban areas are attempting to reintroduce green space into their
respective communities, and reducing carbon footprint, it seems odd that Arlington County leadership would think
that eliminating all remaining green space within its jurisdiction is a good thing. I can imagine the outcry New York
City leadership would hear if they contemplated bulldozing Central Park for more apartment high rises and office
buildings. That's the comparison that comes to my mind when Arlington proposes to do just that with its parks.
Glencarlyn park is the largest green space in south Arlington. As a 30+ year south Arlington county resident
and park user I've personally observed deer, fox, beaver, squirrels, chipmunks, and numerous varieties of birds
among the fauna of the woods. The (one) beaver I saw was entrapped in a plastic 6-pack beverage holder and
was being rescued from this situation by a bike path pedestrian. In south Arlington, this park is a welcome forest
retreat for people from adjacent communities, and the apartments and townhouses along Columbia Pike, to walk,
ride a bike, and to enjoy nature. I believe this is the case for the other parks within Arlington, to include the south 4mile run parkland.
I can appreciate the planning challenges and pressures faced by Arlington county leadership, particularly as it
relates to affordable housing. Thirty years ago, my wife and I, and our children lived in an apartment complex on
Columbia Pike, near Glebe road. The time came for us to move, and we went looking for a house to buy, or to
rent, in Arlington, Falls Church, or Vienna. I was astonished at the lack of affordability, even 30 years ago. At that
time there were few houses within our financial grasp; those available were old and small-- which is the type of
house my wife and I bought and presently live in (our only house during the last 30 years). Back then, we saved
money for the down payment and both worked so that our combined incomes would qualify us for a home loan
(which was an ARM at almost 9% interest), and were fortunate to be able to buy a house in Arlington.
Arlington's school modernization and redevelopment, among other development initiatives, earn my applause.
However, thirty years later, I do not know what an equitable solution would be to housing affordability. The same
predicament we faced 30 years ago remains (and is even worse) for a younger generation, and for people with low
incomes. I understand the planning dilemma, but I think it's very shortsighted of county leadership to consider
eliminating its remaining parkland as the solution to the problem. I would recommend more thoughtful and
innovative approaches over elimination of the last parkland and green space-- particularly Glencarlyn park, in
Arlington county.

Comment # Source
210
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
Home Owner

Date
10/8/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
I am opposed to the consideration of Jennie Dean Park & Adjacent Land development for affordable housing.
Currently 80% of the affordable housing in Arlington is in south Arlington, including the Shelton, the Shell, the
Arlington Mill Center Residences and a yet to be built complex next to the Shell (Columbia Pike and S.
Greenbrier). Development of this park instead of preserving the beautiful open area around the creek and
increasing the green space in the area will highly take away from the desirability to call Shirlington and the
surrounding areas home. It would also disproportionately further depress one of the more socio-economically
challenged areas of Arlington. I do not support the development of this land and would be vocal to oppose any
elected official or candidate who supported development here.

Comment # Source
211
Web Form
Affiliation

Name
Eric Brown

Date
10/8/2014
ZIP Code
22204

Comment
I am opposed to the consideration of Jennie Dean Park & Adjacent Land for development and construction of
affordable housing. Currently 80%
of the affordable housing in Arlington is in south Arlington, including the Shelton, the Shell, the Arlington Mill
Center Residences and a yet to be built complex next to the Shell (Columbia Pike and S. Greenbrier).
Development of this park instead of preserving the
beautiful open area around the creek and increasing the green space in the area will highly take away from the
desirability to call Shirlington and the surrounding areas home. It would also disproportionately further depress
one of the more socio-economically challenged areas of Arlington. I do not support the development of
this land and would be vocal to oppose any elected official or candidate who supported development here.

Comment # Source
212
Web Form

Name
Jonathan Stanley

Affiliation

Date
10/9/2014
ZIP Code
22204

Comment
I am opposed to the consideration of Jennie Dean Park & Adjacent Land
for development and construction of affordable housing. Currently 80%
of the affordable housing in Arlington is in south Arlington,
including the Shelton, the Shell, the Arlington Mill Center Residences
and a yet to be built complex next to the Shell (Columbia Pike and S.
Greenbrier). Development of this park instead of preserving the
beautiful open area around the creek and increasing the green space in
the area will highly take away from the desirability to call
Shirlington and the surrounding areas home. It would also
disproportionately further depress one of the more socio-economically
challenged areas of Arlington. I do not support the development of
this land and would be vocal to oppose any elected official or
candidate who supported development here.

Comment # Source
213
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
Comment
I am opposed to the consideration of Jennie Dean Park & Adjacent Land
for development and construction of affordable housing. Currently 80%
of the affordable housing in Arlington is in south Arlington,
including the Shelton, the Shell, the Arlington Mill Center Residences
and a yet to be built complex next to the Shell (Columbia Pike and S.
Greenbrier). Development of this park instead of preserving the
beautiful open area around the creek and increasing the green space in
the area will highly take away from the desirability to call
Shirlington and the surrounding areas home. It would also
disproportionately further depress one of the more socio-economically
challenged areas of Arlington. I do not support the development of
this land and would be vocal to oppose any elected official or
candidate who supported development here.

Date
10/9/2014
ZIP Code

Comment # Source
214
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
10/10/2014
ZIP Code
va

Comment
the salt salt dome property should not be redeveloped as housing. there is already a scarcity of green space in
that area and moreover it would cause congestion above and beyond what old dominion and 26th street can bear.

Comment # Source
215
Web Form

Name
Jeff Miller

Affiliation

Date
10/13/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
Hello,
I've read the Public Land Site Evaluation Guidelines and am pleased to see that affordable housing is among the
criteria by which the County plans to evaluate sites (6a). I have no comment on the site evaluation process and
criteria other than to support them as written.
However, I do want to write in support of affordable housing generally. I've been unnerved by anti-affordable
housing comments on articles posted on ArlNow.com. See these two:
http://www.arlnow.com/2013/12/06/community-group-to-present-affordable-housing-petition-to-tejada/ ("This is
insane", top-voted comment)
http://www.arlnow.com/2014/09/22/affordable-housing-plan-for-community-center-drawsopposition/#disqus_thread ("Good grief this Affordable housing crap again?", top-voted comment)
Regarding the redevelopment of the Lubber Run Community Center site, specifically: I live nearby the site in the
22203 zip code and support using that County-owned land for affordable housing. That said, if after evaluating the
Lubber Run site against the criteria, another development option is selected, that's fine by me. I just wanted to
express my support for affordable housing in the 22203 zip code (and throughout Arlington) to counter-balance
any comments you've received similar to those I referenced above. I moved to the Bluemont/Ballston area in April
2010 and when I realized that the construction site at Wilson Blvd. and N. Wakefield St. was to be Jordan Manor, a
100% affordable housing development funded in part through the County's AHIF, I was excited. I am proud that
my local government supports affordable housing.
Thank you for reading,
Jeff Miller
Arlington County resident since 2003

Comment # Source
216
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
10/13/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
“Using park and recreation facilities should be preserved for future generations and should NOT be considered for
conversion to alternative uses. Once beautiful parkland is gone, it is gone forever. Preserve LRCC as a
recreation/community center only.”

Comment # Source
217
Web Form
Affiliation

Name

Date
10/15/2014
ZIP Code
22201

Comment
I support the idea that public (i.e county) land should be used efficiently and moved to an appropriate use over
time. I can identify land moved from parks to schools and vice versa (Clay Park was Henry Clay School; Arlington
Arts Center was Maury School; current plans to use TJ site for new school, among others). It is reasonable for the
County to periodically reevaluate how these sites are used. While I have some concern that the school land was
probably bought on school bonds and the park land on park bonds, there appears to be some amount of fairness
in how the land has shifted from one use to the other and back over time.
However, I cannot see examples of formerly affordable housing land turned into parks or schools. Unless that is an
option open to the county, I would not consider turning parkland or school property into affordable housing units.
Unless you're going to put all of the current affordable housing up for debate to turn into parkland or schools, don't
consider a one-way transfer. I believe that transferring public land to affordable housing units (without some
offsetting trade of affordable housing land) will just result in the county needing to purchase more land for parks or
schools in the future.
My understanding is that non-profits operate the current other-than-market affordable housing; is that meaningfully
county land for this purpose, or does the county plan to give the land to a nonprofit that operates affordable
housing units, reducing the overall supply of "public land"?

Comment # Source
218
Open Arlington

Name
Steve Young

Affiliation

Date
10/15/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
The very term "Public Land for Public Good" is unfortunate because it can be taken to imply that public lands don't
provide public goods at present and that affordable housing is a higher form of public good.
I am supportive of affordable housing and I recognize that Arlington faces challenges both for affordable housing
and for schools. However, the County should totally re-think its approach and shift to a "Public Funds for Public
Good" model.
Land acquisition records show that Arlington has sorely neglected land acquisition for parks in recent years, even
as we have lost more and more of our remaining green space, especially natural areas that offer respite from the
urban environment. Our natural resources have dwindled, arguably at least as much as our affordable housing.
While there may be extremely limited opportunities to re-develop for schools and affordable housing public lands
that are already developed (e.g., parking lots), Arlington needs to be willing and prepared to devote land
acquisition funding to appropriate acquisitions of new properties for such purposes. Arlington should commit to a
no-net-loss policy for open spaces, green spaces, and natural areas, and should seek to increase the amounts of
such spaces to help compensate for losses outside the County's control, such as individual private landowner
decisions and the Arlington National Cemetery's Millennium Project.
Public-owned spaces should be assessed to identify their ecosystem services value and their potential to be
restored to provide greater ecosystem services and natural amenities.
Arlington should focus on brownfields redevelopment projects for schools and affordable housing. Once again,
Arlington should be prepared to make appropriate use of public funds where necessary to facilitate such
redevelopments.

Comment # Source
219
Web Form
Affiliation

Name

Date
10/15/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
I am writing regarding the use if land at 26th and Old Dominion. While I am in strong support of affordable
housing in Arlington, I am strongly opposed to that location. The Old Dominion corridor is densely populated and
full of traffic at all hours of the day. It is my primary access road out of our street and it can take 10 minutes every
morning just to cross Old Dominion. That land space should not be used for bringing more traffic into a high traffic
zone already. When people are frustrated with the high traffic on old Dominion, they frequently use the residential
streets (such as ours) to cut through at a high rate of speed (since they are frustrated with traffic) putting our lives
and children's lives in danger. It makes it difficult to even feel comfortable in our own neighborhood.
I feel the county should use that land as green space, a park, or something that would benefit the current residents
of that area. They all pay a high price to live there and have zero county benefits that are easily accessible.

Comment # Source
220
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
10/16/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
Arlington should be focused on acquiring and developing additional open space resources. With a growing
population, children and families will need a place to relax and recreate near their homes. We have done an
outstanding job building a strong economic foundation within the Rosslyn-Ballston corridor. However, those areas
are vastly underserved by open space amenities.
Any discussion of the PLPG priorities should not be done on a case-by-case basis. With only 26 square miles, we
are limited with our space. There is a clear need for a broad community discussion to address these priorities.
I encourage the Board to use the pending update of the Public Spaces Master Plan to engage the community in a
broad conversation about the future of open space in Arlington.

Comment # Source
221
Open Arlington

Name
Carol Casto

Affiliation

Date
10/16/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
I don't have much to add to the well thought out comments submitted thus far. I just want to second some of the
requested edits of Michael Thomas on September 18, 2014, 9:10 AM, specifically Requested Changes 2, 4, 5, and
7.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment.

Comment # Source
222
Open Arlington
Affiliation

Name
Name not available

Date
10/17/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
Arlington is a rapidly urbanizing County. Some may find that appealing, but there are significant social and
economic costs associated with it. One of those costs is loss of or encroachment on green space, an already
limited and precious commodity. Please remove ALL green space from consideration. Parks are a public good.
Projects that have a significant impact on a access to or enjoyment if parks should also be reconsidered. At the
end off the day, if a "public good" is worth having, it's worth investing in and public land may not be the best
option. Perhaps land should be purchased instead of making ill-considered trade-offs. Perhaps developers should
be asked to provide space in their projects for things like affordable housing instead of being allowed to contribute
funds, but no tangible result. There are parcels of land on the list that certainly could be better utilized and we
would support
their conversion to a greater public good, but leave the parks alone. Once they're given up, they're nearly
impossible to recover or replace.

Comment # Source
223
Open Arlington

Name
Marie Spaulding

Affiliation

Date
10/17/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
Please save TJ Park. Arlington County is losing open space all the time due to developers and residents building
larger homes and increased density that sometimes takes over open space. In the case of TJ Park, I do personal
training at TJ Community Center and often walk the outdoor track - I treasure that time among the trees and open
fields and walk over to see what is growing in the community vegetable garden. Open space is one of the most
significant attributes of Arlington County - we need to preserve it for the future and for right now. Thank you!

Comment # Source
224
Web Form

Name
Melissa MacGregor

Affiliation

Date
10/17/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
I am very concerned about the proposed affordable housing at the Salt Dome location on 26th and Old Dominion.
This is a pretty horrible site for any housing, nonetheless affordable housing. The County has repeatedly said that
the salt dome and mulch pit should stay here so now adding affordable housing, and perhaps a potential fire
station (pending further study) is unreasonable for this piece of land. Even without the fire station, putting
affordable housing on this property would exacerbate the many problems that this neighborhood already has namely limited access to public transportation, poor sidewalk infrastructure, high speed traffic on Old Dominion
and 26th/31st St., unreasonably narrow sidewalks (given the speed of traffic) on Old Dominion between 24th St.
and 26th St., and extremely overcrowded schools. Marymount currently runs shuttle buses because the public
transportation is not good enough to support their campus, so additional buses would have to be added on Old
Dominion, Glebe, and Lee Highway, sidewalks would have to be widened and speed slowing measures would
certainly have to be enacted on Old Dominion Dr. to make this a viable location. I know there are a limited number
of sites for this type of housing but other sites at Lubber Run and 4 Mile Run seem much more suited to this type
of housing project.
Please let me know if you have any questions.

Comment # Source
225
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
homeowner

Date
10/17/2014
ZIP Code
22204

Comment
I wish to keep our natural parks , green space, forested land and grassy open areas available for children,
ourselves and future generations. I oppose Glencarlyn Park and other parks being on the list of potential sites for
development. Schools and affordable housing should be built on already developed sites. We don't need more
development in Arlington.
In South Arlington, where the density is particularly high and income levels are lower, these parks provide the only
places where families can gather and relax in nature. Often families do not have their own back yards or cars to
get away and so the very few south Arlington natural parks are crucial to those with lower incomes. For example,
GlenCarlyn picnic areas are a particular favorite spot for families of Hispanic and other diverse backgrounds to
hold large outdoor gatherings.
These parks provide much needed relief from everyday stresses and a chance for kids in crowded areas to see
some nature.
If the county board determines to use parkland for development, and I know I speak for many, I will not support
Arlington County Democrats financially or by vote again.

Comment # Source
226
Web Form

Name
Kathleen McIntire

Affiliation
Penrose Neighborhood/Arlington, VA

Date
10/18/2014
ZIP Code
22204

Comment
My husband, Michael, and I are strongly opposed to Arlington County building any new structures on the Thomas
Jefferson M.S. property which includes: the soccer field and surrounding walking/running path. This park is used
regularly by many children and seniors as well as other age groups for exercise and recreation. It is also the home
of the annual Arlington County Fair. There is less and less greenery in Arlington due to all of the new
construction. So, Thomas Jefferson Park is an oasis for many, and It would be a great loss if you destroyed the
park in order to build on it. I understand that we are in need of additional schools in Arlington. As an educator and
mother, I strongly support this, but there are other options in this area that are better suited for a school and would
be less disruptive than the TJ Park area. I urge you to consider these other options. Please save Thomas
Jefferson Park. Michael and I vote regularly and we supported bond issues to create parks throughout the area.
Our tax dollars have gone toward this goal. We ask that Arlington County officials keep their promises, and save
our park.
Sincerely,
Kate McIntire and
Dr. Michael McIntire

Comment # Source
227
Web Form

Name
Joseph Michael Finger

Affiliation

Date
10/18/2014
ZIP Code
22207-2610

Comment
I worry that a project to develop “evaluation criteria and a process for determining how to balance public priorities
(schools, parks, open space, facilities and affordable housing) as the County considers proposed facility
construction projects on County-held land” leaves out of consideration what should be an important alternative: to
acquire additional facilities for such use.
We should not force ourselves into a mode of thinking that casts any consideration of public housing only against
schools or parks, nor any consideration of an expanded fire station only against open space and schools.
The county sold several schools to private users or converted them to non-school public use. Reacquiring such
facilities should be considered. We should also consider acquiring new facilities into which we might shift the
public facilities that are in old school buildings, using those buildings and properties again as schools.
In sort, we should not trap ourselves into thinking as if land and other facilities presently owned by the county are
the only assets that we will consider for the provision of additional schools, parks, open spaces and affordable
housing.

Comment # Source
228
Web Form
Affiliation
saveTJpark.org

Name
Patricia Petro

Date
10/18/2014
ZIP Code
22205

Comment
All land that is now designated park land needs to stay that way. The biggest issue right now is the land at
Thomas Jefferson Middle School. Except for the footprint of the school, this is ALL park land. Open space is
critical to the continued health and well being of all the residents of Arlington. Especially this particular area being
central to, and used by, the entire county needs to stay untouched. No other area in Arlington gets this kind of use
as a park.
In addition, I am completely opposed to using park land in other areas as opportunities for projects such as
affordable housing. There is no more park land available and we need to conserve this precious resource.

Comment # Source
229
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
10/19/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
Please consider any appropriate sites for use by the school system as options for relieving overcrowding.
APS has indicated an intent to reuse the Reed site, rebuilt at considerable expense only five years ago, for a
project that I find indefensible. What poor planning.
Children in Arlington are county residents. There is little excuse for the county government not to consider the
school crowding issue as a county issue, which means considering county properties that might be made available
to APS and put to use for the county's school-age children. Otherwise the school board will likely move ahead with
its short-sighted current plans.

Comment # Source
230
Web Form
Affiliation
Self

Name

Date
10/19/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
Dear Sir/Madam I am writing to express concern regarding a proposal to choose the Cherrydale library site as a possible site for
affordable housing.
I am a big proponent of affordable housing but not at this site. The library is an integral part of our community.
When we moved here 2 1/2 yeas ago being able to walk there was part of the reason we chose to purchase our
home. Our then newly adopted 7 year old son and I spent countless hours there looking at books and he learning
the library system. Last summer he spent afternoons there with a tutor. He knows that when he is bit older he can
walk or bike there himself. Having a local library encourages him to read and learn. And makes us feel like a part
of a community. The less of a community feel a place has the less attractive it is to it's residents. While there are
books online there is no substitute for a place of learning and growth in a community. We ask that you reconsider
using the site for any other purpose.
Thank you
Jodi remer

Comment # Source
232
Web Form
Affiliation

Name
Maurine Fanguy

Date
10/19/2014
ZIP Code
22207-4519

Comment
Thank you for undertaking this analysis! I am particularly interested in land for use for schools.
I did not see the Madison Center on either list. I know it is next to historic land and is small; however, while we are
facing a crisis in overcrowding at the middle school level, it would be a great location either for an "annex" middle
school or a "sixth grade academy". It has 13 classrooms and could easily seat 400 students with right-sized
classes - more if a couple of trailers were added behind the property between the building and the playground.
The building used to be a school and has a bus turnaround lane and more parking than many elementary schools
(which have more students and teachers). One idea would be to use the building for a few years until a new
middle school comes online and use the building without changing its footprint so as to avoid major construction
costs and disrupting historic land. The small preschool there now could be housed in a relocatable on the same
location or relocated to a nearby facility, such as possibly Walker Chapel UMC or another church that may have
space. The exercise classes could still be conducted in the evening and daytime classes could also be relocated
to a relocatable or to another county facility. The gym at Madison is not well utilized and thousands of students
cumulatively between 2015-2019/2020 could be helped by using the center for school purposes. If APS and the
County partnered on this project, they could do minor refurbishment to the center for when it is used as a school
that would ultimately benefit the entire community when it reverts to a community center. The dog park would not
need to be disturbed and the people who use the dog park typically park on the street on Stafford and would not
be significantly impacted by the school. The historic location is ideal for the sixth grade U.S. history curriculum in
Virginia - American History through 1865!
Please consider temporary use of Madison and other community centers such as the Langston School, Lubber
Run Rec Center, Walter Reed, and others to accommodate students.
If you were to consider this, use of public land to help avoid middle school overcrowding would benefit over 11,000
Arlington students cumulatively between now and when a new middle school is brought online! Almost 6% of the
Arlington population!

Comment # Source
233
Web Form

Name
Jennifer Bauer

Affiliation

Date
10/19/2014
ZIP Code
22205

Comment
The County should transfer ownership of several school building sites to APS, including the Madison Community
Center, and possibly space at Lubber Run, to assist with the school capacity crisis. In return, APS should transfer
the Wilson site and the Reed site to the county. Both of these sites are not appropriate to build schools on. The
Wilson site is the last green space in Rosslyn. The County could do something much better with the property that
would be a great community amenity, and not bring additional traffic into Rosslyn exacerbating traffic problems.
The Reed site, when recently rebuilt, was underutilized by the school system. But, it has thereafter become a
terrific community amenity for Westover and the surrounding neighborhoods. It is walkable, it has a growing and
successful Farmers Market, and it really anchors the small business community surrounding it. It is a dream. If
APS has to use it because it doesn't have more appropriate sites, it will destroy the community feel and the
upswing that Westover has been on for the past 5 years since the library reopened. That would be a real shame.
The area is ripe for additional density if the Westover apts are redeveloped, as is the EFC redevelopment plan.
Sticking a school into it with bus and other traffic would really mess that up. Lastly, most of these community sites
should not be repurposed for affordable housing. Arlington needs to focus on making smart zoning choices, and if
we want to subsidize housing we should only do so for County employees and senior citizens who have been long
time residents. Otherwise you are just picking winners and losers, and there is not enough.. and there will never
be enough. And the higher taxes that have to support the affordable housing make market rate workforce housing
even more difficult. A lot of us could not to afford to buy our houses over if we had to buy them today which
makes it very difficult for younger people to afford to buy. But I am concerned when I retire, if we have managed
to pay off the mortgage, we won't be able to afford even the taxes. Market distortion from affordable housing is
not the answer.

Comment # Source
234
Web Form

Name
Kedrick Whitmore

Affiliation

Date
10/20/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
This evaluation needs to go hand in hand with current and upcoming planning studies. Given the upcoming
Shirlington Crescent planning process, the evaluation of the Jennie Dean Park site should be held so that the
results of the Shirlington Crescent process can inform the PL4PG evaluation, rather than the other way around.
Thank you for your hard work on this!
Kedrick Whitmore

Comment # Source
235
Web Form

Name
Eldon Mark Linton

Affiliation
Cathcart Springs HOA

Date
10/20/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
With Arlington County facing continued rapid growth and urbanization far into the future, Arlington County's
decades-old commitment to preserving green space and public recreation facilities needs to be reaffirmed and
strengthened. Our parks and recreation facilities should be preserved for future generations to use and enjoy.
THE GUIDELINES SHOULD GIVE PRIORITY TO PROTECTING EXISTING PARKLAND AND RECREATIONAL
FACILITIES, AND SHOULD SPECIFICALLY EXEMPT SUCH FACILITIES FROM CONSIDERATION FOR
CONVERSION TO ALTERNATIVE USES.
Thus, the "Site Evaluation Process and Criteria" criteria number one should be amended so that County staff
cannot treat any property, regardless of its present use, as a blank space which can be considered for any use.

Comment # Source
236
Web Form
Affiliation
CCA

Name
maureen ross

Date
10/21/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
Park land is for PARK LAND. Leave it along. Langston community center should be a school, full time, use as
community center only in evenings. Good double use of property, Salt center - can you fit a school there? Great

Comment # Source
237
Web Form
Affiliation

Name
Gabriela Narvaez

Date
10/21/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
As Arlington Residents, we are highly against having Cherrydale Library as a possible site for affordable housing.
The community is against it,. The site is not an appropriate one for this type of development and it poses many
disadvantages:
- Traffic
- overpopulation in the schools (increasing the already over capacity that we are experiencing in all APS)
On the other hand, Cherrydale Libarary is a valued and important site. As a mother of three (16, 5 & 3) it is a
shame to see the library go as it is a resource that we use consistently.
We are highly encouraging the county planning commission to reconsider this site for affordable housing.
Thank you,
Gabriela Narvaez

Comment # Source
238
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
citizen

Date
10/21/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
I wanted to add my voice to the chorus of people who ask you to please, please, spare Cherrydale Library. It is a
place where the librarians actually know who I am, which is a wonderful, wonderful thing. My high schooler does
projects there with her classmates from Yorktown. My middle schooler is not as intimidated there because it is a
small, inviting place -- so he more willingly shows up there to get Books on CD, among other things.
And me? Besides the fact that I am an avid reader, Cherrydale provides me with something money cannot buy. I
have Common Variable Immunodeficiency, a genetic immune deficiency that means my body just doesn't make
enough of the stuff to help me fight infections. There is no cure; but once every four weeks for the rest of my life, I
have to sit for six to nine hours, hooked up to an IV filled with immunoglobulins which supplement what my body
does make and which give me a fighting chance to be here. While I am grateful that I have the ability to get this
care, it kind of stinks to have to confront my mortality every four weeks. What does Cherrydale have to do with
this? Cherrydale, unlike Central, allows me to take magazines out. Every four weeks, I come in and collect many,
many magazines to read while hooked up to my IVIG. You have no idea the amount of comfort this brings me -- it
lets me pretend, for awhile, that I am not hooked up to an IV but rather sitting in a spa, getting a pedicure or
something far more desirable than another hole in my arm. The librarians are so kind to me; one of them in
particular always expects me at least once a month (and actually notices the few times I have missed coming in for
those mags.) It may not seem like a whole lot to some people, but this is a wonderful gift that I get...only at
Cherrydale.
Please consider another site. This is a small but mighty, meaningful place for so many of us in the 22207.
Thank you for your consideration.

Comment # Source
239
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
Resident

Date
10/21/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
Regarding Cherrydale Library as a site for affordable housing:
1. Cherrydale Library is a valued institution within our community.
2. Cherrydale Library is not an appropriate site for affordable housing.
3. It was a mistake to have included Cherrydale Library on the list of sites under consideration for affordable
housing.
Robert Cooper

Comment # Source
240
Web Form

Name
L Michael Kaas

Affiliation
Homeowner and Taxpayer

Date
10/21/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
We were shocked to see that the County Board is again on the attack against the Cherrydale Library, this time as
a site for affordable housing. It was our understanding from previous debates about the future of the library, that
the community had made it abundantly clear to the Board that the Cherrydale Library was a valuable community
asset that should not be altered. It is hard to understand why Board (and the supporting staff) continually reopen
the issue. Please remove the Cherrydale Library from further consideration as a site for affordable housing and
keep faith with the taxpaying citizens who thought the Board would refrain from further attacks on the library.

Comment # Source
241
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
10/21/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
Please remove the Cherrydale Library from the list of possible low income housing. This library is a valuable
commodity to our neighborhood. Many children and senior citizens can walk to this facility and make use of it
often. Not only are books available, but numerous exhibits and storytelling times are available to our families.
Please do not turn this into a low income housing building. In addition, low income housing often brings crime into
the community as well. There are several schools within walking distance of the Library. We should keep our
community as safe as possible for our children.

Comment # Source
242
Web Form
Affiliation

Name

Date
10/21/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
I feel the Cherrydale library site would be an inappropriate choice for a multi-use type of project. Traffic, lot size
and slope, the fact that this library is fine the way it is, (and could be maintained to the next century with modest
investments.) Other areas (not only County sites) might actually serve affordable housing needs better when you
consider every one of Cherrydale's schools is overcrowded, and the site is already plagued with traffic backup
every day. Start planning for appropriateness---not the expediency of utilizing every last parcel of county land to
the limits of good judgement, and the detriment of quality of life.

Comment # Source
243
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
10/21/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
Please remove Cherrydale public library from the list of potential affordable housing development. Not only it acts
as an irreplaceable library resource, it serves as the only Cherrydale community center that my family is using and
that is available to us. In addition, Cherrydale public library is a historic building which should be afforded
appropriate protection.
Building affordable housing on its site would add additional burden on an already overextended capacity of the
local infrastructure (such as local schools and transportation).
Instead of destroying public libraries under the banner of creating affordable housing, the county should look at
preserving existing affordable housing especially since a great deal of such housing is located in historic properties.

Comment # Source
244
Web Form

Name
Jlohn Polk

Affiliation

Date
10/21/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
Cherrydale Library is not a suitable site for affordable housing. Leave the library alone and permanently remove it
from the possible sites for affordable housing.

Comment # Source
245
Web Form
Affiliation

Name

Date
10/21/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
Please reconsider including Cherrydale Library as a potential site for an affordable housing development.
Cherrydale is the only library north of Lee Hwy and serves all of the families in the neighborhood in that entire
area, which is a huge one. It is an incredibly valuable part of the community, and it would be a huge loss to have
the library either torn down to build housing or even to have it converted into a multi-use building, which would not
fit with the character of the neighborhood at all (largely single-family homes). Cherrydale Library is not an
appropriate site for affordable housing, and as such should be removed from the list of sites under consideration.
Thank you.

Comment # Source
246
Web Form

Name
Steve Gell

Affiliation
neighbor of Cherrydale Library

Date
10/21/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
To the Board Members
As a frequent user of the Cherrydale Library and member of the Library Book Club I urge the County Board to
preserve the library in its present location. However, I also support affordable housing and, depending on the
design and development plan, would support utilization of the site for affordable housing combined with the library.
The design should fit with the neighborhood ambience and character. Thank you for your consideration. SG

Comment # Source
247
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
Arlington Resident

Date
10/21/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
I live in the Cherrydale neighborhood and it has come to my attention that ID 96, Cherrydale Branch Library is a
land site considered for affordable housing. Given the fact tearing down a library causes so many other impacts to
our community, my main concern regarding this consideration is there is a major traffic safety and congestion
issue. This already occurs particularly at the intersection of N. Military Rd. and Lee Highway as well as on the
corner of N. 22nd Street and N. Military Rd. At peak times, traffic flow is already an issue on N. Military and Lee
Highway due to the poorly designed left turn lane signage and the two gas stations on either side of N. Military Rd
and Lee Highway. On the corner of N. 22nd and N. Military, if there are numerous large vehicles, such as
commuter buses or metro buses, parked or standing on the side of the library, it causes an impaired view of the
intersection. It makes entry onto N. Military very precarious and dangerous. If traffic flow becomes even more
congested due to a housing complex erected at this corner, it will become a chokepoint and cause additional
congestion and safety concerns. As a long-standing Arlingtonian and a Cherrydale resident, I strongly urge that
the Arlington County Board remove ID 96 from their affordable housing list.

Comment # Source
248
Web Form
Affiliation
citizen

Name

Date
10/21/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
The Cherrydale library site should not be listed as a possible site for affordable housing. Whatever other
considerations may come into play in selecting land for county use, none of them could justify closing the library or
creating some sort of mixed-use project there. The Cherrydale library is an extremely valuable community
resource. Existing library properties should not be considered as sites for other public uses.

Comment # Source
249
Web Form

Name
Bruce Wiljanen

Affiliation
Homeowner

Date
10/21/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
I firmly believe that all library buildings and grounds should be immediately and permanently removed from
consideration for other uses. This would specifically include the Cherrydale Library site, and the grounds of Quincy
Park surrounding the Main Library. These facilities are essential to the social fabric of Arlington, and provide high
quality-of-life benefits to all Arlington residents, young and old, now and into the next generation.
On a separate point, I notice the header of this form mentions the Salt Facility on Old Dominion Drive as a subject
of this comment period. I recall that a firehouse/office building was recently being discussed for this site. However,
if this site were to be combined with the mulch storage lot and the other open lands immediately adjacent, I believe
it could become a superb location for a new elementary school. A school would complement Marymount University
across the street, and would overlook the open area of the religious retreat center at the other end. I hope you will
consider this use for the site as you weigh all of the possibilities available. Thank you.

Comment # Source
250
Web Form
Affiliation
citizen

Name
Denise Cormaney

Date
10/21/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
I did not attend last night's meeting regarding the proposal to build an affordable housing unit at the current site of
the Cherrydale Library. From what I understand, even though the County representative said that the branch would
be part of the new building, people still protested, citing the "inappropriate" nature of the location. As a citizen
within walking distance of the Cherrydale branch, I would like to voice my strong support for the proposed
affordable housing project on the Cherrydale site. The cost of living in Arlington County has risen to unattainable
rates for most people earning a modest salary. This makes it impossible for people who work as teachers, nurses,
firefighters, sanitation workers, grocery store clerks, cleaning people, and other service workers to live in the
communities where they work and serve. Again, I did not attend last night's meeting, but from what I understand
people were protesting for reasons that include: (1) it will no longer be safe for neighborhood children to walk to
the library; (2) the "enchanting" reading experience and love of books will be lost for our kids; and (3) the potential
loss of property values. I personally find these objections offensive. Children are safe if they walk by affluent singlefamily homes, but not if they walk by an apartment building where lower income people live? We must preserve
the "enchanted reading experience" for children at the expense of making it possible for more people to have
access to living in our county, particularly north of the Rt. 50 dividing line in the affluent 22207 zip code? Our
overinflated property values will noticeably drop because of the proximity of "poor" people? The cost of living in the
entire Washington Metro area is often cited as the highest in the country; one thing that sets Arlington County
apart from affluent areas like McLean and Great Falls is our dedication to diversity and affordable housing options.
Please do not allow a few close-minded citizens to keep you from doing what is best for our community. Thank you.

Comment # Source
251
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
Resident (Donaldson Run)

Date
10/21/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
Hello -- Thank you for this opportunity to comment on the list of sites under consideration for affordable housing.
As we have lived in close vicinity of the Cherrydale Library for many years, and our family--including my wife and
our two sons--have often used the library, we would like to respectfully suggest that this particular location is not
well suited for affordable housing. While we very much recognize the importance of such housing and value the
County's proactive efforts in this regard, we are concerned that the library is simply too valuable an institution in
our neighborhood, certainly to be removed or augmented in some way.
Thank you again for your consideration.

Comment # Source
252
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
10/21/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
I object to having Cherrydale library building augmented with affordable housing. That is a small site and there is
not enough space for parking for either a construction phase or post-construction residents phase. Traffic safety
is a concern regarding visibility at the corner of 22nd St and Military Rd. During recent construction at that
intersection, work trucks parked in such a way as to interfere with visibility of the intersection, making it unsafe for
those entering the intersection.

Comment # Source
254
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
DRCA, MGNV, ARLINGTON COUNTY BEAUTIFICATION CMTE

Date
10/21/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
TO USE CHERRYDALE LIBRARY FOR HOUSING IS ABSOLUTELY OUTRAGEOUS!!!
I VOTE NO!
WHOSE IDEAS ARE THESE ANYHOW???? VERY SOCIALISTIC INDEED!
NEED TO HAVE A VOTE ON THESE INITIATIVES BY VOTERS AND COUNTY TAXPAYERS!!!!

Comment # Source
255
Web Form

Name
Phil Klingelhofer

Affiliation
Boulevard Manor Civic Association

Date
10/21/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
The Boulevard Manor Civic Association Board resolution on Affordable Housing Component of Arlington County’s
“Public Land for Public Good” Program and response to draft Public Land Site Evaluation guidelines.
Below is the text of a resolution approved by the Boulevard Manor Civic Association (BMCA) Board that is being
forwarded to the county as feedback on the draft Public Land Site Evaluation guidelines:
Boulevard Manor Civic Association Board Resolution on Affordable Housing Component of Arlington County’s
“Public Land for Public Good” Program (adopted by the BMCA Board on October 13, 2014 and by the BMCA
membership at the community meeting on October 20, 2014)
WHEREAS, current County planning processes, including Capital Improvement Plans and “Public Land for Public
Good,” propose to use current or intended publicly-owned park, open space, or recreation/community facility sites
for other purposes, such as housing and schools;
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, THAT
The Boulevard Manor Civic Association urges that no current or intended publicly-owned park, open space or
recreation/community facility sites be utilized for any purpose other than park, open space or recreation/community
facilities, now or in the future; and
The Boulevard Manor Civic Association urges Arlington County Board and Arlington School Board to cease any
further actions in regard to selecting, planning, or otherwise using any current or intended publicly-owned park,
open space or recreation/community facility sites for other purposes, such as housing or schools.
________________
The Boulevard Manor Civic Association response to the draft Public Land Site Evaluation Guidelines:
We appreciate the opportunity to submit feedback to the draft Public Land Site Evaluation Guidelines (the
“Guidelines”). The Boulevard Manor Civic Association urges the county to make the following modifications to the
draft Guidelines to help ensure that the document, and the decisions of our county government regarding the use
of our public lands, are consistent with long-standing county policy and strong Arlington community support for
parks, recreation centers and park-like green spaces.
Requested Change 1: Add the following language as a new paragraph between the existing first and second
paragraphs under the heading “Application of Site Evaluation Guidelines”:
Notwithstanding the foregoing paragraph, it is county’s intent to preserve county-owned parks, recreation facilities,
park-like green spaces, and land purchased or donated for such purposes, for use as parks, recreation centers
and green space. Such land and facilities shall not be used for purposes other than parks, recreation centers and
green space.
While recognizing the importance, and challenge, of balancing community needs in utilizing county-owned
property, Arlington residents have repeatedly and consistently conveyed their priority concern to preserve and
expand the parks, recreation centers and park-like green space in our increasingly urbanized county. This is
evidenced by the passage of every parks and recreation bond referendum since 1980 with a majority of no less
than 64 percent and by the thousands of people who use our parks, recreation facilities and green spaces every
day.

Requested Change 2: The existing second paragraph under the heading “Application of Site Evaluation
Guidelines” limits the application of the Guidelines to addressing the issue of “feasibility” of a site already
determined to be the “best location” for a proposed use or uses. Determination of the “best location” for a
proposed use or uses should itself be subject to the “Arlington Way” with appropriate public participation and input.
No site should be selected as the “best location” for a use if that use is not feasible on the site. These Guidelines
should either expressly confirm that principle (and other county processes should implement that principle) or the
process created by these Guidelines should be broadened to encompass both site selection as well as site
feasibility.
Requested change 3: Add an additional Primary Goal:
Continue the county’s long-standing policy to preserve, enhance and expand county parks, recreation centers and
other public open space assets and to carefully maintain active and passive recreation areas and open space in
neighborhoods and metro corridors.
This has been county policy since at least 1992 when the County Board adopted the county’s Open Space Policy.
This policy is implemented through the Public Spaces Master Plan and the Natural Resources Management Plan.
Requested change 4: Add an additional item in Site Evaluation Process and Criteria between the current steps
items 1 and 2:
In keeping with the county’s Open Space Policy and the county’s Comprehensive Plan, the County Board and the
County Manager will preserve existing county-held natural spaces and parkland and will maintain county parks and
recreation facilities as public spaces accessible to the entire community.
Recent county government proposals to develop parks and open/natural space have created an “either or”
situation that pits citizens concerned about parks and recreation against citizens who are equally concerned about
other issues. This is divisive to our community and is upsetting citizens who feel they are being compelled to
choose between important community goals. This is an artificial and unnecessary conflict. Arlington County has
sufficient resources and creativity to maintain and expand our parkland and recreation sites while simultaneously
supporting separate programs to address other needs.
Requested change 5: Add “surrounding communities” in Site Evaluation Process and Criteria item 4.b. The
sentence would read
The composition of this group should include both representatives from the property’s immediate and surrounding
communities and representatives who have a County-wide perspective.
The effect of major development can and is felt beyond the immediate civic association in which the development
is planned, particularly when the proposed development is at or near a boundary. Citizens whose schools,
recreation, commute, or livelihood may be affected by a proposed development are also stakeholders and should
also have an opportunity to participate in the planning process.
Requested change 6: Add the following to Site Evaluation Process and Criteria item 4.c.:
The county will actively publicize such opportunities through outreach to citizens associations, PTAs, and other
stakeholder groups as well as through publication in The Citizen, the Sun Gazette, ArlNow.com and other
appropriate media.
Recently many Arlington citizens have been surprised and upset by county actions that were supposedly
developed in consultative processes. Ensuring that the public is aware of opportunities participate in planning
processes will result in greater buy-in.
Requested change 7: Add the following to Site Evaluation Process and Criteria item 6.c.:
iv. The replacement cost and any additional environmental or recreational value of the property.
Land isn’t free. Other than land that was donated for parks and recreation, our parks and recreation facilities were
and are largely purchased or constructed through bond issues explicitly designated for and supported by the
voters for this purpose. Land needed for other purposes should follow the same process. Failure to recognize the
full value of these properties when making land use decisions conveys that parkland has no value to the county
except for its capacity to host development. This inherent bias will always favor development of parkland over

preservation or restoration.
________________
In addition to our substantive comments to the Guidelines above, we feel that this entire PL4PG process, including
the request for comments on these Guidelines, has been handled on an unreasonably expedited basis that has
precluded the type of broad-based and deliberate community wide input that this type of policy change and the
“Arlington Way” requires.
The County Board’s December 2013 resolution directing a review by the County Manager of all County-owned
properties was passed without such broad-based input. The County Manager’s PL4PG Housing Report and the
simultaneous PLPG Schools Memo were drafted and issued without broad-based community input. And here
again, these proposed Public Land Site Evaluations guidelines have been issued during the height of the summer
vacation season without appreciable notice to the public and with only a limited time for the community to assess
and review them.
We believe the county government should make a proactive effort to publicize the existence of this document and
the opportunity for the public to provide feedback. Doing so will create an opportunity for the community and
county government to work together to develop guidelines that are more consistent with the best interests of our
community. That is the Arlington Way.

Comment # Source
256
Web Form
Affiliation
Gulf Branch Civic Association

Name
Bettie B. Lorino

Date
10/21/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
Dear County Board,
I have lived in Arlington since 1968. The Cherrydale Library has been a gathering place for my children who
attended story hour and checked out books and then my grandchildren who visit do the same. My children and I
love the library where learning begins. I think of all of the communities I lived in as my husband traveled for the
Navy and the community library was the most important place we found. Cherrydale Library provides an oasis in
the "busy-ness" of Washington daily life. Cherrydale Library is an important factor that makes Arlington a special
place to live.
Arlington is losing its small, homey community character. The library retains the "Arlington Way" that represents a
caring community, a gathering spot, a place for friendships and learning.
I do hope you will consider other more appropriate venues for your "affordable" multi-family housing.
Sincerely,
Bettie B. Lorino

Comment # Source
257
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
Resident

Date
10/21/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
I think it is great the county is considering using its land for affordable housing. However, libraries, such as those
at the Cherrydale and Central locations, are so vital to the community in a host of ways that I think those locations
should be eliminated from your consideration. Park land is also important to maintain throughout the various
communities. I would hope you would only select those if there were other parks nearby in the same community
available for public use.

Comment # Source
258
Web Form
Affiliation
neighbor

Name
stephanie tebor

Date
10/21/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
i was at the cherrydale meeting last night with county board vice chairman hynes. i hope our love for the library
was evident in our numbers and in our passionate comments. one of the reasons we love cherrydale is that it's
small and cozy, like a house. in fact cherrydale library is built to look like a house, and therefore perfectly fits into
the cherrydale neighborhood. you get a very different feeling from central library, which is large and institutional.
any "improvement" will ruin cherrydale. we love it just the way it is, and want it to stay that way. why "fix" something
that's not broken? god knows there are plenty of other things in the county that need fixing. please take cherrydale
off the list and stop targeting it for "improvements."

Comment # Source
259
Web Form

Name
Richard Hanneman

Affiliation
private citizen

Date
10/21/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
I have two separate comments.
1. With regard to the North Side Salt Facility, any site renovation should be engineered consistent with the best
practices for environmental performance as described in the Salt Storage Handbook produced by the Salt Institute
(Alexandria, VA, www.saltinstitute.org) and of sufficient size so that the County can store a quantity of salt equal to
its average full-winter usage.
2. With regard to incorporating affordable housing at the current site of the Cherrydale branch library, not only
would such re-purposing of the land meet with strong neighborhood opposition, but it would sacrifice a valuable
facility with a unique architectural pedigree and, most of all, would seem to be of insufficient size and scale to
make much of a dent in the need for such housing on such a small parcel of land. In short, whoever came up with
that suggestion should have a note put in their personnel folder forewarning them against such a foolish notion
again in the future. Actually, the County promised the neighbors that the Cherrydale Library question was closed
for the foreseeable future and it was disappointing to find the issue raised again in such a quiet but threatening
manner.

Comment # Source
260
Web Form

Name
David Danze

Affiliation
Cherrydale Library Association

Date
10/21/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
If Cherrydale Library could be incorporated into an affordable housing structure i would not mind, except for the
fact that this part of Military Rd is not zoned for such structures.

Comment # Source
261
Web Form
Affiliation
arlington resident

Name

Date
10/21/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
I love, love, love Cherrydale Library. My kids and I are there often for presentations and to check out books.
Please take it off of the list of possible sites to turn into multi family low income housing.
Lori

Comment # Source
262
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
10/21/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
Isn't it plainly obvious that we should stop adding high density housing until the schools can get a handle on its
capacity problems?
On a related note, how densely packed does the county board want to make our community?
Thank.s

Comment # Source
263
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
10/21/2014
ZIP Code
22201`

Comment
Please keep the Cherrydale Library. Thank you for your consideration. Diane

Comment # Source
264
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
Comment
please leave the cherrydale library alone and don't turn it into affordable housing.

Date
10/21/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment # Source
265
Web Form
Affiliation

Name

Date
10/21/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
I strongly oppose the Public Lands for Public Good concept and strongly urge that no public land be used for
"affordable housing." Arlington already spends more than $50 million a year on "affordable housing." This is
much more than other Northern Virginia jurisdictions spend per capita. Allowing "affordable housing" projects, run
by outside interests on public lands is inappropriate. It is probably also illegal under Virginia law. The voters have
rejected a public housing authority multiple times. If anything, this approach is worse than the traditional public
housing model.
The very name "public land for public good" is Orwellian. The proposal would take public land and convert it to a
private use, favoring the relatively few low income people who would get the housing. Since federal law does not
allow Arlington to favor its own residents, those who benefit would likely be from outside of the county.
Allowing "affordable housing" on public lands would also make worse the current school overcrowding situation.
The one attempt at this concept in Arlington Mill has resulted in a large number of children in the the project there.
Further, the concept of taking park land and turning it into "affordable housing" is outrageous. We need more park
land in Arlington, not less.
Concerning specific proposals, I strongly oppose any use of the Cherrydale LIbrary for "affordabl;e housing."
Leave that neighborhood gem alone. It would be useful if Arlington could somehow use the funds that will support
this misguided effort to increase the time that the library is open.
I also strongly oppose affordable housing in the park on Woodstock Street. That park is in a relativey low income
neighborhood and is used by those in the neighborhood. The county is spending funds on upgrading the park.
Why now turn it into "affordable housing" depriving current residents of this park use to favor other low income
people?
I also oppose using the land on Edison Street for affordable housing. The land is large enough for a school.
School use is far better than use as "affordable housing."
I urge that this misguided proposal be put on hold. In view of the shortage of sites for new schools, we need to
maintain all county land that is not used as parks for possible use as schools in the future. Schools are a priority,
not "affordable housing" for non-residents of Arlington.
The proposal to allow private parties to contract "affordable housing" on public lands is outrageous. Use public
lands truly for the public good, not for the benefit of a relatively few low income people, most of whom are not
current residents of Arlington.

Comment # Source
266
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
10/21/2014
ZIP Code
22207-5356

Comment
I wish to express strong opposition to closure of Cherrydale Library. This library gets extensive usage .
Neighborhood branches mean less driving and real convenience to people. We have used the Cherrydale Library
for over 28 years and are very upset that it once again is considered an easy option to close for its land to be used
for other purposes like affordable housing. It would be nice if Arlington would meet the traditional needs of its
citizens with parks, libraries, outdoor areas for children and not just providing for more development.

Comment # Source
267
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
none

Date
10/22/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
Cherrydale Library is a gem of a library and should remain in place. The property is not suitable for low income
property. Perhaps the county could use the property on Lee Highway that was once the old fire station. It is just
sitting there empty.

Comment # Source
268
Web Form
Affiliation

Name

Date
10/22/2014
ZIP Code
22205

Comment
I strongly object to converting parks and green space to affordable housing. Our green space needs to be
conserved. Moreover, it is converted from benefiting many, to benefiting few. Plus, much of it was acquired with
monies that were identified specifically for parks and this is inappropriately converting that use. Please protect our
green space.

Comment # Source
269
Web Form

Name
David Sandson

Affiliation
self

Date
10/22/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
Save Arlington's historic Cherrydale Library!
I went to Taylor (K-6th) and Williamsburg. I am a father of two Taylor girls (K and 3rd). I walked to Cherrydale
Library with my parents and as I grew older, with my friends. It was my neighborhood library. It is still my family's
neighborhood library. I most earnestly hope that Cherrydale Library stays at its current location.
Beginning in college, I worked at a homeless shelter in Maryland. I understand the need for affordable housing.
For years, my family has supported ASPAN financially and through volunteer participation in the Homeless Bag
Meal Program.
I believe a more suitable affordable housing location would be along the Lee Hwy corridor - for more transportation
options and accessibility to stores and services. If Arlington County can build a parking garage for a new car
dealership on Lee Hwy, it can purchase one of the several underused lots on Lee Hwy to repurpose for affordable
housing. Removing a used car lot or high turnover older retail space in order to provide affordable housing would
enhance Northern Arlington.
That said, I believe of all affordable housing possibilities in Arlington, there are dozens of more suitable areas.
Also, I believe the Arlington County Board should work with the Arlington County School Board to find better site
options for creating the student seats we need today and are projected to need tomorrow. [My family wants a
neighborhood middle school - NO to Wilson site, YES to Stratford.]
We should avoid converting Arlington's precious public lands that provide valued services. Arlington should
acquire needed land. Arlington is growing. Our density of land-based public services will shrink and green space
needs to be preserved. Acquiring land is not free. But as Arlington grows, so do revenues. Investing in public
services, green space, and low income housing are worthy expenditures.
Cherrydale Library is an integral part of Northern Arlington's neighborhood and quality of community. Like the
Cherrydale Firehouse, it's location and historic profile must be preserved.

Comment # Source
270
Web Form
Affiliation
neighbor

Name
Louise Vasilakos

Date
10/22/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
Please do not make the site of the Cherrydale librarary a multi-use or affordable housing space.
This is a bucolic neighborhood, not approp to make it an extension of the complexity or density of Ballston,
Clarendon, or Rosslyn.
Sincerely,
Louise Vasilakos

Comment # Source
271
Web Form

Name
Linda Sundberg

Affiliation

Date
10/22/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
Please keep Cherrydale Library intact and consider alternate sites for any affordable housing project.

Comment # Source
272
Web Form

Name
Michal Warshow

Affiliation
Cherrydale resident

Date
10/22/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
To Whom It May Concern,
Please remove Cherrydale Library from the list of possible sites for affordable housing. The library is a well-used,
much appreciated place by many Arlington residents, not just those who live in Cherrydale. Traffic is already
pretty congested in that area, adding more residences will only worsen the problem. Thank you for considering
this request.
Sincerely,
Michal Warshow

Comment # Source
273
Web Form
Affiliation

Name
Konstantina Zaras

Date
10/22/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
Regarding Cherrydale Library & Affordable Housing:
As a precious part of the cultural richness of our neighborhood, Cherrydale Library should remain standing on its
own without the potential for any multi-use such as affordable housing. It is a treasure for the young and old alike,
that deserves the designation of an untouchable landmark. One that should be maintained and preserved for
future generations. One that should be free from the fear of both destruction and reorganization.
Take it off your "list" and as "stewards of our county's treasures," protect it by never again allowing it to be
threatened.
As far as affordable housing, it is totally incompatible within the cluster of our neighborhood of single-family
homes. As a county resident since the age of eight and a designer by education and training, I feel confident in
stating that it would be more appropriately placed in other areas of the county.
Most Respectfully submitted,
Konstantina A. Zaras

Comment # Source
274
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
10/22/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
While it is understandable to want to aid those that want to live in particularly neighborhoods or can not afford to
live in a certain neighborhood, adding affordable housing should be weighed heavily in the favor of current
residents view. That view should include ensuring adequate open space that the entire community can afford.
Many can argue that affordable housing can keep the same access for all residents to open areas. that is a
misnomer. Affordable housing generally includes increased density and also means additional loss of land that is
used for the new affordable housing. Thus, you not only have more people trying to use the same land, you have
less land to met the needs of the community.
Further, by randomly selecting areas off the beaten path like Cherrydale and the fire station on Lee highway, you
are setting up the people moving into said housing to fail. While both areas have average access to mass transit
they are certainly not at the upper levels of access. Both, locations are far from Metro. Generally, people living in
affordable housing have lower levels of access to cars and work off hours jobs this means they need higher levels
of access to mass transit not lower levels.

Comment # Source
275
Web Form
Affiliation

Name

Date
10/22/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
I would like to voice my concern over county plans to modify the Cherrydale Library and build affordable housing
units on the site. Cherrydale library has been a valued part of the Cherrydale community for many years. Modifying
the site by adding housing would change the charming character of the library's site,. I am also concerned about
additional traffic and parking on Military Road which becomes quite congested on Sunday's during Church services
at the two churches at the Military and Lorcam Lane intersection especially after the recent enlargement of
Cherrydale Baptist.
I have been a resident of Cherrydale since 1997. I value the amenities and quaint feel of the neighborhood as well
as its close proximity to business on Lee Highway and beyond. I am not in favor of a multi-use housing project on
Military Road. This project would be better served on Lee Highway instead.
thank you,
Louis Fidel

Comment # Source
276
Web Form

Name
alyssa prince

Affiliation

Date
10/22/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
As a resident of Arlington Forest, I am hopeful that when you consider renovating the Lubber Run Community
Center, you keep it as a community and DO NOT consider it a mixed use facility with more public housing. It is
already a high traffic area and densely populated and the neighbhorhood can not withstand more housing. what
the neighborhood needs is a modernized rec center, not more affordable housing in what is already one of the
most highly concentrated areas of affordable housing.

Comment # Source
277
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
Arlington resident and taxpayer

Date
10/22/2014
ZIP Code
22205-1414

Comment
Although I do not live in Cherrydale, I cherish the presence of libraries in Arlington and thus urge you not to
consider the Cherrydale Library as a site under consideration for affordable housing. As Board Vice Chairman
learned at the 10/21/14 Open Door Monday:
1.
2.
3.
of

Cherrydale Library is a valued institution within the community.
Cherrydale Library is not an appropriate site for affordable housing.
It was a mistake to have included Cherrydale Library on the list
sites under consideration for affordable housing.

Thanks,
Ron Bookbinder

Comment # Source
278
Web Form
Affiliation

Name

Date
10/22/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
I wish that the Cherrydale Library remain as is and in its current location. It is one of the few lovely gems we have
in North Arlington in addition to the nature center as a resource for neighbors of all ages. We frequent this
resource on a weekly basis and have so for more than 15 years.
If space is needed for affordable housing or other projects, why not consider all of the new buildings that are going
up now - making affordable housing a part of that building project. And in terms of schools, bring back the
Madison Center as a school since it's pretty much ready to go as such.
It seems that we need to just think more creatively using the space and buildings that already exist and that would
fit the needs of Arlington residents.

Comment # Source
279
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
10/22/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
Hopefully this message comes from Ms. Hynes as well, but..
1. Cherrydale Library is a valued institution within the community.
2. Cherrydale Library is not an appropriate site for affordable housing.
3. It was a mistake to have included Cherrydale Library on the list
of sites under consideration for affordable housing.
We don't really like the concept of augmenting the structure to expand for housing around it either. Please leave
Cherry dale Library ALONE.
MC

Comment # Source
280
Web Form

Name
Joseph Edens

Affiliation
Arlington Resident

Date
10/22/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
I strongly oppose any changes to the Cherrydale library. It is a wonderful community service space providing
education, social interaction and a myriad of other community benefits. We do not need more housing of any sort
in the neighborhood and the loss of this institution would be devastating to all the residents who use it.
Cook Edens

Comment # Source
281
Web Form
Affiliation

Name

Date
10/22/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
As a resident of Arllington County for over 50 years, I cannot tell you of the many times the Cherrydale Library was
used by me and my family. It is definitely a convenient spot for our community and I personally do not feel it is
appropriate for multiple housing of any kind due to a lack of space and parking. We have just built up affodable
housing on George Mason making it a very dense area and I believe as a taxpaying citizen, we cannot be so
desperate as to use the library as a potential housing development.

Comment # Source
282
Web Form

Name
R. Brooke Lewis

Affiliation
Attorney, FAA

Date
10/22/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
I OPPOSE any change at the Cherrydayle Library. This historic building serves as an excellent resource for both
young and old, within walking distance of a very large neighborhood. Combining it with "adffordable" housing will
destroy the character of the library. The welcoming, woodsy feel of the building is a magnet for readers, and
ambiance is no small factor in encouraging people to come to it.
We live in a time in which competition for the attention of young people by electronic devices is fierce, to the
detriment of reading. Anything the County can do to encourage reading and education is to the good.
Please take Cherrydale Library permanently off the list of properties for which change is considered.

Comment # Source
283
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
10/22/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
Cherrydale Library Is an important and valued part of our community. It would be a huge mistake to include this
family friendly library on the Arlington list which is being considered for affordable housing. Cherrydale Library is
very close in proximity to Taylor Elementary School, and our family uses the library weekly, for researching school
projects and for checking out reading books. We also take advantage of the monthly "Paws - Reading to Dogs"
events, and many of the other "kid-friendly" events that are held there.
PLEASE KEEP CHERRYDALE LIBRARY AS IS!!!!

Comment # Source
284
Web Form
Affiliation
homeowner

Name

Date
10/22/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
In regards to the Cherrydale Library plot, your criteria, 2.a.iii lists "Transportation and multi-modal accessibility."
The Cherrydale Library plot is not readily accessible to the metro subway system or the future Columbia Pike
streetcar, nor is there a bus stop in front of the library. It would make much more sense to locate affordable
housing along major roads or in close proximity to public transportation.

Comment # Source
285
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
Library user

Date
10/22/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
The library is not an appropriate site for multiuse housing. Please leave it as a library.

Comment # Source
286
Web Form

Name
Kathryn Zunich

Affiliation

Date
10/22/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
I oppose any changes to the Cherrydale Library, period. Libraries are crucial in every community and serve a vital
function. No library should be the target of any budget cut, nor should any library be removed in order to make
way for anything else. The Cherrydale Library is beloved by the local community as a place where young and old
can go to read, think, and contemplate. It is within walking distance for many of us, which is especially important
for children who should always have such a place to go to.
Cherrydale Library has been targeted for removal in the past. We said no. We are saying no, again. Please
remove it from any list of places being considered for change. This time, permanently.

Comment # Source
287
Web Form
Affiliation
Dover Crystal

Name
Bette Flentje

Date
10/22/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
Our schools have burst at the seems. Kids are in trailers that have to be evacuated during severe storms and
people think its a good idea to invite MORE people to live in our neighborhoods? Especially the more dense
affordable housing? Fix the school first! We should have a moratorium on new residential construction until all
students are out of the trailers and in permanent structure classrooms with a reasonable amount of students in
each room.
I deeply understand the need for affordable housing for our teachers, police officers, firefighters, etc. But our
community services are starting to decline because they cannot support the quantity of residents.
Thank you for your time.

Comment # Source
288
Web Form

Name
Bob and Peggy pruszkowskii

Affiliation
Resident

Date
10/22/2014
ZIP Code
Virginia 22207

Comment
It was our understanding that no further issues would surface concerning the Cherrydale Library after the last
series of discussions and agreements concerning its possible closure. We are very concerned that this library has
once again become a pawn in county-wide discussions and issues. It is difficult for us to grasp the idea that this
library continues to be a center of continual controversy when it was thought all issues surrounding it were thought
to be closed by those involved in past library discussions. Please communicate your thoughts concerning this
matter with us as they evolve. Thank you, Peggy and Bob Pruszkowski

Comment # Source
289
Web Form
Affiliation

Name
Amy Mutscher

Date
10/22/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
My comments about housing development are concerned with protecting playgrounds and libraries in the county.
I am opposed to making Cherrydale Library a multi-use facility for housing. It is a stand-alone library with parking
for patrons. This is a special building with many well-attended community-based events like storytimes and book
clubs. We have been frequent users of this location since moving to Arlington in 2003 and continue to stop in
weekly to borrow and return materials. The Cherrydale Library location is certainly not an appropriate site for
housing.
I would also like to voice my concerns that playgrounds are in danger of being removed for housing. The residents
of Arlington appreciate the green spaces and dedicated children's areas that the county has set aside. It is a bad
idea to start clawing back these recreational areas for housing.
Finally, I am a regular voter and look forward to election day on November 4th. I will be weighing the records of
Arlington's candidates carefully and hope that the County Board knows that Arlington residents are monitoring
these attempts at changes in land use very closely.
Sincerely,
Amy Mutscher

Comment # Source
290
Web Form

Name
Elizabeth Golden

Affiliation
Retired

Date
10/22/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
I have lived in Arlington since 1972 and it seems that I have been trying to save Cherrydale Library the entire time.
Why, oh, why will the County planners not recognize what a little gem this library, with its welcoming atmosphere,
is? Why not try to save it? Preserve it as one of the last vestiges of the small town pleasantness that was once
prevalent here. For about the tenth time I beg you to save this small but effective corner of our community.
PLEASE don't try to shoehorn some impersonal "multi purpose" building onto the charming Cherrydale Library site.
PLEASE--- and
Thank you,
Elizabeth Golden

Comment # Source
291
Web Form

Name
Joy Jacobson

Affiliation
homeowner

Date
10/22/2014
ZIP Code
22201

Comment
Cherrydale Library is a valued part of our community that I do not want to loose. I don't have a problem with it
being incorporated into the county's plans for affordable housing as long as this neighborhood library doesn't get
sacrificed in the process.

Comment # Source
292
Open Arlington
Affiliation

Name
Name not available

Date
10/22/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
I understand the County is considering removing Cherrydale Library. Removing Cherrydale Library would be a
significant mistake that would deprive the local community of an important resource and gathering place.

Comment # Source
293
Web Form

Name
Laurie Lewis

Affiliation
Nextdoor Dover-Crystal

Date
10/22/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
To whom it may concern,
Cherrydale Library is an important neighborhood educational venue for many families in Arlington. As a resident
living near Cherrydale for 35 years, I have gone to the library frequently, beginning when my children were small.
Now when I visit, there are patrons, young and old, enjoying its many services.
Affordable housing is important; but it should not trump Cherrydale Library. Indeed, about 15 years ago, the
county tried to take away this library, and the citizens fought back. Please let Cherrydale Library continue to serve
Arlington residents.
Thanks for your consideration,
Laurie A. Lewis

Comment # Source
294
Web Form

Name
Dorothy MacDorman

Affiliation
retired

Date
10/22/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
I was unable to attend the meeting last night but I thoroughly agree with the three messages
to be presented to the county manager. I use the Cherrydale library frequently and it would be greatly misswed

Comment # Source
295
Web Form
Affiliation

Name
Marilyn Jenkinson

Date
10/22/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
I feel strongly that the neighborhood would benefit from a combination of Library and Affordable
Housing on this site. If it jeopardizes the library, than I am not in favor of any changes.
I also would like to be able to follow this issue as decisions are made.

Comment # Source
296
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
Arlington resident

Date
10/22/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
Cherrydale Library is, and have been a valuable place for study and research for our children attending Middle
School, Elementary and High School in our area. Not to mention what this place means for all of us - retired
people of this part of the Arlington County, and also for elderly people - who can not drive to the main library
.Please - Please NO DEMOLITION to this historic place we all need
.Arlington Board please pay attention to
this and all requests about this petition.

Comment # Source
297
Open Arlington

Name
Name not shown

Affiliation

Date
10/22/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
I would like to give my comments/feedback with regard to the plan of using the present Cherrydale Public Library
Branch for future site of affordable housing in the county. I am against it. I live 10-15 minutes walk away from this
Library and I have been going there to borrow books and read magazines or newspapers. This library has enrich
my life in so many ways and I would really feel very bad if the County will eventually demolish it to give way for
affordable housing. The Library is a valued and beloved institution in our community. It is not an appropriate site
for affordable housing. Among other obvious and altruistic reasons, there is not enough space for affordable
housing. It was a mistake to even consider the location for a possible site for affordable housing in the future.
Thank you for reading my feedback and hopefully my comments will have a bearing on the future decisions of th
e County officials.

Comment # Source
298
Web Form
Affiliation
neighbor

Name

Date
10/22/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
Cherrydale Library was always much more than their book check out. The space and staff provided many
opportunities for enriching the lives of the local youth and their parents. I have many fond memories of Wednesday
Night readings and Halloween celebrations. This is very unique to Arlington and by loosing the space, the
programs would inevitably be disrupted or discontinued. The library continues to touch many more people than just
those that come in to check out a book or use a computer. Arlington is undergoing massive change and it is
important to maintain the same qualities today that made it desirable for families fifty years ago to live here.
I vehemently oppose any construction and development to the library, especially in the forms being proposed.

Comment # Source
299
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
Resident

Date
10/22/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
Please DO NOT replace Cherrydale Library. This is a convenient neighborhood library that the kids from the
surrounding area can ride their bikes or walk to. If anything, provide more programs at the library to further
enhance its role in the community!

Comment # Source
300
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
10/22/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
Please do not change anything about the cherrydale public library branch.

Comment # Source
301
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
Lauderdale Homeowners Assocation Board Member

Date
10/22/2014
ZIP Code
VA

Comment
I would like to voice my concern that the Cherrydale Library is on a potential list for affordable housing. It is a
valuable resource for the community and of historical significance. There are so few
small spaces for the
community to read, gather, learn and connect so it very concerning that the planing committe would even consider
such a site as meeting criteria. In addition to this neighborhood cherished site, we have so much traffic in the
morning on that area that only lead to more accidents and congestion in an area with children walking and waiting
for buses to go school in the morning. The intersection of "5 points" at Military and Quincy is already an accident
prone site and this would increase the traffic since it is only a block away. And finally, there are 50 year plus old
trees that would be affected behind and on the curb of Military....these are the homes of many birds and wildlife
and help lessen pollution and noise. I am just at a loss of how this site could possibly be considered. Our
community has rallied together on this issue and is upset that the Board is reversing its' pledge to the community
that the Cherrydale library would not be a site for development---it should remain intact and protected. My family
and neighbors will do everything possible to support the Library and respectfully ask that it be removed from the
list of properties for consideration.

Comment # Source
302
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
Lauderdale Homeowners Assocation Board Member

Date
10/22/2014
ZIP Code
VA

Comment
I would like to voice my concern that the Cherrydale Library is on a potential list for affordable housing. It is a
valuable resource for the community and of historical significance. There are so few
small spaces for the
community to read, gather, learn and connect so it very concerning that the planing committe would even consider
such a site as meeting criteria. In addition to this neighborhood cherished site, we have so much traffic in the
morning on that area that only lead to more accidents and congestion in an area with children walking and waiting
for buses to go school in the morning. The intersection of "5 points" at Military and Quincy is already an accident
prone site and this would increase the traffic since it is only a block away. And finally, there are 50 year plus old
trees that would be affected behind and on the curb of Military....these are the homes of many birds and wildlife
and help lessen pollution and noise. I am just at a loss of how this site could possibly be considered. Our
community has rallied together on this issue and is upset that the Board is reversing its' pledge to the community
that the Cherrydale library would not be a site for development---it should remain intact and protected. My family
and neighbors will do everything possible to support the Library and respectfully ask that it be removed from the
list of properties for consideration.

Comment # Source
303
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
10/22/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
The Cherrydale Library spot should be taken out of consideration for a possible location for reduced income
housing. It is a extremely small parcel, on an increasingly busy street with no parking. Events at the library
occasionally create parking challenges and traffic issues. Any additional activity at the site would exacerbate these.

Comment # Source
304
Web Form

Name
Margaret Newell

Affiliation
Arlington citizen - Donaldson Run neighborhood

Date
10/22/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
i am told that the Cheerydale Library branch site is being considered as a public housing site. Please do not
destroy or repurpose our local library. It is so important for kids who are stuck home with non-drivers in that
neighborhood during the day to be able to walk a reasonable distance to check out books, read at the library and
participate in children's programs there. My kids have had a love of reading sparked and reinforced by their ability
to easily and frequently (sometimes every day!) go back for more books! We love our cosy accessible library and
our friendly local librarians there. Please do not take that away. If there is enough space there to share with a
small housing facility, that'd be great. Otherwise, there are other public spaces and vacant privately-owned land
that could be more easily be repurposed to meet public housing needs.

Comment # Source
305
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
10/22/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
I agree with The Citizens for Cherrydale Library organization that the Cherrydale Library is a valued institution
within the community, is not an appropriate site for affordable housing, and should not have been included on the
list of sites under consideration for affordable housing.
Our children grew up finding books at Cherrydale Library to learn to read 20 years ago and still go to their beloved
little neighborhood library regularly. Please do not take our treasured local library away! Thank you for your
consideration of our community's concerns and wishes.

Comment # Source
306
Web Form

Name
Robert Lee

Affiliation
resident

Date
10/22/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
Cherrydale Library is vital to our family and is not a good location for affordable housing. Please do not take away
the only library that is universally accessible to my family.

Comment # Source
307
Web Form

Name
Erica Burson

Affiliation
homeowner, parent of two students in overcrowded Arlington public schools

Date
10/22/2014
ZIP Code
22205

Comment
Lubber Run should be considered for a new middle school combined with a rebuilt community center, like Drew.
Much better to have a school surrounded by parkland than wedged into urban Rosslyn. Also, the county needs to
allow APS to build an elementary school at Reed, not move HB Woodlawn there.

Comment # Source
308
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
10/23/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
Please remove the Cherrydale Library from consideration as a site for affordable housing. The library as it is is a
historic building that has been an active center of learning for many years. I have lived in the surrounding
neighborhood for over 36 years. This library is part of what drew my family to the neighborhood when my children
were young and what enhances the quality of life for my husband and me today. The library may not be large but
it offers an intimacy that the more spacious Arlington libraries cannot provide. Please do not change the
character of our rustic library, the only library that is north of Lee Highway. Its architecture fits so well into the
landscape of our neighborhood and its presence enhances so many lives.

Comment # Source
309
Web Form
Affiliation
none

Name
Karen Hanneman

Date
10/23/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
As the mother of 7 who lives near the Cherrydale Library I have fought this battle over and over. Last go round we
were promised by the Country Board that this battle would never have to be fought again and here we are! I can
hardly believe the dishonesty of Arlington Counties new attempt to close our wonderful library and community
center. We north of Lee Highway don't have much, only this one library and a Nature Center. We had to save
Gulf Branch with our own funds and now again the county is considering another attack on one of our two
community resources. I am appalled! I moved to Arlington in 1970 with two children. I chose to live here because
I wanted a healthy place with good schools that wasn't too far for my husband's work. I decided to be a stay at
home mom despite having extensive education and training. I have never been sorry. We lived on a limited
income but I made do so I could remain with my seven children. I was a PTA President, a school and county
Volunteer, the president of the community swimming pool, etc. Through all these years I visited the Cherrydale
Library at least once or twice a month. We had one car and we walked. Now my daughter lives in the area and
she and her children often go to the library on foot. She is also a stay at home mom. They have a yard sign
supporting the library and its' summer programs. What is more, they would qualify in Arlington for subsidized
housing.
To eliminate this library, which is by the way, is an historic building, would be just foolish! It is a small space,
creatively designed, that serves the community and is a multi-use building. We love our library. This area also
has changed in the last 10 years and we have many, many children, parents, grandparents, etc. who are all
served by Cherrydale Library which can be reached on foot or by bike. Why in the world would anyone think of
eliminating this small library and community resource. I am sure you can find a much more appropriate larger spot
for affordable housing! This is not the place!
The counties actions are again making us feel that we are the brunt of attack. Please reconsider and honor the
previous county board promises.
Karen Hanneman

Comment # Source
310
Web Form

Name
Jim and Anne Williams

Affiliation
Retired, long-term residents of Arlington

Date
10/23/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
We write in strong support of keeping the Cherrydale Library in its present configuration. That library has enriched
the lives of local families and children for at least two generations. We got oodles of books from it each week
when our two children were growing up in the 1970's and 1980's. Now one of our grandchildren is using its
resources. It would be a tragic mistake -- and a grievous loss for our community -- to raze this building or convert
it into another function.

Comment # Source
311
Web Form
Affiliation

Name
Stephanie Joyce

Date
10/23/2014
ZIP Code
22204

Comment
As a long-term resident, voter, and property owner in Arlington, I absolutely oppose the use of TJ Park for
development of an elementary school. While I support the construction of new schools in appropriate sites, I feel
that the "Public Land for Public Good" document makes the wrong assumptions when choosing potential
construction sites. The *size* of TJ Park *as* a parkland is what makes it important to maintain. More than that:
analysis of the utilization of TJ park, along with the community center, shows that both facilities have returned the
$3 million invested in them. The projection of continued growth suggests that continuing receipts will continue to
justify the modest investments in the improvements at TJ park.
Voters approved the 11.5 million investments in Arlington's parks. While the County's plan to develop many small
parks is admirable, there is a real need for larger green areas such as TJ represents. Besides its use for fitness,
the park is vital as a safe place to bring children. I notice that the development proposals, for example, eliminate
the playground that now exists. TJ park is an important and long-established community resource that has been
enriched by decades of use. Improvements have already been made. I see construction on that site as a betrayal
of Arlington voters.
I support a focus on alternative sites for the development of a new school, or possibly Long Branch.

Comment # Source
312
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
10/23/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
The very name of the County Manager's report, Public Land for Public Good, conveys a subtle but clear message
that the current usage of the public land under consideration is not providing public good. This is unfortunate
since, at best, it is competing public goods that must be evaluated. Increasing the supply of affordable housing,
while a laudable goal in the abstract, must not be given priority over longstanding County commitments to
preserving parkland and open space, and to the maintenance of core neighborhood-based facilities like libraries
and recreation centers. Sacrificing these resources on the altar of affordable housing development will result in
irretreivable loss to Arlington's neighborhood communities.

Comment # Source
313
Web Form

Name
Linda Williams

Affiliation
none

Date
10/23/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
My family has been utilizing the Cherrydale Library for years as not only a place to find fiction and non-fiction
books for pleasure, school projects, and home, but also as a place to go that clearly shows the Arlington
community and government working together to provide a place for gathering and supportive learning. It would be
very sad to lose this neighborhood treasure.
Linda Williams

Comment # Source
314
Open Arlington
Affiliation

Name
Name not shown

Date
10/23/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
As an AF resident, and WRT use of the Lubber Run CC property, I continue to support the idea of an elementary
& middle school 'campus' at the site with schools and fields.

Comment # Source
315
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
community member, member of APS FAC

Date
10/23/2014
ZIP Code
22204

Comment
The average citizen does not differentiate between APS-owned property and County-owned property and does not
understand why this distinction matters. This is especially true where county parkland and school sites abut each
other. Consequently, many citizens are frustrated that sites they believe could play a role in addressing our
capacity needs are not being discussed openly in recent school planning processes. Adding to the confusion,
discussions between school and county staff regarding site options are far from transparent.
The county is allowing development which increases school enrollment and MUST be more open to allowing
schools to occupy the land. Remember the schools are a part of the county!!!

Comment # Source
316
Open Arlington
Affiliation

Name
Name not available

Date
10/24/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
Dear Arlington County Board:
In response to the possibility of converting Lubber Run Recreation Center into a dual use facility for both housing
and recreation, I hope you'll consider that this space is utilized by various groups in Arlington Forest, surrounding
neighborhoods, and residents across the county. To alter that space would deny volleyball players, basketball
players, soccer players, picnicking families, and even dancers (!), a recreational area that is sorely lacking in this
part of the County. Children and families of all incomes and backgrounds need open space. As do the children of
Barrett Elementary, an incredibly and wonderfully diverse school. We have a gem of a space between these two
facilities and the neighboring parkland. I would ask the Board to preserve this area as it is: with a community
center only.

Comment # Source
317
Web Form

Name
Lois Koontz

Affiliation
Citizen

Date
10/24/2014
ZIP Code
22204

Comment
We need to add a provision that sites appropriate for and large enough to accommodate schools ought to be set
aside for consideration for schools first over other uses. Private development (such as for affordable housing),
may be desirable, but only after schools have been prioritized.
Schools offer the advantage of "locking in" open space for recreational uses beyond the school purposes and thus
do not necessarily compete with the goals for open space and recreation. Co-location of schools, parks and
community facilities or services should be explored wherever possible.
Private development (such as affordable housing) is a second tier priority and many properties that are unsuitable
for schools, community centers or parks may be considered.

Comment # Source
318
Web Form
Affiliation
Citizen

Name
Lois Koontz

Date
10/24/2014
ZIP Code
22204

Comment
We need to add a provision that sites appropriate for and large enough to accommodate schools ought to be set
aside for consideration for schools first over other uses. Private development (such as for affordable housing),
may be desirable, but only after schools have been prioritized.
Schools offer the advantage of "locking in" open space for recreational uses beyond the school purposes and thus
do not necessarily compete with the goals for open space and recreation. Co-location of schools, parks and
community facilities or services should be explored wherever possible.
Private development (such as affordable housing) is a second tier priority and many properties that are unsuitable
for schools, community centers or parks may be considered.

Comment # Source
319
Web Form

Name
Lois Koontz

Affiliation

Date
10/24/2014
ZIP Code
22204

Comment
Do not spend $30 million on the community center until you decide what else can be co-located. The large school
concept was rejected, but an HB-size school would be very appropriate (far better than the Reed site!). This
should still be offered as an option to the schools for HB.
Furthermore, the Lubber Run site might be ideal for a new Children's school if and when the Reed School is turned
into an elementary school as neighbors have supported and forecasts suggest will be critical.
Jennie Dean is one of few sites well located in South Arlington to address overcrowding in that part of the county.
South Arlington only ever gets consideration after North Arlington schools are remodeled, built or under
construction. Please be proactive look at it now for schools.
Stop making the citizens and the school beg after the crisis hits.

Comment # Source
320
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
10/24/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
I do not believe that the Cherrydale Library site is appropriate for affordable housing. This branch library should
not in any way be compromised as a library. Young people as well as adults need all the encouragement and
facilities possible these days to put down electronic devices and actually read books.

Comment # Source
321
Web Form

Name
Barbara Carr

Affiliation
Arlington Resident that Treasures the CD Library

Date
10/24/2014
ZIP Code
22201-4118

Comment
A Great Error for the County to EVEN Consider Demolishing the Lovely, Old, Cherry-dale Library.
It's a Valued Treasure for we folk's that live in the vicinity.
It's not appropriate for the County to even consider demolishing this precious place of education
for all age's of folks. What a JOY it is to visit the lovely, old, Library, use the computer, read, or
just sit in the lovely new furniture you recently purchased.
And, to DEMOLISH for low affordable housing?

Comment # Source
322
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
10/24/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
Hello,
I am dismayed to hear that Cherrydale library is on the list of potential sites for an affordable housing development.
I think it should be removed from the list for several reasons:
*First, the library is a tiny, cozy neighborhood gem. My toddler goes to story time there at least once a week, and
has since she was a baby. Several of our retired neighbors volunteer there, and it's a treat for her to see them in a
different context (I also think it helps her develop a sense of security and recognition that the library is a
community place).
*Second, though this preceded my time in Arlington, I understand that the Board voted in 1998 to keep Cherrydale
open--recognizing its historical and community significance. I'm not sure I understand what could have changed in
the ensuing 15 years to make the recognition of those values less important.
*Third, the site has very, very challenging logistics already. The Lee Highway/Quincy/Military intersection is already
one of the hardest to navigate in the area, and the back-ups during rush hour are bad. The thought of adding more
cars and residents seems like poor planning.
*Fourth, it seems to me that affordable housing should be clustered near Metro stops or bus depots so that
residents can easily get to job opportunities if they don't own a car. Anything north of Lee Highway is pretty darn
residential, and isolation doesn't seem like it would help struggling families get back on their feet.
Thank you for your time and consideration.

Comment # Source
323
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
Resident
Comment
Please do not tear down the Cherrydale Library.

Date
10/24/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment # Source
324
Web Form

Name
Darlene Gulius

Affiliation

Date
10/24/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
Please leave the Cherrydale library alone. We have enough housing and people in this area as it is. I left New York
City because of the massive amount of people all around. I never thought that Arlington would be running a close
second with all the buses, bicycles, pedestrians, cars, tall office and apartment and condo buildings being stuffed
into every green space that is left in Arlington. You are turning what was once a treasured beautiful serene and
quaint place into a over populated and noisy county.

Comment # Source
327
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
Grandmother of 7 month old

Date
10/24/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
Re: CLOSING OF CHERRYDALE LIBRARY
I'm caring for our baby granddaughter while her parents are at work. At 70, the weather and hills are quite different
from my Florida home but I would never want to miss watching her grow up! One treat we enjoy together is story
time at the Library. If you could see the smiles and shrieks of joy that both the children and caregivers share during
storytime, then you would realize how valuable the Library is to each and every person in the area. The room is
crowded with babies and toddlers learning about life through the books. I see the caregivers, be they parent,
relative or nanny sitting with their child and reading a book with delight. Many families might not have this
opportunity were y'all to tear down the Library. What a disgraceful act if that is what happens. The schools nearby
are overcrowded as it is. A multifamily structure will only add to the overcrowding. Please vote NO. Thank you for
your consideration. You CAN make a difference.

Comment # Source
328
Web Form
Affiliation

Name

Date
10/24/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
The Cherrydale is a wonderful and important part of our community. I sincerely hope you will keep it in tact as our
local library. The library provides a place for children's story time, book club meetings, and many other related
activities. Removing the library would be removing history and the future of this community.
Please consider the impact it would have on all of us in this area. We do rely heavily on having the Cherrydale
library.
Thank you

Comment # Source
329
Web Form

Name
David Zalkind

Affiliation
self

Date
10/24/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
I do not live in the immediate neighborhood of the Cherrydale Library, I tend to use the main library, and I no
longer have children living at home. So, I am not directly impacted.
There have been previous attempts to kill off the Cherrydale Library. (I think the reason given each time was
budgetary, but I am not sure.) Cherrydale Library provides a nice atmosphere that the main library cannot. It
also provides convenience for adults and programs for children.
If it continues to serve as a good resource for people living within a mile of it (which I do), it would be a shame to
destroy it.
---I don't know what the options are for a group home location, so I can't comment on the trade-offs between
potential sites. Is it feasible to build a group home from scratch? If so, perhaps there are corners of park land
that could be made available. I frequently drive by the southwest corner of Military Rd and Old Glebe Rd. Is there
room for another structure there?

Comment # Source
330
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
taxpayer and community member

Date
10/24/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
Please do not close Cherrydale library. Our community needs this important resource. We are able to walk to this
library from our house and that has made a huge difference in our children's ability to use the library independently
while staying safe. It also allows for better library access when we do not have a vehicle available. We participate
in programs at this library, such as reading to the dogs, and the summer reading program. On average, two
members of our family visit this library at least once each week. Getting to Central library and parking can be
difficult for us, and having Cherrydale encourages us to use the library's resources (computers, books on tape,
community programs), and encourages our children to read. The homey atmosphere at the library greatly
contributes to our feeling of community. If the Stratford site is selected for a community middle school or for an
increase in population, the usage of Cherrydale will increase because of the students who are right nearby and will
take advantage of this resource.

Comment # Source
331
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
none

Date
10/25/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
We are dismayed to see that the Cherrydale library is being considered as a site for affordable housing. While we
strongly support the goal of affordable housing in Arlington, this site is not appropriate for that purpose. It is an
integral part of the neighborhood and the "go to" library on a weekly basis for families such as ours. It is one of the
highlights of living in this county.

Comment # Source
332
Web Form

Name
Agustin Ifarraguerri

Affiliation
Lauderdale Homeowners Association

Date
10/26/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
The members of the Lauderdale Homeowners Association (LHOA) Board of Directors regard the Cherrydale
library as an inappropriate site for an affordable housing development under the "Public Lands for Public Good"
program. The Lauderdale neighborhood is immediately adjacent to the library. An apartment complex built atop
Cherrydale Library would destroy the current building's charm and appeal, obliterate architecture of historical
significance (Cherrydale Library was the first purpose-built branch library in Northern Virginia), clash with the
surrounding neighborhood's character of single-family homes, complicate our parking and traffic situation, and
ultimately bring down the value of our homes. We ask that Cherrydale Library be removed from the County
Manager's list of 24 sites under consideration for affordable housing development.
Augie Ifarraguerri
LHOA President

Comment # Source
333
Web Form

Name
Eric Midboe

Affiliation

Date
10/26/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
I am a resident of Arlington for over 30 years and a strong Democrat who votes in all primaries and elections.
I am strongly opposed to placing Public Housing at Lubber Run. It serves no purpose for the surrounding
community. It is adjacent to a well used and forested park, as well as an elementary school. Both of these uses
would benefit the community much more than more housing.
Adding park land that is contiguous to an existing park is the key to preserving what little natural forested land and
wildlife we have. This remnant of the "Arlington Way" is a key element in what makes Arlington unique. It is also
the source of much pleasure and relaxation for Arlingtonians as evidenced by the popularity of all our citizens that
frequent our parks, playgrounds, picnic areas, bike paths, and other natural areas. Adding the Lubber run to this
system opens up numerous options to enhance the value of our parkland for all, and I emphasize all, Arlington
residents.
Similarly, Barrett Elementary School is a key resource for our local community of young families with children (the
very future of Arlington). It would benefit by adding playgrounds and other open space for the children. Again, this
improves the lives for all Arlingtonians by improving our educational infrastructure amd providing playgrounds and
open space for all Arlingtonians.
In conclusion, the County Board and planning groups have increasingly lost touch with the existing and voting
Arlington community. Public Housing at Lubber Run is yet another poor land use option for the County. I plan to
watch this issue closely and will actively oppose any Board member who supports this counterproductive use of
public land in Arlington.

Comment # Source
334
Web Form
Affiliation

Name

Date
10/27/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
Please leave Cherrydale Library as it is and do not consider it for an affordable housing project. It is one of the
last places from my generation that is still standing and it is actively used by Arlingtonians, including myself, on a
regular basis. Arlington is a thriving and wonderful place to live but along with all the huge sterile modern buildings
going up we need to hold on to some of the historic wonderful old ones that help us remember our roots in
Arlington and also give this county that little bit of quirkiness that is part of the draw to it. Please please protect
this wonderful library!

Comment # Source
335
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
10/27/2014
ZIP Code
22205

Comment
I am completely against the 'public land for public good' the County has proposed. Public land is for the entire
public and it is to remain that way. Putting housing on public land immediately removes it from the public. Those on
the land will deem it there land, even if they are not the land owners. Especially park land such as Lubber Run
Community Center and Fields Park. These are not locations where more housing should be added. Once these
green spaces are gone, they will never be returned or replaced.
I am appalled that my county government would even consider such a thing. Adding housing only exacerbates the
school crowding issue and the property taxes of property owners. What are you thinking?
Yes I think property values are too high and I do not think that property and housing should be an investment for
people to make money off of. But I bought into it. I own my home, or hope to when the mortgage is paid off, so I do
not want to see my property value decrease. I wish it were more affordable. I assume that the rental rates are also
very high. But that is the economy that this area and this country has fallen into - people owning stock in public
companies and those companies trying top maximize profit by developing in these areas, in this case high rise
apartment buildings with high rates of rent, so they can provide a return to the investors. If any effort should be
made for affordable housing, it should be with the public developers. Units should be set aside so that they can be
affordable and the school bus drivers can live where they work and be a part of the community. It is not a cost to
the developers/stock holders but a shared decrease in investment income. That is way more public sharing than
taking a specific park and turning it into housing. That removes the park form the immediate community.

Comment # Source
336
Web Form
Affiliation
APAH committee member

Name
Nadia Conyers

Date
10/27/2014
ZIP Code
22204

Comment
PLPG has been an excellent tool for affordable housing, as shown by Arlington Mill Residences, I encourage the
County to move ahead.

Comment # Source
337
Web Form

Name
Joe Gavin

Affiliation
long time independent voter

Date
10/27/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
The May Arlington County Manager's study of public land sites for potential affordable housing once again
demonstrates that the country government is out of touch with community sentiment regarding the Cherrydale
Public Library.
Including the library as a potential affordable housing site is a mistake and a gross insensitivity to the history of
repeated, vigorous defensive efforts to maintain the service of this library. Planners are apparently not aware of
the history of this site: the repeated community efforts to preserve its operation in the face of proposals to
eliminate it or to reduce its service, and the repeated County Board assurances that the library will be keep open.
Our community wants this library to continue as it is. We value its small size and the purpose- built architecture
integrated into the hillside landscape of its small plot. It is just what we need as it is, and there is no compelling
reason to change it.
While affordable housing is a laudable goal for Arlington County, this is not an appropriate site and the Cherrydale
library should be taken off the list of potential sites.
Thank you.
Joe Gavin

Comment # Source
338
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
Arlington resident and library patron

Date
10/27/2014
ZIP Code
22201

Comment
Like many patrons and neighbors of the Cherrydale Library , I am opposed to the County Board's consideration
of the site as a multi-use/affordable housing unit. It would be incompatible with the sophisticated / high income
residences in the neighborhood. In terms of suburban planning, it doesn't make good sense to construct such a
site a far distance from Metro facilities and commercial markets. It would change the character of the immediate
community.
The strong negative and emotional response to the proposal was evident at the recent meeting . A
neighborhood library with the availability of recently-published books, well - stocked shelves and meeting space
for book discussions, children's programs and one-on-one tutoring is a great community asset.
Perhaps this proposal is another forecast of the future Lee Highway corridor, as currently shown by the
beacon of glass and steel development, now under construction at the old Bergmann's Laundry. I hope the
County Board staff will consider the citizens' responses in the most professional and thoughtful manner. I hope,
too , that they'll take the time to visit the library, tour the neighborhood and its environs ,and consider the
increased traffic pattern along Military Road ---- all important factors in suburban planning.

Comment # Source
339
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
Arlington Forest neighborhood resident

Date
10/27/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
Dear Board Members and County Manager:
My family strongly opposes the construction of housing at the Lubber Run site. We have lived in Arlington Forest
for approximately 11 years, and our oldest child attends Barrett Elementary.
First, our neighborhood has recently been affected by the nearby construction of the very large Madison Complex
and townhouse community. Parking in and around our neighborhood has become a problem, and traffic has
greatly increased along George Mason Drive. The crossing at Park Drive and George Mason is extremely
dangerous because of the increased traffic. Housing at Lubber Run will only further burden our single family
neighborhood in this regard.
Second, Barrett already holds some of its classes in a temporary trailer. It is at capacity, and there is no additional
room for another trailer at Barrett. Housing at Lubber Run will only further burden our wonderful elementary
school. I find it incredulous that the County is considering adding more children to an already burdened school
system - before it fixes the over-capacity problem.
Third, we generally support affordable housing. This opposition letter is not coming from someone who doesn't
support a great initiative. However, as evident by affordable housing maps of our County, our area clearly has
more affordable housing then any other Arlington neighborhood already. Concentrating affordable housing in one
location takes away from its benefits. Affordable housing (and the occupants of such housing) will be more
successful if it is spread out across the County.
Fourth, the Lubber Run park and site is a community treasure. Our family go to the playground/park almost every
day. When we first moved to Arlington Forest, the park was not especially nice (we had a problem with drunken
people sleeping in the woods and on park benches). As a result, neighborhood folks did not utilize the space as
often as they do now. For the past few years, the park and playground areas are busy and full of diversity. It is a
wonderful place -- but it is not packed. I'd expect that the new Madison and townhouses currently being built will
increase traffic over the next few years, though. We have a lot of families already living here that use this space to
run and play. Adding additional housing at Lubber Run will add more people to the neighborhood, which will likely
crowd our park and playground.
Fifth, our area lacks essential green fields for the children at Barrett. I have been surprised when I have visited
other Arlington elementary schools. I have not visited any other elementary schools that don't have at least one
nice big field for the kids to run, play soccer, etc. Many have several green playing fields. Barrett, however, has
one very small baseball field (and the temporary trailer encroaches upon the field already). Instead of using the
Lubber Run parking lot for more housing, the County should consider providing a field for the current resident
children attending Barrett. The first priority should be to provide for the needs of the current residents.
Lastly, once we built on our County parks and land, it is lost forever. I understand the benefits of affordable
housing (I've read a great deal about it, and support it as a general concept). But, I oppose constructing any
housing at the County-owned Lubber Run site. If housing is built there then the land that could have been used for
the entire community (for a field, school, community programs), now can only be used by the housing residents.
The construction of housing at Lubber Run will negatively affect its current residents and I strongly oppose it.
Thank you for your kind attention to my concerns.

Angela France

Comment # Source
340
Web Form
Affiliation

Name
Robert Rozen

Date
10/27/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
As a long time Arlington resident and a member of the board of the Arlington Partnership for Affordable Housing
(APAH), I strongly support the Public Land for Public Good initiative. APAH’s recent Arlington Mill development is
a terrific example of how effective this type of policy can be in helping expand affordable housing opportunities in
Arlington. At the same time, I am mindful of the high levels of concern that have been expressed in some
neighborhoods by citizens who believe this initiative threatens open space and parkland in the County. I urge that
their concerns be taken into account and that they be reassured that public lands can be made available for
affordable housing development without sacrificing valued open space and park land in the County.
A clear majority of Arlington County residents support efforts by the County Government to preserve affordable
housing opportunities within the County. That support comes at a cost that Arlington residents have been willing to
incur. But it is possible to fulfil our affordable housing objectives more cost effectively if surplus Country property
can be devoted to future affordable housing development. The critical issue is making sure that such property
does not have other demands on it that are dear to Arlington residents. The County has identified some potential
properties that would qualify for the Public Land for Public Good Initiative. It is quite possible that many of those
properties do not meet the criteria for inclusion on the list. It may be that there are higher and better uses for such
property for future school development or for parkland and open spaces. Those issues will be identified in this
process as they should be. But simply because some of the listed properties are not appropriate for affordable
housing development does not mean that all properties on the list are.
One type of property – surface parking lots -- would seem particularly appropriate for a higher and better use.
Surface parking lots are unattractive and an inefficient use of space. These properties should be developed for
needed public spaces including affordable housing and public schools. Far more parking capacity can be located
underground enabling Arlington County to unlock value in this land. As Arlington Country becomes increasingly
urbanized, public parks and open space must be preserved, and that objective can easily be achieved while
carrying out the Public Lands for Public Good initiative.

Comment # Source
341
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
Arlington Forest Civic Association & Arlington Parks Coalition

Date
10/27/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
Dear County Board:
My husband and I have lived in Arlington Forest for over 30 years. it has been a wonderful quiet neighborhood to
live in until the last few years. Traffic in our neighborhood has increased,. Density close to us has
increased.thanks to the Madison and the new townhouses next to it. We now get overflow parking from the
Madison in addition to commuters and construction workers working in the Ballston area. This county is not as
pleasant to live in anymore. The noise levels from all the construction, increased traffic and the number of
residents that do not pay county personal property taxes is disturbing.
Now the county is considering putting affordable or as we really should call it subsidized housing along with the
new recreation center at Lubber Run. This will totally be detrimental to our neighborhood. The county never puts
enough parking and thus the parking would overflow into our neighborhood like it does around Arlington Mill, about
which the local residents are not pleased.
The 22203 zip code has more affordable housing density than anywhere else in the county. I really don't feel that
the county board listens to the taxpayers in this county and prefers to listen to groups like Voice, a group that pays
no taxes and has many members who do not even live in Arlington County. There should be no housing or
schools built on parkland. This land was voted on and purchased for parks should be left as parks and recreation
centers and not used for housing or schools. As the county becomes more dense (which is not a good thing),
parks become even more important.
i have been a lifelong Democrat but in this upcoming election, I will be forced to vote for John Vistadt.
If he wins, maybe he can bring some sanity to some of the Boards plans.
Sincerely,
Jan hull

Comment # Source
342
Open Arlington

Name
Richard Lolich

Affiliation

Date
10/27/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
To the Arlington County Manager and staff:

I am writing on behalf of the Old Dominion Citizen's Association (ODCA) regarding the proposed Public Land Site
Evaluation Guidelines (Draft Staff Proposal for Public Input, dated July 24, 2014). The ODCA's board and
members take a particular interest in these guidelines because, as you are aware, the Dominion Green site
(located at the N. 26th Street and Old Dominion Drive) will be the subject of an upcoming planning process based
on site uses proposed in the recently approved FY2015-2024 Capital Improvement Plan (CIP).

ODCA supports a more transparent and systematic evaluation of public sites proposed for various Arlington county
programs and uses. The development of a guidelines document is an important step in this direction and will
provide a more consistent approach across all sites. The proposed criteria capture many of the important
dimensions of a comprehensive evaluation. However, we recommend some changes to the proposed guidelines to
address two main issues:

(1) Engagement of the public -- civic associations, individual citizens, and other stakeholders -- needs to be further
emphasized. It should begin earlier in the process, including notification when a site is identified for possible use,
and should be a mandatory (not optional) element of the proposed scope of work for consideration by the County
Board.
(2) There must be a more clear division between the guidelines and the process of site selection or
recommendation. The current draft appears to allow the county to re-evaluate or add additional programs or uses
after site selection and before public engagement, which limits accountability and transparency, and is inconsistent
with the stated purpose of the guidelines.

Additional clarification on some aspects of the guidelines, and some refinement of the criteria are also needed.
The attached document shows ODCA's comments, questions, and suggested language changes to address these
points.

We understand that the guidelines are to be revised based on public comments and then presented to the Long
Range Planning Committee and the Planning Commission during Fall 2014. The county web page does not
specify a deadline to finalize the guidelines, and it is not clear whether or not the final document will be issued

before the planning process is initiated (expected in January 2015) for the Dominion Green site. Our comments on
the proposed guidelines are intended to help improve the process for all public sites undergoing planning
processes, but obviously we have an intense and direct interest in the Dominion Green site. Whether or not the
policy is formally in place by then, we trust that the county will abide by the spirit and general substance of the
guidelines in our site planning process, as well as taking into account the specific interests of our community.

Thank you for the opportunity to provide input on this important matter.

Sincerely,

Richard Lolich, President
Old Dominion Citizen's Association

Comment # Source
343
Web Form
Affiliation
Alliance for Housing Solutions

Name
Mary Rouleau

Date
10/27/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
Three years ago, The Alliance for Housing Solutions sent a letter to the County Board in support of a
recommendation by Housing Commission that the Board formally adopt a policy of "Public Land for Public Good."
Accordingly, we are pleased to see a more formalized approach move forward.
The Alliance well understands the issues and concerns the Public Land for Public Good (PL4PG) initiative raises.
We have had discussions with individuals and groups about the intent of PL4PG and have urged a careful reading
of the PL4PG documents. We know that there are many important uses for our scarce and precious public land.
The Public Land Site Evaluation Guidelines are thoughtful and well-rounded. We agree that all affected segments
of the community need to be at the table. But we are concerned that the process described in the Guidelines
could have unintended consequences, including delay of housing construction and other important public uses.
We respectfully submit the following observations and suggestions:
1. The Guidelines state that they are to apply to the sites identified in the PL4PG report. How, for example, will
they be integrated into a Tier I site like The Gables, for which the site plan review process is well underway?
Likewise, how will the process set up by the Guidelines be integrated into the Envision Courthouse Square effort?
This needs to be clearly explained.
2. The Guidelines allow for potential working groups or established advisory Commissions to lead a community
review process for a particular site and ensure broad representation. This is good policy but might not be efficient
practice. The establishment of a standing Public Land Review Committee, based on the Site Plan review
Committee model, with standing citizen representatives from housing, schools, parks, transportation and other
sectors, along with representatives of a property’s immediate community, would allow for the development of
expertise, provide continuity and be more administratively efficient.
3. Arlington is challenged now more than ever to make the very best use of its limited land, both public and private.
Several decades ago zoning was overhauled to create incentives for better land use. We need to ask whether it’s
time to reexamine the General Land Use Plan as a whole to look for more opportunities to provide affordable
housing whether as stand-alone sites or part of mixed-use development. And perhaps the County and community
need to consider development of a county-wide 30-year land use vision covering schools, open space, housing
and other uses that could serve to provide an overall context for individual site consideration. Appropriately siting
housing and other uses on a case-by-case, or even a sector plan-by-sector plan basis may not yield either the best
use of the land or meet various County public policy goals.

Comment # Source
344
Web Form

Name
Michael Thomas

Affiliation
20 year Arlington resident and voter

Date
10/27/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
In 1995, Arlington County contained 10.8 acres of parkland per 1000 residents. Since then Arlington has acquired
76.43 acres of land for parks. During the same period, Arlington’s population grew by over 43,000 people. So the
county acquired only 1.76 acres of parkland for every 1000 new residents and the ratio of parkland to population
fell fifteen present to its current 9.2 acres per thousand residents. The declining ratio of parkland per population is
part of the reason it has become so difficult for youth sports groups to schedule playing fields on county parks.
(Note: currently, there are 2,042 acres of parkland within Arlington County's borders. Of that 960 acres are owned
by Arlington County, 947 acres are owned by the National Parks Service, and 135 acres are owned by the
Northern Virginia Regional Park Authority.)
In contrast, Washington DC has 13.5 acres of parkland per 1000 residents. Fairfax County contains whopping
28.3 acres of parkland per 1000 residents. But Fairfax County considers that number to be too small: it wants to
purchase an additional 2,759 acres for parks. (Yes, that’s a comma, not a decimal point!)
According to the county government, Arlington will add 30,500 households by 2040, an increase of thirty percent.
All these new households will need services: schools, fire stations, transportation, parks, playing fields,
recreation/community centers, etc, etc. When you consider that almost all of these new households will be in multifamily buildings, mostly mid- and high-rise apartments and condos without much open/green space of their own,
the need for open, green, and recreational spaces becomes even more acute. Either Arlington adds park and
recreation facilities to accommodate all these new people, or the existing over-crowded facilities will be strained
even more.
If we assume that the population will grow at the same rate as the number of households, we’re looking at adding
over 67,000 people to Arlington’s population. In order to keep the ratio of parkland to population constant at 9.2
acres per thousand people, Arlington would have to acquire another 620 acres of parkland. But where will it come
from? One thing is absolutely clear to me: using current park and recreation facilities to add even more housing
would be moving in the wrong direction. Parkland should be left as parkland and recreation/community centers
should be dedicated to supporting the needs of the rapidly growing population.
And let’s not forget schools. The schools are already in a serious capacity crisis. And its even worse than APS
forecast. Growth in enrollment this year was 50% higher than APS predicted! Where is Arlington going to put
schools for all the children in all the new housing? (The county predicts that 7700 of the 30,500 new households
will have children, so that’s maybe 10,000 additional school kids or enough to fill seven new elementary schools,
two new middle schools, and a new high school).
In my opinion, it is irresponsible to plan to add housing without simultaneously planning to provide the services the
additional residents will require. It would be something worse than irresponsible to build housing on scarce public
land that should be used to provide public services to the public.

Comment # Source
345
Web Form

Name
Jeanne Hickox

Affiliation

Date
10/27/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
Hello,
I live in the town home complex called Lauderdale - which is behind the Cherrydale Library. We were at a meeting
last Tuesday at the library where it was brought to our attention that our Cherrydale Library was on a list as a
potential target for a change to a multi-family housing high-rise unit. We along with many others in our
neighborhood are very concerned about any plans to change the current structure of the library. We highly value
the current structure which is historic. We have two children and we visit the library every week. We are very
much against the idea of having the library affected in any way and would appose any changes to it, especially if it
were to be targeted for a high-rise for multi- family low income use. We feel that there are most likely better
targets around Arlington for such a project. Our immediate surroundings are mostly single family homes and as
such a high-rise would be not only out of place but would denigrate the value of our current home values.
We understand that the county needs to address multi-family housing, but feel strongly that the Cherrydale Library
should not be the target of such projects. Please consider keeping the library as is, which is small, charming and a
tremendous value to us and our families who appreciate the history of its original structure.
Best Regards,
Jeanne Hickox

Comment # Source
346
Web Form
Affiliation
Arlington Forest resident

Name
Rita Grieco

Date
10/27/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
I strongly oppose the proposal to build affordable housing anywhere on the Lubber Run Community Center site -or on any public site that involves parkland, a community/recreation center, or a public library. The decisions by
the Arlington County Board, the County Manager, and VOICE housing activists to propose these various sites
were callous and counter-productive for all the reasons given in the public comments on the draft evaluation
guidelines (e.g., already high concentrations of affordable housing especially near Lubber Run, high density and
traffic congestion, community's increasing needs for enhanced recreation facilities, loss of green and open space,
etc.) Arlington's parks, recreation centers, and public libraries should only be used for their intended purposes.
Furthermore, building an affordable housing project anywhere on the Lubber Run Community Center site
(including the top of the building or next to it) would greatly diminish the beauty and character of the parkland on
which the center is located.

Comment # Source
347
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
10/28/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
Please do not turn the salt dome into a 24 hour emergency center- there are already 3 fire stations within a mile of
the site. The areas north of Old Dominion that want a nearby fire station do not gain anything from building a new
station there. Traffic speeding up and down Old Dominion is already a problem, no one wants fire trucks and
ambulances racing up and down a 2 lane road.
Also, please do not spend another cent of my tax money on subsidized housing. If someone cannot afford to live in
Arlington, they should consider any of the numerous less-expensive areas surrounding Arlington. No one pays my
bills for me, I dont want to pay anyone else's for them.
Finally, how about a park? Old Dominion does not have one- the nearest is Langston Brown or Woodstock, with
nothing north of there. This could easily be tied into the Donaldson Run trail to create a larger space to enjoy the
outdoors.
Thanks,
Josh Brittain

Comment # Source
348
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
resident

Date
10/28/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
To our Arlington County colleagues,
We were extremely surprised and disheartened to hear that the Cherrydale library site is under consideration by
the County for conversion to affordable housing. As the parents of a 5 year old son, we specifically moved from
the District to Arlington before his birth in the hope of settling in a community with better educational/community
resources, as well as a more responsive and considerate administration for young families looking to establish
long term roots. We were quickly won over by the Cherrdyale neighborhood in significant part due to the proximity
of Cherrydale library, which is walking distance to our house. It is an invaluable community resource and not an
acceptable site for conversion to affordable housing.
Adding insult to injury, this neighborhood was already forced to adapt to the construction of a new fire station in the
last several years, which, while adding to the public good, also came at the expense of open woodlands, and
despite the availability of other property in the community. To ask the same neighborhood to bear yet another
county-imposed burden so soon would likely drive us, and many others, to relocate permanently.
We appreciate your reconsideration of the Cherrydale library in any future planning efforts. We applaud the
county's strong commitment to providing affordable housing but ask that you balance this need against those of
existing residents.
Best
Trent and Julie Wilson

Comment # Source
349
Web Form

Name
Meredith Dannenberg

Affiliation
Arlington resident home owner

Date
10/28/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
Please don't take away the Cherrydale branch library. There seems to be other open land available for the needed
housing, it would be very sad to lose a library we use when there is other land that is not being used available. I
am shocked that you would tear down a library when there is any other option. We live in Cherrydale and use the
library system heavily. I take my young son to the story time at this location. Please select a location other than
an existing library!
Sincerely,
Meredith Dannenberg

Comment # Source
350
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
10/28/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
I support the county's mission to enhance public land for public good that includes maintaining and expanding
open natural green space, renovating existing public buildings into multi-use buildings (that could include nature
centers, community centers, affordable housing, school space, office space, training space). I would encourage
the county to not be swayed by public opinion, which is an immediate reaction against anything new. Rather, I
support the county in pursuing multi-use buildings, gaining more open parkland and space, and providing a firstclass set of services for all residents. In terms of the Lubber Run site, the site is very small, is located behind open
parkland that includes a forest, creek, and wonderful trails. This is an opportunity to create a multi-use building that
can include a nature center, community center, and other aspects that help our community, such as senior
affordable housing. The seniors can volunteer at the nature center or at Barrett Elementary School. It is important
to note that in many cases, community centers are empty during the work/school hours. I strongly oppose JUST
renovating the Lubber Run site as a community center. That is fiscally irresponsible for the county to spend
resources on renovating a community center that is currently underused.

Comment # Source
351
Web Form
Affiliation
resident/parent

Name

Date
10/28/2014
ZIP Code
22205

Comment
It does no good to add housing or anything else if the children who live in the housing are treated worse than
sardines in a can while in school. Their education is at risk and if that starts to slide, there will be an exodus of the
family tax base (for those who can't or choose not to go the private school route) and property values will also
slide. You will then not need more public parks, etc b/c there won't be a demand. If this is your goal continue. If
not, use logic rather than thoretical studies and guidelines because in practice (real life) there is a HUGE
difference between theory and practice.

Comment # Source
352
Web Form
Affiliation
Life-long Arlington resident

Name

Date
10/28/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
Since the 1970s--most of my life practically--I've watched Arlington allow the bulldozing and development of the
center of the county in the name of "smart growth." It seemed to work, and now Arlington finds itself a victim of its
own success. But the notion that public land must now be confiscated to accommodate "growth" for any reason is
troubling on many levels. This includes taking land for schools, rec centers, or affordable housing. I oppose the
taking of "public lands for public goods in all instances."
The fact of the matter is that Arlington in the 1970s and 80s had plenty of affordable housing. Buckingham, Arna
Valley and others are but a few examples of places where families of modest means could find convenient
housing. But property law being what it is, allowed these large parcels to be sold off to the highest bidder and
redeveloped to maximum profit. The county is to blame for our current situation. Because when these parcels
were sold off, It was unwilling to confront builders and extract more accommodations vis affordable units. You
may not be able to stop the sale of private property, but the County certainly can enforce desired policy through
other means. Instead of asking for wider sidewalks, maybe it needed to ask for more affordable units. I have
always said, Arlington HAD plenty of affordable housing but the county let it slip away to redevelopment. We still
have a decent inventory along Columbia Pike. But yet again, underway is another shining example of how the
County feels bulldozing and redevelopment is "progress." But afterwards stands back and wrings its hands over
our affordable housing crisis.
I suggest the county look around at its current stock of underutilized real property and find smarter solutions than
simply plopping down more buildings on open space. I watched in the 1970s as schools were closed for low
enrollment. Some of those buildings are still standing. But unfortunately, I have attended meetings where county
staff have boldly admitted that they prefer NEW construction over multiple retrofits because it's "easier to
manage." Is this how the county conducts itself? Expedience trumps best practices?
I challenge the county to be real environmental stewards. Changing light bulbs and encouraging bike use is
great. But what about land degradation, loss of trees, and run-off? What about the consequences of a huge
structure such as Arlington Mill hulking right over Four-Mile Run? And the county's apparent willingness to do it all
over again at Lubber Run? Halting that type of environmental degradation is worth more than any LEED rating on
yet another new building.
I urge the county in the strongest terms possible to halt the continued disappearance of open space, especially in
the central part of the county.

Comment # Source
353
Web Form

Name
Michael Beer

Affiliation
maywood civic association

Date
10/28/2014
ZIP Code
22201

Comment
I am confused....The draft guidelines were not shared with APS before being posted online for comment and APS
has not played any role in this. What is the appropriate role for APS in this, and what committee or group the
County is contemplating moving forward on this?
APS owns an enormous amount of open, recreational and green space in Arlington. How is this space being
included in our broader discussions about public space and usage?
The biggest public spaces are not listed on your database. Our public streets are by far our biggest public open
spaces. They need to be included in this discussion.
I think there is little support for affordable housing on public land except for high rise building co-located on top of
another public facility or street.
Where is the purchase or acquisition of additional public land included in the current process?
Where is there a study of streets that can be narrowed, or even re-claimed for other uses?
Either do a narrow study of affordable housing or open up the process very widely for massive discussion. Now it
feels like mission creep which leaves many unsure of where this process is going?

Comment # Source
354
Web Form

Name
Carlisle Levine

Affiliation

Date
10/28/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
I am very concerned about school overcrowding in Arlington and would encourage the county to use public lands
to build more schools.
I am very satisfied with Arlington's recreational facilities and parks. Kudos!

Comment # Source
355
Web Form
Affiliation
Citizens for Cherrydale Library

Name
Greg & Suzanne Embree

Date
10/28/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
Concerning the Cherrydale Library site, my wife and I—both retired—are long-time patrons of this library and use it
several times a week. We oppose its being altered in any significant way that destroys its visual identity. The
building, an architectural gem, was the first purpose-built branch library in Northern Virginia (Arlington County,
Fairfax County, Falls Church, and Alexandria). Today it remains the oldest existing library building in Arlington
County. A standing-room only crowd of all ages celebrated the building at the library’s fiftieth anniversary in 2011,
an event chronicled by the American Libraries Association. Cherrydale Library is commemorated among the
panels in the Lee Highway median strip celebrating the history of Maywood and Cherrydale. In the Cherrydale
Neighborhood Conservation survey of 2013, respondents listed Cherrydale Library near the top on a long list of
attributes of what they liked most about living in Cherrydale.
The library’s appeal stems precisely from its small size and current configuration. Young mothers in the
neighborhood have spoken repeatedly in county forums about how much they value Cherrydale Library as an
intimate place where they feel safe letting their children explore the bookshelves on their own. One dad at the
“Open-door Monday” event with board vice chairman Mary Hynes on October 20 spoke eloquently about the sense
of magic, enchantment, and delight his little girl experiences whenever they visit Cherrydale Library. For him and
hundreds of other parents, Cherrydale Library is the perfect place to introduce children to the joy of books,
reading, and learning. Other “Open-door Monday” attendees raised the issues of parking, traffic, zoning, property
values, and the loss of library availability during construction if Cherrydale Library were to become part of an
apartment building.
The library’s small size does not keep it from being a congenial place for the programs it offers for adults and
teens. The balcony is well suited for large meetings and parties. The walls along the stairway and on the balcony
lend themselves well to exhibits of fine art photography. The balcony has proven itself an excellent venue for
several catered opening receptions marking new photography exhibits, as well as a perfectly adequate spot where
citizens can meet with their elected leaders. Running and Reading, the Edible Book Contest, and Taste of
Cherrydale are just three of the adult and teen programs that have been successfully run at the library.
We ask that Cherrydale Library be removed from the County Manager’s list of potential sites for affordable
housing. The building is woven into the history of our neighborhood. Those who led the effort to build it also
fought during the latter 1950s to eliminate racial segregation in Arlington and ensure equal rights for AfricanAmericans. The Cherrydale Library building symbolizes all that’s noble in the history of Arlington County. Citizens
have defended it against closure by the county government decade after decade, since the first attempt in 1977.
Razing and rebuilding the library as part of an apartment complex would be a grievous loss for our neighborhood.

Comment # Source
356
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
Arlington Forest Civic Association & Arlington Parks Coalition

Date
10/28/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
Dear County Board:
I submitted a comment on 10/27/14. After seeing the following information, I would like to add this to my
comment.
In 1995, Arlington County contained 10.8 acres of parkland per 1000 residents. Since then Arlington has acquired
76.43 acres of land for parks. During the same period, Arlington’s population grew by over 43,000 people. So the
county acquired only 1¾ acres of parkland for every 1000 new residents and the ratio of parkland to population fell
fifteen present to its current 9.2 acres per thousand residents. The declining ratio of parkland per population is
part of the reason it has become so difficult for youth sports groups to schedule playing fields on county parks.
(Note: currently, there are 2,042 acres of parkland within Arlington County's borders. Of that 960 acres are owned
by Arlington County, 947 acres are owned by the National Parks Service, and 135 acres are owned by the
Northern Virginia Regional Park Authority.)
In contrast, Washington DC has 13.5 acres of parkland per 1000 residents. Fairfax County contains whopping
28.3 acres of parkland per 1000 residents. But Fairfax County considers that number to be too small: it wants to
purchase an additional 2,759 acres for parks. (Yes, that’s a comma, not a decimal point!)
According to the county government, Arlington will add 30,500 households by 2040, an increase of thirty percent.
All these new households will need services: schools, fire stations, transportation, parks, playing fields,
recreation/community centers, etc, etc. When you consider that almost all of these new households will be in multifamily buildings, mostly mid- and high-rise apartments and condos without much open/green space of their own,
the need for open, green, and recreational spaces becomes even more acute. Either Arlington adds park and
recreation facilities to accommodate all these new people, or the existing over-crowded facilities will be strained
even more.
If we assume that the population will grow at the same rate as the number of households, we’re looking at adding
over 67,000 people to Arlington’s population. In order to keep the ratio of parkland to population constant at 9.2
acres per thousand people, Arlington would have to acquire another 620 acres of parkland. But where will it come
from?
And let’s not forget schools. The schools are already in a serious capacity crisis. And its even worse than APS
forecast. Growth in enrollment this year was 50% higher than APS predicted! Where is Arlington going to put
schools for all the children in all the new housing? (The county predicts that 7700 of the 30,500 new households
will have children, so that’s maybe 10,000 additional school kids or enough to fill seven new elementary schools,
two new middle schools, and a new high school).
In my opinion, it is irresponsible to plan to add housing without simultaneously planning to provide the services the
additional residents will require. It would be something worse than irresponsible to build housing on scarce public
land that should be used to provide public services to the public.
How can the county even consider using parkland for school or housing . In my opinion, that would very short
sighted and definitely not in the best interests of the citizens of Arlington.
Jan Hull

Comment # Source
357
Web Form
Affiliation
County Resident

Name

Date
10/28/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
Arlington County is trying to balance off competing current needs, but also needs to consider in the planning
process future needs. Affordable housing can be created out of the housing stock through conversion or
subsidization of units. Quite simply, there is the ability to affect the affordability of housing units through financial
means. However, that simple conversion is not possible with loss of parkland. Once a park is built upon, it is not a
simple or quick task to convert it back to parks or playgrounds. Increasing density or changing use of sites
through mixed use development on community center sites can have the same negative effects as elimination of
the site.
So comments/suggestions for changing the planning process:
1)Remove from consideration any proposal which would lead to any loss of green space or reduction in
recreational function. Among other impacts, this would remove all proposals to convert the current community
centers/parkland from development. This would remove the Lubber Run Community Center site from
consideration for development for any other purposes other than as a community center.
2)Diversity in the community is beneficial, and that includes economic diversity. Therefore, for future
encouragement of affordable housing, ensure that it is distributed across the county, and not just limited to
particular neighborhoods because that is the cheapest option currently. If the county is supporting affordable
housing efforts, it should be the entire county and not just forced upon particular neighborhoods.

Comment # Source
358
Web Form

Name
Jacomina de Regt

Affiliation

Date
10/28/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
Public Land Site Evaluation Guidelines
I strongly support the use of public land for affordable housing, particularly as it is redeveloped for multiple
community needs. As one of the many Arlingtonians who spent considerable time and effort gathering the 10,300+
signatures on petitions by Virginians Organized for Interfaith Community Engagement (V.O.I.C.E.), I am
concerned. Our team gathered close to 3000 of these signatures and it allowed me to have many conversations
with seniors in precarious financial situations, with workers, with people of all colors and economic strata but now
in line at AFAC, at farmers' markets, at seminars with professionals discussing child abuse etc etc. These people
who signed on ask for aggressive new action on affordable housing. Together with the recent Affordable Housing
Study poll showing broad support for affordable housing actions, this points to a community consensus that
affordable housing must be an integral consideration in discussions of public land use. This should not be taken
off the table before such discussions can even start.
With that in mind, I offer these specific comments on the draft guidelines:
1) Expand the list of affected properties. The draft identifies only those properties included in the Manager's Public
Land for Public Good report, the 2015-2024 CIP, and potential school sites identified by APS. The list should be
expanded to include any County property that might be usable for housing and/or other community needs. Note
than only 5 of the 10 properties in V.O.I.C.E.'s proposal were included in the Manager's report.
2) Affordable housing as a primary goal. The Primary Goals should detail County priorities, including affordable
housing, which both the Board as a body (December 2013 Public Land for Public Good statement) and the Chair
and other individual members have declared a priority. It is not sufficient to relegate this priority and others to the
"In addition" criteria listed in number 6.
3) Establish an expedited timetable for specific site review as well as the overall evaluation process. Arlington has
already lost 15,000+ market-rate affordable units, and (re)development continues apace. The County must
expedite the review process for individual sites. In addition, the Manager should be tasked with creating a timeline
for review of a number of sites, with a goal of resolving community debate and moving forward on a specified list
of sites within a specific timeframe. The CIP process recognizes the need to assign priorities to specific
timeframes. This process should, as well.
4) Underscore the need to view public sites as having the potential for multiple uses. This aspiration should not be
relegated to the "In addition" section in 6.b. It should be a Primary Goal in an urban county where scarce
resources and multiple needs require a new approach to thinking about land use. The Arlington Mill project is a
good example of how a site can successfully accommodate multiple uses.
5) Define how and when zoning/land use designations are modified. Almost all County-owned land currently is
zoned to exclude potential development. Without specifying this additional step in number 7 or elsewhere, potential
feasible uses of a site could be constrained by existing factors.
6) Representation on working groups. The working group appointed to study a property must include as members
representatives of citizen groups that might benefit from affordable housing -- renters, minorities, immigrants -- just
as the guidelines call for representatives of surrounding neighborhoods and other groups benefitting from different
uses. It is not enough to say that the renters, etc., will be allowed input; they must be afforded a seat at the table
with other stakeholders. The current debate, dominated by minorities in civic associations, shows how badly this is

needed.
Thank you, Jacomina de Regt

Comment # Source
359
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
10/28/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
I strongly oppose the proposal to build affordable housing anywhere on the Lubber Run Community Center site -or on any public site that involves parkland, a community/recreation center, or a public library. The decisions by
the County Board, the County Manager, and VOICE housing activists to propose these various sites were not
taking into consideration that this area already hasa high concentration of affordable housing especially in the
area surrounding Lubber Run , it is a high density area that already experience traffic congestion and the park is
part of the protected park lands.

Comment # Source
360
Web Form
Affiliation

Name

Date
10/28/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
To put affordable housing or a school on county parkland is unacceptable. Arlington residents need to county
parkland, for field space for adult & youth sports, playgrounds for children, picnics & parties. We don't have
enough space as it is now. To put affordable housing in an already dense area is ridiculous. Lubber Run should
stay a park/community center and nothing else. No parkland should be taken from any where in Arlington to put
up affordable housing. At what point will the county board say, "We don't have anymore room for additional
housing."

Comment # Source
361
Web Form

Name
Pat Findikoglu

Affiliation
VOICE, Columbia Heights Civic Association, Arlington Region Master Naturalists

Date
10/28/2014
ZIP Code
22204

Comment
Affordable housing and schools should be primary goals. Parks are a given.
Would it be useful to decide and state that established wooded parkland will not be disturbed?
Expand the list of possible properties.
Always emphasize the importance of considering multiple use since we have limited land, and it is only this
approach that will successfully address all the needs of our community.
Time is of the essence for affordable housing. Establish timelines for the process.
Make sure working groups have representatives from the stakeholders of affordable housing. This means
renters, immigrants, county employees; people of all colors need to be present.
Define how/when needed zoning adjustments could be implemented.
We are not alone in this affordable housing crisis.
(See the NYTimes latest article on London).
To do nothing is to give up.... meaning the housing situation will only deteriorate for way too many people.
Show your vision Arlington

Comment # Source
362
Web Form
Affiliation

Name

Date
10/28/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
I strongly support to keep green space in Lubber Run, please do not destroy park land by developing affordable
housing or adding school in this area. Again I strongly suggest county to look at the utilization of all existing
affordable housing in Arlington County. Ensure that all those affordable houses goes to the right intended
population. I believe there are more than enough affordable houses in Arlington county to accommodate the
intended population.
Regarding school to accommodate upcoming population, first please review all un-used already existed building in
the county. Do a feasibility study if those already existed building can be renovated and converted into a new
school, rather than destroying the lovely green space. Of course, those buildings won't be in our preferred area,
however, still it be in the same county. Then lets find solution how best to utilize the already existing resources
rather than creating a new one by destroying the green-space & community centers.
Once, the county does its feasibility study and finalize the data of #un-utilized property (buildings) and their
condition, #plan next rather than jumping straight on easily seen green space that is well utilized by public. I would
love to see such survey data first!
Instead of focusing closer to a metro area, please step up to the north equally. Kindly do not confined study in
certain specific geographic area only. Explore at large - to balance resources, think of fast track transportation,
county wide program can also be located in those area schools with less population etc.
Please keep in mind that once the green-space parkland is gone, its GONE forever!! it will not come back.
Sincerely

Comment # Source
363
Web Form

Name
Michael Gessel

Affiliation
Citizens for Cherrydale Library

Date
10/28/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
Dear Sir or Madam:
I am writing on behalf of Citizens for Cherrydale Library, a nonpartisan neighborhood advocacy group founded in
1998. Cherrydale is Arlington’s oldest community-initiated library, founded in 1922. The library moved to its current
location in 1961, making it the first purpose-built branch library in Northern Virginia. The building is architecturally
significant for its energy efficiency and its outstanding representation of the library work of J. Russell Bailey, who
designed libraries at Yale University, the University of Virginia, and other locations, including Arlington.
Cherrydale Branch Library is a community anchor serving the educational, cultural, and civic needs of North
Arlington, including the neighborhoods of Cherrydale, Woodmont, Maywood, Waverly Hills, Donaldson Run, Lee
Heights, Arlingwood, Chain Bridge Forest, Stafford-Albemarle-Glebe, Old Glebe, River Crest, Gulf Branch,
Bellevue Forest, Dover-Crystal, and Riverwood. In 2014, the library loaned 127,000 books and other materials and
received 85,000 patron visits—representing about four visits for every resident of the nearby neighborhoods.
We recommend the following changes in the draft staff proposal for public input to the Public Land Site Evaluation
Guidelines (July 24, 2014) under “Site Evaluation Process and Criteria.”
2(a) Site Characteristics. Add a new selection criteria: “eligibility for inclusion in the National Register of Historic
Places.”
This change would recognize the importance of taking into consideration eligibility for inclusion in the National
Register of Historic Places. While “historic preservation” is generically cited under (6)(a)(i), a specific reference to
the eligibility requirements of the National Register would be helpful in establishing priority among historic
structures. The reference is also relevant because of the federal protections afforded under the National Historic
Preservation Act of 1966.
6(a)(i) County Policies and Priorities. Add “libraries” to the list of topics subject to conformity to the County’s
articulated goals and policies.
This change would positively affirm that libraries are an essential County government function and that changes in
the use of public lands conform to the County’s articulated goals and policies with regard to libraries. Libraries, like
the other subjects listed in 6(a)(i), are a significant influence on neighborhood quality of life, are widely used by the
general public, and are subject to County goals and policies.
Thank you for your consideration of these changes.
Sincerely,
Michael Gessel
President
Citizens for Cherrydale Library

Comment # Source
364
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
N/A

Date
10/28/2014
ZIP Code
22204

Comment
I feel very strongly that our green space is diminishing in Arlington. It is imperative that we try and maintain and
preserve as much green space as possible. I do not support turning Lubber Run Park into a multi use facility,
including housing and a middle school. I support upgrading the existing facility so that the county can use the land
for it's intended purpose, a park and green space to use for all.

Comment # Source
365
Web Form

Name
Kathleen Martin

Affiliation
Resident arlington forest

Date
10/28/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
To use our parks fir purposes other than as parks is not acceptable. There are other options which we need to
discuss as a community as opposed to an imperial board dictating to us (democrats....duh?). Thank you for your
consideration of our communities' input! kathi Martin

Comment # Source
366
Web Form
Affiliation

Name

Date
10/28/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
I am not in favor of affordable housing or middle school at the location of Lubber Run. I truly believe either option
would crowd an already congested area. We need to conserve our Greenspace in Arlington. Lubber Run is a
unique area. Please keep it that way.

Comment # Source
367
Web Form

Name
Carlo Salzano

Affiliation

Date
10/28/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
In reference to Mr. Fisette's letter of October 28, 2014, where and when was it declared that "affordable housing"
is among Arlington Forest's "pressing community needs?"
How would Arlington Forest benefit by forcing "affordable housing" down the throats of residents who obviously do
not want their Lubber Run Community Center replaced by "affordable housing?"
Thank you.

Comment # Source
370
Web Form
Affiliation

Name
Kate Holemans

Date
10/28/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
I am deeply concerned that community centers and other public resources are being considered as locations for
housing of any kind. The repurposing of the Lubber Run Community Center, in particular, as a mixed use
Community Center/housing site would strain an already dense area. This is a relatively small site that sits above a
Chesapeake Bay watershed. The playground and green space adjacent to it are heavily used by the surrounding
neighborhoods. Adding housing to an already dense neighborhood -- particularly housing that would involve the
gifting of pubic lands to private developers -- is short-sighted and environmentally irresponsible.
In the County's zeal to squeeze every available square inch of housing into the metro corridor, it proposes to
repurpose public resources and to bring yet more residents into a zip code (22203) that has seen a dramatic
increase in multi-story apartment buildings in the past 5 years. Where will these new residents run, walk their
dogs, picnic? Where will those who come to use the Community Center park if much of the parking is already
being used by residents of a multi-story facility sitting atop the Community Center?
Public land for public good includes the public that currently lives and plays in the area around Lubber Run
Community Center. This Community already feels the strain of an increasingly dense neighborhood. Adding yet
more density while giving away land that should be stewarded for Arlington's citizens will compound the stresses
on the neighborhood and the environment.
The County would do well to consider projects that are "right-sized", that fit in terms of space and budget. The
belief that a partnership with a private developer would enable a grand community center that could satisfy the
goal of providing affordable housing rests on the assumption that anything less is a failure. Go big or go home is
the new Arlington Way. Why not a mid-sized Community Center that satisfies the recreation needs -- both indoors
and out -- of the surrounding neighborhoods and citizens across the County?

Comment # Source
371
Web Form

Name
Salvador Ditri

Affiliation
Arlington Forest Civic Association

Date
10/28/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
I strongly oppose the use of public land such as park land for use by private, special interest groups such as
VOICE. I believe Lubber Run Community Center should not include new use on the current footprint such as
building underground parking lot for affordable housingwhich adds significant concrete footprint to that site.
Arlington County should focus on our young families and kids whom we hope will stay and live in Arlington vs.
moving to the outer counties where ball fields and green spaces are available and valued by those communities.
Alternatively, i support Affordable Housing through private partnerships and here is an example. I suggest inviting
churches in Arlington, many of which are faced with tearing down and rebuilding facilities and seeing if these
churches would work with developers to add affordable housing units and market rate units on their premises in
exchange for a new, smaller footprint, multi-use facility similar to the Clarendon Baptist Church renovation. Many
churches in Arlington are faced with redevelopment of buildings from the 50s when nation wide church attendance
was much higher and these churches are now faced with large debt to rebuild without similar congregation
numbers. With options like this still available, I cannot support public land for private good.

Comment # Source
372
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
Radnor Fort Myer Hts Civic Assn

Date
10/28/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
I do not support the use of open space/ green space to built new schools or affordable housing. As time goes on
our County will need more open space/green space for its growing population, not less. So long-term planning
thought should be given to add to the current acreage.
And when I say open space, it is space in the great outdoors, not off-hours indoor space in a school or parking
garage, although these enclosed spaces can certainly provide some services to our citizens. I make the distinction
because at a certain point these indoor places have been mentioned during the Columbia Pike Neighborhoods
Area Plan and currently for the Wilson School site.
That said, I do support the development of new schools as required, and the continued expansion of affordable
housing. However, schools should be built up, not out. School parking should be under-grounded. Land for
affordable housing can be County purchased when necessary, or paid for as a community benefit by developers.
If these approaches cost the County more money we taxpayers will do our part- if poor planning means no money
is available that is unfortunate and it will need to be raised. Planning for these projects seems to be have been
inadequate, but open space should not be the cheap way out.
Our County's green open space/passive park areas/ and natural areas provide us with an important, irreplaceable,
complex ecosystem. They help support a healthy environment and species diversity for our citizens,and provide
a place for citizens to appreciate/enjoy the wonders of nature. Active park facilities are just as necessary and
many are overcrowded. Other options than use of current open space must be found to develop additional school
space and affordable housing units.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment.

Comment # Source
373
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
10/28/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
I strongly oppose the proposal to build affordable housing anywhere on the Lubber Run Community Center site -or on any public site that involves parkland, a community/recreation center, or a public library. The decisions by the
County Board, the County Manager, and VOICE housing activists to propose these various sites were callous and
counter-productive for all the reasons given in the public comments (e.g. already high concentrations of affordable
housing especially in the area surrounding Lubber Run, high density and traffic congestion, loss of green and open
space, increasing recreation needs of the population, etc.) Arlington' s parks, community/recreation centers, and
libraries should only be used for their intended purposes.
Furthermore, building an affordable housing project anywhere on the Lubber Run Community Center site
(including on top of the building or next to it) would greatly diminish the beauty and character of the parkland
surrounding the center. I live in a neighborhood with an abundance of affordable housing and I have always
welcomed it. However, my neighborhood does not need more affordable housing in the immediate area. Instead,
my neighborhood needs more recreational facilities and parkland to serve the growing needs of the existing
population who live in the existing affordable housing and elsewhere in the county. Building more housing in an
already congested area at the expense of recreational and park facilities will diminish the quality of life for all
residents in the community.

Comment # Source
374
Open Arlington
Affiliation

Name
paul kovenock

Date
10/28/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
I respectfully request that the Lubber Run Recreation Center site be preserved for recreational use only. With the
County's population expected to increase by 30% in the next 25 years, a shortage of recreational space will be
inevitable. Let's use County funds to purchase space for school and affordable housing, not encroach on existing
recreational and park land. Also, Buckingham and other nearby affordable housing already show that the Barrett
school jurisdiction already contributes to the County an above-average density of affordable housing. Affordable
housing should be located throughout the County, not concentrated in a few areas - a lesson long ago learned by
public housing specialists across the country.

Comment # Source
375
Open Arlington

Name
Sal D'Itri

Affiliation

Date
10/28/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
-Salvador D'ItriI do not support using parkland for private good, especially at Lubber Run Community Center where an expanded
concrete footprint would be needed even for an underground parking lot on the same "footprint". I do support
affordable housi

Comment # Source
376
Web Form
Affiliation
Arlington Forest Resident

Name

Date
10/28/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
To Whom It Concerns,
I strongly believe that the Lubber Run Site should not be used for anything other than the current recreation center
(or a remodel of that building that doesn't take away from the park land) and the park itself.
Arlington is quickly becoming a densely packed concrete jungle. We need to ensure that ALL greenspace is
preserved for future generations.
As a resident I am also deeply concerned for how an increase in traffic will impact the neighborhood and school
traffic. The roads are not built to accommodate high impact traffic.
Keep greenspace green. Let's look at some of the vacant buildings within Arlington that can be converted. Fairfax
County recently did this with the large population of the Bailey's Elementary School.
Annemarie Glover

Comment # Source
377
Web Form

Name
Stacey Zee

Affiliation
Arlington Forest Resident

Date
10/28/2014
ZIP Code
22204

Comment
Since 1995, Arlington’s population has grown by over 43,000 people and is projected to grow by another 30,500
households by 2040. We are already experiencing a capacity crisis in our schools and an acute shortage of
affordable housing units. The Lubber Run Community Center is approximately 40 years old and in dire need of
replacement. There is a massive asphalt parking lot next to the existing Lubber Run Community Center. The
Lubber Run Community Center and Parking Lot is an ideal candidate to identify a true win-win for the county. With
schools, housing, and green space all competing with each other, it’s refreshing to have a location like the Lubber
Run Community Center and Parking Lot that could address at least two of these priorities and possibly all three. It
is way too early in the site analysis process to rule anything out and a detailed review of how to most effectively
leverage public land for public good is warranted for the Lubber Run Community Center and Parking Lot. As a 13
year resident of Arlington Forest, I welcome an inclusive process that looks at various options to help address
school overcrowding, the need for green space, and the need for affordable housing. As one (of many potential
solutions), the HB Woodlawn program could move to the Lubber Run location as part of building a new community
center and school with parking put underground. Alternatively, senior affordable housing could be included with a
new community center and expanded green space – again by moving parking underground. There are many
other possibilities that could be explored if given the opportunity. Since our county is facing a multitude of
challenges associated with determining the optimal use of space, it would be fiscally irresponsible and reflect
poorly on our leaders to rule out all possibilities other than just a new community center at this point in the process.

Comment # Source
378
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
10/28/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
Under no circumstances do I want any Lubber Run recreational land used for any housing or school purposes.
One of the major reasons I live in Arlington is the Lubber Park lands. Do not ruin it by converting it to other uses
like housing or schools.
Alan L. Schneider

Comment # Source
379
Web Form
Affiliation

Name
Christine Crutsinger

Date
10/28/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
My family and I feel strongly that the Cherrydale Library should remain as a branch library. It is a treasured
resource for our community, and we feel that it would be breaking faith to appropriate this land for other uses.

Comment # Source
380
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
10/28/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
I do not support the general notion advanced by the new plans and guidelines that public land in its current uses is
not already being used for public good. Community centers are a public good. Parks, recreation areas, and open
space are a public good in themselves. These should not be compromised by adding different public needs to the
current purposes except where that is already the purpose, e.g, expanding a park, refurbishing a community
center, rehabbing a recreation site, etc. Similarly, public needs like low-income housing and schools should be
addressed through other public spaces that are suitable for those purposes, especially by expanding or
refurbishing existing school and housing sites, and by not tearing down still-serviceable education and housing
infrastructure at the behest of developers.
The Lubber Run Community Center should be rehabbed and continued for use as a Community Center. The site
is not suitable for housing or adding a school.

Comment # Source
381
Web Form
Affiliation

Name

Date
10/28/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
Only 28% of respondents in the Arlington affordable housing study strongly favor the use of public land owned by
the County to build affordable housing. Another 36% are somewhat in favor of this. Far more respondents favor
(46%) favor requiring private developers to set aside committed affordable units with new or renovated housing,
and 44% strongly favor having County government provide direct grants to subsidize rents for working families,
disabled and seniors who have very low incomes. In fact, if one were to combine the “strongly favor” group with
the “somewhat favor” group (always a questionable statistical practice), a whopping 81% of respondents favor this
last option.
Why is using public land owned by the County to build affordable housing the only approach we are discussing?
When were these other options removed from the table? There should be no housing on Arlington park land.
Park land is “public land for public good.”
And finally, please stop with this slogan of “public land for public good.” It sound like something that the “bad
guys” in an Ayn Rand novel would come promote. Parks are a public good. Can we please move on?

Comment # Source
382
Web Form

Name
Joyce Soares

Affiliation
None

Date
10/29/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
I have been a resident of Arlington for 20 years and appreciate the county for having a balanced and well planned
progressive view of urban development. I live in the Ballston area and have watched alot of development
happening at Wilson/Glebe and Carlin Springs/Glebe bringing affordable housing and very large mixed use
buildings and in all of those cases I felt Arlington did a great job. And, I believe there is more planned there
(Mazda dealer corner and Exxon corner). I am a few streets over in the start of the residential area and I applaud
the development. It has caused alot of extra traffic on my street and there was money set aside for the Chevrolet
project to improve roads but nothing was actually done on my street(Wakefield) because there were issues with
land ownership to enable side walks, we also asked for speed bumps. These sorts of things need to be
considered for any neighborhood that adds very large adjacent projects that increase the volume of traffic. (So,
given that any work done to the Ballston area sites listed in this study Lubber Run, Fields Park really needs to look
in totality what all this development has done to the close in residential areas and plan for side walks, speed
bumps, or other traffic calming measures)
For the 20 years that I have been in Arlington, I have used the parks to a great extent. Primarily Lubber Run,
Bluemont, and Lacey woods(the part with the ampitheater). I would like to see as many open land parks remain
untouched as all residents can enjoy these (dog owners, runners, high/low income, kids, etc.) I also have kids so I
realize that we have an overcrowding issue so we must add more schools and more seats. So, I support that
balanced with keeping parks intact. That includes sports fields such as TJ which we use alot (also the community
center).
So, that brings me to the area that I don't support so much. Not philosophically as I believe in affordable housing.
But what I don't believe in is taking a site and building more housing. We are dense enough as it is. Adding
townhouses whether it's affordable or not adds to the traffic, takes away from the parks, and diverts money from
the schools (building costs). We NEED to take care of all the people that are already residents (high/low income).
So fundamentally, I am against building more dense housing for the sole purpose of affordable housing. I prefer
that existing units be designated as affordable.

Comment # Source
383
Web Form
Affiliation

Name
Edward Martin

Date
10/29/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
Please involve each community in land use discussions. We need to have input as to park, housing, and school
development issues. Construction on park lands is not a viable option in my opinion. Thank you

Comment # Source
386
Web Form
Affiliation
Penrose neighborhood assn

Name
Maria Durgan

Date
10/29/2014
ZIP Code
22204

Comment
Require developers to add affordable housing to their projects rather than develop public land. We're becoming a
rich county. Affordable housing according to the way you have it designed isn't really going to help the persons
who need it, e.g., those making considerably under $60. No point in it.
Build schools up, as we are now an urban environment. Wasn't TJ designed so that it can be built higher? Don't
forget to assess schools when you approve development. I understand you did forget.
It's not all about money, you know. We need schools. We don't need the vanity streetcar, aquatic center and
Artisphere. Why don't you build a school where the aquatic center is planned. It would do more good that way.

Comment # Source
387
Web Form

Name
julia a (jill) herndon

Affiliation
VOICE, Barcroft School & Civic League, Arlington Public Schools

Date
10/29/2014
ZIP Code
22204

Comment
I endorse the opinions of VOICE to favor multiple uses of public land, as given in the letter below.
On behalf of school safety and educational improvements I favor re-thinking what is a public space and how to use
different elevations to create new spaces, including terraces and rooftops, indoor atriums, and building new parks
in airspace such as over route fifty between Glebe Road and George Mason where a park would start to bridge the
divide between North and South Arlington.
As a senior, I would like to see affordable housing built for seniors as well as the families now considered.
Planning Division
Arlington County
2100 Clarendon Blvd.
Arlington, VA 22201
Attn: Matt Ladd
Re: Public Land Site Evaluation Guidelines
To: Members of the Long-Range Planning Committee
We strongly support the use of public land for affordable housing, particularly as it is redeveloped for multiple
community needs. The 10,300+ signatures on petitions by Virginians Organized for Interfaith Community
Engagement (V.O.I.C.E.) calling for aggressive new action on affordable housing, together with the recent
Affordable Housing Study poll showing broad support for affordable housing actions, point to a community
consensus that affordable housing must be an integral consideration in discussions of public land use.
With that in mind, we offer these specific comments on the draft guidelines:
1) Expand the list of affected properties. The draft identifies only those properties included in the Manager's Public
Land for Public Good report, the 2015-2024 CIP, and potential school sites identified by APS. The list should be
expanded to include any County property that might be usable for housing and/or other community needs. Note
than only 5 of the 10 properties in V.O.I.C.E.'s proposal were included in the Manager's report.
2) Affordable housing as a primary goal. The Primary Goals should detail County priorities, including affordable
housing, which both the Board as a body (December 2013 Public Land for Public Good statement) and the Chair
and other individual members have declared a priority. It is not sufficient to relegate this priority and others to the
"In addition" criteria listed in number 6.
3) Establish an expedited timetable for specific site review as well as the overall evaluation process. Arlington has
already lost 15,000+ market-rate affordable units, and (re)development continues apace. The County must
expedite the review process for individual sites. In addition, the Manager should be tasked with creating a timeline
for review of a number of sites, with a goal of resolving community debate and moving forward on a specified list
of sites within a specific timeframe. The CIP process recognizes the need to assign priorities to specific
timeframes. This process should, as well.
4) Underscore the need to view public sites as having the potential for multiple uses. This aspiration should not be
relegated to the "In addition" section in 6.b. It should be a Primary Goal in an urban county where scarce

resources and multiple needs require a new approach to thinking about land use. The Arlington Mill project is a
good example of how a site can successfully accommodate multiple uses.
5) Define how and when zoning/land use designations are modified. Almost all County-owned land currently is
zoned to exclude potential development. Without specifying this additional step in number 7 or elsewhere, potential
feasible uses of a site could be constrained by existing factors.
6) Representation on working groups. The working group appointed to study a property must include as members
representatives of citizen groups that might benefit from affordable housing -- renters, minorities, immigrants -- just
as the guidelines call for representatives of surrounding neighborhoods and other groups benefitting from different
uses. It is not enough to say that the renters, etc., will be allowed input; they must be afforded a seat at the table
with other stakeholders.

Comment # Source
388
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
10/29/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
The Lubber Run site should be developed to include a middle school or smaller school-related program. If Park
Drive is closed and used as school space as well, this site could complement Barrett Elementary school. This
could be done without significantly expanding the footprint of development used by the community center, the
current parking lot and the road between the community center and Barrett.
In addition, this will alleviate the school overcrowding in this area.

Comment # Source
389
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
Citizens for Cherrydale Library / Gulf Branch Civic Association

Date
10/29/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
Please continue to maintain, without changes for other purposes, Cherrydale Library, a long-term, treasured,
walkable, neighborhood resource. I believe that, as it has for decades, it already fulfills the goal of "public land for
public good." Thank you for this opportunity to comment.

Comment # Source
390
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
Resident of Arlington

Date
10/29/2014
ZIP Code
22204

Comment
Affordable housing should not be built on existing parks; i propose site IDs: 338/339; 389/390

Comment # Source
391
Web Form
Affiliation
Arlington Forest Resident

Name
George Laumann

Date
10/29/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
I'm writing as an Arlington Forest resident with an interest in the development of the Lubber Run Community
Center site. I believe that the Arlington community benefits when there is a full and open discussion of alternatives
to the use of that site, including it's use for affordable housing. It is important that it be clearly communicated, that
no proposal change Lubber Run Park itself. (No current proposal suggests a change to the park itself, although
opponents to affordable housing claim an attempt to use park land.)
In my view, all Arlington public land should be developed to the benefit of the full community. Community needs
should be the priority. My family value the political, racial, cultural and economic diversity of the Arlington
community. Diversity is a valuable resource to our Arlington community. In our 16 years living in Arlington, we
have seen that diversity eroded as home prices skyrocketed, affordable housing has declined and it has become
more financially difficult for families to remain in Arlington.
Whenever possible, county land should be developed to increase affordable housing. The Lubber Run site is a
prime opportunity to offer a home near Ballston, the metro, shopping and schools. Affordable housing could be
offered to our new teachers, police officers and firemen so that they could live in the community they serve or to
our senior citizens.
I appreciate this opportunity to write. Lets have an open and frank discussion of this important issue.
George

Comment # Source
392
Web Form

Name
Sue Arnold

Affiliation
Self

Date
10/29/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
Please keep Lubber Run as a park and a community rec center, and do not cover the existing green space with
new housing or any other non-recreational facilities. The area around Lubber Run is already densely populated,
and the density is increasing. Parkland and rec centers are valuable to the community, especially when the
facilities are within walking distance from our homes.

Comment # Source
393
Web Form

Name
Diane Hendel

Affiliation
Arlington Forest resident

Date
10/29/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
I support mixed use for redeveloping Lubber Run Community Center. Keep our parkland and innovate by adding
affordable housing or schools to the new Center.
The Arlington Forest Citizen's Association does not represent me!
Thank you!

Comment # Source
394
Web Form
Affiliation
Arlington resident

Name

Date
10/29/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
Please do not build affordable housing or new schools on space that is currently public parkland. Preservation of
green space is critical to keep Arlington the amazing place that it is today.

Comment # Source
395
Web Form

Name
randi cohen

Affiliation
cathcart spring resident

Date
10/29/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
Lubber Run having a new rec center with meeting spaces will be a plus for the neighborhood.
What will NOT be a plus is cramming any more housing into the area. There are plenty of affordable house
options in the area - please do NOT build any more on this site.
A Lubber Run Fan

Comment # Source
396
Web Form

Name
Dasha Hermosilla

Affiliation

Date
10/29/2014
ZIP Code
22205

Comment
I like that there is a balance between all the priorities, but if parkland is taken away (say for a school), then I think it
must be replenished somewhere else comparably. Once we lose green space, it's pretty impossible to get it back.
I'd rather see schools two and three stories tall vs seeing them spread into green space.

Comment # Source
397
Web Form
Affiliation
Arlington resident

Name
Tania Coderre

Date
10/29/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
I would like to see the County retain the Lubber Run Community Center (LRCC) as a community recreation center
(not a school or housing or combination thereof) on a scale that is appropriate to that site. The County should
weigh park access (the Lubber Run stream), preservation of green space, and community playground/playing field
space as considerations for retaining the LRCC for its current purpose.
Housing and school proposals consistently fail to meeting considerations for impact on neighborhood crowding,
resident parking, school enrollment, traffic, and attendant safety issues. The surrounding neighborhood already
has a school set to meet capacity soon, low-income housing, and limited green space. Do not burden the
community with less park and more problem.

Comment # Source
398
Web Form

Name
Barbara Ferrell

Affiliation

Date
10/29/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
It is critically important for the County to protect the green space and to build a new/updated Lubber Run
Community Center. With the many new housing units being built in the Ballston area (more than most other areas
of the county), the infrastructure of surrounding roads cannot support any housing options at this site. Carlin
Springs Road is packed and all the units are not yet built. Please rebuild the Community Center, including the
current preschool located there, and retain the property as parkland.

Comment # Source
399
Web Form
Affiliation
Arlington Forest resident

Name
Jim Beverley

Date
10/29/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
Thank you for extending the opportunity for feedback. I do not support affordable housing or any sort of mixed use
where the Lubber Run Community Center and surrounding park (LCCC) now stands. I find it unconscionable that
the county has allowed developers to raze reams of perfectly decent, organic affordable housing nearby, pushing
up the population density in a neighborhood where we are already bursting at the seams in terms of school
capacity and other essential municipal services. And now ironically, the county proposes to locate tax-subsidized
"affordable housing" in this same neighborhood where negligence has allowed the process of gentrification to gain
a foothold.
Economics aside, developing LCCC as anything other than a community center will destroy the character of the
neighborhood. This is a park where my daughter and I fly a kite, where my son got karate lessons, where Santa
visits the kids, where neighbors kick a soccer ball around and have a picnic, where people from Bolivia meet on
weekends to play volleyball and practice traditional folk dance. The LCCC is the heart of a vibrant, rich, diverse
neighborhood. It benefits all of us in the community, without regard to income or socioeconomic class or ethnic
background. Plopping a high rise, high density building on this site in the name of affordable housing will destroy
that for everybody.

Comment # Source
400
Web Form

Name
Samara Weinstein

Affiliation
resident

Date
10/29/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
I strongly believe that Arlington should rebuild and update the Lubber Run Community Center as a community
recreation center - not as a mixed use space. With the increase in density and the thousands of new residents in
the Ballston area, as well as affordable housing in this area, the demand for recreation and outdoor amenities
continues to rise.
Arlington should retain the Lubber Run Community Center as a community recreation center - not a school or
housing or combination - on a scope and scale that is appropriate to that site. This site is ideal for a state-of-the
art preschool and child care center. Arlington County could expand the current Arlington County preschool
program located at the Lubber Run Community Center and consider co-locating the Children's School - child care
for APS teachers. A strong foundation in early childhood education enables later achievement. In Arlington
County there is great demand for Pre-Kindergarten programs and that will only grow. The Early Childhood
Advisory Committee Report to the Arlington County School Board states that APS currently serves more than 1100
students in preschool programs: 542 students participate in the Virginia Preschool Initiative (VPI) program. VPI is
for families who make less than $86,000 (80% of the median income for a family of four in Arlington). Currently,
there are 150 on the VPI waitlist.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments and feedback.

Comment # Source
401
Web Form
Affiliation

Name
Amy Mortimer

Date
10/29/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
I am encouraged by Arlington County's thoughtful considerations of all options. I have two concerns:
1) While I agree with the need to create more affordable housing in Arlington, I question this emphasis on
developing new affordable units on public land. It seems like there are other options to explore such as
conversions of existing buildings, the inclusion of affordable units within new market rate developments, and rental
subsidies for existing market rate units.
2) We must protect open space. Once we build on green space, we've lost it forever. One of the reasons Arlington
is such an attractive place to live is its green spaces and ample parks. Parks should not be candidates for
development of schools, housing, or new facilities.

Comment # Source
402
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
Cathcart Springs Resident

Date
10/29/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
Parks and recreation facilities should be preserved for future generations and should NOT be considered for
conversion to alternative uses. Once parkland is gone, it is gone forever. Preserve LRCC s a
recreation/community center only.

Comment # Source
403
Web Form
Affiliation
Citizen

Name
Audrey Pritchard

Date
10/29/2014
ZIP Code
22204

Comment
I am writing to oppose housing of any kind on the site of Lubber Run Community Center. I am not opposed to
affordable housing, in fact I'm a staunch supporter of it. I would be opposed to putting housing on this site if it was
expensive sing-family homes too. The issue is that this neighborhood cannot support any more housing (highdensity or otherwise). In the last 5-10 years, numerous buildings around Barrett Elementary have been torn down
and replaced with new structures. Overall, the number of units has increased greatly. The housing is attractive,
but it has brought more people using the same amount of roads, schools, parks, sewer lines, etc. Barrett is overcrowded with trailers on the playground and lost its computer lab and other learning spaces. I do not understand
why Arlington County continues to approve more housing (I believe our population is slated to grow by 30,000
based on new housing that will be built) when our schools have long run out of space and there is no land on
which to build more schools (other than the Wilson site). It makes no sense that those two things are not
coordinated, and it appears to citizens that the right hand does not know what the left hand is doing. Why is there
a need to build so much more housing and grow our population in this way? The thousands of people who already
live within walking distance of Lubber Run regularly utilize the open green space and recreational facilities it
provides. Places such as this are critical to quality of life and to Arlington remaining a top-rated community.
Please simply upgrade the community center and leave the parkland alone!

Comment # Source
404
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
Gulf Branch Association

Date
10/29/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
Specifically, I'd like to request that Cherrydale Library be removed from the list of possible sites for affordable
housing. The library is a much needed and used!! neighborhood facility, the building is historic, the lot is small,
and it sits directly next to a school. My son visits 2-3 times per week and is able to attend because it is near our
house (versus Central library).
More broadly, I don't understand why additional housing (and/or affordable housing) is a mandate for our county.
We are already overcrowded and struggling to meet the needs of current residents. Why not put the funding used
for this initiative into making our existing infrastructure, schools, libraries, communities better able to meet the
demands of existing residents.
Thank you,
Susanna

Comment # Source
405
Web Form
Affiliation

Name
Leticia Davis

Date
10/29/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
Recreation Centers, especially Lubber Run, need to be preserved as such. Other functions such as schools and
affordable housing that increase traffic and deplete green space should not be co-located with recreation centers.

Comment # Source
406
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
10/29/2014
ZIP Code
22209

Comment
This process has been a PR nightmare. The county needs to do a much better job in explaining its actions and
and the reasons behind those actions. Transparency and community involvement are essential.
The tier process is very unclear and how the community is to be given an opportunity to comment on them is also
unclear, especially as several are already underway.
This county has relatively little parkland and to brag about adding 76 acres in the last 20 years is just sad. The
amount of open space needed has not begun to keep pace with the growth of the population. The County Board
policies have encouraged increases in density, not just along the Rosslyn Ballston corridor, but through out the
county. That grow has lead to many of the problems Arlington is currently facing...over croweded schoosl, lack of
affordable housing, and a lack of open/green space (I do not think streets, sidewalks, paved plazas or stair cases
really count as park/open space). I want an increase in green space, especially in the densely populted parts of
the county, like Rosslyn where I live. More and more residential units are being built here , but there is no where
for children, pets or people to get relief from the concrete that surrounds us.
The county undervalues what it owns and does not look for where the sites are needed and aquire property, but
only looks at what it owns. Are there not occations when sell a parcel the county owns to get a site it needs, rather
than making do, makes sense?Why do older building get torn down and rehabed. Tall and denser should not
always the first option/answer.
I have some concern about privately owned entities operating on county owned land. Is there staff or agency
within the county govermenment currently in place that is tasked with keep an eye onthese private entities? I think
50 - 75 years from now it might be hard to remember the terms of a lease. Is there monitoring to see that they are
providing the services that they are tasked to do in that lease?
There needs to be more clarity about dual use and how it could be stuctured to benifit the county residents.
The current guidlines give very little guidance. Some projects are underway, some have been elimated. It seems
that each public facility and site is to individual to be covered by a single document without it being so general as
to be of little value. The only clear point is that the public needs to be allowed into the process earlier and there
needs to be a county wide look at what the future facility needs are and where they are needed.

Comment # Source
407
Web Form
Affiliation
AFCA

Name
Daniela Dobrescu

Date
10/29/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
I would like to see the county retain the LRCC as a community recreation center (not a school or housing or
combination thereof).
Thank you,
Daniela Dobrescu

Comment # Source
408
Web Form
Affiliation

Name
Viki Lopatkiewicz

Date
10/29/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
My spouse and I urge the county to renovate the Lubber Run Community Center (LRCC) as solely a community
and recreation center (which is what it is now) on its existing footprint, and maintain the existing parkland with its
mature tree canopy.
The LRRC is on public land, and its existence for decades as a vital community and recreation center for the
county is for the public good and in the public's best interest. This public land and the public facility that is LRCC
was originally funded and intended for ALL Arlington residents, and not for a few new residents (who may very well
not already live and/or work in Arlington County, but rather relocate from other jurisdictions) who would benefit
from the shoehorning of yet more affordable housing units into an area that already has the highest concentration
of affordable housing units in the county.
LRRC and its beautiful surrounding green space, playground and volleyball/basketball court are used by the
Arlington Forest community, surrounding communities, Barrett Elementary School, county programs and camps,
and residents across the county. Families and children of ALL socio-economic backgrounds use the LRCC and
benefit from its resources. Our neighborhood already has an abundance of affordable housing. What we need is
more recreational facilities and parkland to serve the growing needs of the existing population, including those who
live in the abundant, existing affordable housing within walking distance of LRRC, and those elsewhere in the
county. The county has a longstanding commitment to preserving parkland and open space, and to the
maintenance of core public facilities like community/recreation centers, and LRCC is a shining example of this
commitment. The LRCC is located in the most highly-concentrated area of affordable housing in the county. We
already have thousands of units of affordable housing within walking distance of LRCC, some of it currently under
construction. The area is already densely populated and congested with high-traffic volume. The current LRCC
footprint is appropriate given the 2-story single-family homes within its historic Arlington Forest location.
The VOICE church-driven petition that is largely "driving this train" should not dictate how the county decides to
use its public land. Why doesn't VOICE look to build additional affordable housing units on its church properties,
many of which have an abundance of land and existing structures? Let them put their money where their
collective mouth is! More affordable housing should not be built where lots of affordable housing already exists.
Other parts of the county where there is currently a dearth of affordable housing can do their fair share.
The county must also carefully consider the environmental impact of changing the footprint of the LRCC and its
surrounding area. LRCC is contiguous with a large, highly-forested park. The LRCC parkland shares a border
with the north end of Lubber Run Park, with its abundant flora, fauna and mature trees canopy. Lubber Run itself
is part of the Chesapeake Bay watershed, and must be protected from further encroachment of density, traffic and
pollution.
Please renovate the LRCC as a community and recreation center only, and keep its original footprint, preserving
its beautiful, natural green space, particularly as it is contiguous to a larger park that is part of the Chesapeake
Bay Watershed.

Comment # Source
409
Web Form

Name
Joseph Pelton

Affiliation
Environmental Committee, Arl Co Civic Federation

Date
10/29/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
The Environmental Committee understands there are many community needs. Nevertheless we strongly wish to
preserve openspace and parklands. This is key to quality of life in Arlngton. Joseph N. Pelton

Comment # Source
410
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
Arlington County Resident

Date
10/29/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
Park land is public land for public good, and increasing density in an area already more dense then anyone
envisioned does the public no good. I strongly oppose the proposal to build affordable housing anywhere on the
Lubber Run Community Center site -- or on any public site that involves parkland, a community/recreation center,
or a public library..) Building any housing anywhere on the Lubber Run Community Center site (including on top of
the building or next to it) would greatly diminish the beauty and character of the parkland surrounding the
center.Arlington's parks, community/recreation centers, and libraries should only be used for their intended
purposes.
In their existing form Arlington County parks, community/recreation centers, and public libraries represent public
land for public good; changing their usage will not make them better for them better. The County must deal with
the density issue and its impact on the quality of life for those of us who will ultimately pay for all this building.

Comment # Source
411
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
Self

Date
10/29/2014
ZIP Code
22204

Comment
Each project should reflect its true cost, be it housing or parks or schools. That means the cost of the land should
be included. There is no free land, and project funding should reflect that.
I oppose the use of park land for any other purpose.
Randy Swart

Comment # Source
412
Web Form

Name
Marleane mitchell

Affiliation
Tax Payer

Date
10/29/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
PUBLIC LAND is intended to provide public services to the population. PARKLAND is simply that! Space to be
used for youth sports groups, play grounds for young tots, bicycle tracks for teenagers and adults,, and walking
trails for Seniors.
Listen to the voice of the multitude of TAX PAYERS and set aside"Voice" groups that represent a select group of
the County. I am an INDEPENDENT voter, and I vote in every election! MTM

Comment # Source
413
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
10/29/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
Do not put anything other than a rehabbed community center at Lubber Run. This part of the county is already
over developed. Let's share the joy of affordable housing north of Lee Highway. Arlington has a bus system that
will get people to the transit core. Not everyone can live within walking distance of metro.

Comment # Source
414
Web Form
Affiliation

Name
Ron Trueworthy

Date
10/29/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
I strongly oppose the proposal to build affordable housing anywhere on the Lubber Run Community Center site or
in Lubber Run Park -- or on any public site that involves parkland, a community/recreation center, or a public
library. The decisions by the County Board, the County Manager, and VOICE housing activists to propose these
various sites were callous and counter-productive for all the reasons given in the public comments (e.g. already
high concentrations of affordable housing especially in the area surrounding Lubber Run, high density and traffic
congestion, loss of green and open space, increasing recreation needs of the population, etc.) Arlington's parks,
community/recreation centers, and libraries should only be used for their intended purposes. Furthermore, building
an affordable housing project anywhere on the Lubber Run Community Center site (including on top of the building
or next to it) would greatly diminish the beauty and character of the parkland surrounding the center.

Comment # Source
415
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
Resident

Date
10/29/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
Public land should be used for public facilities - those are schools, parks and recreation facilities. Housing is not a
public use. Affordable apartments only benefit those people that are lucky enough to get subsidized housing. Keep
public land for public uses that benefit the largest number of taxpayers.

Comment # Source
416
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
10/29/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
I was outraged to hear that Cherrydale Library is one of the sites being "considered" for future afforable housing
options. The fact that anyone in this county would think that shutting down a beloved library in a popular family
community is even a marginally good idea deserves to lose his or her job. I can promise that I will vote against
anyone and everyone on this Board that threatens the sanctity of the incredible public utilities, such as our libraries
and parks, that we hold dear in this county. Shame on you for even considering such an option.
Sincerely,
Barbara Blank - someone who votes

Comment # Source
417
Web Form
Affiliation
resident

Name
Maureen Schmelling

Date
10/29/2014
ZIP Code
22205

Comment
I support establishing green space and parkland as a number one priority overall. The guidelines as written provide
no prioritization to the several factors listed, which may be appropriate for guidelines given that the prioritization will
differ by land parcel.
I am also unclear about the goals of affordable housing given its high placement in the list, although there is no
indication the list is in order of importance. What is Arlington's goal on affordable housing? and does it include
where it must take place?
Education should also have significant weight as Arlington is attractive to many families due to the favorable public
school system.

Comment # Source
418
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
10/29/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
I would like the land in Jennie Dean Park and the adjacent land be redeveloped as a park as originally intended.
There currently is very little park space close to the Shirlington Village and surrounding areas. The area is
becoming more and more congested, and a park would be a benefit to all of the residents of Shirlington and
surrounding areas.

Comment # Source
419
Web Form
Affiliation

Name

Date
10/29/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
I would like the land by Jennie Dean Park to be used as a park. I am an expecting mother and believe that a park
would greatly benefit the residents and kids of the community as a whole. It would also give kids a safe place to
play and exercise.

Comment # Source
420
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
Arlington Resident

Date
10/29/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
Comments on draft Public Land Site Evaluation Guidelines ("the guidelines")
* Parks and parkland should not be under consideration for any purposes other than parks and recreation uses.
More specifically, any proposed repurposing of parks, parkland, and facilities/structures within park boundaries
should be prohibited. I recommend modifying the "Site Evaluation Process and Criteria" section of the guidelines
to include language to this effect; the language should rule out any consideration of a site if it is (in whole or part) a
park, or was acquired with the intent of being used as a park, or contains a recreation center/facility. Additionally,
it should make clear that repurposing (in whole or part) of buildings, structures and facilities within parks should be
prohibited. Many parks have “developed” portions (e.g. parking lots, visitor centers, community centers,
bathrooms, etc.), but just because these “developed” items may exist does not mean they should be considered
fair-game for additional purposes.
Beyond the subset of public land that parks represent, I believe that the County does not have as broad and deep
support for pursuit of additional subsidized housing as it might believe. For example, the County's ongoing
affordable housing study has recently produced a survey that purports to show strong support for the County's
affordable housing efforts. However, that survey did not ask about specific proposals, and, as such, does not
support the conclusion that residents are in favor of using public land, in general, and park land, in specific, for
other purposes such as housing. In contrast, when asked about specific proposals for repurposing sites such as
those identified in the Manager's "Public Land for Public Good" (PLPG) report, most residents are opposed, many
strongly so. For example, a recent survey conducted by the Arlington Forest Citizens Association showed almost
unanimous consent in opposing a housing development at the Lubber Run Community Center (LRCC) site (one of
the sites identified in the County Manager's PLPG report). The lesson here is that broad assertions that “I'm all for
affordable housing” often vanish when individuals are confronted with specific projects at specific locations in their
neighborhood.
* The guidelines are sufficiently vague that almost any use of public land could be justified. As such, I believe that
they are not useful for their intended purpose. Almost any repurposing of public land could be justified under these
guidelines, and participants in the process could reasonably argue that all of the guidelines were stringently
followed. At its core, the guidelines document specifies that when a site is being considered, an "advisory
commission or group" will "collaborate with staff to maintain a balance among county priorities"; a number of
factors that should also be "considered" are listed. However, there is no guidance on how priorities should be
balanced, and this is a fundamental omission.
For example, how might one decide to balance the hypothetical "priority" of adding a number of affordable housing
units to a community center against the priority of maintaining parkland, and not negatively impacting the
economic well-being of community members who find that the park across the street is about to become the site of
an affordable housing facility? What units would one use to quantify these priorities, and what weights would one
assign to these priorities to judge if they were balanced? At the risk of sounding pedantic, the devil is truly in the
details, and there just aren't any details specified here. In the absence of any precise measures that can be used
to perform this balancing act, I fear that this “balance” will likely be achieved based on participants' subjective
judgments, which will undoubtedly reflect those participants' preferences and opinions. One person may decide
that adding housing would be the “balanced” solution, and another may disagree. These guidelines offer no hints
on how to resolve this predictable conflict.
To be clear, I recognize that the guidelines document mentions items that can and should be quantified as part of
the evaluation (parcel size, dimensions, physical characteristics, etc.). And, these items give the patina of an

objective process. However, the collection of statistics and descriptive information should not be confused with a
well defined process for "balancing priorities".
* If the County wants land for a purpose, a better approach is to purchase it. In fact, Arlington has a demonstrated
track record of being able to do this: Jay Fisette has repeatedly noted in recent days that the County has added 76
acres of open space over the last 20 years. He has also noted how the County is one of the most affluent in the
country. To the extent that the County's residents are strongly supportive of a project (such as, but not limited to,
affordable housing), I believe that the County should acquire new land for that project. Given Arlington's
demonstrated track record of land acquisition for parks over the last 20 years, it is not plausible that one of the
richest counties in the country cannot find the resources to acquire land for projects that are broadly supported by
its residents.
* Geographic distribution should be added to the evaluation process. One of the criteria that is notably absent
from the guidelines is any consideration of geographic distribution of "public good" projects. This is relevant for
many different types of “public use” but especially relevant for affordable housing. I believe it is important that new
subsidized, or "committed affordable" (CAF), housing should be much more broadly geographically distributed. In
about half the neighborhoods in the County, there are currently no CAFs. However, in a few neighborhoods, more
than a third of all units are CAFs. A concrete example of the poor current geographic distribution is in the vicinity
of the LRCC site: Approximately one third of the County's entire stock of subsidized housing is within half a mile of
the LRCC site; the area already contains one of the highest concentrations of subsidized housing in the County. It
goes without saying that dense clustering of subsidized housing is a bad idea. Adding more concentration to this
area is an even worse idea. The guidelines should be modified to explicitly consider geographic distribution as
part of the evaluation process, and prohibit additional concentration of housing in regions of the County where it is
already dangerously clustered.
* The Long Range Planning Committee of the Planning Commission Meeting and comments by Jay Fisette were
premature. The comment period ends on October 31, although a meeting of the Long Range Planning Committee
of the Planning Commission Meeting to "receive and review public comments" on the draft Public Land Site
Evaluation Guidelines ("the guidelines") was held on October 28. Leaving aside the obvious irony that a meeting
intended to "receive and review public comments" prohibited any comment from the public in attendance, and
leaving aside the fact that not all of the commission members had actually read the comments, it seems obvious
that a meeting to review and synthesize comments before the comment period is over is, at best, premature.
Similarly, the October 29 missive from Jay Fisette (posted at http://arlingtonva.s3.amazonaws.com/wpcontent/uploads/sites/31/2014/10/PLPG_MessagefromCBChair_2014-1029.pdf) that characterizes “many
commenters agree[ing] with these goals and practices” is not only premature, but misleading; even a causal
reading of the comments received to date show that a majority of comments do not, in fact, agree with these
goals and practices.

Comment # Source
421
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
Shirlington Crest at Nauck

Date
10/29/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
I would like to see more green space along the Four Mile Run area, NOT more housing. There is the opportunity
for park land to be expanded in this area, such as the Jennie Dean Park and adjacent land. This will benefit all the
residents of the Shirlington, Fairlington, and Nauck areas, not to mention all the pet owners and bikers and
runners on the W&O trail. We have a high density living as it is with all the condos and townhouses in this area.
Please, let's have more open space that all can enjoy plus add some much needed green space to the Four Mile
Run Watershed.

Comment # Source
422
Web Form

Name
John Fedrigo

Affiliation
Arlington Resident

Date
10/29/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
Jennie Dean Park and adjacent land
I strongly support the expansion of Jennie Dean park. The land adjacent to the park should be used to expand the
green/open spaces in South Arlington for recreation use.

Comment # Source
423
Web Form
Affiliation

Name

Date
10/29/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
Thank you for this opportunity to provide input on the use of County public lands. I am particularly interested in the
use of the Jennie Dean Park and Adjacent Land. Since moving to Arlington in 2006 and eventually buying my first
home in Shirlington three years ago, I have been looking forward to the expansion of Jennie Dean Park, which I
think will add significant recreational and enviornmental value for County residents while also attracting new
businesses and visitors.
I believe the expanded park will help anchor a revitalized Nauck corridor into the Shirlington Row corridor by
expanding the green space along the banks of the lovely Four Mile Run steam we are lucky enough to enjoy. As a
County resident, I have voted for raising funds for parks through bonds and understand that land near Jennie
Dean Park was purchased using such park bond funds. As such, I strongly believe that this area should be used
for this purpose and look forward to seeing the long-term master plan for Jennie Dean Park come to fruition! I
hope one day we will see the bubbling stream become a beautiful focal point for our community.

Comment # Source
424
Open Arlington

Name
Arlington Resident

Affiliation

Date
10/29/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
Comments on draft Public Land Site Evaluation Guidelines ("the guidelines")
* Parks and parkland should not be under consideration for any purposes other than parks and recreation uses.
More specifically, any proposed repurposing of parks, parkland, and facilities/structures within park boundaries
should be prohibited. I recommend modifying the "Site Evaluation Process and Criteria" section of the guidelines
to include language to this effect; the language should rule out any consideration of a site if it is (in whole or part) a
park, or was acquired with the intent of being used as a park, or contains a recreation center/facility. Additionally,
it should make clear that repurposing (in whole or part) of buildings, structures and facilities within parks should be
prohibited. Many parks have ?€?developed?€? portions (e.g. parking lots, visitor centers, community centers,
bathrooms, etc.), but just because these ?€?developed?€? items may exist does not mean they should be
considered fair-game for additional purposes.
Beyond the subset of public land that parks represent, I believe that the County does not have as broad and deep
support for pursuit of additional subsidized housing as it might believe. For example, the County's ongoing
affordable housing study has recently produced a survey that purports to show strong support for the County's
affordable housing efforts. However, that survey did not ask about specific proposals, and, as such, does not
support the conclusion that residents are in favor of using public land, in general, and park land, in specific, for
other purposes such as housing. In contrast, when asked about specific proposals for repurposing sites such as
those identified in the Manager's "Public Land for Public Good" (PLPG) report, most residents are opposed, many
strongly so. For example, a recent survey conducted by the Arlington Forest Citizens Association showed almost
unanimous consent in opposing a housing development at the Lubber Run Community Center (LRCC) site (one of
the sites identified in the County Manager's PLPG report). The lesson here is that broad assertions that ?€?I'm all
for affordable housing?€? often vanish when individuals are confronted with specific projects at specific locations
in their neighborhood.
* The guidelines are sufficiently vague that almost any use of public land could be justified. As such, I believe that
they are not useful for their intended purpose. Almost any repurposing of public land could be justified under these
guidelines, and participants in the process could reasonably argue that all of the guidelines were stringently
followed. At its core, the guidelines document specifies that when a site is being considered, an "advisory
commission or group" will "collaborate with staff to maintain a balance among county priorities"; a number of
factors that should also be "considered" are listed. However, there is no guidance on how priorities should be
balanced, and this is a fundamental omission.
For example, how might one decide to balance the hypothetical "priority" of adding a number of affordable housing
units to a community center against the priority of maintaining parkland, and not negatively impacting the
economic well-being of community members who find that the park across the street is about to become the site of
an affordable housing facility? What units would one use to quantify these priorities, and what weights would one
assign to these priorities to judge if they were balanced? At the risk of sounding pedantic, the devil is truly in the
details, and there just aren't any details specified here. In the absence of any precise measures that can be used
to perform this balancing act, I fear that this ?€?balance?€? will likely be achieved based on participants'
subjective judgments, which will undoubtedly reflect those participants' preferences and opinions. One person
may decide that adding housing would be the ?€?balanced?€? solution, and another may disagree. These
guidelines offer no hints on how to resolve this predictable conflict.
To be clear, I recognize that the guidelines document mentions items that can and should be quantified as part of
the evaluation (parcel size, dimensions, physical characteristics, etc.). And, these items give the patina of an

objective process. However, the collection of statistics and descriptive information should not be confused with a
well defined process for "balancing priorities".
* If the County wants land for a purpose, a better approach is to purchase it. In fact, Arlington has a demonstrated
track record of being able to do this: Jay Fisette has repeatedly noted in recent days that the County has added 76
acres of open space over the last 20 years. He has also noted how the County is one of the most affluent in the
country. To the extent that the County's residents are strongly supportive of a project (such as, but not limited to,
affordable housing), I believe that the County should acquire new land for that project. Given Arlington's
demonstrated track record of land acquisition for parks over the last 20 years, it is not plausible that one of the
richest counties in the country cannot find the resources to acquire land for projects that are broadly supported by
its residents.
* Geographic distribution should be added to the evaluation process. One of the criteria that is notably absent
from the guidelines is any consideration of geographic distribution of "public good" projects. This is relevant for
many different types of ?€?public use?€? but especially relevant for affordable housing. I believe it is important
that new subsidized, or "committed affordable" (CAF), housing should be much more broadly geographically
distributed. In about half the neighborhoods in the County, there are currently no CAFs. However, in a few
neighborhoods, more than a third of all units are CAFs. A concrete example of the poor current geographic
distribution is in the vicinity of the LRCC site: Approximately one third of the County's entire stock of subsidized
housing is within half a mile of the LRCC site; the area already contains one of the highest concentrations of
subsidized housing in the County. It goes without saying that dense clustering of subsidized housing is a bad
idea. Adding more concentration to this area is an even worse idea. The guidelines should be modified to
explicitly consider geographic distribution as part of the evaluation process, and prohibit additional concentration of
housing in regions of the County where it is already dangerously clustered.
* The Long Range Planning Committee of the Planning Commission Meeting and comments by Jay Fisette were
premature. The comment period ends on October 31, although a meeting of the Long Range Planning Committee
of the Planning Commission Meeting to "receive and review public comments" on the draft Public Land Site
Evaluation Guidelines ("the guidelines") was held on October 28. Leaving aside the obvious irony that a meeting
intended to "receive and review public comments" prohibited any comment from the public in attendance, and
leaving aside the fact that not all of the commission members had actually read the comments, it seems obvious
that a meeting to review and synthesize comments before the comment period is over is, at best, premature.
Similarly, the October 29 missive from Jay Fisette (posted at http://arlingtonva.s3.amazonaws.com/wpcontent/uploads/sites/31/2014/10/PLPG_MessagefromCBChair_2014-1029.pdf) that characterizes ?€?many
commenters agree[ing] with these goals and practices?€? is not only premature, but misleading; even a causal
reading of the comments received to date show that a majority of comments do not, in fact, agree with these goals
and practices.

Comment # Source
425
Open Arlington

Name
Kathryn Scruggs

Affiliation

Date
10/29/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
I believe the Evaluation Guidelines are not specific enough nor do they meet the desires of the community to
comment on the concept of Public Land for Public Good. They also do not serve for the broader discussion of the
appropriateness of the sites identified for the development of housing that is affordable for low and moderate
income households or for schools. I support Public Land for Public Good for all the uses of parks and recreation,
public facilities, affordable housing, and schools and I recognize that in our small county that it is challenging. We
can do it with creativity. Arlington Mill is a great example of co-locating a community center and affordable
housing and should be replicated. It would also be appropriate to add affordable housing above libraries, schools,
firehouses, and other public buildings so that our parkland can be protected. While there are structural limitations
on adding to existing buildings it should be pursued when possible. Another choice could be retrofitting existing
private buildings. But, schools can't wait. There is an urgent need for classrooms as soon as possible.

Comment # Source
426
Open Arlington

Name
MAX SCRUGGS

Affiliation

Date
10/29/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
P. 1, para. 1: remove the last word, "facilities", and add "affordable housing". Or retain "facilities" and add
"affordable housing".
Para 2: List the guidelines the County used in selecting the eight sites.
Para 2: Provide 5-6 examples of County needs that the sites could meet.
Para 3: Define and describe with examples "a balanced approach."
Para 5: Why describe the guidelines as assuming a site has already been identified as the best location to meet a
need? If it's already been selected, why assess it again? OR Employ them if it appears that a much better result
could be attained.
Page 2, para 1 and 2: Describe a balance to edify residents.
Describe "separate need assessment", site selection process, pre-planning site evaluation and evaluation using
the guidelines and scope of study and the community review process. Perhaps the County could develop an
assessment process that includes basic guidelines at the beginning. Then the County could transform the basic
guidelines into parts of a second assessment and, perhaps a third, lessening the number of assessments from the
six or so that it conducts presently.

Comment # Source
427
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
10/29/2014
ZIP Code
22201

Comment
I live near the Cherrydale library, and my family and kids use the library. We can bike or walk to Cherrydale but
must drive to the main library. The library is a jewel of the community; it would be a terrible loss to close it. I don't
see how you could combine a multifamily affordable housing project with the branch library on this small lot. I think
you should take this site off the list under consideration for other purposes such as affordable housing.
I do support making housing more affordable in Arlington. I feel strongly that we should relax our zoning
regulations to permit more in-law type rentals, i.e., where owners of standalone homes create single rental units in
their garage, basement, and the like. By creating more rental units there would be more rental supply, lowing
rents all across the spectrum of rents. By lowering all rents rental, housing in Arlington would be more affordable
to lower and middle income renters, adding to the diversity of the population and allowing lower-income workers in
the county to live near their work. Such renters include lower and middle income jobs of all types such as school
workers (bus drivers, janitors, coaches, teachers, administrators), retail workers, tradesmen, and all manner of
jobs. Currently such workers generally must live outside the county where housing is cheaper. Such renters
would be spread widely across neighborhoods, so they wouldn't burden traffic or parking significantly, and would
add to the character/diversity of neighborhoods. Their income (which they would spend) would add to the local
economy in the form of their rent and other expenditures. A larger fraction of such units' occupants would not
have children, so they would be less of a burden on the schools.

Comment # Source
428
Web Form
Affiliation

Name

Date
10/30/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
Since 1995, Arlington’s population has grown by over 43,000 people and is projected to grow by another 30,500
households by 2040. We are already experiencing a capacity crisis in our schools and an acute shortage of
affordable housing units. The Lubber Run Community Center is approximately 40 years old and in dire need of
replacement. There is a massive asphalt parking lot next to the existing Lubber Run Community Center. The
Lubber Run Community Center and Parking Lot is an ideal candidate to identify a true win-win for the county. With
schools, housing, and green space all competing with each other, it’s refreshing to have a location like the Lubber
Run Community Center and Parking Lot that could address at least two of these priorities and possibly all three. It
is way too early in the site analysis process to rule anything out and a detailed review of how to most effectively
leverage public land for public good is warranted for the Lubber Run Community Center and Parking Lot. As a
resident of Arlington Forest, I welcome an inclusive process that looks at various options to help address school
overcrowding, the need for green space, and the need for affordable housing. As one (of many potential
solutions), the HB Woodlawn program could move to the Lubber Run location as part of building a new community
center and school with parking put underground. Alternatively, senior affordable housing could be included with a
new community center and expanded green space – again by moving parking underground. There are many
other possibilities that could be explored if given the opportunity. Since our county is facing a multitude of
challenges associated with determining the optimal use of space, it would be fiscally irresponsible and reflect
poorly on our elected leaders to rule out all possibilities other than just a new community center at this point in the
process.

Comment # Source
429
Web Form

Name
John Wilcox

Affiliation

Date
10/30/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
I urge the County Board to revise the proposed draft policy to reflect the strong public consensus that existing
public parkland should not be cannibalized to create affordable housing. Arlington's parkland and green space is
an essential part of the county's identity and culture, and ought to be preserved. Affordable housing - while a
laudable goal - ought to be held less important in the planning process than preserving green space. Our parks
are used by all county residents - a visit to Lubber Run on any weekend, for example, will find it in heavy use not
just by local single-family home residents, but also by residents who live in nearby affordable housing apartment
units. For these lower-income families, Lubber Run is their backyard. Please preserve the Lubber Run community
center, park, playground, picnic space and green space.
Specifically, Section 6.a.i should be modified to read:
6. In addition to the criteria listed in 2a, any planning process involving County-held
land should also consider the following evaluation criteria:
a. County Policies and Priorities
i. Conformity with the County’s articulated goals and policies with
regard to parks and open space; historic
preservation; land use; transportation; parking; accessibility;
energy, sustainability, and the environment; and education; among
others;
i.1) Affordable housing may be considered as a secondary evaluation criteria that must be weighed less than
preservation of existing parks and open space;

Comment # Source
430
Web Form

Name
Janna Fountaine

Affiliation
Parent

Date
10/30/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
Our schools are in desperate need of additional seats at new locations. Our children are asked to pile into schools
that are just too small. I recommend our children and schools are put as a priority in any land use or money that is
considered.
Please do not prioritize new housing (affordable or otherwise). With more housing, come more kids. We simply
do not have the facilities to hold the children currently in Arlington.
At this point, we can also no longer prioritize parks and green space.
I beg the County Board to please lend aid in the form of new sites and emergency funding to our School Board.
They simply must be given the tools to plan ahead of all the waves of students coming. They are always playing
catch up rather than planning at least 5-8 years in advance. This simply is not acceptable and not a good use of
our tax dollars. Smart planning and use of money without endless meetings that make one community pitted
against the other is the way Arlington should lead us.
Please prioritize the public school system!

Comment # Source
431
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
shirlington crest resident

Date
10/30/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
I want Jennie Dean park to be expanded. Green space is my highest priority for this area since I live across the
street.

Comment # Source
432
Web Form
Affiliation

Name

Date
10/30/2014
ZIP Code
22204

Comment
I agree with how the sites were selected in the Public Land for Public Good program. I would encourage
affordable housing development on any of the 8 sites selected as finalists.
In general, I support the Public Land Site Evaluation Guidelines as currently written. I think it is import to maintain
affordable housing development as one of the uses of county land.

Comment # Source
433
Web Form

Name
Larry Bowring

Affiliation

Date
10/30/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
Before Arlington County takes recreation space (i.e. LRRC) for affordable housing, Arlington VOICE member
churches, many with sizable vacant land holdings, should make a "Good Faith Effort" to build affordable housing
on their own properties:
Arlington Presbyterian
Faith Lutheran
Macedonia Baptist
Mt. Olive Baptist
Our Lady Queen of Peace Catholic
St. Charles Borromeo Catholic
St. Mary's Episcopal
Unitarian Universalist of Arlington

Comment # Source
434
Web Form

Name
Larry Bowring

Affiliation

Date
10/30/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
Arlington County officials point out that the County has acquired 76 acres of parkland in the past 20 years. But
available recreation space per person has dropped significantly. The Ballston area is highlighted as having the
highest need for additional parks. Given this fact, if LRCC is identified as having a surfeit of surface parking, plans
for the recreation center renovation should include converting parking lots to open space, not adding density to an
already dense neighborhood by adding affordable housing.

Comment # Source
435
Web Form
Affiliation

Name

Date
10/30/2014
ZIP Code
20006

Comment
The land in question would be best used as a green space or a urban public park. It is natural continuation of the
recreational facilities, W & O trail, and the Jennie Dean park.

Comment # Source
436
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
Arlington Forest Resident

Date
10/30/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
Arlingtonians have lost faith that the current Arlington County Board represents their needs and has a vision for the
future that is not short-sighted and self-serving.
There is a Greek proverb that "A society grows great when old men plant trees whose shade they know they shall
never sit in." Note the DISTINCT lack in that proverb of giving developers a cut of those trees to reduce costs.
The board needs the vision and foresight to realize park land should be protected, preserved, and EXPANDED
and to realize residents will fight to make that happen. Affordable housing should be more equitably distributed
throughout the county to make better use of the county's resources and should never be placed on public land or
added to pre-exisiting community centers. If that means issuing a bond or using county funds more wisely, so be it.
Lubber Run Community Center should be rebuilt as a community center ONLY.

Comment # Source
437
Web Form
Affiliation
AFCA member

Name

Date
10/30/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
This comment relates to the Lubber Run Community Center. I have been a resident of Arlington Forest since
2001. My husband and I moved into the area as a young couple and are now raising our 2 elementary school
aged children in the neighborhood. We have used the Lubber Run Community Center a great deal over the years,
as a convenient and safe playground for our children, an indoor play facility for our kids when the weather is poor,
a place where our neighbors can gather for our annual neighborhood holiday party, the site of summer camps for
our kids, bithday parties and picnics. We are increasingly concerned that Arlington County seems to have
neglected this very busy community center. The facility has not been renovated in decades and the playground is
in need of replacement to bring it up to standards that are equivalent with other playgrounds in Arlington. Recent
discussions to convert the existing use from a park and community center to some combination of mixed-use
affordable housing/community center is upsetting. The Ballston/Buckingham area already has a very high
concentration of affordable housing, especially when compared to other areas of the county (particulary areas
further north in the county that have very little). The loss of a facility that serves more and more residents and
families due to recent development in the 1 square mile around the center, to yet more affordable housing doesn't
make sense and is lopsided. Ballston has recently undergone a great deal of development, without any
meaningful provision for additional green space to serve its swelling population. If our area were to lose, or reduce
the current size of, a dedicated community center and park to simply allow for more housing, the neighborhood
would move that much closer to becoming just one more unattractive, big concrete, brick and glass mass of
buildings (look at Crystal City--is that what we want? The County is now trying very hard to reverse the effects of
how that area was developed--don't make the same mistake in Ballston). I believe that the closest community
center of any size is Walter Reed (which is beautiful), but it is not walking distance. We have been patient for far
too long--it is well past time that the county invested the necessary funds to renovate or rebuild the Lubber Run
Community Center as a site to serve the ever growing residents of the area with green space and room for civic
activities. Not more housing, affordable or otherwise. There are many other sites that could be used to address
the need for affordable development, there is simply no reason to take this beautiful area away from the
community. I urge the decision makers to strive for a balance when approving plans for this site--maintain the
qualities that make Arlington such a great place to live, including its quiet, natural green spaces and community
gathering areas. Thanks very much.

Comment # Source
438
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
10/30/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
I would love to see lubber run turned into a more functional community center: with weekend hours, more classes
for entire family, more activities. It is a great location and facility and having it completely clised all weekend seems
wasteful.
I understand it is being considered for affordable housing. Given the recent columbia heights and ballston
affordable housing projects, this seems disproportionate to add another site right here. I supported consideration
of a middle school here but understand that has been taken off the table.
Jennie

Comment # Source
439
Web Form
Affiliation

Name

Date
10/30/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
The draft guidelines need significant revision. To the extent the County is talking about using public land for
housing, the public needs to be involved in the process from the very beginning.
In the current draft, the public is not involved until the fourth step in the process and even then it only says the
County Manager "may" establish a working group and the public "should" be involved in the process. The draft
should be revised to state the public will be involved from the very first step.
Also, there is no information about how the public can be involved, where documents will be available, how much
notice is required, etc., This needs to be added.
I also agree with the vast majority of comments here that this policy should explicitly exclude parkland, which
includes associated structures such as recreation centers, from being used for affordable housing. It's one thing
for the County to redevelop commercial property such as was done with Arlington Mill for a mixed-use building.
But placing housing on existing parkland significantly undermines the primary use of that property. The County
should take that off the table. I can see that some educational uses could be consistent with parkland so I believe
this exclusion should only apply to housing.
Thanks.

Comment # Source
440
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
10/30/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
I vote against putting affordable housing where the Lubber Run Park and Community Center are. There is limited
park and recreation space to begin with, in this area, and I vehemently oppose altering this space to include
affordable housing in any way.
Members of the community, families and children are constantly at this location playing volleyball, running around
outside, walking through the area and simply enjoying what limited space we have in Arlington that is not already
overtaken by apartments, homes and condos. Additionally, the area is already congested affordable housing
would only add to that.
In my opinion, affordable housing used to be directly adjacent to this property in Arlington, however those places
were torn down and replaced by giant luxurious town homes. It appears as though someone would like to undo
what was done, but that is not the world we live in. Though the group might have good intentions, this is clearly
not the location for affordable housing. There are other locations available that clearly have more space.

Comment # Source
441
Web Form
Affiliation

Name
Holly Nisco

Date
10/30/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
I am strongly opposed to the proposal to develop the Lubber Run Community Center as a mixed-use, affordable
housing facility. While I do favor a complete renovation of the community center, I feel that adding housing will only
add to the overcrowding of Barrett Elementary, negatively affect the park and playgrounds, and wreak havoc on
the already dense traffic throughout the neighborhood. Affordable housing maps show that there is already a great
deal of affordable housing units in this area compared to others in the county. Adding additional units to Lubber
Run is not a viable solution.

Comment # Source
442
Web Form
Affiliation

Name

Date
10/30/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
The Lubber Run Community Center needs to be renovated and maintained as a Community Center only. The
area around LRCC is very densely populated. Many nearby residents, and others from across the county, use this
community center on a daily basis. I have been attending an exercise in LRCC for 6 years. At the beginning,
there were no more than 12 students in the class, and the county threatened to cancel the class several times due
to low enrollment. Now, the class has 20 or more adults enrolled, with little room to move around. Many nearby
residents live in apartments and town houses and don't have yards to enjoy. The LRCC and surrounding Lubber
Run Park get a lot of use by these residents. On weekends the picnic tables and pavilions in Lubber Run Park are
full of families enjoying the outdoors. The center also houses after-school programs for elementary and middle
school students. This is filling a very critical need for middle school students, many of whom need a supervised
place to go after school hours. With the recent dense development along Henderson Rd and N George Mason Dr,
the traffic on surrounding neighborhood streets has increased dramatically. I see this on the days I drive my child
to Washington-Lee High School during morning rush hour. This area of central Arlington has its fair share of
affordable housing. New affordable housing needs to be distributed across the county, not concentrated in central
Arlington. And the already limited, open, green space in central Arlington County needs to be maintained, without
further development.

Comment # Source
443
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
Arlington Resident (currently in Arlington Forest)

Date
10/30/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
While I applaud the County for recognizing the need for site evaluation guidelines and criteria in looking at
utilization of public lands, the proposed guidelines do not meet that need. The proposed guidelines lack the
specificity needed to be productive, and I fear they will instead become a “throw-away” checklist of items to
mention in any reports.
To improve the guidelines need to specifically outline what information is needed in any site evaluation. For
example, when considering a site for potential new uses, it makes sense to identify the following:
•current services provided at the site
•where the closest alternative services are available
•whether the demand for the services will overwhelm the alternative service providers
•what service demands will be created by the new site use
•whether those new service demands can be met with existing resources or will overwhelm service providers
•how the service demands impact other County entity planning (e.g., School Board planning)
•path to a clear communication plan on services required and how these demands will be identified, integrated
across County resource management activities and met
While I see some language that could be interpreted to mean these things, it is not evident and anyone not
involved in the development of this document could misconstrue such implied meaning. These points have been
brought up a number of times in current discussions related to sites under consideration for County use, but I have
not seen data to support those discussions presented in a cohesive, non-partisan manner.
As an example, the site of the Lubber Run Community Center has been the subject of discussion over the last 12
months relative to its potential refurbishment and/or reutilization. I have read a number of comments noting that
the demand for the services provided there may be low. However, the discussed possibility of adding affordable
housing units on that location leads to a number of questions the data points outlined above would address. The
area around the LRCC is densely populated, and has a large population of school-age children. The local
elementary school, Barrett, is overcrowded and already using trailers as portable classrooms. Arlington County
Public Schools have noted that their enrollment projections, particularly for the earliest education years/ages, were
too low. In this case, the known demand signal for education resources in the area of the LRCC already
overwhelms the existing resources, and nearby alternative resources face similar concerns. Adding additional
housing units, particularly densely populated ones, which would be required on the small footprint of the LRCC,
would increase the demand signal for County services like parkland and school facilities, which are already
stressed in that area. Adding additional demands for services without the appropriate planning to meet those
needs is not only demonstrative of poor planning, but also short-sighted policymaking on the part of the County.
While the County Board and the School Board have separate processes for considering how to project, identify
and meet current and future demands for services, they must work collaboratively to ensure the County’s needs –
for good schools, for ample green spaces, for accessible community meeting spaces, for appropriate housing –
are met in an effective manner. Failing to consider the breadth of those requirements when examining sites for
new/revised utilization is failing the County and its citizens.

Comment # Source
444
Web Form
Affiliation
Arlington Resident & Tax Payer

Name
Rishi Choudhary

Date
10/30/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
Please preserve green space and park land. I am strongly against of affordable housing in LRCC site, there are
enough affordable house near this neighborhood which has increases the capacity of Barrett Elementary school
already. Adding another affordable house will again add more to this school. Therefore, kindly take out affordable
house proposal from this site seriously. Consider upgrading the facility and use for neighborhood recreation
center solely. Leave and encourage public to retain and maintain the green park land as it is. Please take out
affordable house from LRCC site.
Sincerely,
AF Resident

Comment # Source
445
Web Form
Affiliation
Arlington Resident & Tax Payer

Name

Date
10/30/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
Dear County Member,
I was so disappointed knowing that LRCC is proposed for affordable housing, why? whose ideas is this? Has the
person whoever has proposed this idea know the neighborhood? or has visited this neighborhood? Has the
county ever noticed how densely this neighborhood is surrounded by affordable houses? Our neighborhood
school, Barrett Elem. is already in overcapacity, and by adding another affordable house next to the school, has
anyone thought of the implication? This is such a stupid proposal ever I have seen. Well, we need school but do
we want a cramped school? is that great idea? absolutely not. Therefore, LRCC is only good to leave as it is now,
leave the green-space and old recreation facility to be used by public/Arlingtonians. If the county cannot upgrade
the facility, its okay, we'll be happy using old facility, but, please leave LRCC as it is.
Do you know, the play ground is used by Barrett students? and do you know the Elem.after school program is
always full (all season round). I strongly encourage county board official to take a tour during morning rush
hours--- to see the traffic on George Mason Dr because of already existing affordable house nearby and in the
evening & weekends to see how much the LRCC facility is being used by kids and public before even
proposing/thinking of affordable housing.
I choose to live in AF/Arlington only because of green-space surrounded by parks and recreation nearby, if the
county choose to develop affordable houses killing greenery and park land, I would seriously consider moving out
of this county and which is a shame!
So, I humbly request to leave LRCC on its own!! AFCA will take care of it to some extends!!
Sincerely,
AF Resident & Tax payer

Comment # Source
446
Web Form

Name
Janel Kiley

Affiliation
Arlington resident

Date
10/30/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
Dear County Board:
This comment follows up on an earlier posting: please know that the Lubber Run Community Center is a very
different space than the Arlington Mill Center.
Lubber Run is NOT a former Safeway on a commercial corridor. It is a lovely parcel for one of the most densely
populated parts of the county that already houses it's fair share of subsidized housing, and is scheduled to add
even more residents with the addition of the expanded subsidized housing on Carlin Springs, town homes on
George Mason, and increasing development in nearby Ballston.
A new community center modeled after the Walter Reed facility would allow the wonderfully diverse neighborhoods
that surround Lubber Run the recreational space they need. To combine a community center with housing would
add more activity and crowding.
Please preserve the incredibly special area that is Lubber Run as a community center and park only.
The residents of Arlington Forest, the Gates of Ballston, Buckingham, and the students and teachers at Barrett,
appreciate your consideration.

Comment # Source
447
Web Form
Affiliation

Name

Date
10/30/2014
ZIP Code
22204

Comment
I do not think the Lubber Run site would be suitable for an elementary school, given its location adjacent to an
existing school with all the parking and traffic problems that would entail. A mid rise or high rise housing
development, with or without a community center attached, would change the tenor of the neighborhood and also
exacerbate traffic issues, especially adjacent to the existing Barrett School. Development also would eat into the
relatively small open green space and possibly have impact on the Lubber Run water catchment area. For senior
housing, please consider expanding Culprper Gardens, which has some undelopef land on site. For general
affordable housing or a school, please look at the area along Wilson Blvd west of George Mason or at an
undeveloped part of Lacey Woods Park.

Comment # Source
448
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
shirlington crest resident

Date
10/30/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
I would like to see more green space in the jennie dean park project.

Comment # Source
449
Web Form
Affiliation
Shirlington Crest Townhomes

Name

Date
10/30/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
I live in the Shirlington Crest Townhouse community directly across the street from Jennie Dean Park. My
husband and I have lived here for 4 years - ever since the community was constructed. The development of this
townhouse community has brought a lot of young couples, dogs, and children into the neighborhood. Green
space and parks are so limited in Arlington, so we would love to be able to take advantage of the local parks with
our young, growing families.
I strongly believe that Jennie Dean Park should be expanded to have more green space and improved facilities. A
playground for kids would be amazing and much appreciated. Arlington County has done a great job of acquiring
adjacent parcels over time and it would fantastic if Arlington could continue to do so to fill out the area between S
Four Mile Run and the stream as parkland that families could enjoy and prosper in.
I personally go running frequently through the Jennie Dean Park and Shirlington Park area. I'm looking to adopt a
dog soon and look forward to taking advantage of our proximity to the dog park.
I don't believe adding affordable housing to this land would be in the community's best interests. Please consider
creating a beautiful community gathering spot with green space and park facilities at Jennie Dean Park. I
appreciate your time.

Comment # Source
450
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
former resident parents of children with homes in Arlington

Date
10/30/2014
ZIP Code
19930

Comment
Much of the Arlington area has recently undergone a change. To a certain extent areas with low income housing
were leveled as builders sought to place high income housing in the area. This was a business decision which did
not take into account the housing that was in existence in the area. Lubber Run is one of the last and oldest areas
which provide a rare and unique chance for all of the community to bond with nature. Families of all races and
cultures find solace in the wooded streamlined area. Any unearthing of land or foliage by a builder should be
considered a criminal act as there is so little of this history left for all of the people to enjoy. Desecrating the
Lubber Run area with bulldozers is senseless and irresponsible. Low income housing places a burden on property
owners who have already had to qualify for loans and mortgages, places a burden on social services and as much
as anyone hates to admit, is a negative impact on property values. The sad part is the fact that communities might
not provide the services or support of residents in the proximity and will not guarantee that this is an appropriate
placement of residents. Once Lubber Run and the beauty of its existence is gone, it is gone forever. We can not
replace the hundred year old trees nor the babbling brooks nor the happiness that all families have found unifying
on the grounds of Lubber Run. Citizens are faced with a ruined plan and stranded people. There are other
options available to help people, however destroying Lubber Run would be the worst decision that Arlington
County could make. Carefully review all your options for the good of all the people of Arlington and preserve a
place that we all enjoy and love. There is no going back if the incorrect decision is made.

Comment # Source
451
Web Form

Name
Brian Wohlert

Affiliation
Comment
I live in the Shirlington Crest Townhouse community very close to Jennie Dean Park.
Crest with my wife for the past 4 years and we love the area.

Date
10/30/2014
ZIP Code
22206
I have lived in Shirlington

As a resident, I strongly believe that Jennie Dean Park should be expanded to have more green space and
improved facilities. The current park and facilities gets a lot of use from residents, families, dog walkers and
members of the community.
I spend a lot of time on the running trails and meet a friend for tennis on the courts often as well.
Please consider creating a beautiful community gathering spot with green space and park facilities at Jennie Dean
Park. I appreciate your time.
Thank you!
Brian Wohlert

Comment # Source
452
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
former resident and parent of children in Arlington

Date
10/30/2014
ZIP Code
19930

Comment
I am opposed to any adulteration of Lubber Run Park in Arlington for affordable housing project or any other
purpose. The Park is one of the first park districts in the County. It serves the Community and all the wildlife and
natural growth that occurs there along with the natural stream. Our family members live on either side of the park,
and when we lived there and when we visit, we enjoy walks through the park during the entire year. Recently, very
large multi unit developments have been built off George Mason and adjacent to Lubber Run and now it looks like
a downtown campus housing center, blocks long and blocks wide, with large parking lots for the hundreds of cars
needed. Across the street from that complex are blocks of new luxury condos erected in the past 2 years. All this
new congestion was made with no improvement in access leading to and from the area. No planning was made for
affordable housing in these complexes which could have been made for tax incentives for the builders to construct.
It is unconscionable to now attempt to destroy Lubber Run Park because no developer owns it and can fight this
decision. Find another way to meet to meet the quota for affordable housing at another location, one which does
not destroy a historic landmark. It is okay to have one quarter square mile that is left unadulterated for all families
to enjoy. I personally believe all this development is going to congest and choke the wonderful lifestyle in Arlington.
It is time to stop and find a better way to achieve affordable housing at an existing location.

Comment # Source
453
Web Form
Affiliation

Name
Litsa Mikhalevsky

Date
10/30/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
Please do not close the library ,it is a value part of the neighborhood. Our children used the library when they were
growing up and we have used the library as well. We believe the library should be available to all the children in
the neighborhood today and in the future.
We appreciate the opportunity to present our point of view.
Thank you for listening,
Litsa Mikhalevky

Comment # Source
454
Web Form
Affiliation

Name

Date
10/30/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
I have lived in Arlington Forest for almost 20 years and are in the opinion that the Lubber Run Community Center
and Lubber Run parkland should continue to serve the growing population of central (and all) Arlington County for
the use of public park and recreation, not housing or a school.
I have been pleased to see that the new neighbors in the ever-growing housing along N. George Mason and
Henderson are taking advantage of Lubber Run park with running, walking their dogs, and Yoga. This is exactly
what this dense housing needs, not more density.
Our community needs space for recreation and the Lubber Run park and adjacent community center is an ideal
location to continue to provide that service, hopefully with an improved community center with the sole purpose of
providing the public with community recreation center, not more apartments or condos.

Comment # Source
455
Web Form

Name
Hutch Brown

Affiliation
U.S. Forest Service

Date
10/30/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
I oppose the use of public parkland, such as the site of the Lubber Run Community Center and the adjacent
parking lot, for public housing. I work at the U.S. Forest Service, so I will use the analogy of a national forest, like
the George Washington NF an hour or so to our west.
We have so-called "built structures" on the national forest. Those structures are clearly within the forest boundary,
just as the built structures in Lubber Run Park are clearly within the park boundary, including the community center
and parking lot. The county site maps I have seen show it without question.
So the question becomes, what is appropriate for a built structure on a national forest?
The Forest Service has many multiple-use built structures, but we do not allow public housing on a national forest,
period. It is not an appropriate use. We have administrative buildings (including facilities for our fire and other
staffs, both for meetings and for living and storage space), but almost all of our built structures are entirely for
public recreational, educational, and other temporary use. That is what public land is for, and we are very careful to
follow applicable laws and regulations in the use of national forest land. I repeat: it is not for public housing.
With that said, the Forest Service also owns many parcels of land outside of the national forests. These are
typically built facilities for ranger stations, forest supervisor's offices, and other administrative and storage or living
facilities. The rules that apply on these lands, some of them in great cities like Los Angeles, are very different than
the rules that apply within national forest boundaries.
The analogy is not perfect, but I think it applies. Arlington County has built facillities on public parkland, such as the
Lubber Run Community Center and parking lot. So the question is, what is appropriate for a built facility on public
parkland?
By analogy to national forest land, public housing on county parkland is simply not appropriate. These lands are for
general recreational, educational, and other temporary use, just as is a national forest or park. If a compelling and
principled alternative argument is to be made--or any kind of argument at all, beyond seemingly vacuous petitions,
slogans, and appeals to emotion ("let's help our disadvantaged seniors," which we all want to do)--then I have yet
to hear it.
With that said, Arlington County owns other facilities that are not on county parkland. Are they appropriate for
public housing? Maybe, but that is a separate question. I would tend to think that Arlington should focus on
developing low-income housing on private land, not public land. For one thing, there's a lot more of it.
But county parkland should be totally off limits. That is not what our county parks, our state parks, or our national
parks and national forests are for.

Comment # Source
456
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
County Resident

Date
10/30/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
PROJECT: Jennie Dean Park & Adjacent Land / S Four Mile Run / Spring 2015
As a resident living adjacent the project site on South Four Mile Run, the community would be best served by
expanding the park and creating more green space for nearby residents to enjoy. The surrounding area is very
industrial and presently lacking in green space.

Comment # Source
457
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
10/30/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
Arlington is proud of adding 76+ acres of parkland over the last 20 years. This is woefully inadequate and has
meant that per capita parkland acreage has actually decreased. In 1995, Arlington County had 10.8 acres of
parkland per 1,000 residents. During the same period, Arlington’s population grew by over 43,000 people. So the
county acquired only 1¾ acres of parkland for every 1,000 new residents and the ratio of parkland to population
fell fifteen present to its current 9.2 acres per thousand residents.

Comment # Source
458
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
10/30/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
- I oppose the use of parks and recreation centers for any purpose other than recreation.
- I oppose adding even more density within single family neighborhoods.
- I oppose concentrating affordable housing in one or two areas in the County. This puts e

Comment # Source
459
Web Form

Name
Natalie Rooney

Affiliation
Resident of Arlington Forest Neighborhood

Date
10/30/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
My husband, Richard Rooney, and I oppose the use of recreation and park lands for anything other than parks and
recreation. As the County grows, there will be even more people to enjoy the use of park and recreation land.
Arlington is in need of more, not less, public green space.

Comment # Source
460
Web Form

Name
Marta Layseca

Affiliation

Date
10/30/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
Please preserve and enhance our parkland and recreation resources solely for use for park and recreation
purposes for the benefit of present and future generations. I strongly supports keeping parkland intact and
undisturbed.

Comment # Source
461
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
10/30/2014
ZIP Code
22205

Comment
Please keep in mind especially the needs of APS in this period of serious overcrowding. The school board's
process has resulted in neighborhoods pitted against each other, which is terrible for community morale. I believe
placing more potential site options on the table may permit the various parties to come to an agreement that will
benefit everyone. In particular, I urge you to consider making Lubber Run an option for consideration as a future
home for HB-Woodlawn.
I believe the focus on building still more housing - especially affordable housing which logically provides a lower
input to tax revenues that will be used by schools - is shortsighted and will ultimately worsen the current schools
crisis. Once the County's schools decline, it will become a much less attractive option for new home buyers. This
hurts US - Arlington residents today. I urge you to place the needs of CURRENT County residents first.

Comment # Source
462
Web Form
Affiliation

Name
Andrea Putman

Date
10/30/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
- I oppose the use of parks and recreation centers for any purpose other than recreation.
- I believe no public land should be used for any other purpose than its designated purpose -- particularly before
VOICE congregation members supporting such a poli

Comment # Source
463
Web Form
Affiliation
Arlington Resident

Name

Date
10/30/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
As a resident of Arlington Forest resident, I strongly urge Arlington to keep with the CIP for the Lubber Run
Community Center rather than considering it as a potential site for affordable housing or other uses.
Arlington provides great amenities to its residents, including public spaces and community centers. If you look
around the LRCC, you see not only single-family homes but a large number of apartments and townhomes. The
population density of the area has been rapidly increasing over the past few years, but the public spaces have not
been increasing.
The green space, and the ability to have a truly functioning community center for the increasing population, are
paramount to the surrounding community. Without maintenance of the 4 acres of park and playground, the larger
community loses an easy place to congregate, enjoy the outdoors, and provide a place to play for children.
The LRCC should be redeveloped, per the CIP, for the same reasons. There is a large community in need of a
modern community center for community events and to have greater access to classes and activities sponsored by
Arlington. I have attend multiple classes through Arlington Parks and Recreation this year alone and have seen
what having a modern community center in a neighborhood can provide the community. LRCC should be made
into a modern community center that can welcome the surrounding neighborhoods and more of Arlington.
There are other places in Arlington to build affordable housing and schools (I know this site was taken off the
school list) but there is no easy way to reclaim park and recreation services once they are gone; especially when
development takes over that spot.
Thank you. Victoria Forlini

Comment # Source
464
Web Form
Affiliation
Arlington Forest homeowner

Name

Date
10/30/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
I strongly oppose the use of parks and recreation centers for any purpose other than recreation.
I have voted yes for every parks and recreation bond issue since I moved to Arlington in 1996, with the
understanding that those funds would be used only for parks and recreation.
Bond support literature from the 2004 bond issue stressed that parks beautify neighborhoods, provide recreation
opportunities in a community of ever-increasing density and diversity, preserve our environment, and increase
home values. The redevelopment of the Arlington Mill Community Center was part of the parks and recreation
bond issue in 2004, yet no mention of including affordable housing was mentioned at the time.
I am strongly opposed to adding more density within single family neighborhoods, particularly any multi-use
redevelopment of the Lubber Run Community Center. County officials continually cite the Arlington Mill example
when discussing the redevelopment of Lubber Run Community Center, and this is extremely troubling. The Lubber
Run site is set on a park in a neighborhood of single family homes. Developing this land to add housing or a
school would take away needed open and recreation space. Suggestions I have heard to build up instead of out to
save green space would create building height that is not compatible with the surrounding neighborhood.
Redeveloping the Lubber Run Community Center to include affordable housing would negatively impact
surrounding property values. My home is the single largest investment I will ever make, and was not an investment
I would have made had I known that the park and Community Center a block away would someday be
redeveloped to add density.
The area within one-half mile of Lubber Run Community Center already has the highest number of committed
affordable housing units in the County - about 1,700. I urge the County not to continue to concentrate affordable
housing. I also urge the County to find ways to meet the need for affordable housing other than using parkland and
Community Centers, such as working with VOICE congregation members and other affordable housing advocates
to offer their land for multi-use development.

Comment # Source
465
Web Form

Name
Thomas O'Day

Affiliation
Arlington Forest Resident

Date
10/30/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
To Whom It May Concern:
I strongly oppose the use of parks and recreation centers for any purpose other than recreation. I live right near
Lubber Run Park and use the playground everyday with my wife, 2 year old and 6 month old. I moved to Arlington
Forest in 2010 to be closer to my work in Arlington and to start a family. We always enjoy our walks to the park
and cherish our time there.
I am extremely upset that this public land may now be used for affordable housing. I respect the cause of
affordable housing and for VOICE to try to make this happen. However, I feel that VOICE is bullying their way into
having Lubber Run Park as an option for their cause. I can't help but have a feeling of resentment towards them if
this does happen. My family values this precious resource. Lubber Run Park was originally intended for all
families to enjoy. Please do not let this change.
I strongly believe that no public land should be used for any other purpose than its designated purpose -particularly before VOICE congregation members supporting such a policy offer their land for public good.
I oppose adding even more density within single family neighborhoods.
I oppose concentrating affordable housing in one or two areas in the County. This puts even more pressure on
public schools and County services.
The area within one-half mile of LRCC has the highest number of committed affordable housing units in the
County - about 1,700. North Arlington can also be a bigger player in the affordable housing cause.
It is irresponsible to build housing on scarce public land that should be used to provide services to the public.
I am upset and extremely disappointed that Lubber Run Park may possibly change from what it was originally
intended to be. Please do not let this happen.

Comment # Source
466
Web Form
Affiliation

Name
Marsha Lederman

Date
10/30/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
As a long time resident of Arlington, I oppose using a petition by a group, VOICE, that is not even entirely from
Arlington to drive county policy, especially since the VOICE members have not used their own land or structures
for affordable housing here in Arlington but are asking our community to build housing on valued county resources.
Parks and recreation centers are truly public land for the good of ALL the public. The green space, the structures
on the land and the parking lots that support both should be off limits to private development. Would it make sense
to have private residences in National Parks? Parks and Recreation bonds paid for many of our parks and
recreation centers and people voted to pay for those bonds for THOSE purposes, not other uses! County parks
and the facilities and parking lots that serve and reside within them should be used for parks and recreation
purposes alone.
There are many uses that should be expanded at LRCC to service the public: increased preschool, senior
services(there have been non in 20 years due to not being ADA compliant) classes, recreational opportunities to
name a few. It serves as support for Barrett elementary School especially now when they have 4 trailers on their
small surrounding land and the teachers even have to park at LRCC. In the county's own Affordable Housing
Study(which was admitted to be flawed as there were no trade-offs) the most favorable response was for helping
seniors age in place, and that means services, not housing.
I am in favor of keeping our stock of affordable housing and trying to add to it but just not in an opportunistic
manner. I oppose concentrating affordable housing in one or two areas in the County. Affordable housing should
be spread throughout the county. The area within one-half mile of LRCC has the highest number of committed
affordable housing units in the County and an explosion of market rate housing much of which has been
approved and not even built yet.This increase is already overwhelming the roads around LRCC and all those new
residents need services and recreational opportunities as do the current residents.
I oppose the addition of housing to County parks and recreation sites in general and LRCC in particular. Arlington
Mill cannot serve as a model for a new LRCC as it was never a park or community resource- it was a grocery
store on a major corridor which was bought and then repurposed.
Despite LRCC’s limitations, it is heavily used by the community and the neighborhood. A new Community Center
that reduces or reconfigures the black top, increases the green space and offers valuable programs to the many
people who already live here would be very welcome. How would that be possible if it includes housing?More
housing would add more congestion. Housing means cars. Cars need parking. Underground parking is hugely
expensive. In addition, the land sits above a Chesapeake Bay watershed. It’s too much on too little space to be
executed in a way that doesn’t stress the neighborhood and the community.

Comment # Source
467
Web Form
Affiliation

Name
Stef Pryor

Date
10/30/2014
ZIP Code
22204

Comment
The Public Land for Public Good (PLPG) approach and recently Board statements are fundamentally flawed. "It
was never the intention, nor is it now of interest, to place stand-alone affordable housing in an officially designated
park, nor was it the intent to disturb existing natural or park areas." The current Board statement has the caveat
of “stand-alone”. So, a combined community center, plus parking, plus affordable housing meets the statement,
but not the spirit of Arlington County residents’ desire to maintain and expand green space.
Open, green space once lost is essentially lost forever. Arlington County land continues to increase in value,
which means more tax paying dollars to buy even less property.
Once natural areas are lost, critical diverse habitat is lost. Bats, birds and frogs help to eat and reduce
mosquitoes, thereby reducing risk for West Nile Virus. Fox and coyotes keep rat and mouse populations in check,
thereby reducing risk of rabies. Remove their homes and now how does the county deal with the consequences?
More chemicals and staff time.
Arlington County constantly promotes a car-free diet. An acre of trees removes equivalent of CO2 generated by a
car driving 26,000 miles in a year. Bushes or yet another patch of liriope next to a building does not. Trees have
added benefit to reduce temperatures and lower heat islands. Trees increase property values 15 percent or more.
A Toyota Prius or ART bus does not do all that trees do.
Utilize alternative sites and building methods. For example, Boston expanded and improved liveable space by
undergrounding a major interstate recently. Refer to the Rose Firtzgerald Kennedy Greenway. Back in Roman
times, Florence residents expanded businesses and living space over a river. Refer to Ponte Vecchio, Italy.
I395 by Shirlington and I-66 near Fairfax Boulevard/George Mason already exist in a trench. The space above
could be re-connected, thereby providing significant space for school and affordable housing complex, far
exceeding minimum 3.5 acres needed. The interstate areas meet requirement for transit access (Shirlington
Transit Center and Ballston Orange line metro station).
Engineering and VDOT would require special considerations, but building above freeways has already been done
across the world and this country. From the restaurant / gas station oasis in Chicago, part of the airport runway in
Atlanta, to a supermarket in Newton, Massachusetts; limited space and ingenuity created new usable space.
As one of the 10,000 people who signed the VOICE petition, I signed for affordable housing. I did not sign to give
up limited park, green and open space. Per a housing event held at George Mason University January 2011,
affordable housing is most successful when integrated into the neighborhoods. Neither doors, nor location in the
building identified which apartments were reserved for former foster kids aging out of the system.
PLPG has not been advertised in a proper manner. The recent Columbia Pike Neighborhoods Plan was
constructed, with multiple opportunities for community feedback over a period extending more than a year. Events
even had banners across Columbia Pike. In contrast, PLPG is forcing community feedback in less than 2 months
for open comment, which was later extended to 3 months. Instead, promote community knowledge via placards
available in the free libraries and bus stops. Get to the diverse community, not just the same 20-40 folks
attempting to cover the various county meetings and provide transparency for those who don't have time to attend.
I chose to live in Arlington County for many reasons. The PLPG efforts on surface appear to support them, but the
current results of land under consideration tells a very different story.

Comment # Source
468
Web Form
Affiliation

Name
Paul Wilson

Date
10/30/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
1. Scarce parkland around recreation centers should be solely used for recreation.
2. These open spaces are already being used for "public good"--"Public Land for Public Good" is somewhat
Orwellian in tone because it suggests otherwise.
3. Neighborhoods should not be bullied by a small not noisy pressure group (VOICE).
4. This entire initiative should be abandoned and replaced by inclusionary zoning, similar to what is practiced by
the District and Montgomery County. Private developers incorporate a mix of income levels in their projects, in
exchange for higher densities on private land.
5. County-owned green space should simply not be used for residential development. Once green space is gone,
it's gone. There are a few County-owned "brownfield" sites that would be acceptable, in my view.

Comment # Source
469
Web Form
Affiliation

Name

Date
10/30/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
Dear Country Representative,
I would like to post a comment in opposition of the plan to build more affordable housing (any type of housing
really) in the place of the Luber Run Community Center (LRCC), both as a stand alone housing, and as a
combined recreation facility/housing. There are several solid reasons for my opposition, which I hope you will take
into account when making decisions about this public land and facility.
1. The area around AF is already overcrowded - adding additional residents, who of course will need public
services - access to green space, schools, recreational facilities, parking, etc. - will create a need for a HUGE
increase in the amount of all of these services currently allocated to residents already leaving in this area. Barret
elementary school is already overcrowded. Replacing LRCC with housing will take away community center
facilities. If the housing is combined with community center it will require a lot of additional parking to
accommodate residents and visitors.
2. Construction of any type of housing in the LRCC spot will likely require underground parking. Given the location
of the building and its proximity to the Luber Run creek, there are serous environmental concerns related to any
such project. Robust (and costly) assessment of consequences of building underground parking in this area will
need to be undertaken and will be guaranteed to show that doing so would be irresponsible.
3. Public land for public use. Housing, even if it is affordable housing, is not public use. The LRCC is on the public
parkland. It is used by the public every day, even though its facilities are lacking, we use it. We enjoy it. We need
it. Senior citizens who live a block away use it. Kids and families from all over AF and across George Mason drive
play there. Come visit on a weeknight, after work, or stop by on a weekend and you will see. We are a community,
and this is our center.
I hope you will consider my additions to this debate as I hope there is actually a debate and voices of people who
live in the neighborhood, which will be affected by the decisions you make, will be heard.
With best regards,
Katya Vogt (AF resident)

Comment # Source
470
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
10/30/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
I support the expansion of Jennie Dean Park through the use of adjacent land owned by the County. I, like a
majority of Arlington residents, voted for the County to raise funds using bonds in order to improve our parks and
recreational areas. The County’s representatives purchased land adjacent to Jennie Dean Park with park bond
funds, as such they were fulfilling the mandate of their constituents. It would be against the votes’ expressed
wishes to use Jennie Dean Park and adjacent land for another purpose. Fulfilling Arlington's long-standing plans
to expand Jennie Dean park will greatly benefit the community and County. This area is unique due to its location
on Four-Mile Run stream and is especially well suited for use as a public green space to be enjoyed by all.

Comment # Source
471
Web Form
Affiliation
ARLINGTON FORREST

Name
CATHY HICKEY

Date
10/30/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
I oppose the use of parks and recreation centers for any purpose other than recreation.
- I believe no public land should be used for any other purpose than its designated purpose -- particularly before
VOICE congregation members supporting such a policy offer their land for public good.
- Arlington is proud of adding 76+ acres of parkland over the last 20 years. This is woefully inadequate and has
meant that per capita parkland acreage has actually decreased. In 1995, Arlington County had 10.8 acres of
parkland per 1,000 residents. During the same period, Arlington’s population grew by over 43,000 people. So the
county acquired only 1¾ acres of parkland for every 1,000 new residents and the ratio of parkland to population
fell fifteen present to its current 9.2 acres per thousand residents.
- According to the county government, Arlington will add 30,500 households by 2040, an increase of thirty percent.
All these new households will need services: schools, fire stations, transportation, parks, playing fields, libraries,
recreation/community centers, etc. Almost all of these new households will be in multi-family buildings, mostly
mid- and high-rise apartments and condos without much open/green space of their own, the need for open, green,
and recreational spaces becomes even more acute.
- I oppose adding even more density within single family neighborhoods.
- I oppose concentrating affordable housing in one or two areas in the County. This puts even more pressure on
public schools and County services.
- The area within one-half mile of LRCC has the highest number of committed affordable housing units in the
County - about 1,700.
- It is irresponsible to build housing on scarce public land that should be used to provide services to the public.

Comment # Source
472
Web Form
Affiliation
Homeowner

Name
Rebecca Webb

Date
10/30/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
Board members,
As a new homeowner in the Cherry dale neighborhood, I'm writing to urge you to keep the cherry dale library open
and not on the demolition list.
Thank you Rebecca Webb

Comment # Source
473
Open Arlington
Affiliation

Name
Name not shown

Date
10/30/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
Arlington's schools are in the midst of a capacity crisis. Each new seat costs about $100,000, excluding any land
costs. Arlington's Site Plan Review Process currently fails to consider the impact of large housing developments
on Arlington's schools. The Site Plan Review Process should be modified to correct this oversight. Before
developments are approved that will further increase the population of school-age children, the county should seek
and obtain proffers to support the additional school infrastructure that will be required to service the new
development's residents.
I support efforts to ensure geographic distribution of affordable housing throughout the county. The county should
consider rezoning the old and often decrepit single-story strip malls along Lee Highway to allow for redevelopment
with two or three stories of housing above the retail establishments. I oppose concentrating affordable housing in
a few parts of the County. This puts even more pressure on public schools and county services in those areas.
Since VOICE is so strongly in favor of building housing on public land, the county should engage in discussions
with VOICE's Arlington congregations about constructing affordable housing of the tax-exempt land belonging to
those congregations, particularly their large surface parking lots.
If public land is required to support affordable housing, the county should purchase land for those projects using
funds obtained through bond referenda. If support for affordable housing is as strong as Arlington's leaders would
have us believe, there should be no problem in getting such referenda passed.
Parks are public land used for public good. Arlington has add only 76 acres of parkland over the last 20 years.
This is woefully inadequate given Arlington's population growth and has meant that per capita parkland acreage
has actually decreased by fifteen percent over the past two decades. In 1995, Arlington County had 10.8 acres of
parkland per 1,000 residents. During the same period, Arlington's population grew by over 43,000 people. So the
county acquired less than two acres of parkland for every 1,000 new residents and the ratio of parkland to
population fell to its current 9.2 acres per thousand residents.
According to the county housing department, Arlington will add 30,500 households by 2040, an increase of thirty
percent. All these new households will need services: schools, fire stations, transportation, parks, playing fields,
libraries, recreation/community centers, etc. Almost all of these new households will be in multi-family buildings,
mostly mid- and high-rise apartments and condos without much open/green space of their own, the need for open,
green, and recreational spaces becomes even more acute. It would be irresponsible to build housing on scarce
public land that should be used to provide community/recreation services to the public.
I support preserving and adding to Arlington's scarce parks and community/recreation centers to provide
community/recreation services to Arlington's rapidly growing population. I oppose the use of parks and
community/recreation centers for any purpose other than parks and community/recreation centers.
I support Arlington's Smart Growth model and I support preserving Arlington's single family neighborhoods as
single-family neighborhoods. I oppose the construction of large multi-family apartment complexes within single
family neighborhoods.

Comment # Source
474
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
Resident - Nauck

Date
10/31/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
Regarding the project to study Jennie Dean Park & Adjacent Land on S. Four Mile Run, The land should be used
for expansion of park areas and facilities, as was originally envisioned when the County purchased the land. The
expansion of the park facilities are essential to the continuing increase in the vitality of the Nacuk and Shirlington
communities.
New affordable housing has just recently been built and expanded in Nauck on Shirlington Road at 24th Street.
The Nauck/Shirlington area cannot absorb additional mandated affordable housing in the Jennie Dean Park area
without significant negative consequences. The Nauck area in the vicinity of Four Mile Run Drive has enjoyed a
revtalization that is energizing the entire Nauck and Shirlington communities. A key factor in the resurgence of the
vitality of the area is the Jennie Dean Park area and the expectation of the expansion of the park. Using the land
for affordable housing will depress the resurging community.
Open park space is limited and precious. Maintiaining and expanding this open area is absolutely necessary to the
health and well-being of the Shirlington and Nauck communities and all citizens of Arlington County.

Comment # Source
475
Web Form

Name
David Van Wagner

Affiliation

Date
10/31/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
Simple basic principle: parks and recreation lands should remain dedicated to parks and recreation use. We have
so little of it that this principle should never be compromised.

Comment # Source
476
Web Form
Affiliation
Owner of a condo

Name

Date
10/31/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
PleSe do not develop Lubber Run Park! It is an urban oasis and helps make Arlington a nice place to live.

Comment # Source
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Web Form

Name
terri armao

Affiliation

Date
10/31/2014
ZIP Code
22204

Comment
we should not be using public lands for affordable housing.
the county needs to retrofit existing schools by building up to expand seating capacity.
the county should buy land and buildings if more schools are needed or get developers to set aside parcels or
money when they are building these giant buildings all over arlington.
i do not agree with the arlington mill concept for co-locating affordable housing on public land not even recreation
centers.

Comment # Source
478
Web Form

Name
Sada Aksartova

Affiliation
Arlington resident

Date
10/31/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
Dear members of the County Board,
I disagree with the county's decision to open the park land for affordable housing, school construction, and other
projects that will reduce the much needed open space or degrade its quality. In so doing you also pitted advocates
of affordable housing against advocates of parkland and open space instead of thinking of ways to bring our
community together to find solutions that make sense to most of your constituency. As I travel around Arlington, I
see lots of commercial lots that are of much less value than our parkland to the majority of our citizens, why can't
those lots be bought and developed for affordable housing? The construction of luxury condos also seems to
continue unabated. And yet you argue that affordable housing must be built on parkland.
On the school construction front: I oppose the plan to build an elementary school at the TJ Park. I also oppose
the plan to raze the Westover school that was built at great expense only 5 years ago to build a middle school that
will completely eliminate the Westover park and irreversibly change the character of the area for those of us -- with
children and without -- who enjoy it. With the commercial real estate vacancy rate of 20 percent, it is time for our
county to contemplate using commercial buildings for schools. It is something that can be done well, fast, and at
much less expense, as our neighbors in Fairfax demonstrated recently.

Comment # Source
479
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
Resident

Date
10/31/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
As a resident of the 22203 ZIP code, I strongly oppose building on the site of the Lubber Run Park and Community
Center. In an already population-dense area of the county, I value the green space that is already so limited in our
neighborhood. Arlingtonians like myself have consistently supported the parks system through bonds and other
such measures, and we have certainly not done so with the intention that this green space be sacrificed for further
development. We have consistently voted ourselves higher taxes in order to preserve our quality of services in the
county. Our parks should be walkable green spaces that provide respite from an increasingly concrete
neighborhood. Parkland is a public good: once it is gone, it is gone forever. We have quite enough housing in this
ZIP code already. I do not see what adding additional concrete to this neighborhood does for the "public good."

Comment # Source
480
Web Form

Name
Ellice Halpern

Affiliation

Date
10/31/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
Please develop the site at 26th and Old Dominion for something useful that will ease school crowding!

Comment # Source
481
Web Form

Name
Audrey Morris

Affiliation
Volunteer at AFAC, former Urgan Ag Task Force

Date
10/31/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
I support site evaluation criteria that include promoting opportunities to grow food. This would include garden
space on the grounds and rooftops of residential, commercial, and public buildings, with provision for vegetable
and fruit growing and landscape plantings which produce edibles.
I would add this to 2a iv and v. Also, in 6d iii design principles need to be compatible with sustainable design
principles, including provision for growing food as described above.

Comment # Source
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Web Form
Affiliation
Friends of Arlington Parks

Name
Suzanne Bolton

Date
10/31/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
The Friends of Arlington Parks (FAP) is a long-time citizens organization focused on the acquisition and
maintenance of park and recreation lands in the County. We have been active in the efforts to pass Park Bonds,
to add to our existing parks, and to reinforce the high level of quality of the parks we have. We are especially
concerned about the more passive lands that ensure a natural habitat complement, passageways for animals
unobstructed by infrastructure, and the enjoyment of the populous that appreciates the our local natural
environment.
FAP questions the decision making process used to direct the “Public Land for Public Good” proposal. We are
concerned that a region-wide petition has played on the County Board’s sense of guilt that we have inadequate
low-income housing to meet the deficit of the region. While we acknowledge that the County may never meet the
needs of the low-income residents, priority should be placed on ensuring that long-term residents are not forced
out of the County by taxes to finance new housing for other low-income families.
The County needs to spell out how public lands would be used for public housing. Will the County own and run
public housing or does it plan to have it converted to privately-owned and operated facilities? If the latter, the
County breaches its agreements with the public who voted for land purchased through bonds to be used for public
parks and schools. If the former, then public need should be more carefully considered since a growing populous
also needs lands for schools and parks. The public should be given the responsibility of expressing their desires
through a bond specified for public housing use, much the same way as they have voted for park and school
bonds.
The County Manager has made eight initial recommendations of existing County-owned land to be considered for
the intensified need for schools and public housing. The public should have had a stronger hand in the initial
selection of these parcels. It is important that local residents should have been relied upon for recommendation of
alternative uses of the public land in their neighborhoods since they experience the greatest impact of changes.
Regarding the criteria for review, FAP has a number of concerns. It is unclear what is meant by “the most
efficient use of public lands and economic resources.” This terminology should be accompanied by examples that
clarify the intent of the statement.
Under site characteristics, there is an emphasis on the extent of usage. Like many comparisons of public spaces
and parkland and recreational lands, in particular, it is difficult to do a fair comparison because the park and
recreational lands are variably occupied due to the nature of their uses. Passive parkland, under such
considerations, is even harder to defend because, by its very nature, it should not have intensive use. Daily use
data is difficult to obtain and questionably comparable. Because of the variable nature of park and recreation
lands also implies that , while critical to use, the associated parking facilities are often of limited availability, not at
an excess. Parking is not a frivolous use of land and the parking at parks is critical for making the parks and park
facilities accessible for the broadest audience. The public should have had a stronger hand in the selection or
deletion of these parcels.
In general, the rules for an “established advisory Commission” or working group, all seem slanted to the
development of housing as opposed to the consideration of the other needs of a growing community. We would
like to see a reconsideration of the Public Land for Public Good” concept with greater involvement of the
environmental, park and recreation, and schools communities. This consideration should not begin with the
pressure of a region-wide petition but with a consideration of all of our society’s public land needs. This process
must also include the very real probability that new lands must be purchased to meet County needs.

Comment # Source
483
Open Arlington

Name
Elizabeth Grossman

Affiliation

Date
10/31/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
I believe that there are additional site characteristics that the County must consider in selecting public sites for
development.
1) Environmental impact of building housing on the site
2) Density
3) Availability of services
4) Distribution of affordable housing
Lubber Run is a small oasis of green in the ever increasingly dense Ballston area. Building housing on the site will
have an adverse environmental impact, and I do not believe that the area has sufficient services to support the
additional population. The schools and stores (e.g., grocery stores) in the area can barely support the population
that is there. This means that the residents of new housing must have cars to obtain the services they need so
any advantage of being near public transit will be negated.
Finally, I believe the guidelines need to consider distribution of affordable housing. It should be developed
throughout the County. There already is a great deal of affordable housing in the Ballston area and more is
planned. Developing ?€?affordable housing?€? in only one area of the County will have long term impacts that will
be very costly for the County to address.

Comment # Source
484
Web Form
Affiliation
resident

Name

Date
10/31/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
I am concerned with the continued approach to convert current recreation and parks to low income or other
housing. We do not currently have enough green space or centers for activity. More and more housing is being
built as multi-story/multi-family thus forcing more people into smaller spaces and into spaces that do not have their
own green space.
Predictions now are that an additional 30,500 households will be added by 2040...a 30% increase. All these house
holds will need services such as schools, fire stations, parks, playing fields, rec centers, community centers. We
need to keep those which we have in their current park/community designation and rather than seek to build on
them, find other areas in the county to convert to park/recreation use.
I oppose adding more density in single family neighborhoods and to concentrating affordable housing in one or two
areas of the county. We treasure the LRCC and need it to remain as a functioning center and park. We already
have the highest concentration of affordable housing in the county. Develop other areas
Preserve our existing open/park space and rec/community centers and develop more of them. Dont build more
housing.

Comment # Source
485
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
Home Owner

Date
10/31/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
According to the county government, Arlington will add 30,500 households by 2040, an increase of thirty percent.
All these new households will need services: schools, fire stations, transportation, parks, playing fields, libraries,
recreation/community centers, etc. Almost all of these new households will be in multi-family buildings, mostly
mid- and high-rise apartments and condos without much open/green space of their own, the need for open, green,
and recreational spaces becomes even more acute.
Therefore, I oppose the use of parks and recreation centers for any purpose other than recreation.
Also, the area within one-half mile of LRCC has the highest number of committed affordable housing units in the
County - about 1,700. Considering that statistic, there is no justification for adding more density to the single family
neighborhoods surrounding LRCC.
Christine Zebrak

Comment # Source
486
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
10/31/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
Thank you for incorporating views from the public.
I oppose concentrating affordable housing in one or two areas in the County. This puts even more pressure on
public schools and County services. The area within one-half mile of LRCC has the highest number of committed
affordable housing units in the County - about 1,700.
Parks and recreation centers should be used only for recreation.
Thank you.

Comment # Source
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Web Form
Affiliation

Name
Tricia Freeman

Date
10/31/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
On the whole, these draft Public Land Site Evaluation Guidelines provide basic principles for the evaluation of
various county properties; I suspect most citizens assumed such guidelines were already in place and being
followed. Any finalized guidelines should incorporate clear language that can be applied in almost all land-use
contexts and should not be restricted solely to the three categories currently listed in Application of Site Guidelines.
Somewhere between the County Board “charge” on December 13, 2013 to evaluate properties suitable for
affordable housing and the May 13, 2014 County Manager’s Report on PL4PG, however, the mechanism to
provide this important information imploded. Many of the criteria in these draft guidelines should have been applied
far earlier in the process of evaluating County-held sites. They were not and the result has been rather nasty.
Concerned civic associations are requesting county staff and board members to attend multiple informational
sessions countywide to clarify suggested new public land uses on sites that should have never been advanced in
the first place.
If appropriate guidelines were in place in January, it is hard to imagine how the 678 individual parcels subjected to
the County’s Analysis and Methodology would result in a list of 24 Potential Affordable Housing Sites that included
two of the largest parks in Arlington. Glencarlyn Park - in its entirety - is in the Tier III subset of properties,
although these properties have been excluded from consideration at this time. Lubber Run Park - in its entirety - is
among eight properties identified “as having the best potential for affordable housing within a ten year time frame.”
If there was never any intent by the County to use parks for affordable housing, then it is beyond bizarre to find
parks outlined on the map that illustrated the final list of 24 potential affordable housing sites.
The early analysis of any parcel of public land should acknowledge its current and traditional use. In the case of
parcels used for schools, parks, recreational opportunities, facilities, or affordable housing this is especially
important. The guidelines need to strongly state that, since these properties are used for publicized County
priorities, they require a special treatment. These county properties are not just real estate, they provide the very
heart and soul of the Arlington community.
The issue is perhaps minimally addressed in the “Neighborhood context and compatibility” bullet point, but it is
apparent from letters to editors and blog posts and responses in community forums that this issue has been
ignored repeatedly, in all sections of the County, year after year regarding libraries, fire stations, a planetarium,
nature centers, an amphitheater, and multiple schools. Because of competing priorities, the need for a well
balanced and fully transparent decision making process is particularly important. This is a golden opportunity for
the County to create a means of addressing this recurring issue.
More specifically to address elements of the guidelines as drafted, the Primary Goals section of this draft
document is nebulous, but at the very least goal # 1 should be forcefully re-worded to state that it is necessary to
‘maintain a balance’ throughout the County among the established priorities for schools, parks, recreational
opportunities, facilities, and affordable housing rather than the existing vague reference to a “number of County
priorities.” I would also suggest that it is completely unnecessary to state that each of these priorities “may not be
possible…on a given site.”
Several of the Tier I & II sites were used in a March 20, 2013 County work session exercise that discussed
“aging/underutilized” sites, so I think it is necessary to reexamine item a. ii. of the Site Characteristics section:
“Existing conditions and inventory of uses – which may include data on daily users; special event attendance/use;
history of attendance if available; etc.” One of them, Lubber Run Community Center, had been in various CIPs for
20 years but it had been passed over again and again for renovation and therefore has been non-compliant with

ADA requirements. It would be extremely unfortunate to use the above data collection method to show a site was
not functioning at full capacity if it has been prevented from doing so by the lack of appropriate timely renovation.
Thank you for this opportunity to provide input on the draft PSLE Guidelines.

Comment # Source
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Web Form

Name
Michael Shaw

Affiliation
resident

Date
10/31/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
I think it is very important for the board to act on this proposal, as they should for all significant capital
expenditures, in a manner that reflects the wishes of the resident population by some tangible measure. No doubt
a task easier spoken than done but it is a challenge that you must accept with maximum effort and diligence as
your decision will have serious consequences for those affected.
It is my belief that the burden(s) to reach county objectives for green space, affordable housing, and infrastructure
improvements and the like must be shared - financially and propinquity - by all residents equally. The option to
create an affordable housing project on the land along Four Mile Run Dr. would be one that moves the county
away from that goal.
Available affordable housing in Arlington is important. But so are projects that add economic, intrinsic or aesthetic
value to the ‘local’ community. Compared to other areas in the county, the 22206 zip code has not received a
similar amount of public resources for projects of that sort. A disproportionate amount of the “non-economically
stimulating” programs exist below the north/south dividing line.
A commitment to projects of ALL types, in ALL localities is the only way guarantee that ALL residents can be proud
of their neighborhood and how the county board is making decisions with their tax dollars.
Thank you.

Comment # Source
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Web Form
Affiliation
Arlington Forest Homeowner

Name

Date
10/31/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
I oppose the use of parks and recreation centers for any purpose other than recreation. Lubber Run Park and
Community Center are useful spaces for our neighborhood. Please consider other options for dense housing.

Comment # Source
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Web Form
Affiliation

Name

Date
10/31/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
I am writing to oppose the use of parks and rec centers for anything other than recreation. I am especially
concerned about the proposed placement of additional affordable housing at the Lubber Run CC, a part of
Arlington that already has the highest density of affordable housing in the county. The integration of affordable
housing throughout the county is essential and fair. And yet already within one-half mile of LRCC there is the
highest total number of committed affordable housing units in the County.
I would also like to highlight the importance of preserving and - moreover - enhancing the open spaces in
Arlington. As population density increases these open spaces are increasingly important for health and recreation.
The county should be looking to significantly add to park land rather than to pull park land into housing or other
projects.

Comment # Source
491
Open Arlington

Name
paul douthit

Affiliation

Date
10/31/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
The County Board charge for PL4PG stated the purpose ?€?The County Board is the steward of the community's
public land. In that capacity, we have a responsibility to assure that land decisions consider how best to provide
what the community needs ?€? schools, parks, recreational opportunities, and facilities.?€?
The public good is what benefits a broad constituency and ranges from housing (affordable, elderly, disabled,
homeless) for 22,200 households making less than 60% AMI, schools for all families and the 24,529 students
attending, parks and recreation for use by all, public safety for all, transportation for all, and economic
development to fund these broad initiatives and keep residential property taxes reasonable. The priorities are not
exclusionary. The limited space and growing population in the county now means considering multiple priorities for
land use. In the past this was not a concern.
The Arlington Mill public and private partnership is one of many examples of multi-use of public lands. The parking
garage over I-66 by Washington-Lee high school takes advantage of air rights to provide a needed parking
solution. The Westover Library and Reed School combined two valued community functions. The Thomas
Jefferson middle school also shares space with a community center. Beyond Arlington is the Station at Potomac
Yard in Alexandria combined affordable housing on top of a fire station, a public safety facility. There are many
examples of multiple use of public land.
Let?€?s be reasonable. PL4PG is an additional to practices and policies the County Board already uses to address
community needs. It?€?s not usurping, replacing, or abolishing others successfully used to meet diverse priorities.
Those remain. What it does, for the first time, is broaden the discussion about public land use to consider creative,
innovative, and different uses of a precious and limited resource. Arlington used to be a farming community and
evolved to become a residential community. Metro and other public transportation investments transform it into an
urban community. Planning and land use also needs to evolve.
I am glad to see Chairman Fissette?€?s letter of 10/30/2014 finally clarifying no ?€?Tier III?€? sites and position
on parks.

Comment # Source
492
Web Form
Affiliation

Name

Date
10/31/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
My family and I value the public parks of Arlington and in our neighborhood. That is the sole reason we purchased
a home in the neighborhood almost 2 years ago. We appreciate the diversity of the Arlington Forest neighborhood
and affordable housing, although we vigorously oppose any interventions which would diminish the local park or
increase the density of affordable housing. The community center and park are used by residents of all
socioeconomic statuses, and these should not be changed (though improving the community center would be an
acceptable plan). If parks are encroached upon, or the affordable housing is increased, I anticipate that our family
and others may well move elsewhere--precisely defeating the diversity that is proposed as the goal.

Comment # Source
493
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
AFCA member

Date
10/31/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
1. This draft is evidence the County Board and the Arlington Forest neighborhood are being bullied. Offensive
slogans like "Public Land for Public Good" sow discord and hide agendas. I am ashamed to see the Board parrot
this and similar slogans.
2. GREEN SPACE that abuts parkland must NOT BE USED for development. Open green space will never come
back. Open green space is a public good.
3. PARKLAND should NOT BE USED for development. Arlington has diminishing undeveloped parkland and open
green space per capita over the past 20 years. Parkland is a public good.
4. This "draft" should be scrapped. It is short-sighted, poorly researched, and takes place in a vacuum.
Consider: Nearby jurisdictions employ "inclusionary zoning" to build affordability into new construction.
Consider: The current affordability crisis has been carefully planned. Arlington structures since 1990 demonstrate
inefficient land use (sprawl instead of going up) and have life-cycle expectancies of less than 25 years.
5. Focus on renewing the Lubber Run Recreation Center, retaining existing parkland and open green space.

Comment # Source
494
Web Form
Affiliation
Arlington resident

Name

Date
10/31/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
Lubber Run is already a public facility for the public good. It is close to an elementary school which is not
expected to exceed capacity from county projects in the next decade. It is also in an area with increasing units of
affordable housing being made available. The cost of living is rising in Arlington. This is true, but destroying
greenspace rather than working with existing building and land owners is short sighted. Converting buildings such
as the Serrano was a boon to affordable housing goals with less county work needed and less of an environmental
toll.
Just about every day, I take my hound for a walk in Lubber Run. It is one of the few actual trails we can reach on
foot. There we see neighbors grilling or throwing parties, observe foxes and chipmunks scurry through the brush,
and watch the creek flow. It is a step outside the city but perfectly in line with community ideals and the Arlington
Urban Master Plan regarding green space. Lubber Run serves a number of functions. It houses animals. It helps
with storm drainage, which only seems to be increasing. It contributes to the tree canopy and improves the air
quality for everyone. Lubber Run is also a home to the performing arts for the Avant Bard and other groups. It
sustains part of the neighood feeling. Lubber Run enriches the lives of Arlington residents and should be
preserved. It serves as a pillar for a future growth and well-being.

Comment # Source
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Web Form
Affiliation

Name

Date
10/31/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
The Public Land for Public Good (PL4PG) initiative, report, and draft guidelines, aside from having a catchy name
that is a complete misnomer (public lands such as parks and rec centers are actually being proposed to be
converted in whole or part to uses for single individuals), is an extremely unfortunate example of a colossal screw
up in governance process by the Arlington County Government.
It has been my experience over the last 12 plus years living here that Arlington County generally strives to have
transparent processes and initiatives. The entire PL4PG process has been anything but. It has been a closed,
nontransparent, poorly thought-out, and unbalanced initiative catering to the advocacy of a single special interest
group, many members of which do not even reside in Arlington County. Arlington County residents’ voices have
only recently been sought - well after the important policy decisions have been decided without community input.
The only way to save this debacle of a ship of the PL4PG is to abandon this initiative and explore a prioritization of
these issues with a fair and balanced dialogue from the beginning. Anything short of that, merely confirms a
preconceived bias to cater to one interest groups’ advocacy over the input and desires or Arlington residents as a
whole. It sets a poor precedent for how government in Arlington works, one which voters and tax payers are
unlikely to tolerate for long.
With respect to the draft Public Land Site Evaluation Guidelines, it should be clear to the County from both official
and anecdotal public comments that no existing park, recreation center, community center, schools, libraries,
green space or similar lands should be included in any list of space considered to place what has been
characterized as “affordable housing.” These spaces must be wholly off limits for consideration if we are to
preserve that which has drawn most of us to Arlington County in the first place. To even consider these types of
spaces does the very opposite what this initiative is purporting to do. To convert these spaces in whole or part to
housing of any time (whether affordable or non-affordable) will be to by definition “turning public land into land for
private benefit of a few to the public’s detriment as a result of lost community park, recreation, activity space.” As
the County Board often public states, Arlington is well resourced and sufficiently creative to find better solutions
than the low hanging easy conversion of community land for housing. Architecture, design, and construction are
well past this point and there are many creative ways to increase hosuing including affordable housing that have
not been considered or explored that do not require the Community to choose between community space and
affordable housing. I am disappointed in the lack of ingenuity and creativity on the part of County, as are most of
my neighbors.
In particular, the Lubber Run Community Center which in fact and by legal property lines definition is part of the
Lubber Run Park must immediately be removed from any consideration for housing of any kind including
affordable housing. I live in Arlington Forest, a community of 832 households, and the community closest to the
Lubber Run Park which again includes the Lubber Run Community Center. These are not distinct properties. The
Lubber Run Community Center and the park it is in is a small bastion of public park, green space, and recreation
space for the community engulfed in a sea of over developed housing (e.g., Ballston Row, Madison Apartments
etc.) in the area. Using any space whatsoever on that property is improper, shortsighted and requires the County
Government to take ownership for turning a portion of Lubber Run Park into housing. I have heard Mr. Fisette in
his presentation to our community (and the County Manager’s Report itself) try to distinguish the Lubber Run
Community Center from the remainder of Lubber Run Park. This cannot factually be done. The Community
Center region of the park is no different picnic table roofs and BBQ areas or the Amphitheater elsewhere in Lubber
Run or tennis courts, baseball fields, or basketball courts in any other parks, it is an essential part of the park that
is used by the whole community. Even sacrificing a portion of that park/rec land is by definition and in fact “use of
park land for housing,” something Arlington residents vehemently oppose in mass.

More specifically, the area around the Lubber Run Park including the Community Center is beyond highly
congested. Traffic has grown exponentially over recent years and particularly in the most recent 2 years with the
Ballston Row and surrounding developments. The Park including Community Center also preserves the
community character and to add or include housing of any kind on that space would completely alter the character
of the surrounding neighborhood. Also, almost a thousand home owners in the adjacent area purchased their
homes purchased a home in that neighborhood because of the proximity to the park including the Lubber Run
Community Center. As such, at least the 832+ homeowners I call neighbors, have already had the extra costs to
live near the Community Center into the price we pay in our mortgages. It is unfair to now drastically alter what the
Community Center space is used for to now be a mixed use space that includes housing. Such a use is in no way
consistent with the characteristic of that land and could not be expected – something not to be done under well
developed principles of land use and zoning .
While I am confident Arlington County had the very best intentions, unfortunately, sometimes the best laid plans
turn out to not be prudent ideas. As such, in particular, just as Tier III sites have already been removed from
consideration under the PL4PG initiative as of Oct. 28, the same must be done with respect to the Lubber Run
Park which includes the Lubber Run Community Center. To do otherwise would not be defensible as a consistent
position as the tier III sites were in parks as well and that was the underlying reason for their removal. Failure to
remove this site would signal Board members do in fact support turning parks into housing – an issue voters will be
extremely vocal on in the next election.
More broadly, to restore the appearance of transparency in these important government principles, the PL4PG
manager’s report should be scrapped and any related work should be begun anew, bearing in mind the clear
desire for Arlington residents to preserve park and recreation space, which for Lubber Run, are by law and fact,
one in the same.

Comment # Source
496
Web Form
Affiliation
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Date
10/31/2014
ZIP Code
22204

Comment
Dear Arlington Country
As a long term resident, voter and property owner of the Penrose neighborhood in South Arlington, I feel strongly
about provding feedback to the planners and the county board about some of the recommended school sites,
specifically #467 and 473 (467 - Thomas Jefferson MS and Recreation Center and 473 - Career Center). Both of
these facilities contribute significantly to my quality of life and my ability to age in place. The green space at the TJ
Center and the only indoor walking track in the Arlington county fitness facilities should be preserved and
expanded for the use of all residents. Indeed, it was only a few years ago that the County purchased land and
demolished a house in order to make the outdoor area of the TJ site (near the tennis courts) an integral part of the
expanded green space. People use this track all the time, whether it is little old ladies or parents and children.
The Walter Reed Career Center is a much needed site as there are no other training sites nearby for this part of
the County, and the neighborhood has already pushed back about removing the Walter Reed Library branch from
the same complex. There is NO reason that the county cannot build multi story schools with separate and discrete
entry points for multiple uses. The current TJ middle school could quite easily remain in use (as Washington and
Lee was) during a refurbishment and renovation, including turning a one level building into a two or three level
building.
Please do consider these views when making the decisions, I would find it difficult to support additional funds or
bond issuances for ANY project if the result was reduced green space or the elimination of training rooms at
Walter Reed.
Sincerely,
C. Anne Cummings
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Name
Jonn Lau

Affiliation

Date
10/31/2014
ZIP Code
22205

Comment
Thank you for taking my comments.
All of my comments pertain to Site Evaluation Process and Criteria.
General: Specify the process for setting the time and resource limits for the site evaluation process.
General: Specify the process for evaluating sites against the criteria. The evaluation process and results need to
be transparent and accessible.
General: Specify the process for determining how evaluations will affect decisions. Specify how many people will
determine how evaluations will affect decisions, and how they will qualify to participate in the process. Specify
ground rules for the person or group. Specify how each instance will improve over the previous instance.
1. Make public the details of how the County Board or County Manager identified this County-held site and the
potential public needs that could be met on the site.
3a. Specify the process for choosing which programs or services are to be considered. Again, this process needs
to be transparent and accessible
4b. The group must include the designated user community. Some designated user communities are stakeholders
even they are located some distance from the site, e.g., Rosslyn and Yorktown High School.
6. Specify why these criteria are not part of the pre-planning site evaluation.
6.b.iii Given Arlington County’s limited real estate but that its population will continue to expand, priority must be
given to combining programs and uses on a given site. If no other changes are made, this must be stated.
7. All information, including working group findings, evaluations, discussion notes, and developer-supplied
material, must be made available at least 5 working-days before the manager’s recommendation is presented to
the county board.
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Resident of Arlington Forest

Date
10/31/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
I'm writing to support keeping Lubber Run Community Center as ONLY a community center and park. I firmly
oppose any efforts to build affordable housing units in that space. This area is designed to be used as parkland
and a community center that offers recreational and social activities for the neighborhood. Adding housing units in
that space will only increase the density of the neighborhood and place further demand on the already strained
resources.
As thousands of housing units have already been added within walking distance to the community center in recent
years, hundreds of them already committed for affordable housing, it is the duty of the county to ensure that one
area does not become oversaturated.

Comment # Source
499
Open Arlington
Affiliation

Name
Eric Lotke

Date
10/31/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
Parks should remain parks. It's very simple. Parks are the essence of a public good.
As the population rises and density increases, we need to work harder to keep Arlington special. Preserving our
parks is one way to do it.
-- Schools can build up not out.
-- Affordable units should be included in new developments, and every time a developer requests a variance.
(Housing is a private good, not a public one).
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Arlington Forest Civic Association

Date
10/31/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
Dear County Board:
I oppose the use of parks and recreation centers for any purpose other than recreation.
- I believe public land should be used only for its designated purpose and that the designated purpose should not
be easily changed without consent of Arlington residents.
- I believe the definition of “Good” in Public Land For Public Good should not be particularly influenced by groups
such VOICE, which use tens of thousands of tax free dollars, trained organizers, and non-Arlington members to
influence Arlington county decisions. I further believe that all members of the Arlington government who are
VOICE members or donate to an organization that supports VOICE should be identified. Residents of Arlington
expect a level field of play when dealing with the county.
- Arlington is proud of adding 76+ acres of parkland over the last 20 years. This is woefully inadequate and has
meant that per capita parkland acreage has actually decreased. In 1995, Arlington County had 10.8 acres of
parkland per 1,000 residents. During the same period, Arlington’s population grew by over 43,000 people. So the
county acquired only 1¾ acres of parkland for every 1,000 new residents and the ratio of parkland to population
fell fifteen present to its current 9.2 acres per thousand residents.
- According to the county government, Arlington will add 30,500 households by 2040, an increase of thirty
percent. All these new households will need services: schools, fire stations, transportation, parks, playing fields,
libraries, recreation/community centers, etc. Almost all of these new households will be in multi-family buildings,
mostly mid- and high-rise apartments and condos without much open/green space of their own; therefore, the
need for open, green, and recreational spaces becomes even more acute.
- I oppose adding even more density within single family neighborhoods. This includes converting existing single
family houses into apartments, work staging centers, businesses, etc.
- I oppose using single family neighborhoods for overflow parking for projects to increase population density or
special events, especially where alcoholic drinking is to occur.
- I oppose concentrating affordable housing in one or two areas in the County. This puts even more pressure on
public schools and County services.
- The area within one-half mile of LRCC has the highest number of committed affordable housing units in the
County - about 1,700.
- It is irresponsible to build housing on scarce public land that should be used to provide services to the public.
James Hull
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Regarding paragraph 4, I recommend that it be included that any advisory Commission or group whose mission or
charge demonstrates an interest in the programs or uses of the land at issue be advised of the designation of a
working group, advisory Commission, or group as lead in the community review process. This assumes, of
course, that said advisory Commission or group has not itself been selected as lead. The designation should also
be announced publicly in the most appropriate format for broad dissemination.
My experience with the Sports Commission has been that it is often unaware of important activities occurring
elsewhere with the County government that relate to the planning and uses of park land. Given that advisory
Commissions and groups often are in close contact with related community groups, it only makes sense that they
be kept abreast of, and involved in, the review processes that impacts those community groups and entities.
However, a robust information campaign on this process beyond the advisory Commissions and groups is also
necessary for full public participation. The draft generally lacks any serious discussion of the public awareness
campaign that will be a part of this effort.
Thank you for considering my comments,
Steve
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The Public Land for Public Good" (PL4PG) study released by the County Manager in May, 2014 aimed to identify
potential locations on "county property" for new schools and affordable housing. The overall position of the
interfaith coalition that pushed for this study was that it was acceptable to use public land since both schools and
affordable housing are "public goods." I disagree with this proposition and with the process used by the Manager
to open these areas up to potential development. This is not the Arlington Way.
If applied to parks, this definition of "public good" would make passive green space, trees and grassy areas fair
game for all kinds of so-called "good" community uses and it's downhill from there. In reality, the County Board
and the School Board have many options with non-park property they own or control, including more creative
approaches to building and expanding schools and many existing housing developments and locations. There are
some special situations with schools in the middle of park areas that need very careful sorting out, but those
should not be generalized to allow the use of park land for new schools or housing.
Park land was paid for by special taxpayer-approved bonds specifically for PARKS and recreation centers. Yes,
the County owns these areas when the bonds are paid off, but would the Board really like to go out to voters in
support of the next parks bond (like the one coming up on Tuesday) and say "Oh, dear, we took your approval and
traded it in for some other projects we thought were nicer so we paved over your park?"
Jenny Dean Park in south Arlington is vulnerable as a result of this proposal. I live in Shirlington. This worn out
park is vital to our daily life as a very urban area. Jenny Dean is literally the only grassy area we have for
Shirlington. The PLPG study identified "land adjacent to Jenny Dean," specifically a large property bordering Four
Mile Run street and the Park as suitable for affordable housing in future. It is in the second tier of the 8 properties
listed. How disingenuous! This land "adjacent to" Jennie Dean was purchased with park bond funds FOR addition
to Jennie Dean. At least tell the truth.
Building any kind of housing on this "adjacent" parcel is not a good idea on several levels. Much of this area is a
flood plain and conservation area, not to mention that on this side side of Four Mile Run street, all the land is
zoned for light industrial uses, not housing, and for good reason, as was explained at a well attended June 16
community meeting with the Planning Commission staff. But in other people's eyes, it is wide open, undeveloped
property, and they want to use it.
Do we need more affordable housing in the county? Absolutely, but why is that news to our elected representatives
and what were they doing while the affordable housing stock decreased and new housing was built without it? As
County Board Chair Jay Fisette said to the Fairlington Civic Association in early September in response to a
question about the "nibbling away" of park land, we need more creative approaches to schools, including more
multistory school buildings, as well as more multipurpose county facilities like Arlington Mill on Columbia Pike
(which combines a community center, underground parking and affordable housing). Fisette backed off the County
Manager PLPG study, calling it "just spaghetti thrown against the wall, some ideas to consider."
This same proposal will affect the future of Jenny Dean Park and Shirlington Park including Arlington's largest and
most used dog park. On August 22, the Parks and Recreation Commission members and staff toured the whole
area. It is slated for a new Parks and Recreation master plan in 2015 leading to a complete overhaul of the design
and all facilities as well as expansion of the park size. There is so much potential for turning this area into a much
more attractive, up to date, and very green park and recreation area. When Arlington does a new park, it does it
very well. The whole park area will be re-conceptualized -- with community input. Additional land has been
purchased over the last decade by the County specifically for this project with park bonds - including the open lots

around the current park and some more -- specifically including the parcel listed in the PL4PG report.
It makes no sense to carve this unique, precious parcel of carefully accumulated park land up with any kind of
housing. Think what this park area could be and what it would do for our quality of life in for all of our adjacent
communities in south Arlington. The population of this area is projected to DOUBLE by 2030 - we will never get
this chance again. If this is an example of the proposals being made in the PL4PG report, then all of it needs to be
viewed with great skepticism and much more transparency.
For all these reasons, I support the letter sent to the County Board by the Nauck Civic Association and the letter
sent by the Parks and Recreation Commission. The timing, process and just plain thought process of this proposal
need to be reconsidered. Finally, we will be watching the Board to see how much of the EXISTING affordable
housing along Columbia Pike is preserved as the development and streetcar proposals move along. That is far
more important to keep more people living on limited income in Arlington than encroaching into our precious park
areas.
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Please add my voice to the many others who have written so well in opposition to using Lubber Run Community
Center as a site for affordable housing. Parks and parklands should be considered for recreational purposes and
not for any other purposes.
Lubber Run is a gem in a highly dense area of Arlington which already has many affordable housing units. Lubber
Run is directly across from Barrett Elementary School which has no recreational space of its own, other than a
playground which is already infringed upon because of a trailer which houses four classrooms. Students at Barrett
use Lubber Run for extended day activities. Teachers use the site for educational purposes including science
lessons and also for recreational purposes. The Center also is also used for a variety of community activities.
To consider the sites that have been proposeda s possibilities for affordable housing appears to be very shortsighted and limited. Green space cannot be renewed It should be maintained for its intended purpose to insure a
better quality of life for a very diverse population - many of whom have no recreational space of their own. Lubber
Run affords such a space.
I would also like to see more time allowed for discussion and feedback and more publicity on this issue which
affects so many of us.
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I would like to express my deep opposition to any development of Lubber Run Park (or any other parkland) for
anything other than park, recreation, or community use. By “Lubber Run Park,” I refer to the entire parcel on which
the current community center (LRCC) and parking lot sits, in addition to the green space and playground. While I
support county actions to increase affordable housing, I do NOT support doing so in a way that reduces parkland
or recreation/community facilities.
Here are the reasons why I stongly oppose affordable housing at LRCC:
• There are many other ways to increase the stock of affordable housing. The “Tooklit for Affordable Housing
Development” by the Washington Area Housing Partnership lists several dozen “tools,” none of which require
repurposing park, recreation, or community space. The county already negotiates with private builders to include
affordable housing in new developments (known, I believe, as “inclusionary housing”). If the country wants to do
more, it should use the available “tools” that don't pit affordable housing against parks and recereation, including
building affordable housing on sites already zoned for residential use.
• It doesn’t make sense given school overcrowding. Arlington’s density is already increasing as land is redeveloped by private developers (e.g. the new apartment buildings and townhouses that replaced Buckingham
Apartments). The increasing density on private land will contribute to the school capacity problems the country
already faces. It therefore makes no sense for the country to use public parkland to further add to density and
further increase pressure on schools. In fact, any re-purposing of public land (even if not parkland) in a way that
increases pressure on schools needs extremely careful consideration. It appears that the right hand of the county
doesn’t know what the left hand is doing.
• Everyone – including and especially those living in affordable housing – needs recreation space and facilities.
Green spaces and related facilities are highly used by the country’s lower-income brackets and apartmentdwellers, and are a vital part of a healthy community.
• The campaign to build affordable housing at LRCC and any other sties on parkland makes a mockery of the term
“public land for public good.” Affordable housing is good for the community, but taking away scarce parkland or
reducing recreation and community space (available to the general public) to add affordable housing (available to
a very limited number of people), makes no public sense. Arguably, green space and parks are the very essence
of “public land for public good.” Again, there are other ways to increase affordable housing stock; pitting
affordable housing against parkland and recreation/community space is not necessary.
• The Lubber Run site is environmentally sensitive (adjacent to Lubber Run Steam). There is simply not enough
space to accommodate housing without detriment to recreation needs and green space. In fact, the site already
serves as an “overflow” (for both parking and after-school programs) for Barrett Elementary School, which sits on
an adjacent small, sub-optimal lot.
The Lubber Run Recreation Center should be rebuilt as an enhanced recreation and community center addressing
the recreation/community needs of Arlington country residents and enhancing its natural synergy with Barrett
Elementary School.
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Hi,
I am a homeowner from Bluemont, and I regularly visit the lubber run community center park. In the spring and
summer friends and I play basketball at the court there almost every Friday, and I regularly see families taking
their kids to the playground, groups playing catch or soccer on the lawn, and others playing volleyball. In the fall
and spring I even see entire young kids soccer teams practicing on the lawn, and parents watching from the
sidelines. This space is very heavily used and appreciated by the residents of the area.
I recently received a notice that this area was being considered as part of the "Public Land for the Public Good"
conversion to affordable housing. I personally believe this would be a tragedy for all of us who use and enjoy this
park! Being located on N Abingdon St., I am also currently already located in between several affordable housing
complexes, including the newly built The Jordan one block to my left and under construction The Springs
Apartments one block to my right. There are also several other affordable housing units very close by in
Buckingham.
I feel strongly that because our neighborhood already supports so many affordable housing complexes we should
not be asked to sacrifice one of our last parks, and the only one within walking distance to me, to yet another
affordable housing complex.
Please consider the real public good for those of us who pay our property taxes and call this neighborhood home!
Thanks,
Sean Berquist
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These comments are submitted on behalf of Arlington Little League (ALL), a community-based, county-affiliated
sports organization that aims to provide positive baseball experiences for Arlington youth ranging from 4 to 12
years of age. As of the most recent spring season, ALL’s enrollment included over 1,200 Arlington children – and
even in the current “offseason,” more than 550 Arlington children are participating in ALL fall baseball leagues.
These figures represent substantial growth and increased interest in ALL’s youth baseball programs, nearly
doubling registration numbers from just a few years prior.
With such growth in demand for youth baseball opportunities comes the need to provide for sufficient field space
to accommodate practices and games for these young Arlington residents. For this reason, ALL is grateful for the
opportunity to submit these comments on the draft Public Land Site Evaluation Guidelines posted on July 24,
2014. These Guidelines seek to “inform the process” of evaluating various sites’ feasibility for certain proposed
uses, and would be applied in particular to sites identified in the County Manager’s Public Land for Public Good
report (the Report) for potential use in connection with affordable housing. One of the sites identified as a “Tier 2”
potential affordable housing site was “Land Adjacent to Jennie Dean Park,” a 22-acre multi-use facility with 2
lighted baseball/softball diamonds as well as several other existing community features.
In first announcing this initiative to identify publicly-owned sites with the greatest potential for affordable housing
development in the next 10 years, the County Board’s charge specifically referenced “[o]ur recent successful
experience at Arlington Mill,” wherein community facilities and affordable housing were combined “on the same
parcel of publicly available land.” Recognizing the importance of ensuring affordable housing as part of a
comprehensive community engagement strategy, ALL believes it is essential that any potential use of public land
for affordable housing – particularly land where scarce field resources are subject to heavy reliance by thousands
of Arlington children – must at the same time strike a balance with the community needs of those children.
Because of its limited geography, scheduling of field space is already stretched quite thin in Arlington County, and
fields such as Jennie Dean that enable baseball play by older levels of children (9 to 12 years old) with lighting to
accommodate multiple games per evening are already in particularly short supply. For example, ALL understands
that Jennie Dean Field #2 alone hosted at least 21 individual youth baseball events (games or practices) per week
last spring; assuming an average of 12 players per team and assuming that 2/3 of these events were games in
which 2 teams played, this translates to over 400 Arlington children using Jennie Dean 2 every week during just
the spring season alone.
Given the significance of sites like Jennie Dean to the broader community as an all-too-scarce youth sports
resource and in light of the potentially negative impact that changes to such facilities could have on the ability of
Arlington children to participate in baseball or other athletic activities, ALL welcomes the sort of careful process
contemplated by the Guidelines for consideration of plans to modify the use of any public lands, parks, or sports
fields. This being said, ALL believes that at least one adjustment to the Guidelines is needed to maximize
community input and ensure effective community engagement. Specifically, the Guidelines (in Step 4) appear to
contemplate public input on potential projects only after the County Manager has already rendered
recommendations on site uses and designs to the County Board (Steps 1 through 3). To ensure sufficient
opportunities for comprehensive community engagement from the very start of the process, public input and
consultation should be incorporated as an explicit component of Step 1 of the Guidelines (relating to site
identification). This would help to ensure that community input representing all interests and affected stakeholders
is known at the outset as sites are being considered, rather than having site selections and substantial work
undertaken by County staff in Steps 1 through 3 only to find public sentiment and community concerns present
issues thereafter. To be clear, community review is certainly needed in Step 4 to ensure proper input is received
on any specific plans that end up being developed and recommended, but public input at the front end of the

process in initial site selection as well would help to ensure that comprehensive community engagement serves as
an effective guidepost for action all throughout the process.
ALL once again thanks the County for the opportunity to comment on the Guidelines and looks forward to further
constructive engagement with County Board members and staff to ensure a proper balance is struck in meeting all
community-wide objectives.
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I strongly object to your plans to alter the character of Lubber Run Park. We have made enough accommodations
to social welfare in the Buckingham neighborhood. When are you going to leave us alone?
You want to replace green space with more housing? Madness!
We have accepted your meddling in the rest of Buckingham. Leave the parks alone. Honestly, I wonder if you
people think you are representing us, or some other country.
J.R. Reddig
CAPT, USN-Ret.
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I think this discussion of public land use, looking at the county holistically and with an eye towards balancing land
use, is a fantastic idea -- especially for school siting, given our immediate capacity crisis. (I hope the County will
very soon be offering land to APS for school site use, such as Lubber Run, which might be appropriate for a small
choice school.) The school system turned a number of properties over to the County during the last big school
population contraction, but now, with the big school population boom, land access needs to flow in the other
direction very soon so that APS can catch up with the need. In determining new school sites, APS must take into
account a jigsaw puzzle's worth of factors, so a maximum number of sites should be available for consideration in
order to choose a site that makes sense in terms of size, location, features, etc., to fit the specific school
population in need.
But I believe that, other than the land necessary to address immediate crises, this discussion of land use also
should be held within the broader context of a long-term strategic joint County Board/School Board plan, as I've
heard most ACB and SB members favor, anyway. My own values lead me to want the people who teach our
children, keep us safe, etc., to be able live in the community they serve; and also to see us help the least fortunate
among us by addressing homelessness, which I've read is also actually less expensive to deal with by providing
long-term housing rather than just the shelter system. (Dignity and reduced cost, all in one solution!) But I am
very uncomfortable with our making very many affordable housing siting decisions without already having in place
a clear plan for building out (with as little growing pain as possible) the additional societal infrastructure that such
an increase in population requires, such as schools, which are already in such urgent need now.
A long-term strategic plan must also, in my opinion, address increasing density and our County policies regarding
the degree to which we encourage density, as well as the rate at which we encourage its increase within our 26
square miles. Yes, we are victims of our success here in Arlington, since many enlightened local policies,
combined with proximity to DC and other positive factors, make this an attractive place to live. But our policies
also encourage increasing density, and I believe they must be examined within a strategic long-range planning
context, both to determine whether/when it might be time to decrease that encouragement, and at what points
expected growth will trigger intensive work again -- hopefully ahead of need -- on increasing societal infrastructure,
like schools. We need to know what we're getting when we increase density by whatever means, including
affordable housing initiatives, and we need to be ready to address and pay for the needs we generate.
I would also like to see us look at creative methods of solving our problems, such as possibly making use of some
of the 23% office vacancy rate in Arlington for affordable housing. We have heard of a pilot project, which I hope
receives a great deal of attention as a possible win-win, to provide housing within existing structures, more
immediately, and possibly at lower cost.
I think the formation of a comprehensive, solid, transparent, and well publicized long-term strategic community
plan will be cumbersome, but I also believe it is necessary, and I think our leaders are up to the task, with land use
an extremely important component. I hope our leaders embark on it as soon as possible.
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Additional study/analysis is needed before taking action on PL4PG. For example:
(1) What are our projected 5-year and 10-year needs for new/expanded public services locations? What
assumptions are being used to determine those needs? Current projections assume Arlington’s population will
grow by 30,000 people. What assumptions are being made and do other assumptions change the projections?
• Should we assume that Baby-Boomers will move away from Arlington?
• Should we assume that Millennials will seek larger accommodations elsewhere?
• Will additional rental buildings create a glut of rental apartments and, if so, how will that affect the cost of rental
units?
• Should we continue to give additional height and density to buildings in our Metrorail corridors in exchange for
community benefits even while we have a significant commercial vacancy rate and plans to redevelop other areas
of the County such as Columbia Pike?
(2) What use restrictions apply to public lands already purchased via bond referendum and other types of public
and private funding? Will voters continue to support bond funding if they think that the money generated could be
redirected to an alternate purpose?
(3) Should we redevelop our current 1- and 2-story commercial buildings along arterials in a way that trades new
height and density for affordable housing built on top of the new commercial space? If so, what height and uses
are compatible with the adjacent single-family housing and residential neighborhoods?
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To the Planning Commission,
I am writing to strongly encourage that the commission follow through on plans to improve the Lubber Run
Community Center and to oppose any plans to use the Lubber Run Community Center site and the Lubber Run
park for affordable housing or other purpose than parks and recreation.
I have voted many times on bond issues that increase the parks and recreation space in Arlington County and I did
not do so with the expectation that parks and recreation space in my neighborhood would be converted to other
uses.
In the last few years, the Buckingham Village/Lubber Run area has seen an increase in the number of new
housing units, with land that was originally or could have designated for affordable housing converted to high-end
townhomes and apartments. The county decided to approve these changes that eliminated existent affordable
housing. It is not right that, as a result, the planning commission is looking to add new affordable housing to
current park and recreation space.
Affordable housing should also not be concentrated in any one area of the county. Currently, the area within onehalf mile of the Lubber Run Community Center has the highest number of committed affordable housing units in
the County and should not be asked to absorb more, particularly at the expense of community recreation and
parkland.
I also strongly believe that if Arlington's churches want to advocate for "public land for public good," they ought
offer up their own land for the affordable housing, rather than making a judgment call about the relative value of
different types of public good -- recreation and parkland is also land that is set aside for the public good, to be
enjoyed by all. (And I say this as a member in good standing of the United Methodist Church.)
Parks and recreation facilities should be preserved for future generations and should NOT be considered for
conversion to alternative uses. Once parkland is gone, it is gone forever. Preserve LRCC as a
recreation/community center only.
Thank you for your consideration of these comments.
Julie Goon
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The option of providing affordable housing at the site of the Lubber Run Community Center deserves further
consideration. The rundown community center and its associated parking lot could be redeveloped in a publicprivate partnership to provide a modern community center, low-rise affordable housing, and an appropriately sized
underground parking garage. This would be a win-win-win for the County, providing better community services,
increased affordable housing, and a reduction in the overall paved footprint, which currently contributes to
stormwater runoff.
I live just 3 blocks from the community center, and the number of affordable housing units in the neighborhood has
been decreasing at an alarming rate, due to by-right redevelopment as well as site plan projects. Affordable
housing at the Lubber Run Community Center site could help to stem the tide of gentrification.
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I strongly disagree with the recommendation to consider the Cherrydale Library as a potential site for affordable
housing. This library is very important to the surrounding community, its small scale makes it very accessible and
safe for young toddlers, preschoolers and primary graders to explore books and reading in the critical early years.
I am opposed to any changes to this land use.
I also request that the county offer land and solutions for the much needed middle school. I do not think that the
Wilson site is an appropriate setting for a 1300 seat middle school, and other solutions are disruptive to current
programs. There are sites which used to be school sites such as Madison Community center site which might be
well utilized as a school location. Although I feel affordable housing is a laudable goal, I believe supporting
education by giving space to students and schools is more important use of the limited public land. I am
frustrated that the county board is not working with the school board more effectively to solve the capacity
problems in a way that is less divisive to the community.
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My wife and I are residents of Arlington Forest for 13 years and are a short walk from the Lubber Run Community
Center and park. We strongly oppose the use of LRCC and any other parks and recreation centers for any
purpose other than recreation.
The LRCC is a terrific place where we walk our dog, where our son first got on a swing set and where he
developed his bicycling skills. I also use the parking lot as a safe place to work on baseball skills with the kids I
coach when the diamond fields are too wet. Every day we drive by or walk by on our dog walks we see the LRCC
used by families on the playground and for volleyball and basketball. Barrett Elementary across the street
frequently uses the park school activities and end-of-year picnics.
We are ready for a new community center which is long past due. It provides day care services for many of our
neighbors and is our neighborhood gathering place for many events including the Arlington Forest Christmas Tree
lighting where we share some some cheer with our neighbors.
As our county grows, Lubber Run Community Center and other park and recreation areas will become even more
important as places Arlington residents can enjoy the outdoors within their own communities. LRCC is a place and
open space our neighborhood thoroughly enjoys and heavily uses. Please maintain LRCC and other park and
recreation centers for their intended uses.
Thank you,
--- Matt and Vicky Eichler
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While I prefer that the Lubber Run site remain exclusively a public park and community center, if affordable
housing is proposed for the Lubber site it should be senior housing, which would serve a growing need in the
county. Senior housing at that location is convenient to public transportation, within walking distance of groceries
and shopping, and close to existing senior housing.
I would be against affordable housing for families at the Lubber Run site because of the already high poverty rate
at Barrett Elementary School. I believe in diverse communities and schools, and do not support the trend of
concentrating affordable housing in certain communities, notably Buckingham and Columbia Heights West. I
understand efforts are being made to create mixed-income communities and introduce affordable housing to
communities like East Falls Church and Crystal/Pentagon City, neighborhoods without affordable housing that
have excellent transit access. Arlington needs to be strategic in its planning for affordable housing across to the
county, and county staff should work with school staff and community advisory groups to ensure that our schools
and neighborhoods do not become further segregated by income and ethnicity.
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The PL4PG debate is more than what public land, if any, is to be used for affordable housing or schools. Instead,
the question should be focusing on whether we can continue to maintain Arlington’s mix of single family residence,
commercial, and multifamily units with increased density without destroying Arlington’s unique character. The
housing department is projecting that by 2040 Arlington will have an additional 30,500 housing units. His translates
into an additional 67,000 people. This is 5 times the present population of the City of Falls Church (2013 estimate:
13,500). Is it realistic to assume we can cram five times the population of Falls Church into Arlington without
destroying Arlington’s character? I say no. It is not realistic to make this assumption.
During the last Civic federation meeting, after hearing the affordable housing presentation, where the 30,500 extra
households number was mentioned, a delegate shouted out: “Doesn’t the County realize that the county is full?”
That one question is the essence of what the debate should be about.
Yes, affordable housing and school capacity are real issues. But Arlington has no spare parkland that is available
for these worthy concerns.
Affordable housing needs to be built on private land, not public land. Building on public land is a slippery slope
because Arlington County would then be operating a quasi-housing authority. Considering that last year voters
rejected by a 2-1 margin the creation of a housing authority, it is a slap in the face to voters to try and operate a
quasi-housing authority by placing housing on public land.
As for the school capacity crisis, the school board is not thinking outside the box. Building up rather than out
should be considered. After all, Fairfax County and the City of Alexandria are considering unique solutions that
Arlington has not given serious consideration. All that has occurred is pitting one community against another
because they are limiting discussion to either existing school or park sites. The middle school issue of focusing on
the Reed School by tearing it down and building a new middle school two blocks away from an existing middle
school (Swanson) is absurd, without even considering that the existing building was built five years ago at a cost of
$22M.
Options concerning re-purposing HB Woodlawn and using the Wilson school site are also absurd considering that
the school can consider the Edison Center. While an old former school that will need to be upgraded or replaced, it
is a better option than using the site for affordable housing as recommended by the Manager. Yet the Memo
issued by the County Manager and the School Superintendent list the Edison site as a possible school site, but
gave no information on why the property would be better used for affordable housing. The use of the Edison
Center for schools, which is a valid reason to use public land that does not have a pre-existing purpose, trumps the
need for affordable housing, since housing projects are best done on private lands.
Notwithstanding which side of the ideological spectrum one falls, the reality is that Arlington does not have enough
public land, including park land, to even give serious consideration to re-purpose precious public land. In reality
school projects need to budget for land acquisition, in designing their projects. Shoehorning students on to existing
sites is very short sighted.
But as we are having these questions now, what are we going to do to provide public services for the anticipated
67,000 new residents in Arlington? We will need to increase land acquisition for not only parks and schools, but
also other services such as police and fire. This is a lot of land, which we may not have. Which brings us back to
the question the delegate posed at the Civic Federation meeting – Does the County realize the county is full? This
means that maybe we should be discussing the upper limit of population the county can truly sustain without

destroying Arlington’s unique character. Maybe we have already reached that point.
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Having reviewed the Public Land Site Evaluation Guidelines, Draft Staff Proposal for Public Input, July 24, 2014, I
would like to provide the following comments:
Draft Evaluation Criteria and Process Are Not Clearly Defined Enough for Execution
The Draft Public Land Site Evaluation Guidelines are in need of major revision before they can or should be
applied to the re-purposing of any County sites. The goals, process and criteria stated in these guidelines are
vague, qualitative and subject to wide and potentially conflicting interpretation.
The draft guidelines include the following language that needs to be clarified so that the criteria used and process
taken is transparent:
In the third paragraph on page 1, the draft guidelines state that "it will be necessary to prioritize community goals
and base any final land decision on a balanced approach".
a.Prioritize community goals (What are these goals? Who identified them? What is the order of priority for these
goals and who decides this order?)
b.balanced approach (What does this mean? Does balanced mean 50/50, 30/40/30, or some other combination?
Who decides? Will the same approach be applied to each site?)
c.strategic land needs (What are these needs? Who identified them as strategic?)
In the final paragraph on page 1, I question the assumption that “this site has already been identified as the best
location”. Identified by whom (VOICE, County staff and the County Board Manager)? Where was the Community
Engagement in this site selection process? There is no evidence that the County took a holistic approach in the
site selection process. The County also appears to have chosen to take a piecemeal approach rather than holistic
approach in the site evaluation process. The County's approach is the antithesis of Smart Growth.
If VOICE (single Northern Virginia non-profit group), the County Manager and County staff were the only parties
given the opportunity to participate in the site selection process, will the Country provide the same opportunity to
Arlington County residents and citizen organizations to nominate sites? Why are Arlington County residents and
citizen organizations only invited to participate in a still to be clearly defined manner in the site evaluation process?
Perhaps the large majority of public comments received by the County would be in support rather than in
opposition if Arlington County residents and citizen associations had been included in the site selection process.
On Page 2 under the Primary Goals:
a.Goal #1 refers to maintaining a balance among a number of County priorities. Which priorities? How will they be
balanced (equally or will they be weighted differently)?
b.Goal #2 refers to making the most efficient use of public land and economic resources. What does this mean?
Efficiency in terms of money, time, space or other measure?
c.Goal #3 refers to providing a level of public services that is consistent with community expectations. What does
“a level” mean? How do we measure it?
On Page 2 under the Site Evaluation Process and Criteria:
a.Clause #2 states that County staff will perform a pre-planning site evaluation, considering seven criteria. These
criteria are not sufficiently defined to reduce subjective interpretation and increase objective analysis. How will
these criteria be objectively measured? For example, what does “neighborhood context and compatibility” mean?

Does it include information such as housing density in the area, status of student capacity in neighborhood
schools, etc.? How do these site characteristics compare with other areas in the County (e.g., what percentage of
subsidized housing does the surrounding community already supports relative to other areas of the County)?
How will the site evaluation criteria be weighted? Who decides their weighting? For example, what if the level of
support in the surrounding community is low for re-purposing the site? How will this information be weighted?
On Page 3 under the Site Evaluation Process and Criteria:
a.Clause #4 states that the scope of work and timeline may include the establishment of a working group or using
an established advisory Commission or group to lead the community review process. This information is too
vague and does not provide Arlington residents with a clear understanding of who can participate, when they can
participate and in how they can participate in the site evaluation process and decision making.
Clause #4 also states that the working group will collaborate with County staff to maintain a balance (How?)
among County Priorities (Which ones?) as the site is evaluated based on defined (Where and By Whom?) criteria
and planning principles.
The public deserves to know the answers to these questions before the site evaluation process begins for any
County sites.
Not All Tier Sites Are Being Evaluated Equally by the County
This month County Board Vice Chair, Mary Hynes, applied her own limited site evaluation criteria on the
Cherrydale Library site and other Tier III sites, which resulted in their removal by the
County for further consideration. Will the same limited site evaluation criteria be applied to the Tier II sites? If so,
then these sites should also be removed from further consideration. Two
of the three criteria used by Ms. Hynes (and accepted by the County Board) are wide open to interpretation. How
did this situation arise?
According to the Cherrydale Library web site (www.cherrydalelibrary.org), “More than 100 people showed up at
"Open-door Monday" on October 20, 2014, with County Board Vice Chairman Mary Hynes on the balcony of
Cherrydale Library. Ms. Hynes said that Cherrydale Library's presence on the list of sites that county staff is
considering for affordable housing development does not mean that Cherrydale Library will be razed. Instead, the
library building could be augmented with space for affordable housing, making the building multi-use. Ms. Hynes
said the three messages from those attending the meeting that she would convey to her fellow board members
and the county manager are:
1. Cherrydale Library is a valued institution within the community.
2. Cherrydale Library is not an appropriate site for affordable housing.
3. It was a mistake to have included Cherrydale Library on the list of sites under consideration for affordable
housing.”
On October 28 Ms. Hynes submitted a letter to the Friends of Cherrydale Library advising them of the following: “I
have gone back, as promised October 20 at the Open Door Meeting at the Cherrydale Branch Library, to look
holistically at the Tier III sites (where the library is included) on
page 9 of the County Manager’s report. I applied the following criteria in my analysis:
- If a public building already exists on a site, is the building site and configuration on its face sufficient to
accommodate an added use and the necessary associated parking?
- Would using this site for housing allow protection of any existing park or natural area?
- Is this site included in the approved 2015-2024 CIP?
For most of the Tier II sites, the answer is “no” to two of my three criteria. For that reason, I support removing all
of the Tier III sites on page 9 from any further consideration.”

For reasons only understood by the County, Cherrydale Library and the 15 other Tier III sites were this week
magically pardoned from future consideration for affordable housing. Where is the transparency in the County
Board’s decision-making?
For example, if one used the same evaluation criteria for Lubber Run Park’s Community Center that Ms. Hynes
applied to Cherrydale Library, then one could come to the same conclusion that it should be removed from further
consideration for affordable housing.
- If a public building already exists on a site, is the building site and configuration on its face sufficient to
accommodate an added use and the necessary associated parking? NO
- Would using this site for housing allow protection of any existing park or natural area? NO
- Is this site included in the approved 2015-2024 CIP? YES
According to Ms. Hynes a site only needs to have two (or even just one) of these questions answered with “No” to
justify removal for further consideration. If the County Board chooses not to apply the same site evaluation criteria
to Tier II sites that it applied to Tier III sites, then one should ask why is there a double standard?
With the sudden removal of the Tier III sites from further consideration one might ask the following question:
a. Does the County believe it can meet its PL4PG goals using the eight Tier I and II sites?
b. Does the County believe it will need to buy or lease private land to meet its PL4PG goals?
c. When will the County provide a public explanation for its Tier III sites removal decision?
Not All Community Feedback Is Being Treated Equally by the County
Residents in the communities surrounding the Lubber Run Community Center (LRCC), one of the Tier II sites,
have also expressed strong opposition to the inclusion of housing, but so far with a very different outcome than
Cherrydale.
On October 15 County Board Chair Jay Fisette attended the Arlington Forest Citizens Association (AFCA) meeting
at Barrett Elementary School with over 50 residents in attendance. Less than a handful of attendees expressed
any support for adding affordable housing to Lubber Run Park and its Community Center or the parking lot that
serves them. Attendees reminded Mr. Fisette of the outcomes of the March 31-April 2014 neighborhood survey
conducted by AFCA on the future of LRCC. 278 out of 853 households in Arlington Forest responded to the
survey and AFCA reported the results of the survey including the fact that “Survey respondents overwhelmingly
support replacing LRCC with a similar facility. 91 percent agree or strongly agree with that option. 70 percent rate
it as the best of all the options.”
Despite this clear and strong feedback from the AFCA neighborhood, County Board Chair Jay Fisette sent a letter
on October 28 to AFCA President Allison Kennett stating that “It was never the intention, nor is it now of interest, to
place stand-alone affordable housing in an officially designated park, nor was it the intent to disturb existing natural
or park areas. The success of Arlington Mill Community Center was in the mind of those proposing this effort and
of the County Board – where parking was moved underground to allow for a joint use project incorporating
affordable housing above.”
Chair Fisette’s comments reflect tone deafness to the feedback provided by a large majority of residents in the
communities surrounding LRCC who believe that:
1. Lubber Run Community Center (LRCC) is a valued institution within the community.
2. LRCC is not an appropriate site for affordable housing.
3. It was a mistake to have included LRCC on the list of sites under consideration for affordable housing.
The large majority of views expressed from the surrounding community (Cathcart Springs, Buckingham, etc.)
oppose the County Board Manager’s vision of placing affordable housing units on either the LRCC building or the
parking lot used by visitors to Lubber Run Park, LRCC and Barrett Elementary. It is neither appropriate nor
necessary to force this community (or others in the County) to accept an Arlington Mill model on County park land.

Arlington Mill’s Community Center and Affordable Housing Development reside on land that was previously
commercial real estate (Safeway grocery store and parking lot). The Lubber Run Community Center (LRCC), the
Lubber Run Amphitheater and two surface parking lots reside within the boundaries of Lubber Run Park. The
Lubber Run Community Center was a family residence purchased by the County in 1951 for use as a public
recreation facility.
The community surrounding LRCC is residential and includes Barrett Elementary across the street. In addition this
community has one of the highest concentrations of subsidized housing in the County. This community and many
others in the County want to retain their park land and open spaces in the face of increased housing density and
population growth.
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Having reviewed the Public Land Site Evaluation Guidelines, Draft Staff Proposal for Public Input, July 24, 2014, I
would like to provide the following comments:
Draft Evaluation Criteria and Process Are Not Clearly Defined Enough for Execution
The Draft Public Land Site Evaluation Guidelines are in need of major revision before they can or should be
applied to the re-purposing of any County sites. The goals, process and criteria stated in these guidelines are
vague, qualitative and subject to wide and potentially conflicting interpretation.
The draft guidelines include the following language that needs to be clarified so that the criteria used and process
taken is transparent:
In the third paragraph on page 1, the draft guidelines state that "it will be necessary to prioritize community goals
and base any final land decision on a balanced approach".
a. Prioritize community goals (What are these goals? Who identified them? What is the order of priority for these
goals and who decides this order?)
b. balanced approach (What does this mean? Does balanced mean 50/50, 30/40/30, or some other combination?
Who decides? Will the same approach be applied to each site?)
c. strategic land needs (What are these needs? Who identified them as strategic?)
In the final paragraph on page 1, I question the assumption that “this site has already been identified as the best
location”. Identified by whom (VOICE, County staff and the County Board Manager)? Where was the Community
Engagement in this site selection process? There is no evidence that the County took a holistic approach in this
site selection process.
If VOICE (single Northern Virginia non-profit group), the County Manager and County staff were the only parties
given the opportunity to participate in
the site selection process, will the Country provide the same opportunity to Arlington County residents and citizen
organizations to nominate sites? Why are Arlington County residents and citizen organizations only invited to
participate in a still to be clearly defined manner in the site evaluation process?
Perhaps the large majority of public comments received by the County would be in support rather than in
opposition if Arlington County residents and
citizen associations had been included in the site selection process.
On Page 2 under the Primary Goals:
a. Goal #1 refers to maintaining a balance among a number of County priorities. Which priorities? How will they be
balanced (equally or will they be weighted differently)?

b. Goal #2 refers to making the most efficient use of public land and economic resources. What does this mean?
Efficiency in terms of money, time, space or other measure?
c. Goal #3 refers to providing a level of public services that is consistent with community expectations. What does
“a level” mean? How do we measure it?
On Page 2 under the Site Evaluation Process and Criteria:
a. Clause #2 states that County staff will perform a pre-planning site evaluation, considering seven criteria. These
criteria are not sufficiently defined to reduce subjective interpretation and increase objective analysis. How will
these criteria be objectively measured? For example, what does “neighborhood context and compatibility” mean?
Does it include information such as housing density in the area, status of student capacity in neighborhood
schools, etc.? How do these site characteristics compare with other areas in the County (e.g., what percentage of
subsidized housing does the surrounding community already supports relative to other areas of the County)?
How will the site evaluation criteria be weighted? Who decides their weighting? For example, what if the level of
support in the surrounding community is low for re-purposing the site? How will this information be weighted?
On Page 3 under the Site Evaluation Process and Criteria:
a. Clause #4 states that the scope of work and timeline may include the establishment of a working group or using
an established advisory Commission or group to lead the community review process. This information is too
vague and does not provide Arlington residents with a clear understanding of who can participate, when they can
participate and in how they can participate in the site evaluation process and decision making.
Clause #4 also states that the working group will collaborate with County staff to maintain a balance (How?)
among County Priorities (Which ones?) as the site is evaluated based on defined (Where and By Whom?) criteria
and planning principles.
The public deserves to know the answers to these questions before the site evaluation process begins for any
County sites.
Not All Tier Sites Are Being Evaluated Equally by the County
This month County Board Vice Chair, Mary Hynes, applied her own limited site evaluation criteria on the
Cherrydale Library site and other Tier III sites, which resulted in their removal by the
County for further consideration. Will the same limited site evaluation criteria be applied to the Tier II sites? If so,
then these sites should also be removed from further consideration. Two
of the three criteria used by Ms. Hynes (and accepted by the County Board) are wide open to interpretation. How
did this situation arise?
According to the Cherrydale Library web site (www.cherrydalelibrary.org), “More than 100 people showed up at
"Open-door Monday" on October 20, 2014, with County Board Vice Chairman Mary Hynes on the balcony of
Cherrydale Library. Ms. Hynes said that Cherrydale Library's presence on the list of sites that county staff is
considering for affordable housing development does not mean that Cherrydale Library will be razed. Instead, the
library building could be augmented with space for affordable housing, making the building multi-use. Ms. Hynes
said the three messages from those
attending the meeting that she would convey to her fellow board members and the county manager are:
1. Cherrydale Library is a valued institution
within the community.
2. Cherrydale Library is not an appropriate site for affordable housing.
3. It was a mistake to have included Cherrydale Library on the list of sites under consideration for affordable
housing.”
On October 28 Ms. Hynes submitted a letter to the Friends of Cherrydale Library advising them of the following: “I
have gone back, as promised October 20 at the Open Door Meeting at the Cherrydale Branch Library, to look

holistically at the Tier III sites (where the library is included) on
page 9 of the County Manager’s report. I
applied the following criteria in my analysis:
- If a public building already exists on a site, is the building site and configuration on its face sufficient to
accommodate an added use and the necessary associated parking?
- Would using this site for housing allow protection of any existing park or natural area?
- Is this site included in the approved 2015-2024 CIP?
For most of the Tier II sites, the answer is “no” to two of my three criteria. For that reason, I support removing all of
the Tier III sites on page 9 from any further consideration.”
For reasons only understood by the County, Cherrydale
Library and the 15 other Tier III sites were this week magically pardoned from
future consideration for affordable housing. Where is the transparency in the County Board’s
decision-making?
For example, if one used the same evaluation criteria for Lubber Run Park’s Community Center that Ms. Hynes
applied to Cherrydale Library, then one could come to the same conclusion that it should be removed from further
consideration for affordable housing.
- If a public building already exists on a site, is the building site and configuration on its face sufficient to
accommodate an added use and the necessary associated parking? NO
- Would using this site for housing allow protection of any existing park or natural area? NO
- Is this site included in the approved 2015-2024 CIP? YES
According to Ms. Hynes a site only needs to have two (or even just one) of these questions answered with “No” to
justify removal for further consideration. If the County Board chooses not to apply the same site evaluation criteria
to Tier II sites that it applied to Tier III sites, then one should ask why is there a double standard?
With the sudden removal of the Tier III sites from further consideration one might ask the following question:
a. Does the County believe it can meet its PL4PG goals using the eight Tier I and II sites?
b. Does the County believe it will need to buy or lease private land to meet its PL4PG goals?
c. When will the County provide an explanation to the public?
Not All Community Feedback Is Being Treated Equally by the County
Residents in the communities surrounding the Lubber Run Community Center (LRCC), one of the Tier II sites,
have also expressed strong opposition to the inclusion of housing, but with a very different outcome so far.
For example, on October 15 County Board Chair Jay Fisette attended the Arlington Forest Citizens Association
(AFCA) meeting at Barrett Elementary School with over 50 residents in attendance. Less than a handful of
attendees expressed any support for adding affordable housing to Lubber Run Park and its Community Center or
the parking lot that serves them. Attendees also reminded Mr. Fisette of the outcomes of the March 31-April 2014
neighborhood survey conducted by AFCA on the future of LRCC. 278 out of 853 households in Arlington Forest
responded to the survey and AFCA reported the results of the
survey including the fact that “Survey respondents overwhelmingly support replacing LRCC with a similar facility.
91 percent agree or strongly agree with
that option. 70 percent rate it as the best of all the options.”
Despite this clear and strong feedback from the AFCA neighborhood, County Board Chair Jay Fisette sent a letter
on October 28 to AFCA President Allison Kennett stating that “It was never the intention, nor is it now of interest, to
place stand-alone affordable housing in an officially designated park, nor was it the intent to disturb existing natural
or park areas. The success of Arlington Mill Community Center was in the mind of those proposing this effort and
of the County Board – where parking was moved underground to allow for a joint use project incorporating

affordable housing above.”
Chair Fisette’s comments reflect tone deafness to the feedback provided by a large majority of residents in the
communities surrounding LRCC who believe that:
1. Lubber Run Community Center (LRCC) is a valued
institution within the community.
2. LRCC is not an appropriate site for affordable housing.
3. It was a mistake to have included LRCC on the list of sites under consideration for affordable housing.
The large majority of views expressed from the surrounding community oppose the County Board Manager’s
vision of placing affordable housing units on either the LRCC building or the parking lot used by visitors to Lubber
Run Park, LRCC and Barrett Elementary. It is neither appropriate nor necessary to force this community (or others
in the County) to accept an Arlington Mill model on County park land.
Arlington Mill’s Community Center and Affordable Housing Development reside on land that was previously
commercial real estate (Safeway
grocery store and parking lot). The Lubber Run Community Center (LRCC), the Lubber Run Amphitheater and two
surface parking lots reside within the boundaries of Lubber Run Park. The Lubber Run Community Center was a
family residence purchased by the County in 1951 for use as a public recreation facility. The community
surrounding LRCC is residential and includes Barrett Elementary across the street. In addition this community has
one of the highest concentrations of subsidized housing in the County. This community and many others in the
County want to retain their park land and open spaces in the face of increased housing density and population
growth.

Comment # Source
518
Web Form
Affiliation

Name
Christine Ng

Date
10/31/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
I have lived in Arlington for 6 years and greatly value the mix of urban density and parkland. I also serve on the
Environment and Energy Conservation Commission. While I submit this comment as a private citizen and not as a
representative of E2C2, my work on the Commission has exposed me to the pressures on the county to support
affordable housing and school construction. I value both objectives but I am very concerned about the loss of
parkland and other open green space. We should be reclaiming parkland and open space rather than developing
it. My family and I chose to buy a townhome in Shirlington, and we were willing to give up having a private yard in
exchange for the shared trails and Jennie Dean Park along Four Mile Run. We are alarmed that Jennie Dean
Park is a candidate for affordable housing since the area is one of the few open public spaces in Shirlington.
Parkland benefits all Arlingtonians, including those who live in affordable housing. There is a high commercial
building occupancy rate - has the county seriously considered working with private developers to redevelop some
of these structures into affordable housing or schools? This would repurpose existing structures and land rather
than taking over precious parkland. The practice of allowing developers of high rise luxury apartments to pay into
an affordable housing fund instead of committing a set percentage in each building to affordable housing should
be reexamined. We all benefit from living in an economically diverse community and I am concerned about
Arlington becoming segregated into high and low income neighborhoods.

Comment # Source
519
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
10/31/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
I am a resident of Arlington Forrest and I oppose concentrating affordable housing in one or two areas in the
County. This puts even more pressure on public schools and County services. I support affordable housing, but it
should be spread throughout the county.
The area within one-half mile of LRCC has the highest number of committed affordable housing units in the
County - about 1,700. In light of this concentration, it is even more necessary to maintain this park land and
community center. There should be no further increase in density in this area until the school overcrowding issues
have been addressed.
Please do not add more housing to an already extremely dense area of Arlington County.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Mitchell

Comment # Source
520
Web Form
Affiliation
Cathcart Springs HOA

Name
Sarah Linton

Date
10/31/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
I am very concerned that the proposed Public Land Site Evaluation Guidelines permit county planners to propose
converting public park and recreation land to other uses. I live in a community designated for low-density
residential development on the GLUP, yet county staff and the county board have proposed placing a large, highrise apartment complex (Arlington Mill is the example repeatedly cited) on the grounds of our neighborhood Lubber
Run Recreation Center. With Arlington expecting continued high population growth and pressures for
urbanization, it is more important than ever to preserve and improve recreational amenities.
Arlington voters have always approved bond measures to acquire and develop parks and recreation facilities,
showing our support for such development. We are being asked to approve another such bond issue in next
month's election. And yet the County government is threatening to convert public recreation land to uses
incompatible with the desires of the surrounding communities as well as contrary to carefully prepared land-use
planning guidelines.

Comment # Source
522
Web Form

Name
Charlie Flickner

Affiliation
Rock Spring Civic Association

Date
10/31/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
We have so little green space in Arlington, and are rapidly losing our canopy trees to age and development.
Please don't use public park land for buildings except when absolutely necessary and after extensive
neighborhood consultation. The way the CIP was announced and passed swiftly by the Board is unacceptable.
Also, why can the Board and APS better coordinate planning, or better yet, do it jointly.

Comment # Source
523
Web Form

Name
James McMullin

Affiliation

Date
10/31/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
School & Park land is generally not available for housing - private, public, or of any nature. That is why it is there;
i.e.: For schools, parks - the "People".
Please do not irreversibly convert precious little public land to non-public uses.

Comment # Source
524
Web Form

Name
David Buergler

Affiliation
Arlington Forest Citizens Association

Date
10/31/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
I oppose the use of Lubber Run Rec Center and surrounding playground or any current open recreational space in
single family neighborhoods for a higher density development. Please establish land use policies that preserve
open space park lands for playgrounds, picnicing, outdoor sports, and other recreation purposes.

Comment # Source
526
Web Form

Name
Tim Doyle

Affiliation

Date
10/31/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
Given the extensive amount of multifamily development that has taken place in the greater Ballston area, I strongly
oppose add housing to the Lubber Run Community Center site. The density of housing begs for more parkland,
not less, and more housing not less.
Families need public space in which they can recreate. When my son turned 1 in February and we needed to find
a place whre we cold celebrate, we had to go Walter Reed CC in orde to space.
Please keep LRCC as a community space.
- Tim Doyle

Comment # Source
527
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Affiliation

Name
Edith Wilson

Date
10/31/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
The Public Land for Public Good (PL4PG) study released in May 2014 by the County Manager aimed to identify
potential locations on "county property" for new schools and affordable housing. Those who asked for this study
took the position that it was acceptable to use public land since both schools and affordable housing are "public
goods."
If applied to Arlington’s parks, this definition would make trees and grassy areas fair game for all kinds of "good"
community uses -- and it's downhill from there. The County Board and School Board have many options with
policies they make and non-park property they own or control. This includes more creative approaches to building
and expanding schools. Parkland should not be considered for these purposes. There are some particularly
difficult situations faced with existing schools in the middle of parks such as the Abingdon and Thomas Jefferson
schools. These must be sorted out carefully, with the least possible infringement on green space and trees. But
they should not become precedents for future building on other parks when they are legacy problems.
Let’s take the example of Jenny Dean Park and Shirlington Park in the Four Mile Run area of south Arlington
where I live. This area is slated for a Parks and Recreation master plan in 2015 leading to a complete overhaul of
the design and all facilities as well as expansion of park area. There is great potential for turning this area into a
much more attractive, up to date, and very green park and recreation area. For Shirlington, Nauck and related
neighborhoods, this is a big deal.
The PL4PG study identified "land adjacent to Jenny Dean," specifically a large property bordering Four Mile Run
street and the park for affordable housing in future. It is in the second tier of the 8 properties listed. The report is
disingenuous in describing this parcel in the PL4PG listing as simply "adjacent to" the park. The parcel of land was
purchased with PARK bond funds and it was specifically intended to be added to Jennie Dean, an acquisition plan
that has been in progress for a decade. It is shown on county park maps as part of the park planning site. No one
would know this reading the PL4PG report. This sort of thing does not increase trust in the process.
Parkland was paid for by special taxpayer-approved bonds specifically for PARKS and recreation centers. Yes, in
the end when the bonds are paid off the County owns this land. But does the Board seriously contemplate putting
out new park bonds for voter approval, as it is doing on Nov. 4th, as it says, “Oh yes, you paid for this land with
park bonds but now forget all that, we are going to build on it”? How would we sustain public support for funding
parks and recreation?
In this case, it is not a good idea to put any kind of housing on this parcel on Four Mile Run for several reasons.
Much of this area is a flood plain and conservation area, not to mention that on this side of Four Mile Run street,
the land is zoned for light industrial uses. These issues were discussed on June 16 at a well attended community
meeting with the Planning Commission. The Nauck Civic Association’s recent letter to the County Board points to
a long history of using this area for recreational purposes and opposes the PL4PG listing.
This is an important discussion we are having. What is the value of “passive green space” like this? To me and my
neighbors, it’s the only place we have to go in our high rise, urban area of Shirlington, and we use it multiple times
a day. To others, it is “undeveloped” property, available for other public purposes. All we know is that once used,
we will never get our open space, trees and grass back.
Do we need more affordable housing in the county? Absolutely, but why is that news to our elected representatives
and what were they doing while the affordable housing stock decreased and new housing was built without it? How
is the County planning to maintain the existing stock of affordable housing along Columbia Pike, a far more

significant question in terms of the number of homes affected?
As County Board Chair Jay Fisette said to the Fairlington Civic Association in early September in response to a
question about the "nibbling away" of park land, we need more creative approaches to schools, including more
multistory school buildings, as well as more multipurpose county facilities like Arlington Mill on Columbia Pike
which combines a community center, underground parking and housing. Fisette called the PL4PG study "just
spaghetti thrown against the wall, some ideas to consider." I couldn’t agree more. I’d also like to see more
transparency and better process as we move ahead, beginning with how many of the PL4PG identified parcels
were purchased with park bond funds.
Thank you for the opportunity to submit these comments for your consideration.
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Date
10/31/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
As we find ourselves dealing with the school capacity crisis at hand, while still dreading more crises to come, as
the population bubble grows, I would urge our County Board and School Board to work intensively together to
address our school capacity crises now and over the next few years. But at the same time, in order to avoid our
running into such crises again, I would urge ACB and SB to work together to form a comprehensive joint long-term
plan. I have trouble forming judgments regarding the proposed affordable housing when I do not know the
context -- societal infrastructure -- being formed to support the additional needs it will generate, and to make the
small adjustments it will probably require to tax base expectations. The school system is chief among this societal
infrastructure to me, as a parent, but it is broader than that. We need to have a clear and solid plan to catch up on
providing necessary seats to the children who already live here now. We need to do this both before we make
unavailable some sites that might actually need to fit into the school system jigsaw puzzle first, and we need to do
this before we add more children to the already-overburdened school system. I think the formation of a
comprehensive, solid, transparent, and well publicized long-term strategic community plan will be is necessary,
and I think our leaders are up to the task. I hope they embark on it as soon as possible. I urge the county to
invest in hiring an experienced urbane planner to help direct the use of public land, instead of letting outside
developers (who care only to make a profit) steer the direction of building in our county. Increased density without
well designed social infrastructure will destroy a county that was know for its livability.

Comment # Source
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Date
10/31/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
We adore Arlington. We have just worked for months to find the place that seemed "just right." Nestled between
the library, a park and the village. There is one killer intersection of 29 and Military, but there seemed to be no
where else to build, so we felt secure in buying the property we did because just like beach front property in San
Diego, there seems to be no where else to build. There is a saying in California "There is only so much beach
front property." Here in Arlington, "There is only so much Cherrydale property."
Within the same week of moving in, I see mention of the cute little, historical, library near the busy intersection
being turned into a high rise with low income housing on the upper floors. I still have broken nails and bloody
knuckles from moving in boxes and now I'm having to take the time to write this letter.
Northern Virginia is NOT for lovers. I'm going to be frank. I'm coming from California and I'm here to say this
place is about as unfriendly and over-crowded as they come. I have spent years in New Jersey and New York City
and had better luck with roads and finding my way than I do here. There is an edge here that is hard to shake
thanks to the pure over-crowding.
I attended the meeting at the library and I appreciate the need for the county to make more money by turning their
income properties into multiple units in an effort to make more revenue. However, current over-crowding needs to
be seen and dealt with honestly.
That, and in the planning for the future, the quaintness of the "village" needs to be maintained in order to help
Cherrydale to continue to be attractive to the people living here now. Turn-over is built in to communities. It is the
circle of life. The WW II generation is passing. Soon, even the Baby Boomers will not be in their current Arlington
homes. People will continue moving into the city in the reverse urban sprawl created by the fuel prices. Real
Estate is a long-term investment (this, from someone whom just took what was liquid of her retirement in order to
buy this home in Arlington near the library's land I am now defending). There is no need to try to maximize every
square inch of Arlington.
That stop-light on Military and 29 is TERRIBLE. There is no way another housing development's traffic can be
supported by that road. The metro is still a mile away. If the housing were meant for seniors there would be staff
as well as residents in need of access to the building in addition to the library's traffic. If the housing were meant
for young teachers, the schools are still a bit far to rule out the teachers having their own vehicles, roommates and
families in addition.
Cherrydale is a very proud village. People pine to live here. Let it be so that it can continue to grow as a
community and the revenue will steadily continue without the need to use the Cherrydale Library location for the
suggested low-income housing high rise.
Any child in Cherrydale is very protective of this little building. It is special. That kind of nostalgic safety does not
exist just everywhere, and especially not Northern Virginia. In California, they are building communities that look
like Cherrydale up out of the desert. This town has a great thing going. Please leave the property where the
Cherrydale Library exists as is. No new developments in this part of Cherrydale. Thank you.

Comment # Source
530
Web Form

Name

Affiliation

Date
10/31/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
As an Arlington County resident and homeowner in Arlington Forest, I can tell you first hand that the Lubber Run
Community Center should be removed from consideration as a location for additional housing, whether
“affordable” or any other kind. This site cannot accommodate additional housing without significant further
detriment to the surrounding area.
Already, the Ballston Row development and adjacent and related multi-unit developments immediately surrounding
that site are significantly overly-dense. These developments are still yet to be completed and have already
brought significant increases in traffic congestion and detrimentally altered the characteristics of this residential
area. The area cannot sustain any further development. While these projects may already be beyond the point of
no return, the thought of placing more residences adjacent to these already extremely overly dense developments,
will only further gridlock what we are already experiencing.
Additionally, I have yet to see any indication that desires for this initiative are being made broadly in the County.
This exercise appears to be prompted by one church advocacy group, numerous members of which do not even
live in Arlington. It concerns me greatly that the County is catering to a single interest group rather than the broad
desires of the Community.
Please do not convert our parks, recreation centers, libraries, community centers or like spaces into housing of
any kind. These public spaces are extremely limited. As such, the County has many ways to allocate further
housing solutions but development of more community space should not be one of them.

Comment # Source
531
Web Form
Affiliation

Name

Date
10/31/2014
ZIP Code
22201

Comment
In order to plan priorities and strategies for optimum use of public land for public good reflecting community input
and diverse needs, the County Board should conduct a study with community involvement to: 1) examine
demographic, economic, technological and other planning factors and assumptions for projections of future
community conditions and public service needs; 2) review current and future projected public service needs and
priorities that will require land and facilities; 3) create an inventory of all currently owned public land, facilities, and
land use restrictions or conditions; and 4) review and develop strategies for land use and strategies for land
acquisition to establish plans to meet priority needs.

Comment # Source
532
Web Form

Name
Mary Kusler

Affiliation

Date
10/31/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
Good evening,
I am writing as a parent of two your kids who are lucky to be growing up in Arlington County and going to APS.
However, I have been dismayed by the lack of collaborative ownership that the school board and the county board
have taken in regards to finding solutions to address the lack of capacity in our schools. We are in a county, with
limited available space, and therefore all available land within the public good should be considered for its potential
to meet the needs of schools.
It has been great to see the efforts that the county has put into development but it is inexcusable that the county
would ask developers to pay into a fund for public art but not require these same developers to pay into increasing
capacity in our schools. These same housing developments are bringing housing for new families with children
coming to our schools. But these same developers are not bearing any responsibility for the education of their
new residents.
I urge you to rethink your policy so we have more resources to put lands aside and develop county lands for the
public good so that my children and those that come after will have access to lands that meet the legacy and uses
they deserve.

Comment # Source
533
Web Form

Name
James Shea

Affiliation
AHS Policy Committee

Date
10/31/2014
ZIP Code
22201

Comment
I fully support the comments on the proposed policy guidelines for addressing proposed County sites for Public
Land for Public Good purposes submitted by VOICE and AHS.

Comment # Source
534
Web Form
Affiliation
resident

Name

Date
10/31/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
Public land should be for public good. Such public good particularly includes school siting, given Arlington's
immediate capacity crisis. Balancing housing, schools, and green space is important and needs a strategic look,
so conducting a wholistic look at county land is absolutely warranted. Arlington could benefit from a professional
urban planner to get in on the ground floor of land decisions to account for needs in advance.

Comment # Source
535
Web Form

Name

Affiliation
Arlington Forest Citizens Association and resident

Date
10/31/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
I support maintaining low density single family neighborhoods and I oppose adding even more density within single
family neighborhoods.
I oppose concentrating affordable housing in one or two areas in the County. This puts even more pressure on
public schools and County services. I support planning for affordable housing throughout the County but especially
in the Metro corridors where multiple transportation options exist and many destinations are within walking
distance to residences.
I support continued planning of more transit oriented developments in medium and high density areas.

Comment # Source
536
Open Arlington

Name
Name not shown

Affiliation

Date
10/31/2014
ZIP Code

Comment
The proposed guidelines contain the following:
2.Once a site is recommended, staff will perform a pre-planning site evaluation, considering the following criteria:
a.
Site Characteristics
vii.
Parcel size, dimensions, and other physical characteristics; Existing conditions and inventory of uses ?€? which
may include data on daily users; special event attendance/use; history of attendance if available; etc.
Transportation and multi-modal accessibility; Environmental features, such as Resource Protection Areas and tree
canopy;....
The phrase "tree canopy" is too general. The section should state "tree canopy, to include the number of mature
trees that the project may adversely impact". In addition, thia section should specify "presence and area of any
natural areas on and near the site".
The proposed guidelines also contain the following:
6.In addition to the criteria listed in 2a, any planning process involving County-held land should also consider the
following evaluation criteria:
a.County Policies and Priorities i.Conformity with the County?€?s articulated goals and policies with
regard to parks and open space; affordable housing; historic preservation; land use; transportation; parking;
accessibility; energy, sustainability, and the environment; and education; among others;
This section is too general. I suggest that the guidelines specifically cite the Public Spaces Master Plan and other
relevant specific elements of the County's Comprehensive Plan.
As an additional comment, I consider it to be unacceptable to utilize public property for private purposes, such as
affordable housing. Such usages give private parties, including parties that operate and occupy facilities on a
public property, control of part or all of the property. These private parties will gain the right to exclude members of
the public from the portion of the property that they operate or occupy. As an example, members of the public who
do not meet criteria for occupancy of affordable housing will be excluded from a public property that is used for
such housing. As a matter of principle and fairness, a County government should not limit any of its public
properties to the exclusive use of any private parties.
Therefore, one criteria should be: "Absence of barriers imposed by a proposed private use of a site that can
prevent any members of the public from fully utilizing the site because of personal or household income or other
restrictive factors".
Another criterion should be: "Objections of neighborhood civic associations to a proposed use of the site." This is
important, as several civic associations have already expressed their opposition to one or more of County
Manager's proposed sites (for example, the proposed use of the Lubber Run Community Center site for affordable
housing, which at least three affected neighborhood civic associations now oppose).

Comment # Source
537
Web Form

Name
Jillene Bushnell

Affiliation
Resident

Date
11/1/2014
ZIP Code
22207

Comment
For public schools that are bursting at the seem there should be no available option that is left off the table. Our
school board is currently being constrained by options that already are granted for their use, but as the school
aged populations grows, this is leveraging unrealistic restraints. Please allow all parcels to be considered by the
APS Board. Thank you.

Comment # Source
538
Web Form

Name
Robert Harvey

Affiliation
Arlington resident/property owner

Date
11/1/2014
ZIP Code
22206

Comment
I adamantly oppose any policy that would reduce or impact the use of public green space in Arlington. While
affordable housing is important, it is much better to look at where other cities have succeeded, e.g, New York's
use of rent control. Reallocating public park use for low income housing (or any other purpose) negatively impacts
everyone, regardless of income level.

Comment # Source
539
Web Form

Name
Carey Johnston

Affiliation

Date
11/1/2014
ZIP Code
22203

Comment
We strongly oppose the proposal to build affordable housing anywhere on the Lubber Run Community Center
(LRCC) site -- or on any public site that involves parkland, a community/recreation center, or a public library. I am
a supporter of affordable housing but I do not see the LRCC as a suitable location.
First, Arlington needs to preserve our parkland and green space. Arlington County is a highly urbanized area and
the need to preserve our green space will only grow as more people move into the County. As demonstrated by
many successful cities (e.g. New York's Central Park), public green spaces provide space for people to enjoy it the
outdoors and the momentarily escape the pressures of living in a crowded environment.
Second, the adjacent Lubber Run stream is highly influenced by its urbanized watershed and is in fact listed as
impaired (as a tributary of Four Mile Run) by the state of Virginia. A large affordable housing complex at the LRCC
site will negatively affect water quality with more sediment (during construction) and polluted urban storm water
from more impervious space (after construction). Further impairing this natural water resource is contrary to
Arlington County's commitments to environmental sustainability and protection.
Third, central Arlington is in need of a fully functional community center or nature center. It has long since passed
the time when LRCC should be raised and rebuilt to modern standards. There is already a large portion of the
County's affordable housing within walking distance of LRCC and the County should take their needs for a
community center (as well as the needs of other neighborhoods) as a key decision making factor.
Lastly, the County has not adequately accounted for the increased traffic that an affordable housing complex will
bring to George Mason and Carlin Springs Road. These roads are already major commuting through ways and
more traffic from a new housing complex will lead to unacceptable congestion and public safety concerns given
their close distance from LRCC and Barrett Elementary School. This site is not suitable for all the cars that will
come with a large affordable housing complex.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments.
Sincerely,
Carey and Beverly Johnston
213 N Emerson Street
Arlington, VA 22203

Subject:
Date:

Draft Public Land Site Evaluation Guidelines - Arlington Parks Coalition Comments
Sunday, September 14, 2014 11:22:28 AM

Matt, I appreciated speaking with you this past week re the draft Guidelines. Since I am never quite sure
that my comments on the County websites get through completely, I am resending our comments on behalf
of the Arlington Parks Coalition to you separately by email.
As we discussed, we strongly believe that the deadline to comment on the draft Guidelines needs to be
extended to at least November 15 to allow civic associations and other civic groups within Arlington
adequate time to review and agree upon comments for submission.
Thank you very much.
Regards,
Rick Epstein
on behalf of the Arlington Parks Coalition

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

September 12, 2014
Mr. Matt Ladd, Associate Planner
Planning Division
Department of Community Planning, Housing & Development
Arlington County, Virginia 22201
Re: Draft Public Land Site Evaluation Guidelines (7/24/14)
Arlington Parks Coalition Comments
Dear Mr. Ladd:
We appreciate the opportunity to submit feedback to the draft Public Land Site Evaluation Guidelines dated
July 24, 2014 (the “Guidelines”). The Arlington Parks Coalition requests the modifications to the draft
Guidelines set forth on the enclosed Attachment to help ensure that the document, and the actions of our
County government in the use of our public lands, are consistent with long-standing County policy and the
strong Arlington community support for the preservation and enhancement of our County parks, recreation
centers and park-like green spaces.
In addition to our comments set forth in the Attachment, we feel that this entire PL4PG process has been
handled on an unreasonably expedited basis that has precluded the broad-based and deliberate communitywide input that this type of policy change and the “Arlington Way” requires. Specifically, these proposed
Guidelines were issued during the height of the summer vacation season without appreciable notice to the
public and many civic associations and other groups will be unable to adequately review these Guidelines
and respond when they may reconvene now during September. In fact, there are apparently civic
associations that do not meet on a monthly basis and others that will require at least two meeting cycles to
be able to develop, adopt and submit comments. We request therefore that the County government
undertake a proactive effort to publicize the existence of this document and the opportunity for the public to
provide feedback with the deadline for the submission of comments extended to at least November 15th.

Taking these steps will create an opportunity for the community and County government to work together
to develop Guidelines that are more consistent with the best interests of our community. That is the
Arlington Way.
I would very much appreciate if you could please confirm receipt of this document to my email address.
Thank you for your time and attention. Again, we appreciate this opportunity to comment.
Sincerely,
Rick Epstein
On behalf of the Arlington Parks Coalition
ATTACHMENT
CHANGES TO THE PUBLIC LAND SITE EVALUATION GUIDELINES
REQUESTED BY THE ARLINGTON PARKS COALITION

Requested Change 1: Insert the following language as a new second paragraph under “Application of
Site Evaluation Guidelines”:
“Notwithstanding the foregoing paragraph, County-owned parks, recreation sites and other park-like green
space, and land purchased, donated, or otherwise acquired for such purposes, shall not be subject to these
Guidelines and it is the intent of the County to not use such land and facilities for purposes other than parks,
recreation centers and green space.
Arlington residents have repeatedly and consistently conveyed their priority concern to preserve and indeed
expand our County parks, recreation centers and park-like green space in our increasingly urbanized county,
as evidenced by overwhelming support for park bond measures and, more importantly, by the thousands of
people who use these resources on a daily basis.
Requested Change 2: The existing second paragraph under the heading “Application of Site Evaluation
Guidelines” limits the application of the Guidelines to addressing the issue of “feasibility” of a site already
determined to be the “best location” for a proposed use or uses. Determination of the “best location” for a
proposed use or uses should itself be subject to the “Arlington Way” with appropriate public participation
and input. No site should be selected as the “best location” for a use if that use is not feasible on the site.
These Guidelines should either expressly confirm that principle (and other county processes should
implement that principle) or the process created by these Guidelines should be broadened to encompass
both site selection as well as site feasibility.
Requested change 3: Add an additional goal under “Primary Goals”:
“4. Continue the county’s long-standing policy to preserve, enhance and expand county parks, recreation
centers and other public open space assets and to carefully maintain active and passive recreation areas and
open space in neighborhoods and metro corridors.”
This has been County policy since at least 1992 when the County Board adopted the county’s Open Space
Policy, and as further implemented through the Public Spaces Master Plan and the Natural Resources
Management Plan.
Requested change 4: Add an additional item in “Site Evaluation Process and Criteria” between the
current steps items 1 and 2:
“In keeping with the County’s Open Space Policy, the County Board and the County Manager will preserve

existing county-held parks, natural spaces and recreation facilities and maintain these assets as public
spaces accessible to the entire community.”
Recent county government proposals to utilize parks, recreation centers and open/natural space for other
purposes have created an “either or” situation that pits citizens concerned about parks and recreation against
citizens who are equally concerned about other issues. Arlington County has sufficient resources and
creativity to maintain and expand our parkland and recreation sites while simultaneously supporting
separate programs to address other needs.
Requested change 5: Under “Site Evaluation Process and Criteria” add the following two new criteria to
item 2.1. “Site Characteristics”:
viii. Relevant County and community planning documents, including the County Comprehensive Plan,
Sector and Small Area Plans, and Neighborhood Conservation Plans; and
ix. Other relevant factors.
The County has engaged, with community input, in significant planning activities and the resulting plans
must be considered in evaluating the site. Also, the listed “Site Characteristics” should not be considered
exclusive in a fair and complete review.
Requested Change 6: Modify criteria item 4.b. to read “The composition of this group should include both
representatives from the property’s immediate AND SURROUNDING communitIES and representatives
who have a County-wide perspective.
The effect of major development can and is felt beyond the immediate civic association in which the
development is planned, particularly when the proposed development is at or near a boundary. Residents
whose schools, recreation, commute, or livelihood may be affected by a proposed development are also
stakeholders and should also have an opportunity to participate in the planning process.
Requested change 7: Add the following to item 4.c. under “Site Evaluation Process and Criteria”: “The
County will actively publicize such opportunities through outreach to citizens associations, PTAs, and other
stakeholder groups as well as through publication in The Citizen, the Sun Gazette, ArlNow.com and other
appropriate media.”
Recently many Arlington residents have been surprised and upset by County actions that were supposedly
developed in consultative processes. Ensuring that the public is aware of opportunities to participate in
planning processes will result in greater buy-in.
Requested change 8: Add the following subitem iv to item 6.c. under “Site Evaluation Process and
Criteria”: The replacement cost and any additional environmental or recreational value of the property.”
Land isn’t free. Our parks and recreation facilities were and are largely purchased or constructed through
bond issues explicitly designated for and supported by the voters for this purpose. Land needed for other
purposes should follow the same process. Failure to recognize the full value of these properties when
making land use decisions conveys that parkland has no value to the county except for its capacity to host
development. This inherent bias always favors development over preservation or restoration.

Arlington Forest Community Association (AFCA)
Resolution of the September 10, 2014 AFCA Meeting
Passed by a vote of 40 to 3
WHEREAS, current county planning processes, including the Capital
Improvement Plan and “Public Land for Public Good,” propose to use countyowned parks, open space, and recreation facilities for other purposes;
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, THAT AFCA’s officers are authorized
to provide the following formal response to the county’s draft Public Land Site
Evaluation guidelines.
AFCA response to the draft Public Land Site Evaluation Guidelines
We appreciate the opportunity to submit feedback to the draft Public Land Site
Evaluation Guidelines (the “Guidelines”). The Arlington Forest Citizens’
Association urges the county to make the following modifications to the draft
Guidelines to help ensure that the document, and the decisions of our county
government regarding the use of our public lands, are consistent with longstanding county policy and strong Arlington community support for parks,
recreation centers and park-like green spaces.
Requested Change 1: Add the following language as a new paragraph between
the existing first and second paragraphs under the heading “Application of Site
Evaluation Guidelines”:
Notwithstanding the foregoing paragraph, it is county’s intent to preserve
county-owned parks, recreation facilities, park-like green spaces, and land
purchased or donated for such purposes, for use as parks, recreation centers
and green space. Such land and facilities shall not be used for purposes
other than parks, recreation centers and green space.
While recognizing the importance, and challenge, of balancing community needs
in utilizing county-owned property, Arlington residents have repeatedly and
consistently conveyed their priority concern to preserve and expand the parks,
recreation centers and park-like green space in our increasingly urbanized county.
This is evidenced by the passage of every parks and recreation bond referendum

since 1980 with a majority of no less than 64 percent and by the thousands of
people who use our parks, recreation facilities and green spaces every day.
Requested Change 2: The existing second paragraph under the heading
“Application of Site Evaluation Guidelines” limits the application of the
Guidelines to addressing the issue of “feasibility” of a site already determined to be
the “best location” for a proposed use or uses. Determination of the “best location”
for a proposed use or uses should itself be subject to the “Arlington Way” with
appropriate public participation and input. No site should be selected as the “best
location” for a use if that use is not feasible on the site. These Guidelines should
either expressly confirm that principle (and other county processes should
implement that principle) or the process created by these Guidelines should be
broadened to encompass both site selection as well as site feasibility.
Requested change 3: Add an additional Primary Goal:
Continue the county’s long-standing policy to preserve, enhance and expand
county parks, recreation centers and other public open space assets and to
carefully maintain active and passive recreation areas and open space in
neighborhoods and metro corridors.
This has been county policy since at least 1992 when the County Board adopted
the county’s Open Space Policy. This policy is implemented through the Public
Spaces Master Plan and the Natural Resources Management Plan.
Requested change 4: Add an additional item in Site Evaluation Process and
Criteria between the current steps items 1 and 2:
In keeping with the county’s Open Space Policy and the county’s
Comprehensive Plan, the County Board and the County Manager will
preserve existing county-held natural spaces and parkland and will maintain
county parks and recreation facilities as public spaces accessible to the entire
community.
Recent county government proposals to develop parks and open/natural space have
created an “either or” situation that pits citizens concerned about parks and
recreation against citizens who are equally concerned about other issues. This is
divisive to our community and is upsetting citizens who feel they are being
compelled to choose between important community goals. This is an artificial and

unnecessary conflict. Arlington County has sufficient resources and creativity to
maintain and expand our parkland and recreation sites while simultaneously
supporting separate programs to address other needs.
Requested change 5: Add “surrounding communities” in Site Evaluation Process
and Criteria item 4.b. The sentence would read
The composition of this group should include both representatives from the
property’s immediate and surrounding communities and representatives who
have a County-wide perspective.
The effect of major development can and is felt beyond the immediate civic
association in which the development is planned, particularly when the proposed
development is at or near a boundary. Citizens whose schools, recreation,
commute, or livelihood may be affected by a proposed development are also
stakeholders and should also have an opportunity to participate in the planning
process.
Requested change 6: Add the following to Site Evaluation Process and Criteria
item 4.c.:
The county will actively publicize such opportunities through outreach to
citizens associations, PTAs, and other stakeholder groups as well as through
publication in The Citizen, the Sun Gazette, ArlNow.com and other
appropriate media.
Recently many Arlington citizens have been surprised and upset by county actions
that were supposedly developed in consultative processes. Ensuring that the public
is aware of opportunities participate in planning processes will result in greater
buy-in.
Requested change 7: Add the following to Site Evaluation Process and Criteria
item 6.c.:
iv. The replacement cost and any additional environmental or recreational
value of the property.
Land isn’t free. Other than land that was donated for parks and recreation, our
parks and recreation facilities were and are largely purchased or constructed
through bond issues explicitly designated for and supported by the voters for this

purpose. Land needed for other purposes should follow the same process. Failure
to recognize the full value of these properties when making land use decisions
conveys that parkland has no value to the county except for its capacity to host
development. This inherent bias will always favor development of parkland over
preservation or restoration.
Requested Extension of Time to Comment
In addition to our substantive comments to the Guidelines above, we feel that this
entire PL4PG process, including the request for comments on these Guidelines, has
been handled on an unreasonably expedited basis that has precluded the type of
broad-based and deliberate community wide input that this type of policy change
and the “Arlington Way” requires.
The County Board’s December 2013 resolution directing a review by the County
Manager of all County-owned properties was passed without such broad-based
input. The County Manager’s PL4PG Housing Report and the simultaneous PLPG
Schools Memo were drafted and issued without broad-based community input.
And here again, these proposed Public Land Site Evaluations guidelines have been
issued during the height of the summer vacation season without appreciable notice
to the public and with only a limited time for the community to assess and review
them.
We believe the county government should make a proactive effort to publicize the
existence of this document and the opportunity for the public to provide feedback.
In the meantime, the deadline for the submission of comments should be extended.
Doing so will create an opportunity for the community and county government to
work together to develop guidelines that are more consistent with the best interests
of our community. That is the Arlington Way.

JASON C. RYLANDER
4810 North 13th Street
Arlington, VA 22205
October 23, 2014
To Whom It May Concern:
Thank you for the opportunity to submit these comments on Arlington County’s Public
Land for Public Good process. I presently serve as chair of the Arlington Public Schools
Advisory Council on School Facilities and Capital Improvements, commonly known as
the FAC. Previously I served Arlington County as a member of the Transportation
Commission, the Parks and Recreation Commission, and as a member of the Master
Transportation Planning Task Force. Although I will be discussing the work of the FAC,
I write in my personal capacity as a citizen of Arlington.
The FAC is comprised of citizens appointed by the School Board. Its purpose is to advise
the School Board on matters related to school capacity, capital needs, and minor
construction and major maintenance. The FAC and its individual members have played
significant roles in recent years assisting APS with community outreach, evaluating
potential boundary changes, reviewing options for capacity development, and serving on
multiple Building Level Planning Committees, Public Facilities Review Committees
(PFRCs) and other community processes. Members of the FAC currently serve on both
the Western Rosslyn Area Planning Study (WRAPS) and the Jefferson Working Group.
Over the past several years, the FAC has offered advice and support to APS and the
School Board on how to ensure that APS is achieving its goal of providing an optimal
learning environment for all students. With the guidance and direction of the School
Board, the FAC has focused on how best to:
•
•
•
•
•

Manage resources efficiently and effectively;
Provide safe and healthy spaces that engage students in active and meaningful ways;
Manage the effects of growth to ensure that all students, teachers, and staff have
access to quality facilities, resources, and instructional programs; and
Include environmental stewardship by designing or redesigning facilities to be
energy-efficient and sustainable.
Provide facilities that allow APS to offer a range of programs and services

Most FAC members have invested a significant amount of time over the past few years in
support of APS, particularly as it relates to the More Seats for More Students initiative.
The FAC has shared with Superintendent Murphy and members of the School Board
various analyses and observations regarding the need for APS and Arlington County to
engage in comprehensive planning to address present and future school facilities needs. I
summarize some of these recommendations below and add my own comments.

1

Projected Capacity Needs
APS is growing. This is a testament to the quality of our schools and teachers, but it is
also a result of rapid growth in the county at large during the past few decades. Currently,
we can expect approximately 1,400 12th grade students to graduate over the next several
years. As these students graduate, however, they will be replaced with larger and larger
cohorts – more than 2,100 new students in kindergarten each year – for an increase of
700 to 800 – students annually. Put another way, Arlington is adding the equivalent of an
entire elementary school every year.
This year, the numbers climbed even higher. According to the September 30th count,
APS grew 5.2 percent over the 2013-14 enrollment, an increase of 1,213 more students. If
these trends continue, APS will grow to an all-time high of over 30,000 students by 2023,
an increase of more than 6,000 students over today’s enrollment. That is in addition to the
2,600 students that APS already added between 2006 and 2013.
Based on these numbers, APS expect to be short at least 1,900 elementary seats, 1,600
middle school seats, and 2,800 high school seats by 2023. These numbers are based on
known children and predictable capture rates. Even if enrollment levels off or declines in
the future, APS will face major capacity challenges for at least the next decade and likely
beyond.
The Need for Comprehensive Planning
In a letter to Superintendent Murphy in February 2013, the FAC urged increased dialogue
between APS and the County and called for a master planning process to address critical
capacity needs in a more strategic manner. Specifically, the FAC said:
APS is in need of an interdisciplinary review of its present facilities and future
construction to ensure that we are offering programs and services that meet
our vision and can provide them in locations that best serve our community. A
facilities master plan that takes into account APS educational goals and
County planning priorities would inform and guide both the County and the
School Board.
See Letter from Janine Velasco, Chair of FAC to Superintendent Patrick Murphy (Feb.
15, 2013). In that letter the FAC noted, in pertinent part, that
•
•

Currently Arlington lacks a master plan for facilities that takes into account
overarching goals for the educational needs of the County’s children in light of
projected growth.
The FAC has seen a continuing tension between the schools and the county
government, related to facilities planning. County officials have lamented that the
APS planning process is often independent of the general county planning process.
School officials have requested broader review of county properties for future

2

•
•
•

facilities needs. Increased collaboration will be required to meet current and future
enrollment challenges.
APS and the County should improve efforts to coordinate the use of buildings, fields,
and open spaces. Residents do not differentiate between whether buildings and play
areas are managed by the County or by APS.
Planning for future enrollment increases across Arlington Schools will require us to
be proactive but also innovative and flexible in how we design spaces.
Facilities planning must go beyond mere infrastructure to consider how best to offer a
range of innovative programs and services.

Id. At the time, the FAC urged formation of a multi-disciplinary working group
comprised of citizen commission leaders and staff representing both APS and the County
to begin the longer-term process of envisioning where we might locate schools and
programs to maximize benefits to Arlington residents. Unfortunately, adequate long-term
planning for schools is not being done.
In January of this year the FAC wrote to the School Board about the County’s Public
Land for Public Good process which had just been announced, stating:
On behalf of the FAC, we urge the School Board to encourage the County Board
to include schools in their evaluation of public lands for affordable housing and
other uses, and where possible, consider whether co-location of schools and
housing is feasible. We hope that such a study will lead to better housing and
school planning in general, so that all neighborhoods are adequately served by
new and expanded school facilities and programs.
Letter from Janine Velasco and Jason Rylander, FAC Chair and Vice-Chair to the Hon.
Abigail Raphael, Chair, Arlington School Board (Jan. 27, 2014). The FAC further stated
that: “we are aware of no comprehensive analysis of public lands that could potentially
accommodate new school facilities. We believe such an analysis is overdue.” Id. The
FAC also expressed its interest in the possible co-location of schools, housing, and open
space, noting that “there may be win-win solutions that provide needed space for school
as well as housing, but we will not find them if we approach these goals in isolation.” Id.
To that end, I am pleased that Arlington County has undertaken this Public Land for
Public Good process, and that the County Board acknowledges its “responsibility to
assure that land decisions consider how best to provide what the community needs—
schools, parks, recreational opportunities, and facilities.” ACB Resolution (Dec. 13,
2013). Although the School Board ultimately is responsible for managing school capacity
and programs, new school planning cannot solely be the job of the School Board.
To the extent that new schools are required, APS simply does not own property sufficient
to house our growing student population. Were APS to attempt to add capacity solely
through additions to existing schools, it would likely lack the resources to manage the
necessary public processes and finance so many projects. Moreover, not every APS site is
amenable to an addition due to various site constraints. Most existing buildings were not
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designed to allow for additions above the existing structure, which means that expansion
necessarily encroaches on green space. Additionally, where additional stories could be
added it is often not possible to vacate the building or compete a project while classes are
not in session. Addressing Arlington’s school capacity needs in a manner that improves
our community and respects our public spaces requires a closer partnership between APS
and Arlington County.
Recommendations
Arlington County as a whole must do a better job planning for long-term community
needs, particularly the siting of new school facilities. Over the past few years, many
citizens have participated in APS’s More Seats for More Students process. Time and
again, community members have raised questions about potential sites for schools. Some
of the sites that have been frequently mentioned are not APS-owned.
I have found that the average citizen does not differentiate between APS-owned property
and County-owned property and does not understand why this distinction matters. This is
especially true where county parkland and school sites abut each other. Consequently,
many citizens are frustrated that sites they believe could play a role in addressing our
capacity needs are not being discussed openly in recent school planning processes.
Adding to the confusion, discussions between school and county staff regarding site
options are far from transparent. Parents and other citizens are often left with more
questions than answers and do not understand why what they believe may be more
optimal solutions are not considered.
While I commend the County for beginning to evaluate potential uses of public land for
schools, housing, and other needs, to date the Public Land for Public Good review
process has shortchanged our schools. So far only three county properties are being
considered for further study for schools as compared with eight sites for housing. The
three sites that emerged this spring, most notably Wilson and Jefferson, came out of
closed-door negotiations late in an ongoing public process, upheaving the expectations of
citizens already engaged in evaluation of then-available options. Unfortunately this has
only served to decrease public confidence in the selection process. These and potentially
other sites could have been part of a broader community discussion much earlier.
I believe we can and must do better. I recommend the County and APS take the following
steps: 1) Expand the evaluation criteria for new school sites; 2) Develop a long-term
vision for school facilities; 3) Preserve green space through longer-term planning and
innovative design; 4) Improve working relationships between APS and Arlington County;
and 5) Improve public communication and outreach on potential sites.
1. Expand Evaluation Criteria for New Schools
Out of 678 publicly owned properties, school and county staff to date have managed to
identify only three sites for further consideration for public schools in the Public Land for
Public Good process. Each of these is already an APS-owned site but would require use
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of adjacent county land to add capacity: Wilson School, Thomas Jefferson Middle
School, and the Career Center/Fenwick.
Why only three sites? It seems to me that the evaluation criteria outlined in the May 13,
2014 memorandum to the Arlington County Board are overly restrictive and lack a
rational basis. This has unnecessarily limited the conversation on future school siting.
First, the criteria were developed without any meaningful public involvement. Second,
consequently, the criteria do not appear to reflect the public’s priorities. Third, the criteria
themselves were presented with no explanation or rationale that might shed light on their
inclusion.
For example, why should sites be limited to “an existing school site adjacent to more than
one acre of County Board-owned property?” While there may be some operational
efficiencies to co-locating schools on the same property, there are also challenges,
including increased traffic and congestion. We need to be looking instead at areas with
the most critical need, and areas where future development may lead to further growth in
enrollment.
Similarly, why the restriction on sites smaller than 3.5 acres? We are urbanizing and will
increasingly need to explore urban model schools. Not every program necessarily
requires the field space such a restriction implies. Without further explanation 3.5 acres
appears to be an arbitrary limitation.
Notwithstanding the County’s innovative and successful smart growth efforts, why
should we be limiting consideration of new school sites to those within 1 mile of a Metro
station or ¼ mile of the Primary Transit Network? Is this a logical restriction for, say, the
siting of a neighborhood elementary school? Restricting options to sites located centrally
within the County may make sense for some programs but it may also unduly limit
options and fail to address crowding in areas of most critical need.
Finally, APS and the County should consider sites it does not own for possible
acquisition from willing sellers or if need be by eminent domain. To the extent that intact
parcels of undeveloped or underdeveloped land remain in the county, the County Board
should consider strategic acquisition of these properties to meet community needs and do
so in as efficient a manner as possible.
The County and APS should expand the criteria and consider additional locations for
both current and future needs.
2. Develop a long-term vision for school facilities
APS lacks a long-term plan for managing its anticipated growth. In the rush to meet
immediate needs, APS has not taken the time to develop a comprehensive vision for
growth. In part, this is because of the pressing need to accommodate incoming students.
We must be prepared to meet the influx of kids as they arrive and it takes time to plan
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even one new school or addition. But APS’s ability to engage in long-term planning has
also been constrained by the County in that it has not been able to fully evaluate non-APS
sites and include them in a broader community discussion about how and where to grow.
To the extent that sites have been on the table, APS staff have expressed concerns that
working with the County in joint planning exercises will take years more than we have to
build needed seats for incoming students.
Rather than cast blame across the political divide, we should admit that Arlington as a
community lacks a comprehensive vision for where our schools and public facilities
should be located and how they should be used. If we are now planning for a 30,000student system, which we should acknowledge we are, what would be the best allocation
of buildings and programs around the county? What are the optimum locations for
neighborhood and choice schools, middle schools, and high schools? The School Board
has taken some steps to address these questions but it has not answered them
comprehensively.
What are the optimum sizes for elementary and secondary schools? The School Board
has expressed a preference that elementary schools not exceed 700-750 students, middle
schools 1,300 students, and high schools 2,200 students. While these numbers in part
reflect pedagogical concerns, they also must take into account that Arlington County has
limited space for growth.
These targets are important because if the goal is to maintain middle schools at roughly
800 students (their present building capacity) and a total middle school population of
6,000 students is projected, then seven schools are needed to house them. If instead you
build middle schools to accommodate 1,300 students, then you need five larger buildings.
School size is thus a factor of available land and resources. In other words, to maintain
current sized middle schools, APS would need to build middle schools at both Wilson
and Stratford (if those are the available choices) and move H-B Woodlawn somewhere
else. Or APS can build instead one 1,300-seat school at one location (i.e. Wilson or
Stratford if those are the available options), and if needed, add on to the other schools,
recognizing that in this scenario not all middle schools in the county will be equally
sized.
Why is comprehensive planning so important? Let us consider, using the last CIP and
More Seats for More Students process as examples, how difficult it can be to make
decisions in a vacuum.
Two years ago, when APS was considering its recommendations for the 2012 CIP, it
included Kenmore/Carlin Springs and Williamsburg as the “preferred” sites for new
elementary schools and it recommended additions at McKinley, Ashlawn, and Arlington
Traditional School. These sites were chosen after APS undertook a multi-year process to
evaluate every site it owned to determine where additions or new buildings might be
feasible.
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Had other properties been part of the discussion at that time, APS might have made
different choices. Indeed, two years later, when the County identified Jefferson as a
possible location for a new school, APS abandoned its plan to build at Kenmore/Carlin
Springs (which was a problematic site to begin with due to the number of schools already
on or near the site) and proposed siting its second new elementary school at Jefferson.
Now a public process is underway to further evaluate the Jefferson site after which the
County will presumably decide whether and to what extent APS can use portions of the
site. If Jefferson is not chosen, APS will be forced to negotiate for some additional yet
unnamed site or build additions at multiple elementary schools.
Similarly, in the 2012 CIP process, the Wilson site often came up in public debate. At the
time the School Board and County Board were considering selling the property and APS
would not consider it for an elementary school. It might have been a good location for an
elementary school, but having now moved forward with Williamsburg, the need for an
elementary school in that location is no longer as acute as it might have been. And, now
that selling the site is no longer attractive, Wilson is itself being considered for a middle
school or as a site for a relocated H-B Woodlawn middle and high school.
During that process much debate also centered on the Reed School which some believed
was ideally situated to address elementary school capacity as it is located in a community
that has experiencing the greatest degree of crowding in its neighborhood schools. At the
same time, the combination of Reed’s recent construction and public expectations
resulting from prior community processes raised concerns. The Reed site was rebuilt in
2009 to LEED standards, in partnership with the County and the broader community, to
house a new Westover Library and special programs that generate minimal capacity for
APS.
Now as APS has moved forward with a new school at Williamsburg and additions at
McKinley and Ashlawn, the result is that Reed may no longer be geographically
attractive for addressing elementary school crowding when one considers appropriate
neighborhood boundaries in that part of the county. Nonetheless, Reed remains an APS
site that is underutilized with programs that do not help address capacity. That is why it
has come up again in this year’s process as a potential site for a relocated H-B Woodlawn
middle and high school. That, in turn, would free up the Stratford building for up to a
1,300 seat middle school.
Many of APS’s decisions could be viewed as the most logical of limited options. But
each decision potentially forecloses other decisions that might have made for a better
longer-term allocation of resources. In the absence of a broader vision, we are making
short-term decisions that may or may not stand the test of time. It is essential that we
develop a long-term plan for location of schools so that the decisions we make today do
not unduly constrain us tomorrow.
APS and the County must coordinate on a long-term vision for the siting and use of
school facilities to address our capacity needs and provide critical amenities for the
community.
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3) Preserve green space through longer-term planning and innovative design
Unless APS or Arlington County acquire or make available sites that are already
developed, it will not be possible to meet our capacity needs without impacting open
space. New schools require land for buildings, play space, and parking. Additions to
existing schools necessarily will devour open space. No matter how carefully one plans to
minimize impact on core fields and amenities, there will be some, and often significant,
loss of open play space.
That said, with long-term planning and adequate resources, we can recapture open space
over time by demolishing sprawling one or two-story buildings and reconstructing them
as multi-story urban campus. Arlington is urbanizing rapidly. Many of our school and
county facilities could be rebuilt in a more compact, environmentally friendly manner.
Co-location of school and housing could also be an option, in more dense locations
housing could even be constructed on top of a school facility.
A broader open space master plan or public facilities master plan could identify sites
where, over time, we could regain and expand parks and open space. I believe having
such a plan in place would help to address some of the concerns that open space will be
lost forever in the process of constructing schools, housing, and other amenities.
APS and the County should develop a master plan that considers replacement and
reconstruction of existing buildings to regain open space in the future.
5. Improve public communication and outreach on potential sites
The FAC has advised the School Board and APS staff to develop more robust public
processes for evaluating school sites and making decisions. The More Seats for More
Students process, with its website, surveys, and community meetings, has helped to
inform APS families and the broader community of the challenges we face and options
we have to address them.
Nonetheless, as APS moves forward with multiple projects its future options will grow
more limited and more controversial. None of the options for addressing middle school
crowding have met with unqualified support. The coming debate over high school
expansion at the Career Center or other locations is also likely to be robust.
Transparency is important. The public wants to know what sites are under consideration
and they want to understand the criteria that will be used to make decisions. When a
decision is made they expect a rational explanation of the decision. Throughout the
process the public wants to be involved and they want their voices heard.
A critical first step is to lift the shroud of secrecy that often hangs over negotiations
between APS and the County. It is imperative that APS and County staff work together
collaboratively to identify locations for schools, plan their construction, and address the
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use of these community facilities. But the public cannot be completely shut out while
these discussions are underway. Repeatedly, citizens have been told that certain sites are
not “on the table” or “cannot be discussed publicly” due to ongoing negotiations between
our county and school governments. With due respect for the occasional need for
circumspection, the lack of openness is, from a citizen group perspective, remarkably
frustrating. To the maximum extent possible, community planning must be an open
exercise.
If Arlington can develop a facilities master plan that identifies as best as possible future
locations for development, we can better involve the public, which will have notice and a
better understanding of what choices are likely to be made. Most importantly, a greater
sense of the whole should help our elected officials make better decisions.
Conclusion
Schools are among our greatest community resources. Not only do they provide safe
learning environments for our youth, the buildings and fields are widely used by the
community as a whole. The construction of a new school or addition necessarily concerns
students, parents, neighbors, civic associations and the county as a whole. It involves a
tremendous commitment of capital and, if done right, will last for fifty years or more. By
building our schools we are shaping the future of Arlington.
If we are going to meet the needs of our children, preserve and enhance our public land,
and provide services to all our residents, Arlington County and APS need to plan
together. Currently, Arlington County does not adequately consider the schools impacts
of its development plans. To that end, site plans could include a schools impact statement
and conditions or proffers that could address that impact. Likewise, APS needs to better
articulate its vision for managing a 30,000-student system and develop public planning
processes that lead to optimal facilities outcomes.
Effective planning cannot be left to chance. As APS works to house its growing
enrollment today, together we must also identify the options of the future and retain the
flexibility to meet tomorrow’s needs and secure the long-term health of our community.
Thank you for consideration of my views.
Sincerely,
Jason Rylander
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From: Kathleen McSweeney
Sent: Wednesday, October 8, 2014 8:50 AM
To: Jay Fisette; Mary Hynes; Libby Garvey; Walter Tejada; John Vihstadt
Cc: Lander, James (Arlington County Public Schools); Raphael, Abby (Arlington County Public
Schools); Violand-Sanchez, Emma (Arlington County Public Schools); Van Doren, Nancy;
Patrick Murphy; Barbara Donnellan
Subject: Public Land for Public Good
Good morning I have recently re-read and commented on the Manager's recommended Public Land for Public Good
policy document. I wanted to ask members of the Board if they have asked APS, and specifically the
School Board, to comment as well.
I believe it is imperative that the School Board review this and provide comment, as it has an impact on
the potential location of future schools. I recently asked for a clarification of the joint May 13th memo
issued by Ms. Donnellan and Superintendent Murphy, specifically the bullet point that describes a
suitable site as "an existing school site adjacent to more than one (1) acre of County Board-owned
property."
I couldn't understand why the School Board placed such constraints on where a school could be sited,
and completely took off the table sites such as Aurora Highlands Park, Jennie Dean Park, Long Bridge
Park, locations in Crystal City, etc. when we know the County is planning for and expects tremendous
population growth on the Columbia Pike and Crystal City corridors.
My answer was that the School Board didn't - I was recently informed by APS staff that this point is not
APS policy. I am not sure where it came from, or why it was included in the May 13th memo - which
seemed only to drive the School Board to the conclusion that Thomas Jefferson was the preferred site
for an elementary school - but I am concerned that the County believes these criteria from the May 13th
memo are APS policy, and based the selection of potential school sites on these criteria.
In the interest of good collaboration between the County and Schools, I am imploring you to do the
following:
-School Board, please come up with solid criteria for siting schools under the PL4PG policy - one that
meets the requirements of instructional programs and does not unnecessarily narrow the pool of
potential sites,  Consider how affordable housing could be sited with schools - is there an opportunity to
set aside teacher and staff housing on future sites, and share the cost of underground parking, etc. with
the housing developer and the County? Also, please ask that the list of potential school sites be
reconsidered by the County - you are currently limited to three sites because of the criteria from the May
13th memo;
-County Board, please specifically invite the School Board to comment on the Public Land for Public
Good policy document, and ask the County Manager to reconsider the potential school sites based on
the updated criteria approved by and received from the School Board. Consider ways that schools and
affordable housing can be co-located. In separating the sites by schools or housing or parkland, with no
overlap of the sites selected, we may be making conversations about co-location of programs and
uses more difficult. Or have we already determined that co-locating housing and schools is unworkable?
Thank you.
Kathleen McSweeney
415 N Fillmore St

From: Richard Lolich
Sent: Monday, October 27, 2014 6:53 PM
To: Michelle Stahlhut; Anthony Fusarelli; CountyManager
Subject: Comments to Proposed Public Land Site Evaluation Guidelines

To the Arlington County Manager and staff:
I am writing on behalf of the Old Dominion Citizen's Association (ODCA) regarding the
proposed Public Land Site Evaluation Guidelines (Draft Staff Proposal for Public Input, dated
July 24, 2014). The ODCA's board and members take a particular interest in these guidelines
because, as you are aware, the Dominion Green site (located at the N. 26th Street and Old
Dominion Drive) will be the subject of an upcoming planning process based on site uses
proposed in the recently approved FY2015-2024 Capital Improvement Plan (CIP).
ODCA supports a more transparent and systematic evaluation of public sites proposed for
various Arlington county programs and uses. The development of a guidelines document is an
important step in this direction and will provide a more consistent approach across all sites.
The proposed criteria capture many of the important dimensions of a comprehensive
evaluation. However, we recommend some changes to the proposed guidelines to address two
main issues:
(1) Engagement of the public -- civic associations, individual citizens, and other stakeholders - needs to be further emphasized. It should begin earlier in the process, including notification
when a site is identified for possible use, and should be a mandatory (not optional) element of
the proposed scope of work for consideration by the County Board.
(2) There must be a more clear division between the guidelines and the process of site
selection or recommendation. The current draft appears to allow the county to re-evaluate or
add additional programs or uses after site selection and before public engagement, which
limits accountability and transparency, and is inconsistent with the stated purpose of the
guidelines.
Additional clarification on some aspects of the guidelines, and some refinement of the criteria
are also needed. The attached document shows ODCA's comments, questions, and suggested
language changes to address these points.
We understand that the guidelines are to be revised based on public comments and then
presented to the Long Range Planning Committee and the Planning Commission during Fall
2014. The county web page does not specify a deadline to finalize the guidelines, and it is not
clear whether or not the final document will be issued before the planning process is initiated
(expected in January 2015) for the Dominion Green site. Our comments on the proposed
guidelines are intended to help improve the process for all public sites undergoing planning
processes, but obviously we have an intense and direct interest in the Dominion Green site.
Whether or not the policy is formally in place by then, we trust that the county will abide by
the spirit and general substance of the guidelines in our site planning process, as well as
taking into account the specific interests of our community.

Thank you for the opportunity to provide input on this important matter.
Sincerely,
Richard Lolich, President
Old Dominion Citizens Association

ODCA Comments – Oct. 2014
DRAFT –10/21

Comments from the Old Dominion Citizens’ Association (ODCA)
on the Arlington County:
Public Land Site Evaluation Guidelines
DRAFT Staff Proposal for Public Input
July 24, 2014
________________________________________________________
General Comments: 1
Clearer linkage to the site selection process is needed. Clear guidelines should be established
and followed at every stage in site development for public uses. Establishing site evaluation
criteria only after a site is selected is simply too late in the process. Ideally, the site
characteristics identified in this document (section 2.a) already would have been vetted and
considered in a preceding site recommendation (or selection) process. We agree that they
should be considered in greater detail during the site evaluation and planning process.
A citation should be provided for guidelines on site selection, with some discussion of how the
criteria used for site selection relate to those identified in the site evaluation guidelines. If such a
policy document does not exist, it should be developed in order to provide transparency and
consistency throughout the site development process.
Community engagement needs to be strengthened. Conducting site evaluation and planning in
a transparent and collaborative way should be a primary goal of the process. Civic associations
should be notified when sites within or near their boundaries have been recommended or
selected for development by the county. Including public engagement in site evaluation and
planning should be a required (not optional) feature of the process. Specific language changes
are suggested to reinforce this aspect of the process.
Introduction
The recent updating of the County’s Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) has identified a need to
add broader policy guidance for evaluating County-held sites that are proposed for public
facilities - including potential new schools on County-held land - and recreation and park space.
In addition, on December 13, 2013, the County Board adopted a resolution identifying affordable
housing as a potential strategic use of county land in response to a call for “Public Land for
Public Good” by the Virginians Organized for Interfaith Community Engagement (VOICE), in
which the County Board stated that: “The County Board is the steward of the community’s public
land. In that capacity we have a responsibility to assure that land decisions consider how best to
provide what the community needs – schools, parks, recreational opportunities, and facilities.”
As requested by the County Board in December, the County Manager delivered a report on
May 13, 2014 recommending eight County-held sites with the greatest potential for creating
affordable housing opportunities in conjunction with other County planning processes. These
sites could also likely meet other County needs identified in the CIP.
Considering the County’s growth forecasts, public needs, limited real estate holdings, and the
cost of acquiring land, it will be necessary to prioritize community goals and base any final land
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decision on a balanced approach. It is unlikely that any one site could satisfy all the strategic
land needs identified by the Board.
Application of Site Evaluation Guidelines
The guidelines in this document should apply to the following sites:
1. Sites identified in the County Manager’s Public Land for Public Good report;
2. Sites identified for additional study in the County’s FY 2015-FY 2024 CIP; and
3. County-held land identified as a potential new school site in the Arlington Public Schools
CIP.
The guidelines are intended to inform the process of evaluating a site’s feasibility for a proposed
use or uses and assumes this site has already been identified as the best location. They does
not address the site selection process for an identified public facility need.
Primary Goals
1. Maintain a balance among a number of County priorities, recognizing that it may not be
possible to meet all priorities on a given site;
2. Make the most efficient use of public land and economic resources; and
3. Provide a level of public services that is consistent with community expectations.
3.4.
Do so in a way that provides transparency and engages site neighbors, civic
associations, and other stakeholders.
Site Evaluation Process and Criteria
1. The County Board or County Manager will identify a County-held site and potential
public needs that could be met on the site (this could be done through a separate need
assessment and/or site selection process). Notification of the site selection or
recommendation and the proposed use shall be given to civic associations containing, or
immediately adjacent to, the site.
2. Once a site is recommended, staff will perform a pre-planning site evaluation,
considering the following criteria:
a. Site Characteristics
i. Parcel size, dimensions, and other physical characteristics;
ii. Existing conditions and inventory of current uses – which may include
data on daily users; special event attendance/use; history of attendance if
available; etc.
iii. Transportation and multi-modal accessibility;
iv. Environmental features, such as Resource Protection Areas, flood plain
and drainage paths, and tree canopy;
v. Neighborhood context and compatibility, including existing Neighborhood
Conservation Plans and proposed and ongoing Neighborhood
Conservation projects;
vi. Legal and regulatory framework, such as covenants, easements, and
zoning; and
vii. Land use policies.
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3. Based on the pre-planning evaluation, the County Manager will recommend a scope of
study to the County Board. This scope may indicate specific programs to be considered;
addressing the following:
a. Programs and Uses
i. The space needs of the public facilities or programs to be considered;
ii. County-wide and area-specific programs and uses that have been
identified through previous plans and studies;

Commented [ODCA2]: Pursuant to the general comment, this
item should be removed. The guidelines are intended to apply to
sites already recommended for a given use; it is not appropriate to
redefine the uses in the site evaluation process. Inclusion of this
step in the process would be appropriate only if these guidelines
were intended to apply for a general inventory or screening of
county sites and “sorting” into categories for specific uses. If that is
the case, then the purpose needs to be clarified and the document
significantly restructured with another opportunity for public input.

4.3.
The County Manager will also recommend to the County Board the scope of
work and timeline, that may which will include the establishment of a working group or
using an established advisory Commission or group to lead the community review
process.
a. The purpose of this group is to collaborate with staff to maintain a balance
among County priorities as the site is evaluated based on defined criteria and
planning principles and to provide strategic advice to the Board.
b. The composition of this group should include both representatives from the
property’s immediate community and representatives who have a County-wide
perspective. Group members should represent a range of interests and
perspectives and may include, for example, civic associations, businesses or
economic development organizations, churches, and public or private
educational institutions.
c. In addition to a formal working group, all interested citizens and parties should be
given opportunities to participate in the planning process.
5.4.
The County Board will review the County Manager recommendation and take
public action that establishes the scope and process.
6.5.
In addition to the criteria listed in 2a, any planning process involving County-held
land should also consider the following evaluation criteria:
a. County Policies and Priorities
i. Conformity with the County’s articulated goals and policies with regard to
parks and open space; affordable housing; historic preservation; land
use; multi-modal transportation; parking; accessibility; public safety;
energy, sustainability, and the environment; and education; among
others;
b. Impacts to Programs and Uses
i. Impacts on the current level of public services provided to County
residents;
ii. Analysis and mitigation of impacts on the surrounding neighborhood;
ii. Opportunities to combine multiple priority programs and uses on a single
site, if shared facilities or other economies of scale or cost may be
achieved.
iii. Opportunities to update, replace or expand existing infrastructure and
facilities at other sites already developed, in order to maximize current
investments and better preserve available open land and green space;
c. Neighborhood Compatibility and Impacts
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i. Previous commitments and agreements made with civic associations
regarding use or redevelopment of the site.
ii. Analysis and mitigation of impacts on the surrounding neighborhood,
such as, but not limited to: light and noise pollution; traffic and other
transportation effects, including to pedestrians and bike users; runoff and
environmental factors; security or public safety issues; and changes to
neighborhood scale or character.
iii. Compensating and beneficial site uses or amenities for the surrounding
neighborhood, such as availability of green space, recreational facilities,
improved bike or pedestrian throughways, etc.
c.d.Fiscal and Timing Considerations
i. Site development costs, including added costs due to complicated
construction or phasing;
ii. Long term operating costs; and
iii. Ability to complete a project within the necessary timeframe.
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d.e.
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Site Planning and Building Design Considerations
Compatibility within the neighborhood context and surroundings;
Compatibility with urban design principles;
Compatibility with sustainable design principles;
Minimization of construction on undisturbed natural areas;

This list of criteria is not intended to be comprehensive. Additional guiding principles or
evaluation criteria that recognize the unique nature of the site or program may be developed for
each planning process.
7. Based on the analysis, the County Manager will recommend uses and a conceptual site
design or design principles to the County Board for its consideration at a public session. The
working group and/or established advisory Commission/group may also provide
recommendations.
8. After acceptance by the County Board, the Public Facilities Review Committee (for a County
or Arlington Public Schools project) or the Site Plan Review Committee (for a private
development, such as affordable housing) will review any related land use applications for
site development and follow the usual established processes and procedures, which involve
public meetings with County Board Advisory groups and public hearings with the County
Board, all of which offer additional opportunities for community participation.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marjorie Green
Matthew Ladd
Comments on Public Land Site Evaluation Guidelines Draft
Thursday, October 30, 2014 7:57:47 PM

Dear Mr. Ladd,
Below are comments that were submitted on Oct. 27th, with an additional name on
the list. I inadvertently left the name out of the original email.
Thank you,
Marjorie Green
----------Original Message---------From: Marjorie Green
Date: Oct 27, 2014 9:17:45 PM
Subject: Comments on Public Land Site Evaluation Guidelines Draft
To: mladd@arlingtonva.us

October 27, 2014
Planning Division
Arlington County
2100 Clarendon Blvd.
Arlington, VA 22201
Attn: Matt Ladd
Re: Public Land Site Evaluation Guidelines Draft
To: Members of the Long-Range Planning Committee
We strongly support the use of public land for affordable housing, particularly as it is
redeveloped for multiple community needs. The 10,300+ signatures on petitions by
Virginians Organized for Interfaith Community Engagement (V.O.I.C.E.) calling for
aggressive new action on affordable housing, together with the recent Affordable
Housing Study poll showing broad support for affordable housing actions, point to a
community consensus that affordable housing must be an integral consideration in
discussions of public land use.
With that in mind, we offer these specific comments on the draft guidelines:
1) Expand the list of affected properties. The draft identifies only those
properties included in the Manager's Public Land for Public Good report, the 20152024 CIP, and potential school sites identified by APS. The list should be expanded to
include any County property that might be usable for affordable housing and/or

other community needs. Note than only 5 of the 10 properties in V.O.I.C.E.'s Public
Land for Public Good proposal were included in the Manager's report.
2) Affordable housing as a Primary Goal. The Primary Goals should detail
specific County priorities, including affordable housing. Both the Board as a body
(December 2013 Public Land for Public Good statement) and the Chair and other
individual members have declared affordable housing a priority. It is not sufficient to
relegate this priority and others to the "In addition" criteria listed in number 6.a.
3) Establish an expedited timetable for specific site reviews, as well as for
the overall Public Land for Public Good evaluation process. The County
Manager should be tasked with creating a timeline for review of a number of sites,
with a goal of resolving community debate and moving forward on a specified list of
sites within a specific timeframe. The CIP process recognizes the need to assign
priorities to specific timeframes. This process should, as well.
4) Underscore the need to view public sites as having the potential for
multiple uses. This aspiration should be a Primary Goal -- not be relegated to the
"In addition" section in 6.b. We live in an urban county where scarce resources and
multiple needs require a new approach to thinking about land use. The Arlington Mill
project is a good example of how a site can successfully accommodate multiple uses.
5) Define how and when zoning/land use designations are modified. This
proposed process does not identify how or when density is allocated or zoning/land
use designations are modified. Without specifying this additional step in number 7 or
elsewhere, potential feasible uses of a site could be constrained by existing factors.
Currently, almost all County-owned land is zoned to exclude potential development.
6) Representation on working groups. The working group appointed to study a
property must include as members representatives of citizen groups that might
benefit from affordable housing -- renters, minorities, immigrants -- just as the
guidelines call for representatives of the immediate community and other groups
benefitting from different uses. It is not enough to say that the renters, etc., will be
allowed input; they must be afforded a seat at the table with other stakeholders.
Signed:
Marjorie Green
Kevin Ahearn
Robert Buckman
Norma Kacen
David Mog
Chuck Moran
Suzanne Morton
Jill Nusbaum
Joe O'Neil
Peter Smith
Lem Truong

Tim White
Teodula R. Pascual

Bluemont Civic Association
Representing Neighborhoods in and around Arlington Traditional School, Lacey Woods Park, Bon Air, Fields Park,
Balls Crossing, West Ballston, and all along the former Bluemont Division of the Washington and Old Dominion
Railroad
P.O. Box 5134 Arlington, Virginia 22205
www.bluemontcivic.org

30 October 2014
The Honorable Jay Fisette
Chair, Arlington County Board
2100 Clarendon Blvd, Suite 300
Arlington VA 22201
Subject: Comments on the Public Land Site Evaluation Guidelines
Dear Chair Fisette:
The Bluemont Civic Association (BCA) appreciates having the opportunity to offer comments on the
Public Land Site Evaluation Guidelines. This issue was discussed at the October 22, 2014 meeting, and
while members recognize the importance of addressing the issues of crowding in schools and the need
for affordable housing, BCA members want to reiterate strong support for the preservation of our parks
and green space.
While we did not have adequate time to discuss specific elements of the proposed guidelines, below are
some of the key comments from the Bluemont Neighborhood Conservation Plan (NCP) – 2013 Update
(accepted by County Board December 2013) that emphasize Bluemont residents’ views on preservation
of public parks and green space:
1. “When the BCA polled residents about what they liked most about the neighborhood, the
most common responses were the neighborhood’s convenience to Washington, DC., its closeness
to public transportation, and its closeness to parks and recreational areas.” Bluemont (NCP) p. 4.
2. “Bluemont residents put a high value on parks and open space. Over two-thirds of
respondents (68.9%) support the purchase of properties as they become available in order to
enlarge the amount of park and open space.” Bluemont NCP p. 56.
3. "Recommendation VIII-2: As population density and development continues to increase,
Bluemont residents urge the County to seek additional opportunities for land acquisition and
easements to expand existing parks and open space." Bluemont NCP p. 77.
4. "Recommendation VIII-6: Prior to embarking on any future renovations or construction
projects, the County should work to ensure that sensitive natural resources are not further
damaged or compromised." Bluemont NCP p. 78.

-2These statements demonstrate the high value our citizens place on green space, parks and natural areas.
While none of these resources within BCA’s boundaries currently appear to be under threat of being
utilized for some other purpose, BCA has stood in solidarity with other civic associations and
neighborhoods in Arlington whose parks, green space and/or natural areas are under threat. An example
of such solidarity is the following resolution BCA members passed on April 23rd 2014:
“The Bluemont Civic Association supports the preservation of increasingly scarce low-density
recreation opportunities and open space and green space in Arlington County. In this same
spirit, the BCA also supports the highly used and versatile Lubber Run Community Center and
the preservation of the low-density open and green space that surrounds it. Therefore, the BCA
supports both the March 19, 2014 and April 9, 2014 Resolutions and the January 30, 2014
Vision Statement of the Arlington Forest Citizens Association as they pertain to the Lubber Run
Community Center and the surrounding green and outdoor recreation space.”
Thank you for this opportunity to share our views with you.
Sincerely,

Jonn S. K. Lau, President
Bluemont Civic Association
cc:

Members, Arlington County Board
Barbara Donnellan, Arlington County Manager

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

West, Jessica
Matthew Ladd
Matthew West; West, Jessica
Resident of Arlington Forest
Friday, October 31, 2014 9:24:59 AM

Re: Ability to Comment on the Public Land for Public Good Policy (website not working)
http://projects.arlingtonva.us/plans-studies/public-land-site-evaluation/

Dear Mr. Ladd,
I have tried a few times to submit my comments on the website however after submitting my
comments I am sent to the verification page. Unfortunately the verification page does not show any
numbers (to prove you are not a computer/robot) and thus my comments were not accepted. I am
hopeful that you will accept my email instead?
Here are my comments about the Lubber Run Community Center Rehabilitation Project:
- I live in the LRCC neighborhood and I am a concerned citizen.
- I am in favor of rehabilitating the LRCC to serve as a parks and recreation facility - we need a new
facility to serve and support our neighborhood and county residents/taxpayers.
- I am not supportive of the addition of affordable housing to the LRCC structure. Our neighborhood
already has the largest share of affordable housing units in the County (The area within one-half
mile of LRCC has the highest number of committed affordable housing units in the County - about
1,700). Also, in my opinion it is irresponsible to build housing on scarce public land that should be
used to provide services to the public and I oppose the use of parks and recreation centers for any
purpose other than recreation.
- According to the county government, Arlington will add 30,500 households by 2040, an increase of
thirty percent. All these new households will need services: schools, fire stations, transportation,
parks, playing fields, libraries, recreation/community centers, etc. Almost all of these new
households will be in multi-family buildings, mostly mid- and high-rise apartments and condos
without much open/green space of their own, the need for open, green, and recreational spaces
becomes even more acute.
- I oppose adding even more density within single family neighborhoods. I live in the area and we
need our park and this recreation facility for future generations.
- I oppose concentrating affordable housing in one or two areas in the County. This puts even more
pressure on public schools and County services.
I am supportive of my comments being on public record and my name illustrated. Please confirm
that my comments will be added to the public record.
Thank you,

Jessica West

4808 2nd Road N
Arlington, VA 22203
7032489615

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Carrie Johnson
Matthew Ladd
Inta Malis; Steve Cole
Comments on PL4PG evaluation guidelines et al.
Friday, October 31, 2014 5:01:19 PM

Hello Matt and others -The October 29 LRPC meeting was very useful in clarifying the narrow scope and few targets of the
proposed PL4PG site evaluation guidelines, and in bringing forth substantial support for a much more
comprehensive and open approach to planning and locating community facilities and public-private
collaborative projects using publicly owned sites. Following are thoughts prompted by that discussion and
other experience:
1) The CIP, while an essential planning tool, should rely on adopted comprehensive plan elements but not
be a stand-in for them. The CIP can steer spending, set priorities, and determine the timing of projects,
but its major role in siting decisions should be to provide resources for open, thorough and communityoriented area planning and siting processes -- and in a later year, to build on the results.
2) APS must be a partner, ideally a collaborator, in any truly comprehensive facilities planning effort. The
pressures of school enrollment growth are formidable and financially as well as spatially challenging.
Those pressures cannot be met or managed well by addressing school sites one at a time or juggling
options under tight self-imposed deadlines. We need a broad, creative, long-term approach to school
facilities planning that considers not only possibilities for co-location with county uses and spaces, but
also more flexible uses of APS-managed properties.
3) Long-term community planning should be informed by a more sophisticated understanding of county
population forecasts and trends. Citizens hear various analyses and projections from APS, the housing
study, and other sources. These should be coordinated. It would be useful to hear experts' thinking on
questions such as, in which parts of the county and in what sorts of housing are current and future school
children and their parents likely to live? Will we have more families in high-rises? Overall, what mix of
housing types, sizes and costs is the market likely to provide within the framework of current
county plans? How does that relate to anticipated needs? and so on.
4) Another essential foundation for facilities planning is a publicly-accessible inventory of existing county
and school facilities (lands, buildings and so on), and anticipated replacement, expansion and major
maintenance and renovation needs. I suspect staff have much of this information for use in
shaping annual budgets and the CIP. Complementing this are the lists of proposed infrastructure
improvements in various comprehensive plan elements and in sector and small-area plans. A third
category is needs for shelter and services (social and medical) that the community benefits from
and private markets aren't likely to meet.
5) Yes we'll also need overarching principles and policies about protection of natural resources and
undeveloped public lands, equitable distribution of facilities and their impacts, and other basic points.
These should be threshed out through broad, but not endless, community discussion with Board
leadership.
6) Developing a comprehensive master plan for county and school facilities for the next generation would
certainly strain our human resources, community and staff, and may well be beyond our reach. If so, at
least the elements outlined above can inform and stimulate planning for particular areas in which one or
more new facilities and programs might be located, such as along Four Mile Run near Jennie Dean, at
the salt dome site, the Madison center, or the Alcova Heights community center. The goal in such cases
should be to address all possibilities, interests and constraints in a unified process rather than one at a
time.
7) In summary, the PL4PG approach is backwards. Sites should not be selected and then studied to see
whether the selected use will fit. That approach leads to hostilities, staff defensiveness, community

frustrations and second-guessing all around. I'll hold off any more comments on this topic until the
Thomas Jefferson Working Group has done its work, but will be glad to discuss that later.
Enough for now. Thank you for tackling this huge topic with the seriousness it deserves.
best,
carrie johnson
3219 1st St N 22201

PARK AND RECREATION
COMMISSION

October 31, 2014
The Honorable Jay Fisette
Chair, Arlington County Board
2100 Clarendon Blvd., Suite 300
Arlington, VA 22201

URBAN FORESTRY

Subject: Comments on the Public LandCOMMISSION
Site Evaluation Guidelines
Dear Chairman Fisette:

2700 South Taylor Street
Arlington, VA 22206

The Park and Recreation Commission has reviewed the proposed guidelines for the Public Land
Site Evaluations and appreciates having this opportunity to share our views with you.
As was noted in our previous letter dated June 27, 2014, we recognize the significant pressures to
expand our schools and to increase affordable housing. However, we object to the premise of the
Public Land Site Evaluation Guidelines, in that they implicitly accept that existing parkland and
recreation facilities, as well as land purchased specifically for the development of parks or
recreation facilities, have been identified as potential sites for other purposes, such as housing and
schools. According to the draft (p. 1) “The guidelines are intended to inform the process of
evaluating a site’s feasibility for a proposed use or uses and assumes this site has already been
identified as the best location.” (Emphasis added). We believe that the process by which the sites
were chosen should be revisited and that a broader discussion about the parameters for identifying
potential sites is necessary.
We are also concerned both about the timing and the imbalance of resources dedicated to defining
the future needs of the County (p. 2, Site Evaluation Process and Criteria, #1). The long-delayed
update to the Public Spaces Master Plan (PSMP) is just now getting started. We caution against
having the well-resourced studies focused on housing and schools potentially eclipse the efforts
to engage in the development of a long-term vision and plan for our open space, park and
recreation facilities. We believe it is critical to allow the PSMP process to help define the longterm open space, park and recreation needs of our community, before making any short-term
decisions that might short-circuit that process.
We are concerned that the current pressures to make short-term land use decisions could result in
the chipping away of our existing resources, leaving just bits and pieces of our current parks with
very little usable space at a time when the population growth and demands on our open space,
parks and recreation facilities are increasing dramatically. We believe that a long-term vision
for preserving and increasing our open space, parks and recreation facilities commensurate with
our growing population is absolutely key to maintaining the environmental, economic and health
benefits that underpin our quality of life in Arlington and should be a critical element to any
planning process.

In addition, we suggest the following specific changes to the evaluation guidelines:
1) Section Site Evaluation Process and Criteria, 2(a), Site Characteristics add:
iv. Environmental features…, add “valuation of ecosystem services such as for storm
water interception, tree calculation of environmental benefits, etc.”
vii. Land use policies and land acquisition history (land acquired for what purpose and
source of funding (e.g. park bond, TDR, conservation easement, etc.)
Thank you for this opportunity to share our views with you.

Caroline Haynes, Chair
Park and Recreation Commission
cc:

Members, Arlington County Board
Barbara Donnellan, Arlington County Manager
Jane Rudolph, Director, Department of Parks and Recreation
Planning Commission

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

csd
Matthew Ladd; CountyBoard; CountyManager
Laiza Otero; exec@bluemontcivic.org
Resident Comments on the Draft Guidelines for Public Lands for Public Good
Sunday, November 02, 2014 7:06:36 AM
greeninfrastructure.pdf
physicalactivity.pdf
helpchildrenlearn.pdf
communityengagement.pdf
economicdevelopment.pdf
communityrevitalization.pdf
artsandculture.pdf
tourism.pdf
climatechangemanagement.pdf
smartgrowth.pdf

Dear County Board, Manager and Staff:
I submitted these comments via the online tool but unfortunately there is no means to add attachments. I
am using this email to supply the documents referenced in my comments, repeated below:
First, I am oppose to any effort to convert our limited and precious parks and open space to any other
needs, As sufficiently documented by others, Arlington's current and projected ratios of park and open
space to residents is below standard, and (in the past) the County has diverted resources and bond
funding (intended) to addressing this deficit to other projects when it should be aggressively purchasing
property to address the shortfall of public open space, and to increase natural buffers at critical
environmental resources. A central tenant of smart growth is concentration of development towards
preservation of critical environmental areas, yet Public Lands for Public Good intends to bring density to
the heart of our environmental resources and assets.
Second, these public lands already do public good, and the process outlined in the draft guidelines does
not adequately evaluate the value the parks and open space currently provide the community and the
world at large
Lastly, the draft guidelines do not address other options to provide or meet the balance of needs, i.e. is
consumption of parkland and open space the best available public or commercial means to address the
balance of needs? If there is a decision to consume parkland and open space towards other needs,
options and mitigation strategies to offset the loss MUST be part of the public discourse
I will be sending under separate cover documentation from the City Parks Forum that outlines numerous
benefits conferred by parks and open space that are not fully addressed or considered in the draft
guidelines.
Please give these comments and documents due consideration.
The attached documents are briefing papers courtesy of the City Parks Forum -- not all briefing papers
available are attached but these are representative of the range and quality of the content. In the “Key
Points:, these briefing papers coherently outline many of the high value contributions parks and open
space provide to communities which do not appear to be fully addressed in the draft guidelines. More
information may be gained from City Parks website. Please navigate to the following
URL:,https://www.planning.org/cityparks/
Respectfully Submitted:
Craig Deering
Resident and Taxpayer
BCA Member

